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Eco-Efficiency of Drinking Water Treatment 
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National Office of Electricity and Drinking Water, Meknes, Morocco  

 

Abstract— Problem statement:In the water treatment 

processes, the chemicals (aluminum sulfate AS, chlorine, 

and polyelectrolyte) are required in the different steps of 

treatment (coagulation, flocculation, settling, 

disinfection…). The chemicals residues can affect the 

human healthy and the environment. The treatment 

process produces sludge according to the level of the 

water turbidity. However, the sludge management 

increases the monitoring expenses. Moreover, this water 

treatment sub-product constitutes a threat for the 

environment and the downstream water 

users.Approach:In this study, the effectiveness of 

chemicals uses and sludge reuse was evaluatedin order to 

find optimal operational conditions and reduce its 

residues. The influence of the chemicals consumption on 

the cost of treated water was also studied. A set of jar test 

experiments was conducted to find the sludge and 

aluminum sulfate dosages in order to improve the 

produced water quality for different turbidity levels. 

Results: Results demonstrated that the consumption of 

chemicals could be reduced by 10 to 15%. The sludge 

reuse improve the water quality and decrease the AS 

consumption by 50 to 60%. The turbidity removal is 

increasing and the aluminum residues is decreasing by 

50%. Conclusions/Recommendations:Results show that 

the sludge reuse plays a very important role in reducing 

the aluminum sulfate dosage, improving the treated water 

quality and reducing water cost. The AS control and 

modeling reduce the chemicals consumption. This 

approach contributes in preserving the environment and 

opens income-earning opportunities for local population 

by promoting local products made from water treatment 

sludge. 

Keywords— Efficiency, water treatment, water quality, 

chemicalsresidues, sludge, environment, beneficiaries.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The demand on water supply is increasing over the last 

century due to improved lifestyle, industrial development 

and population growth. This increased demand is facing a 

paradox to produce treated water with high quality at 

lower cost. In order to reduce the water cost, it is very 

important to optimize the operating expenses in the water 

treatment plant (power, chemicals, operator’s expenses…) 

and many measures should be taken in this vision [1].   

The treatment of drinking water comprises the aeration, 

coagulation, sedimentation, filtration and disinfection of 

raw water produced by the springs. During the rainfall 

period, the water’s turbidity increases, colloidal particles 

are separated in the treatment plant by means of a 

chemical coagulation process: consisting in the charge 

destabilization of the suspended particles by adding 

coagulant. The coagulant used is aluminum sulfate; it is 

the most widely used coagulant in Morocco as well as 

many other countries in the drinking water industry. It is 

mainly used because of its effectiveness, accessibility and 

low price. As a common practice, aluminum sulfate is 

applied according to the jars test results. The main 

difficulty is how to reduce the treated water cost and 

improve the water quality in the same time. Also, le 

sludge management is a real problem in water treatment 

plant, it is increasing the both investment and operating 

costs. optimize the aluminum sulfate dosage related to 

raw water characteristics by using other cheaper products. 

Some attempts have been made to improve the 

effectiveness of the aluminum sulfate or to substitute this 

coagulant by another natural, available and cheaper 

[2].Finding of various coagulation processes have been 

reported in literature. Some of these include; studying the 

effect of using the bentonite, MoringaOleifera, Date 

seeds, Pollen Sheath,Mesquite Bean and Cactus 

Latifariaon the coagulation in the treatment of low 

turbidity [3],[4],[5]. Those natural products have 

coagulating activity in the treatment of turbid water and 

can be used as coagulant or as coagulant aid with other 

synthetic and industrial coagulants (aluminum sulfate…) 

in order to reduce the coagulant consumption in the water 

treatment plant. However, Studies have demonstrated that 

sludge produced by the water treatment plant can improve 

the coagulation process and reduce the aluminum sulfate 

consumption [6].  

This paper addresses the problem of improving water 

quality by decreasing the chemicals use in water 

treatment plant and the possibility to reuse sludge in the 

water production chain. This paper is organized as 

fellows. After an introduction of the objective of this 

study, the experimental section is described in section II, 

also,the methodology used to assess the approach impacts 

is explained. In section III, the results are presented and 

discussed. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

a) Water treatment operation 

This study was developed in a water treatment plant 

located in Meknes in the middle of Moroccan Kingdom, 

whose source is two big springs Bittit (630 l/s) and Ribaa 

(400l/s). The quality of water produced by the springs 

changes according to the rainfall in the region. 

Sometimes, it can be affected by the snow in the Atlas 

Mountain. The treatment water plant, as part of other 

water resources, water to more than 700.000 inhabiatnts 

of Meknes city, Morocco and has a nominal capacity of 

600 l/s of treated water. Figure 1 presents a schematic 

overview of the various operations necessary to treat the 

water. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1: simplified synopsis of the water treatment plant. 

 

Many measurements of variables such as turbidity level, PH, conductivity, temperatureis needed to carry out the jars test in 

order to determine the optimal dose of the aluminum sulfate. The raw water variables used in this study present the following 

variation intervals: 

Table.1: statistical summary of raw water conditions from 01/01/2013 to 31/12/2016 

(ONEE, 2016) 

Variables  Min Max 

Turbidity: Bittit (NTU) 1.7 850 

Turbidity: Ribaa (NTU) 1.62 960 

PH 6.80 7.74 

Temperature: (°C) 14 24.70  

Conductivity micro s/cm 509 624 

 

In the rainfall period, the turbidity of raw water changes from time to time as shown in the figure 2: 

 
Fig.2: statistical data of turbidity level of the spring’s water from 01/01/2013 to 31/12/2015 (ONEE, 2016). 
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The chemicals used in the water treatment process consume about 50% the total operating expenses of the water treatment. 

The energy cost is between 10 to 15% related to the total cost in 2013, 2014 and 2015 as shown in the Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3: Operations expenses of the water treatment plant in 2013, 2014 and 2015 (National Office of Electricity and Drinking 

Water ONEE, 2015). 

In addition, used as coagulant, the aluminum sulfate (Alum) consumption is more than 70% of the total chemicals 

consumption in the water treatment plant. Le polyelectrolyte (Poly) consumption is less than 10% and the chlorine is 

between 16 and 26% of the total chemicals used in the water treatment plant according to the water quality as shown by the 

figure below: 

 

 
Fig.4: Percentage of chemicals expenses consumed by the water treatment plant in 2013, 2014 and 2015 (National Office of 

Electricity and Drinking Water ONEE, 2015). 

The table 2 show the volume of the treated water and sludge produced by the water treatment plant between 2013 and 2015. 
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Table.2: Volume of treated water and sludge produced by the WTP in 2013, 2014 and 2015 per month (National Office of 

Electricity and Drinking Water ONEE, 2016) 

Year Volume of treated 

water  (m3) 

Consumption of aluminum 

sulfate (kg) 

Volume of sludge produced in 

the WTP (m3) 

2013 15098736 242850 9559 

2014 15508924 203820 14021 

2015 15214486 149330 10810 

 

b)  Materials and methods 

b.1 Modeling of the aluminum sulfate dose: 

The prediction of optimal coagulant dose from raw water 

characteristics is a nonlinear regression problem. The 

identification aims at modeling and parameter estimation. 

It consists of constructing a mathematical model that can 

describe the behavior "-Input-output" of the system [17]. 

The problem is to determine the model parameters from 

input and output data. The analysis of experimental data 

for different periods of the year in the water treatment 

plant allow obtain mathematical models describing the 

changes in dose of Alum based on the input parameters of 

the raw water using Statgraphics software [7]. 

The model to develop will be based on the data available 

in the plant from 01/06/2014 to 31/12/2015 (495 data). 

The data validation, processing and modeling of the 

coagulant dosage rate are the main steps to construct the 

model as presented by the figure 5. 

 

 
Fig.5: structure of the model for the prediction of the coagulant dosage rate. 

 

According to the data recorded in the water treatment 

plant, many models are identified and analyzed using 

Statgraphics software which indicates the relationship 

between the Aluminum doses measured and calculated by 

different models. Only eleven models from the simplest to 

a complex one are exanimated below regarding to the 

output (aluminum sulfate dose calculated).  

After the construction of the models, they are compared 

each one to the other. Two statistical tests are performed 

on models in order to choose the model fitted with the 

observed data. First, an ANOVA test is performed on 

models to determine if there is a significant difference 

between models and observed data. Finally, the Euclidian 

distance method is applied to models in order to choose 

the more representative of the observed data.  

b.2 Reusing sludge in the water treatment process: 

1/ Preparation of synthetic turbid water: 

The turbid water is prepared by adding different weights 

of sludge in mg into 1 liter of raw water from the spring 

for the medium (20 NTU) and high (40 NTU) turbidity 

levels. However, the low turbidity (10 NTU) water is 

obtained directly from the spring.  

2/ Preparation of Aluminum solution: 

The Aluminum solution was prepared by dissolving 1 g of 

AS (Al2(SO4)3) in distilled water (PH = 7 ± 0.1) and the 

solution volume is increased to 1 liter. Each 1 ml of 

prepared stock solution is equal to 10 mg/l when it is 

added to 1 liter of turbid water to be tested.  

3/ Preparation of sludge solution: 

Sensors

• Prameters:PH, Temeprature, Turbidity , conductivity...

Validation

• Comparaison of data and parametrs validation

Processing

• Construction of the model

Modeling and 
reconstruction

• Prediction of  the coagulant dose by the model

• Comparaison between the dose calculated and the dose determined by jar test

Reconstruction

• Model reconstruction according to the data and the comparaison between calculated 
and determined dose
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The sludge produced in the settling step of the treatment 

process is used to prepare the sludge solution. A certain 

volume of raw water is added to the blend and stirred for 

5 minutes at 300 rpm using magnetic stirrer. The volume 

of obtained suspension is increased to 1 liter and the 

gravity filtered through a 1um filter paper to separate 

residual particles from the prepared solution. The filtrate 

solution is referred to a sludge coagulant in this study. 

4/Research methodology: 

A standard jar test apparatus equipped with six paddles 

rotating in a set of six beakers is used to simulate 

coagulation, flocculation and sedimentation processes.At 

the first, Control experiments for coagulation tests are 

performed in order to determine the optimal dose of the 

aluminum sulfate in normal conditions. The selected level 

of turbid water ( 1L) is filled into the beakers and various 

doses in the range from 10 to 100 mg/l of sludge and the 

aluminum sulfate according to the results of the first jar 

test determining the optimal dose of the inorganic 

coagulant in normal conditions are separately added in the 

beakers and mixed rapidly (300 rpm) for one minute. The 

mixing speed was then reduced to 40 rpm for 20 minutes. 

Then thestirrer is turned off and the suspensions are 

allowed to settle for different periods of time ranging 

from 30 to 120 minutes under quiescent conditions.After 

each period of settling time, supernatant samples of each 

beaker in the jar test is withdrawn from located 10 cm 

below the water level and residual turbidity is measured.  

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1. Evaluation of experiments impacts: 

1/ Modeling of the aluminum sulfate dose: 

According to this study, the coagulant dose modeling can reduce the aluminum sulfate consumption by 10 to 15% [7]. 

 
Fig.6: Comparison between the calculated and measured dose of the coagulant. 

 

 

2/ Sludge reusing: 

According to the jar test experiments, the sludge can play a very interesting role the improvement of settling activities in the 

water treatment process. The sludge reusing can reduce the aluminum sulfate consumption by 40 to 50% according to the 

water turbidity level [6]. 

The table 3 shows the results of coagulant consumption reduction after using sludge as aid coagulant with aluminum sulfate:  

Table.3: AS consumption reduction for different levels of turbidity using AS and sludge 

 Low Turbidity Medium turbidity High turbidity 

Initial turbidity 9.34 21 39.4 

Optimal dose of Aluminum sulfate 

(mg/l) (1) 

10 20 20 

Optimal dose of sludge (mg/l) used 

within AS (2) 

35 50 60 

Dose of AS (mg/l) proposed to be 

used with optimal dose of sludge (3). 
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3.2. Evaluation of operational impacts: 

1/ Improvement of water quality: 

Both modeling of coagulant dose and reusing of sludge in 

coagulation process improve the water quality produced 

by the water treatment plant. Concerning the dose 

modeling, the calculated dose based on real time 

parameters is just the dose that the process requires and 

many problems of over or under dose are avoid. Thus, the 

quality of water is improved. In addition, the sludge 

reusing improves the water quality by increasing the 

turbidity removal.  

The table 4 shows the results of turbidity removal 

percentage using aluminum sulfate only, optimal dose of 

AS and sludge and the optimal dose of sludge and the 

proposed dose of AS : 

 

Table.4: Turbidity removal percentage for different levels of turbidity using AS and sludge 

 Low Turbidity Medium turbidity High turbidity 

Initial turbidity 9.34 21 39.4 

Turbidity removal percentage using 

only AS (1) 

96.71% 98.05% 98.98% 

Turbidity removal percentage using 

AS and sludge as coagulant aid  

(1)+(2) 

97.14% 98.33% 99.34% 

Turbidity removal percentage using 

optimal dose of sludge and AS 

(2)+(3) 

97.56% 98.96% 99.47% 

 

The results show that the sludge used as coagulant aid 

with the AS improves not only the water quality produced 

by the treatment plant (turbidity removal percentage from 

96.71 to 97.56%, from 98.05 to 98.96% and from 98.98 to 

99.47% for low, medium and high turbid water 

respectively).In addition, it can be used to reduce the AS 

dose in the coagulation process.  

Furthermore, the sludge reuse in coagulation process 

decrease the aluminum residues in produced water. The 

figure 7 show the aluminum residues before and after 

reusing sludge in water treatment process. 

 
Fig.7: Impact of sludge reusing on aluminum residues in treated water. 

 

2/ Reduction of waste streams: 

The sludge reusing in the coagulation process reduce the 

volume of waste streams and plays a great role in the 

environment preservation.Properties of the sludge 

produced by the water treatment plant depends on the raw 

water quality and the WTP process [8]. Moreover, the 

sludge can play very interesting role in removing 

phosphorus as various species of phosphate by means of 

its aluminum components [9].A model has been 

elaborated to predict the sludge volume [10]. The model 

contributes to master the sub-products produced by the 

WTP in order to manage the plant performances.  
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3/Improvement of the local population income: 

Several studies have been performed in order to treasure 

the sludge produced by both drinking water treatment 

plants (WTP) and wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) 

[11]. Although the reuse of sludge from WWTP is of 

crucial importance according to the organic matter it 

contain. In fact, the reuse of sludge have been studied in 

different sectors especially in the field of construction and 

civil engineering. 

As in construction field, WTP sludge is very important in 

the pottery sector. Indeed, the use of a mixture consisting 

of sludge (85%) and sand (silicon dioxide) 15% in pottery 

manufacturingis proposed [12].Then, sludge produced by 

the water treatment plant contributes in the development 

of handcraft activities in the region. It can create more 

than 10000 handcraft items (each item needs 1.5 kg of 

sludge and costs more than five $). Thus, the sludge will 

become an asset for the local population not an obstacle 

for WTP managers. 

 

3.3. Evaluation of approach impacts: 

The approach based on modeling of the coagulant dose 

and the sludge reusing in water treatment plant can be 

widespread. The relevance of these approach findings for 

the challenge is appreciated at three levels:  

1/ The environmental level: 

The application of this approach contributes to enhance 

and protect the environment and improve the water 

quality. The treated water quality is improved by 

increasing the turbidity removal percentage and 

decreasing the aluminium residues. However, the rejected 

water quality is improved by decreasing all of the 

chemicals residues. In addition, this approach play a very 

important role in reducing waste streams (sludge). Thus, 

the agricultural activities in the plant downstream are not 

affected by the WTP streams. 

2/ The economic level: 

The application of this approach contributes:  

 Reduce operating costs by mastering the 

coagulant dose determined by the automatic 

method instead of manual method and reducing 

the coagulant consumption after reusing sludge 

as aid coagulant. 

 Improve operator productivity and efficiency and 

increase operator profits by decreasing the 

operating expenses. The sludge reusing and 

modelling contributes to decrease both the 

investment and operating costs [10]. 

 Optimize life-cycle economic performance: this 

approach improve the performances facilities. 

3/ The Social level: 

The application of this approach contributes to 

enhancepopulation health and comfort by improving 

water quality. It can contribute to the socio-economic 

development of the region by openingincome earning 

opportunities and promoting local products. Thus, the 

water plant management enhance local livelihood.  

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented some results concerning the 

improvement of the water treatment efficiency and the 

reduction of its impacts on the environment. It is based on 

systemic approach that include environmental, economic 

and social issues and touches all the stakeholders. An 

innovative solution that reduce environmental impact, 

optimize water use efficiency and improve the 

competitiveness of the water supply company. This 

approach gets the water treatment process more efficient 

by reducing waste and increasing sub- products recycling 

and recovery. The study findings show that the water 

quality is improved while the chemicals consumption is 

reduced. Thus, the treated water cost is reducing.In 

addition, this approach touches the social issues, it is 

based on the idea that improve the local population 

income and engage the rural community in sustainable 

economy activities (craft, fertilizers…). Finally, the 

approach can be generalized for water treatment plants all 

over the world. 
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Abstract — The fault location detection has been a goal of 

power system engineers, since the creation of distribution 

and transmission systems. Quick fault detection can help 

protect the equipment by allowing the disconnection of 

faulted lines before any significant damage of the 

equipment. The accurate fault location can help utility 

personnel remove persistent of the faults and locate the 

areas where the faults regularly occur, thus reducing the 

occurrence of fault and minimize the time of power 

outages. As a result, while the fault location detection 

schemes have been developed in the past, a variety of 

algorithms continue to be developed to perform this task 

more accurately and more effectively. The detection and 

location of faults on power transmission lines is essential 

to the protection and maintenance of a power system. Most 

methods of fault detection and location relate to the 

measurements of electrical quantities provided by current 

and voltage transformers. These transformers can be 

expensive and require physical contact with the monitored 

high voltage equipment.   

Keywords— IoT, Relay, PIC Microcontroller, 

Transmitter, Receiver. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

CURRENTLY, the electric power infrastructure is highly 

vulnerable against many forms of natural and malicious 

physical events [1], which can adversely affect the overall 

performance and stability of the grid. Additionally, there is 

an impending need to equip the age old transmission line 

infrastructure with a high performance data communication 

network, that supports future operational requirements like 

real time monitoring and control necessary for smart grid 

integration [2], [3]. Many electric power transmission 

companies have primarily relied on circuit indicators to 

detect faulty sections of their transmission lines. However 

there are still challenges in detecting the exact location of 

these faults. Although fault indicator technology has 

provided a reliable means to locate permanent faults, the 

technical crew and patrol teams still has to physically patrol 

and inspect the devices for longer hours to detect faulty 

sections of their transmission lines. Wireless sensor based 

monitoring of transmission lines provides a solution for 

several of these concerns like real time structural awareness, 

faster fault localization, accurate fault diagnosis by 

identification and differentiation of electrical faults from the 

mechanical faults, cost reduction due to condition based 

maintenance rather than periodic maintenance, etc.. These 

applications specify stringent requirements such as fast 

delivery of enormous amount of highly reliable data. The 

success of these applications depends on the design of cost 

effective and reliable network architecture with a fast response 

time. The network must be able to transport sensitive data 

such as current state of the transmission line and control 

information to and from the transmission grid. This research 

provides a cost optimized framework to design a real time 

data transmission network. To monitor the status of the 

power system in real time, sensors are put in various 

components in the power network. These sensors are capable 

of taking fine grained measurements of a variety of physical 

or electrical parameters and generate a lot of information. 

Delivering this information to the control centre in a cost 

efficient and timely manner is a critical challenge to be 

addressed in order to build an intelligent smart grid.  Network 

design is a critical aspect of sensor based transmission line 

monitoring due to the large scale, vast terrain, uncommon 

topology, and critical timing requirements. Mechanical 

faults, cost reduction due to condition based maintenance 

rather than periodic maintenance, etc. The use of sensor 

networks has been proposed for several applications like 

mechanical state processing and dynamic transmission line 

rating applications [4]-[6]. To monitor the status of the 

power system in real time, sensors are put in various 

components in the power network [7]–[10]. 

The hierarchical model proposed in, offers a very expensive 

solution with the idea of deploying cellular transceivers on 

every tower. While such a network can provide extremely 

low latency data transmission, this model is highly cost 

inefficient as it incurs huge installation and subscription 
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costs. The only work that addresses the problem of finding 

optimal locations of cellular transceivers is presented [11], 

12]. The paper presents a digital fault locator by dynamic 

system parameter estimation for a double end fed 

transmission line. The authors of [13] and [14] were the first 

to propose a two level model specifically for supporting the 

overhead transmission line monitoring applications. But 

considering the topological constraints posed by the 

transmission lines, the low band-width, low data rate 

wireless nodes would fail to transmit huge amount of data in 

a multi hop manner.  

In these works, the goal is to deploy multiple different 

sensors in critical and vulnerable locations of the 

transmission line to sense mechanical properties of its 

various components and transmit the sensed data through a 

suitable wireless network to the control center. However, 

most of these works address this theme at a very high level 

of abstraction. Small scale real world deployments of 

wireless sensors include tension monitoring using load cells 

[15]-[17], and power conductor surface temperature 

monitoring, sago meter, etc. This paper deals with the 

application of artificial neural networks (ANNs) to fault 

detection and location in extra high voltage (EHV) 

transmission lines for high speed protection using terminal 

line data. The proposed neural fault detector and locator 

were trained using various sets of data available from a 

selected power network model and simulating different 

fault scenarios (fault types, fault locations, fault resistances 

and fault inception angles) and different power system 

data (source capacities, source voltages, source angles, time 

constants of the sources) [18], [19]. 

 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

In Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of wireless networking 

system. The transmission line infrastructure, wireless 

networking presents a feasible and cost effective solution 

for transmission line monitoring such as voltage and 

current. The several works  and propose to improve the 

state of the art in transmission line monitoring by 

harnessing the power of wireless sensor networks for real 

time monitoring and control GSM is a cellular network, 

which means that mobile phones connect to it by searching 

for cells in the immediate vicinity. The GSM networks 

operate in four different frequency ranges. Most GSM 

networks operate in the 900 MHz or 1800 MHz bands. 

Some countries in the Americas (including Canada and the 

United States) use the 850 MHz and 1900 MHz bands 

because the 900 and 1800 MHz frequency bands were 

already allocated GSM has used a variety of voice codices 

to squeeze 3.1 kHz audio into between 5.6 and 13 kbps.  

 

     
Fig.1: Block diagram 

 
Fig.2: Circuit diagram 

 

Originally, two codes, named after the types of data 

channel they were allocated, were used, called Half Rate 

(5.6 kbps) and Full Rate (13 kbps). These used a system 

based upon linear predictive coding (LPC). In addition to 

being efficient with bitrates, these codes also made it 

easier to identify more important parts of the audio, 

allowing the air interface layer to prioritize and better 

protect these parts of the signal installation and 

subscription costs.[20], [21]. In Fig. 2 shows the circuit 

diagram of wireless networking system. 

       

               
Fig.3: Power supply circuit 
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In this circuits need two power supplies. The 78XX ICs 

are worked on regulated DC power 5V with GND. Relay 

driver worked on DC 12V with GND. This unit consists of 

transformer, rectifier, filter and regulator. The AC voltage 

typically 230v RMS is connected to a transformer which 

steps that AC voltage down to the level of the desired AC 

voltage. The Diode rectifier then provides a bridge 

rectified voltage that is initially filtered by a simple 

capacitor filter to produce a DC voltage. This resulting DC 

voltage usually has some ripple or AC voltage variations. 

A regulator circuit can use this DC input to provide DC 

voltage that not only has much less ripple voltage but also 

remains the same DC value even the DC voltage varies 

somewhat, or the load connected to the output DC voltages 

changes [22], [23].  

 

III. INTERNET OF THINGS 

 

 
Fig.4: Internet of things 

 

In Fig.4 shows the IoT. The user interface is through web 

pages that are created on the client-side, using HTML. 

JavaScript is used for validity checks of the information 

entered by the users. The client's browser parses the URL 

into a number of separate parts, including address, path 

name and protocol. A Domain Name Server (DNS) 

translates the domain name the user has entered into its IP 

address, a numeric combination that represents the site's 

true address on the Internet (a domain name is merely a 

"front" to make site addresses easier to remember). The 

browser now determines which protocol (the language 

client machines use to communicate with servers) should 

be used. Examples of protocols include FTP (File Transfer 

Protocol), and HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol). The 

browser sends a GET request to the Web server to retrieve 

the address it has been given. For example, when a user 

types http://www.example.com/1.jpg, the browser sends a 

GET 1.jpg command to example.com and waits for a 

response. The server now responds to the browser's 

requests. It finds the necessary files, runs the appropriate 

scripts, exchanges cookies if necessary, and returns the 

results back to the browser. If it cannot locate the file, the 

server sends an error message to the client. The browser, 

after receiving the HTML file, displays the web page to 

the user.[24]. 

 
Fig.5: Client server architecture 

 

The Internet is basically a client server system. In the 

retrieval of information that can be accessed using the 

internet, there are two important components: client, which 

requests the information and server, which stores it. Each 

side requires a piece of software to negotiate the exchange 

of data. During web page retrieval, at the client side, a 

browser like Netscape or internet explorer is used. The 

server side software performs the task of negotiating data 

transfers between clients and servers via hypertext transfer 

protocol (HTTP), the communications protocol of the 

Web. The different server software are available for 

various operating systems such as Microsoft Internet 

information Server (IIS) for Windows NT and the Apache 

web server for Unix platform. The Fig.5 shows the client 

server architecture. The welcome page has a short form 

that will enable the user to log in to the system. The form 

has text fields for username and password entry. The user 

has to specify his/her username and password obeying the 

following rules. The Fig.6 shows the welcome pages of the 

IoT.   

 
Fig .6: Welcome pages 
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Fig.7: Control pages 

 

In Fig.7 shows the Control pages of the IoT. The menu 

page displays various buttons where he/she can select from 

a list of available menus provided by the system. On the 

menu page, the user can select DEVICE, SHUDDOWN 

and EXIT. On selecting device, the user can choose among 

devices to control. SHUDDOWN menu is provided to 

emergency off regarding the procedure to be followed. 

EXIT menu is provided to log out of the system. By 

sensing the voltage and current in this circuit, the short 

circuit is having the output in the range of high voltage and 

low current and the open circuit having the output in the 

range of low voltage and high current range. 

 

IV. EMBEDDED SYSTEM 

An embedded system is a combination of computer 

hardware, software and additional mechanical parts, 

designed to perform a specific function .An embedded 

system is designed to do a specific task within a given 

time frame, repeatedly, without human interaction. 

Embedded system do not need a complete operating 

system, but only the basic functionalities of an operating 

system in a real-time environment, that is, a real time 

operating system (RTOS). Frequently, embedded system 

does not have a user interface. PIC (Peripheral Interface 

Controller) is the IC which wasD87 developed to control 

the peripheral device, dispersing the function of the main 

CPU. When comparing to the human being, the brain is 

the main CPU and the PIC shares the part of which is 

equivalent to the automatic. However, the through out, 

the memory capacity is not big. It depends on the kind of 

PIC but the maximum operation clock frequency is about 

29 MHZ and the memory capacity to write the program is 

about 1k to 4k words. It is possible to make the compact 

circuit when using PIC [25], [26]. 

   

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, present an optimal formulation for a cost 

optimized wireless network capable of transmission of 

time sensitive sensor data through the transmission line 

network in the presence of delay and bandwidth 

constraints. Our analysis shows that a transmission line 

monitoring framework using WSN is indeed feasible 

using available technologies. The proposed method with 

formulation is generic and en-compasses variation in 

several factors such as asymmetric data generation at 

towers, wireless link reliabilities, link utilization dependent 

costs, non-uniform cellular coverage characteristics and 

requirements for cost optimized incremental deployment. 

The evaluation studies show that the main bottleneck in 

cost minimization is wireless link bandwidth. Further, in 

cases of increasing flow bandwidth, the limited wireless 

link bandwidth leads to a feasible but expensive design 

due to increased dependence on cellular network to satisfy 

constraints.      
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Abstract—OpenStack is an open source cloud computing 

management platform project that supports almost all 

types of cloud environment. It can achieve data 

processing services among the interactive information 

storages, and it can also be stored in the virtual machine 

of cloud computing platform in various services. When 

performing complex data combination processing, each 

service cooperates with other services according to the 

interaction information, and finally completes the 

processing of complex data. 

Keywords— OpenStack, Complex data processing, 

Cloud computing, Service 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OpenStack is an open source cloud computing 

management platform project that supports almost all 

types of cloud environments and helps service providers 

and enterprises implement infrastructure as a service 

(IaaS) similar to Amazon EC2 and S3. The OpenStack 

cloud platform contains several key projects, including 

Compute, Identity Service, Networking, Image Service, 

Block Storage, Object Storage, Telemetry, Orchestration 

and Database, which can be installed independently and 

deployed on demand. People can install any of these 

projects independently, provide independent services 

through configuration, or communicate with other 

projects to form a feature-rich and powerful cloud service 

system. 

 

II. DESIGN OF MULTIPLE COMPLEX DATA 

PROCESSING 

After the study of OpenStack, OpenStack can be achieved 

based on a number of complex data processing methods, 

as follows, as shown in Figure 1.  

 

 
Fig.1: OpenStack based on multiple complex data 

processing flow chart 

 

(a) Assign a client number to the client. Select the desired 

service from the service library, and then assign a service 

call number to this selection for the service. 

(b) Combination of selected services. If the former of two 

services connected to is the data output service call, the 

latter is for the data input service call, which contains the 

following process: 

(b1) Using the data matching judgment unit to estimate 

whether the two service output types and the input 

requirements match, if succeed, then (b3), otherwise the 

combination is not successful; 

(b2) For data output service calls, insert a row of data in 

the service composition structure database, including: 

customer number (number of customers assigned for this 

service composition function), service call number 

(number of data output service calls, uniquely identifying 

the service), the next service address (the service address 

of the data input service call, exposing the service to other 

 

(a). Assigns the client code to the client. Assigns the 

service call number after selecting the service. 

 

(b). Combinational Services. Judge whether a previous 

service output conforms to a subsequent service input 

request. Confirm a data input service call and a data 

output service call of each service. 

 

(c). Run the service. Deal with and transfer data by 

invoking other services to, and jointly complete the data 

processing by multiple services through the service 

portfolio. 
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customers or services using the address in the form of a 

network application interface (WEB API)), the next 

service call number (number of data entry service calls). 

(c) Run the service. Complete the data processing through 

the way of service combination. For any one of the 

running of service, it includes the following specific 

process: 

(c1) Receive the data of the previous service, including 

the next service call number, the customer number 

parameter, and the data to be processed; 

(c2) Processing the received data, completing the data 

processing function of the service, and outputting the 

processed data; 

(c3) Find the customer number obtained by the Customer 

Number field in (c1) through the Service Structure 

database, the service call number field is the line of the 

next service call number obtained in (c1), To obtain the 

service after the next service call number and service 

address, through the service address call the next service, 

the transfer of the service data, but also includes the 

customer number, the service after the next service call 

number. 

 

III. SOLUTION OF MULTIPLE COMPLEX 

DATA PROCESSING 

(a) Assign unique client number C
i
 to the client, and 

assign a service call number S
j ,C

i

 for each service selected 

by the client; 

Where C
i
 is the number assigned by the i-th client, S

j ,C
i

 

is the service call number assigned to the j-th service 

assigned by the client with the client number C
i
，the 

corresponding service for the sensor data after processing 

to get the final road traffic data in the process of a sub-

processing process; 

(b) During the process of selecting a combination, invoke 

S
j ,C

i

 and S
j+1,C

i

 for any two associated connected 

services respectively correspond to two data processing 

sub-processes in the traffic data processing process. 

Among them, comparing with S
j+1,C

i

, S
j ,C

i

 processes 

output service call for data, and requirement of the output 

type isT _ S
j,C

i

(oarg
1
,oarg

2
,oarg

3
,...,m) .  Comparing with 

S
j ,C

i

, S
j+1,C

i

 processes input service call for data, and 

requirement of the input type is 

R_S
j+1,C

i

(inreq
1
,inreq

2
,inreq

3
,..., n) . The data matching 

judgment unit is used to tell whether 

T _ S
j,C

i

(oarg
1
,oarg

2
,oarg

3
,...,m)  and 

R_S
j+1,C

i

(inreq
1
,inreq

2
,inreq

3
,..., n)  match or not. If the 

match succeed, the service invokes the row of data in the 

service composition database of the server where the 

S
j ,C

i

 is located, including the customer number C
i
, the 

data output service call number S
j ,C

i

, the data input 

service call address URL(S
j+1,C

i

), and the data input service 

call number S
j+1,C

i

. 

    Where the T _ S
j,C

i

(oarg
1
,oarg

2
,oarg

3
,...,m) is the type 

of the K parameter of the service call TT for the service, 

m  is the number of parameters, and 

inreq
t
(t =1,2,3,..., t £ n)  is the type of the t-th input 

parameter of the S
j+1,C

i

call for the service in the 

R_S
j+1,C

i

(inreq
1
,inreq

2
,inreq

3
,..., n) ; URL(S

j+1,C
i

)  call the 

remote service program used by the address for the use of 

network application program technology. 

(c) Run the service. Through the method of service 

portfolio, jointly complete the massive data processing 

with the combination of services. The process is shown as 

follow. 

(c1) For any service call number S
j ,C

i

 for the service 

operation, people need to receive the previous service call 

S
j-1,C

i

 data. The data includes the service call number 

S
j ,C

i

, the customer number C
i

 and the data to be 

processed Data. And then process data to complete the 

service data processing function, obtaining the processed 

data RS(Data) . 

(c2) Find the customer number C
i

 via the service 

structure database service call number field S
j ,C

i

, so that 

to obtain the service after the next service call number 

S
j+1,C

i

 and service address URL(S
j+1,C

i

) . Then call the 

next service through the service address URL(S
j+1,C

i

), and 

pass S
j ,C

i

 processing Data RS(Data) , customer number 

C
i
 and next service call number S

j+1,C
i

. 

Further, in the step (b), the process of the data matching 

is: firstly, judging whether m or n satisfies m = n . If it is 

not satisfied, the matching does not succeed. Otherwise, 

secondly judging whether oarg
k
,inreq

t
(k = t,and  k,t=1,2,3...) 

satisfies the condition oarg
k

= inreq
t
 or not. If it satisfies, 

the match succeeds. Otherwise the match does not 

succeed. 
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IV. METHODS OF MULTIPLE COMPLEX 

DATA PROCESSING 

Multiple complex data processing process implementat-

ion methods based on OpenStack are as follows: 

1. (1) Pick a number of required services from the service 

list and assign call code to each selected service. For 

example, sx（x=1，2，3…） is the service number, 

call_id_y (y = 1, 2, 3...) is the service call number. If two 

or more service numbers are the same service, the input 

data source and the output destination service processed 

in the combination are different. There will be the same 

service number, but different service call number. It is 

shown in Figure 2. 

call_id_1

S1

S3

S4

S2

S1

S6

S5

call_id_3

call_id_2 call_id_4 call_id_5

 
Fig.2: Service call 

 

As shown in Figure 2, s1 is the case. Call the s1 service 

with the number call_id_1 whose data input source is the 

s2 service calling the call_id_2, the data output is the s3 

service calling the call_id_4 number. And call the s1 

service with the number call_id_3, the input data source is 

called s3 service with the number call_id_4, and the data 

output is called s6 service with the number call_id_5. 

These two identical s1 service calls have the same 

functionality, but belong to different service calls, so the 

service call number is different. 

(2) Assign the customer number user_id_z (z = 1, 2, 3...), 

in the service where the server, a service can be used by 

multiple customers can also be used by the same customer 

several times, resulting in different service calls. When 

customer selects a service, the service call number is 

independent. When different customers choose a service 

the service numbers may be the same. Therefore, in the 

server, when different customers call the same service, 

people can distinguish different service calls through the 

combination of the customer number and service call 

number. 

For example, s2 is used three times by two clients 

(user1_id, user2_id): the user with the number user1_id is 

used twice to form two service calls calling call_id_1 and 

call_id_2. The number of user2_id customers used once, 

forming a call number call_id_1 service call. At this 

point, s2 of two service call numbers are call_id_1. But 

they belong to different service calls for different clients, 

so these two different service calls are distinguished by 

user1_id + call_id_1 and user2_id + call_id_1. 

2. The service side of each service needs to maintain a 

database of a service composition structure. The database 

has four fields: user_id, call_id, next_call_id and 

next_service_url: 

User_id: Call the customer number of the service, along 

with the call_id field, is used to distinguish the service 

calls to which the service belongs; 

Call_id: A service call number for this service, used in 

conjunction with the user_id field to distinguish service 

calls to which the service belongs; 

Next_call_id: After the end of this service, you need to 

call the next service call number, in the next service, is 

used with the user_id to distinguish the next service call 

Post service_url: The address of the next service call, 

after the end of this service， the network application 

program interface is used to call the next service； 

In the service portfolio structure database, complete the 

above data modification and insert operation during the 

process of customer combination. In the 

s1→s2→s3service composition process, each service 

composition client has a number. Assume that the current 

client assigns the number: user1_id, S1 service call 

number is call_id_1, service number is s1_id；S2 service 

call number is call_id_2, service number is s2_id；S3 

service call number is call_id_3, service number is s3_id. 

(1) When s1 and s2 are combined, the following events 

are triggered: 

Through the s1 service number s1_id query service 

library to obtain s1 input data requirements 

s1_input_type, Output data type s1_output_type, service 

address s1_url; 

Through the s2 service number s2_id query service 

library to obtain s2 input data requirements 

s2_input_type, Output data type s2_output_type, service 

address s2_url; 

The data matching judgment unit judges whether the data 

output type of the S1 and the data input type of the s2 

match, and if matched, the following operation is 

performed: 

For the s1 service structure database, insert a row of data, 

among them, the user_id field is user1_id, the call_id 

field is call_id_1, the next_call_id field is call_id_2, and 

the next_service_url field is s2_url. 

If not, the combination of s1 and s2 fails. 

(2) When using s2 and s3 combination, the trigger event 

is as follows: 

Through the s2 service number s2_id query service 

library to obtain s2 input data requirements 
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s2_input_type, Output data type s2_output_type, service 

address s2_url. 

Through the s3 service number s3_id query service 

library to obtain s3 input data requirements 

s3_input_type, Output data type s3_output_type, service 

address s3_url. 

The data matching judgment unit judges whether the data 

output type of the S1 and the data input type of the s2 

match, and if matched, the following operation is 

performed: 

For the s2 service structure database, insert a row of data, 

among them, the user_id field is user1_id, the call_id 

field is call_id_2, the next_call_id field is call_id_3, and 

the next_service_url field is s3_url. 

If not, the combination of s2 and s3 fails. 

Three basic combinations of services and the operation of 

the process: 

Single input single output form, as shown in Figure 3: 

S1 S2 S3

 
Fig.3: Single-input single-output form of service portfolio 

 

Service structure database where service s2 the server 

maintenance has a row of records, indicating that service 

output invoked by service invocation is only s3. Assume 

that the current client assigns an id of: user1_id, s1 

service call id is call_id_1, s2 service call id is call_id_2, 

and s3 service call id is call_id_3. 

S2 server in the service structure of the database has a 

record as shown in Table 1: 

 

Table.1: Structure data record table 

call_iduser_id next_call_id next_service_url

call_id_2user1_id call_id_3 s3_url
 

The entire calls are as follows: 

S1 at the end of data processing, send s1’s next service 

service call number call_id_2, customer number user1_id 

and source data data1 to the service side of service s2; 

S1 accept the original data s2 sent over, and s1 service of 

the next service call number call_id_2, client number 

user1_id, s2 processing data1 to get the processed data 

data2; 

Service s2 to find its server-side service structure 

database, find the call_id for call_id_2, user_id for all 

user1_id, so as to obtain a call URL for s3_url, and a 

service call number call_id_3, and through service to 

address s3_url, call s3 in the form of WEB API, and send 

data data2 and user number user1_id, the next service call 

number call_id_3. 

Single input multiple output form is shown in Figure 4. 

S1 S2

S3

S4

S5

 
Fig.4: Single-input multi-output form of service portfolio 

 

Service s2 where the service side of the server to maintain 

the service structure of the database has multiple lines of 

records, indicating that the service call has multiple calls 

to the service output. Assume that the current client 

assigns the number: user1_id. The service call number for 

s1 is call_id_1. The service call number for s2 is 

call_id_2. The service call number for s3 is call_id_3. The 

service call number for s4 is call_id_4. The service call 

number for s5 is call_id_5. 

S2 server in the service structure of the database is shown 

in Table 2. 

Table.2: Service structure data records 

call_iduser_id next_call_id next_service_url

call_id_2user1_id call_id_3 s3_url

call_id_2user1_id call_id_4 s4_url

call_id_2user1_id call_id_5 s5_url
 

The entire calls are as follows: 

S1 at the end of data processing, send s1’s next service 

call number call_id_2, customer number user1_id and 

source data data1 to the service side of service s2; 

S1 accepts raw data sent by s2, and s1 service of the next 

service call number call_id_2, client number user1_id, s2 

processing data1 to get the processed data data2; 

Service s2 to find its server-side service structure 

database, find the call_id for call_id_2, user_id for all 

user1_id, so as to obtain a call URL for s3_url, s4_url and 

s5_url. As well as the corresponding service call number 

call_id_3, call_id_4, call_id_5, through the service 

address s3_url, s4_url, s5_url, in the form of network 

application program interface (web api), respectively call 

the service s3, s4, s5 and send data data2 and customer 

number user1_id, and The corresponding next service call 

number. 

Multi-input single output form is shown in Figure 5: 
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S2 S4 S5

S1

S3

 
Fig.5: Multi-input single-output form of service portfolio 

 

The service structure database maintained by the S2 

server has multiple lines of records, but the output service 

call is only one. Assume that the current client assigns the 

number: user1_id, call the S1 service call number 

call_id_1, S2 service call number call_id_2, S3 service 

call number call_id_3, S4 service call number call_id_4, 

S5 service call number is call_id_5. 

S2 server in the service structure of the database shown in 

Table 3: 

Table.3: Service structure data records 

call_iduser_id next_call_id next_service_url

call_id_4user1_id call_id_5 s5_url
 

The entire call processes are as follows: 

S3 at the end of the data processing, the next service call 

number is call_id_4. The client number user1_id and the 

source data datax are passed to the server of the service 

s4. (x = 1, 2, 3); 

S4 accepts raw data sent by sx,, and sx service of the next 

service call number call_id_4, client number user4_id, s4 

processing datax to get the processed data data4; (x = 1, 

2, 3); 

Service s4 to find its server-side service structure 

database, find the call_id for call_id_4, user_id for all 

user4_id, so as to obtain a call url for s5_url, and a service 

call number call_id_5, and through service to address 

s5_url, call s5 in the form of WEB API, and send data 

data4 and user number user1_id, the next service call 

number call_id_5. 

    Because the input data of the service is passed through 

the call of the previous service, all the input sources of the 

service are single input. The operation of the s4 service is 

not running under s1, s2, s3, but by s1, s2, s3 call each, so 

this multi-input single-input mode is equivalent to s1 → 

s4 → s5, s2 → s4 → s5 and s3 → s4 → s5 combination. 

Other forms of combination are formed by the above 

basic combination. And the final data processing is jointly 

completed by multiple service combinations. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The above-mentioned OpenStack complex data 

processing solution can realize the interactive information 

storage between data processing services and can be 

stored in the virtual machine of cloud computing platform 

where each service is located. When the complex data 

combination processing is performed, each service in 

accordance with the interaction of information and other 

services to coordinate, and ultimately together to 

complete the processing of complex data. As a client, the 

required resources can be quickly obtained and the 

services can be quickly deployed and provided to other 

users in the form of services. Other users can use the 

service composition technology to complete the complex 

data processing process.  
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Abstract— Electrical Power quality is used to determine 

the health of the electrical power system that connects the 

consumer’s devices. It is concerned with voltage quality, 

current quality, reliability of service, quality of power 

supply etc. Actually the power quality refers to maintaining 

the sinusoidal waveform of power distribution bus voltage 

at rated voltage magnitude and frequency. Voltage flicker 

and harmonics are the main types of power quality 

problems that are very common to the power system 

containing electric arc furnace (EAF). Utilities connecting 

electrical arc furnaces are highly concerned regarding 

these disturbances and try as far as possible to minimize 

them. In this paper, EAF is presented for the study of power 

quality problems and their mitigation. Analysis regarding 

power quality indices related to both AC and DC type arc 

furnace has been presented.  

Keywords— Electric Arc Furnace (EAF), Flicker 

Harmonics, Melting and Refining, Power quality. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past few decades, the use of electric arc furnace has 

been increased for the production of steel and its alloy 

throughout the world. Steel production by electric arc 

furnace route in 2007 was 36% of the total steel production 

and this share is expected to be increased up to 50 % by 

2030. The reason behind is increased use is due its reduced 

capital cost and less energy required for the production of 

the steel. The electric arc furnace is either AC or DC 

operated. It transfers the electric energy to thermal energy 

(electric arc) to melt the scrap material held by the furnace. 

The arc produced between the electrodes low voltage and 

high current supplied by the furnace transformer. 

The operation of electric arc furnace can be divided in into 

intervals namely melting and refining periods. The refining 

period is further divided in several stages. During the 

melting stage, the electrode is lowered through a hydraulic 

actuator system to maintain the stable arc. The furnace 

draws active power in this condition. More and more 

buckets of scrap material are added into the furnace during 

the melting stages. During the refining stage, a long arc is 

established. The factors involved during the operation of the 

furnace are electrode position, electrode arm control 

scheme, supply voltage, operating reactance and the   

materials used for melting and refining. The installations of 

both AC and DC electric arc furnace [1] have been shown 

in figure 1(a) and figure 1(b) respectively as shown.  

       

 
Fig:1(a)  

    
                                    Fig: 1(b)   

Fig.1: Installation of Electric Arc Furnace  Arc Furnace (a) 

Installation of AC Arc Furnace (b) Installation of DC Arc 

Furnace 

 

II. COMMERCIAL USE OF ELECTRIC ARC 

FURNACE  

The electric arc furnace with its high thermal efficiency is 

suitable for melting down scrap. The electric arc furnace 

uses about 30% less energy for the same process that the 

blast furnace and the basic oxygen steelmaking plant. More 

over in the electric arc furnace scrap can be replaced up to 

100% by unreduced iron ore (sponge iron). Electric arc 

furnace accounts for 51% of the total span of the three basic 

raw materials (scrap, pig iron and sponge iron), while open 

hearth furnace take about 17% and basic oxygen converters 

take about 9%.The growing availability of sponge iron 
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increases the economics significance of the electric arc 

furnace. Electric arc furnaces are extremely flexible and can 

be used in changing circumstances and production levels. It 

can be used as smelting   and refining mode. The electric 

power can be used in controlled way as per the demand. 

The electric arc furnace also can be combined with oxygen 

fuel burner when making special steels. 

 

III. POWER CONVERSION – ELECTRICAL TO 

HEAT ENERGY 

The AC arc furnace is either single phase system or three 

phase system fed by ac supply system with relatively high 

reactance. When electrodes are lowered, an arc is produced 

by high current from electrodes to the scarp held by the 

furnace. The heat generated by the arc at the temperature up 

to 3000oC is utilized for melting and refining the scrap held 

by the furnace. 

A DC arc furnace typically consists of graphite electrode 

(cathode) vertically mounted through an opening in the 

middle of the furnace roof. The anode connection is in the 

hearth of the furnace. The anode is in the direct contact of 

the scrap material to melt. The arc is generated between the 

tip of the cathode and the upper layer of the scrap held in 

the furnace. A very high temperature (1500 oC) is generated 

which is utilized to melt and refine the scrap.  

  

IV. PRINCIPLE OF ARC FURNACE 

OPERATION 

A transformer directly energizes furnace electrodes in a 

high current circuit in AC arc furnaces, whereas dc furnaces 

employ a controlled rectifier to supply dc to the furnace 

electrodes. Arc furnace operation may be classified into 

stages, depending on the status of the melt and the time 

lapse from the initial energization of the unit. During the 

melting period, pieces of steel create momentary short 

circuits on the secondary side of the furnace transformer. 

These load changes affect the arc characteristics, causing 

fluctuations of current. The current fluctuations cause 

variations in reactive power, which cause a momentary 

voltage drop or flicker, both at the supply bus and at nearby 

buses in the interconnected system. The arc currents are 

more uniform during the refining period and result in less 

impact on the power quality of the system. Arc furnaces 

also create harmonic load currents and asynchronous 

spectral components. Harmonics represent an important 

power quality issue, because they may cause undesirable 

operating conditions.  

 

 

 

V. DEFINITION OF POWER QUALITY 

According to IEEE 1100 standard [2], the power quality is 

“the concept of powering and grounding sensitive electronic 

equipment in manner that is suitable to the operation of that 

equipment and compatible with the premise wiring system 

and the other connected equipment.”   It also understands 

for the supply reliability, service quality, voltage quality, 

current quality, quality of supply and the quality of utilizing 

the electrical power. There are kinds of classifications 

power quality issues. A few of them classify the events as 

“steady state” and non steady state phenomena. Duration of 

the event is the most important factor in ANSI C84.1 

standard. IEEE-519 USES the wave shape (duration and 

magnitude) of each event to categorize the power quality 

problems. IEC-61000-2-5 standard use the frequency range 

of the event for the classification of the power quality.   As 

per IEEE-1159 classification, there are three different types 

of short duration events namely instantaneous, momentary 

and temporary. Further each category is divided into 

interruption, sag and swell. Categories and Characteristics 

of Electromagnetic Phenomena in Power System as defined 

by IEEE-1159 standard have been shown in appendix. 

 

VI. COMMON DISTURBANCES IN POWER 

SYSTEMS 

The common disturbances in an electrical power system [3] 

are  

a. Voltage sag 

b. Voltage swell 

c. Momentary interruptions 

d. Transients 

e. Voltage unbalance 

f. Harmonics 

g. Flickers 

g. Voltage fluctuation 

  

VII. ARC FURNACE POWER QUALITY 

PROBLEMS AND ITS MITIGATION – A 

REVIEW 

J. D. Lavers et al [4] describes the detail performance 

including the harmonic analysis by using a method of data 

acquisition and analysis of an electric arc furnace. The 

above method suggested by the author was implemented on 

a single user minicomputer (a PDP 11/40) and on a large 

mainframe (IBM 3033). The author proposed harmonic 

method of analysis by using two software package namely 

FURNC (create furnace data) and FURNA (analyze furnace 

data). FURNC utilizes fast Fourier transform methods to 

compute the current and voltage harmonics. The harmonics 

produced by FURNC are processed by FURNA to analyze 
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the specific parameter. The author in his paper presents the 

two arc furnaces supplied by 33 kV supply by individual 65 

MVA on load tap changer furnace transformer.  Each arc 

furnace is fitted with 65 MVAr SVC along with filter circuit 

(2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 7th. The results are obtained by the 

furnace during the operation the furnace current harmonics 

were found to be to the order of one to five percent with 

second, third and fifth dominating. The harmonic 

components were found negligible during pellet operation. 

 Aurelio García-Cerrada et al [5] has compared the 

performance of TCR based and VSI based flicker 

compensation experimentally from the arc furnace 

installation. An electrical arc furnace is a stochastic non 

linear load [6].The author has proposed a model for an arc 

furnace by assuming that whenever there is current, the 

voltage drop is constant for fixed for fixed arc length. 

                     
Fig.2: Electric arc I-V characteristic curve 

 

In an arc furnace, the arc length varies with time due to the 

movement of the electrode and simultaneously the 

movement of scrap under the electrode. The time varying 

arc length of the arc length can be modeled as the stochastic 

process and consequently the proposed arc furnace model is 

        aaa IsignkkIV ,                     (1) 

where Va and Ia are the voltage  and current in the arc and 

 k is the parameter directly related to the arc length. The 

parameter  k  take different value every time when the 

electric arc is started hat is every time Ia crosses zero. The 

index k is the counter of the discrete time signal  k

whose sampling period is Ts = 0.01 sec which is the time of 

half cycle of 50 Hz system. Such a stochastic model of 

electric arc furnace generates harmonic voltage in the 

distribution system. The voltage fluctuation of the 

fundamental component is the origin of flickers [1]  in the 

system. Flicker is due to the variations of the voltage as low 

as 0.3% and frequencies around 8%.  The author used the 

data collected from the primary of the furnace transformer. 

The strategy of using TCR and its comparison with PWM-

VSI control for flicker compensation was evaluated and it 

was found that PWM-VSI was superior.   

  

Z. Zhang et al [7] has explained how to measure the 

flickers produced by the arc furnace and its compensation. 

The author explained the first Static VAr Generator (SVG) 

made by the EPRI and Westinghouse in 1986. The 

performance of SVG was investigated for flicker 

compensation due to its fast response. SVG has been taken 

into the circuit to replace the conventional SVC (Static 

Voltage Compensator) due to its long response time, costly 

and large in size. It was developed in late 1960s for the 

compensation of large fluctuating industrial loads. The 

working of SVG is different from the working of SVC. The 

SVC can operate selectively connecting passive element 

with the power line but the SVG is a controlled ac voltage 

connected to the power line by a reactor. For an arc furnace 

the response time of SVG is 1ms and for the SVC it is 4-5 

ms. The flicker reduction by SVG is 90% where as by using 

SVC is of the order of 75%.Harmonic compensation is 

better for SVG with the same capacity. Size of SVG is 

reduced by 50% as compared to SVC.  

C. S. Chena et al [8] has explained the voltage fluctuation 

problem and proposed the mitigation of such voltage 

fluctuation by using SVC. The SVC consists of passive 

harmonic filter to provide the required amount of reactive 

power and one TCR for susceptance control. The voltage 

fluctuation is a big problem during the steel production and 

for the other industrial customer. The voltage fluctuation 

problems are generated in the industrial power system 

containing electric arc furnace due to transient current 

absorbed by the arc furnace during its early stages of 

operation.  To mitigate the voltage fluctuation, the author 

proposed the installation of SVC. It is found that that the 

voltage fluctuation is reduced by 0.8% to 0.21% by using 

SVC. 

 Omer Ozgun et al [9] has explained that the voltage 

flickers and harmonic load current are the examples of 

adverse effects produced by the arc furnace while in 

operation especially in early stages.  The impact of such 

highly non linear time varying load needs to be 

investigated. The author proposed to present an arc furnace 

model in two stages: Dynamic and multivalve voltage – 

current characteristics of the electrical arc in the first part 

and generation of low frequency chaotic signal by the 

simulation of Chua circuit to obtain the voltage fluctuation 

in the latter part.  

The differential equation which represents the dynamics of 

arc model is based on principle of energy conversion. The 

following differential equation is given as [10]. 
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Here “r” stands for the arc radius which is chosen as the 

state variable instead of the arc resistance or the arc 

conductance. The arc voltage is given as  

                                
g

i
v                                    (2) 

where “g” the arc conductance and is given by  

                      

3

2

k

r
g

m

                                      (3) 

The parameters are chosen as m = 0 and n = 2 for refining 

stage in the electric arc furnace. The second part of the 

electric arc furnace is to generate the chaotic signal of the 

arc voltage. The chaotic component of the arc furnace 

voltage is supplied from chaotic circuit of Chua [11], [12] 

which is implemented in Power System Block sets of 

MATLAB. 

Fig.3: Matlab Implementation of Proposed Arc Furnace 

 

The flicker generated by the simulated voltage waveform at 

the PCC is calculated by using flicker meter which is 

presented in IEC 1000-4-15 International Standard [13].  

The model of IEC Flicker meter is implemented digitally in 

MATLAB which basically consists of five blocks as shown 

in the figure 4. The block 5 executes the online statistical 

analysis of the statistical analysis of the instantaneous 

flicker level. In this block, both the short term and long term 

flicker severity level indices are calculated and the results 

are displayed. 

The output of this block is divided into 64 subclasses 

according to the instantaneous flicker level. 

 
Fig.4: IEC Flicker meter model 

 

Initially the probability distribution function (PDF) is 

formed by accumulating the number of elements at each 

level of flicker the cumulative probability function (CPF) 

can be formed by   integrating flicker distribution over the 

flicker range. The short term flicker stP  can be calculated 

by using the following expression  

                            



n

i

iist PkP
1                       (4)

 

Where ik is the weighing coefficient and Pi the flicker level 

these iP  are taken from cumulative distribution curve. 

                              iηCPFiP 
                         (5)

 

Where i is the particular percent of the observation 

period. At least five points are normally taken while 

evaluating short term flicker severity. The short term flicker 

Pst is found to be 1.377 which is a value exceeding 1.00 

which indicate that the customer complaint is likely to 

register.  

M.Pamiani et al [14] has presented the benefits of the 

dynamic reactive shunt compensation by SVC in steel 

factory. Higher efficiency is the prime importance for the 

steel industries and to improve the efficiency of the system, 
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the custom devices such as SVC or STATCOM are used. 

The author investigated the simulated result of the SVC 

which eliminates the supply reactance. Additional active 

power is delivered to the arc furnace when the SVC is in the 

circuit. Voltage variation is also observed to be low as 

compared to without SVC in the circuit. Flicker severity 

level is also calculated by using flicker meter of UIE/IEC 

type (The Pst is a 10 min integrated value) 

                 
PCC

EAF

Ssc

Ssc
KP stst %99

                (6)           

 

Where Kst is the characteristic emission coefficient for Pst 

and its value is in between 45-85. SscEAF is the short 

circuit power at the tip of arc furnace electrode and SscPCC 

is the short circuit power at PCC. The author also proposed 

the oversized transformer or use of more transformers 

which reduces the short circuit impedance between the EAF 

and network. Pst99% increases at the PCC as the short 

circuit power increases at the PCC. In this condition the 

SVC at the arc furnace is the solution. In this condition, the 

maximum active power transferred is increased but the 

voltage variation from no load to full load remains the 

same. 

 

Tongxin Zheng et al [15] has proposed an adaptive arc 

furnace model of arc furnace. According to the author the 

model is considered to be flexible and accurate. The 

difference between the proposed model and the existing 

model is that the control system is included in the model 

proposed which has been shown in the figure 5. 

 
Fig.5: Arc furnace system configuration 

 

As per the author, the adaptive arc furnace model is 

composed of two parts, the non linear arc model and  the 

controller model. The arc is represented by a non linear 

current controller resistor. The pattern of the arc generated 

is determined by the arc length which is controlled by the 

controller. 

The interaction among three components namely supply 

system, the arc furnace load and the control system 

constitutes the adaptive arc furnace model. The figure 6 

shows the analysis scheme of the adaptive model of the 

electric arc furnace. 

The supply system is assumed to be balanced, the furnace 

transformer assumed to be an ideal transformer with ratio 

tp:1 with zero phase shift and the arc furnace load is 

considered to be operated in balanced condition. Three 

phase arc voltage are identical with 120o phase shift. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Adaptive arc furnace model 

 

The arc melting process can be divided into three periods. 

In the first period the arc begins to reignite from extinction, 

the arc is established and in the thirds period the arc begins 

to extinguish. The arc furnace control basically monitors the 

electrical and thermal parameters to make the arc furnace 

operation safe and efficient. The proposed controller is 

different from the actual controller. Some assumptions are 

made for the proposed controller. 

(i) Only electrical parameters such as current , voltage and 

active power are monitored instead of thermal parameters. 

(ii) The controller is assumed as an ideal controller without 

time delay and response dynamics. 

(iii) The control scheme generates its output every cycle 

that is every 16.67ms while in actual control system the 

response time is normally in seconds.  

  The author has presented only fifth, seventh and eleventh 

component of harmonics are produced.  The current 

harmonics shows the different characterizations in melting 

and refining stages. It is found that the contribution of 

harmonics increases more during melting and reduced in 

refining stages. The fifth component of harmonic is the 

greatest component of harmonic and changes with the 

power input. The voltage harmonic components are found 

more during refining stage. There is no big change for 5th, 

7th and 11th harmonics during refining stage. In first case 
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the white noise is added to the operating parameter to 

realize the flicker and in the next case it is observed that the 

random movement of melting material may change the 

electrode position which contributes the dynamic 

phenomena like voltage flicker. The harmonic components 

of each case are summarized in the Table2. 

 

Table.2: Harmonic component of each four cases 

 Harmonics Case 0 Case1 Case2 Case3 

A
rc

 v
o

lt
ag

e 

Fund 275.01 274.62 268.19 273.82 

3rd N/A 33.33 32.65 32.63 

5th N/A 20.00 18.83 18.75 

7th N/A 14.29 12.44 12.28 

9th N/A 11.11 8.92 8.75 

11th N/A 9.09 6.60 6.42 

A
rc

 c
u

rr
en

t 

RMS (KA) 62.84 64.38 64.69 62.81 

Fund (KA) 62.75 64.28 64.60 62.71 

5th 4.70 4.67 4.86 5.07 

7th 2.36 2.39 1.82 1.89 

11th N/A 0.97 0.80 0.82 

V
o

lt
ag

e 
at

 A
F

 

 A
F

 

RMS (V) 379.00 378.08 376.36 377.14 

Fund 378.00 378.08 376.36 377.14 

5th N/A 1.89 1.41 1.48 

7th N/A 1.28 0.69 0.71 

11th N/A 0.89 0.75 0.74 

 

G. Chang et al [16] explained that due to the uncontrolled 

nature of the steel melting process, current harmonics are 

produced by the arc furnace in a random and unpredictable 

manner. During melting process in the arc furnace, the arc 

length (the gap between tip of the electrode and scrap) 

varies. When the arc length is increased, the oscillation 

begins to occur due to rapid procession of arc jet around the 

attachment point on the electrode surface. As the arc length 

increases further, the arc current produces another transition 

in temporal behavior from regular oscillation to random and 

unpredictable motion of the arc. The author has described 

the power system of electric arc furnace in which the source 

reactance is small.  The utility transformer HV/MV 

connects the high voltage bus to the medium voltage bus. 

The furnace transformer MV/LV connects the medium 

voltage bus to the arc furnace electrodes. An arc furnace 

produces wide range of harmonics due to current chopping 

and ignition in each half cycle of ac supply. It is observed 

that the interharmonics are also produced besides the 

integer harmonics. The author proposes to install SVC or 

filter near the arc furnace to reduce 3rd, 5th and higher order 

harmonics. 

 

Ahmad Esfandiari et al [17] discussed the use of Unified 

Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) to improve the power 

quality of the power system connected with electric arc 

furnace. Series capacitor, series inductor, SVC, passive 

filter and custom devices such as DVR or DSTATCOM are 

few compensating devices to improve the power quality of 

the power system. These devices are having their limitation 

in their performance. The UPQC consists of series and 

shunt active filters on a common DC link. 

It is used to mitigate the voltage disturbance and 

compensate the reactive power, harmonics and 

interharmonics.  Since voltages at the point of common 

coupling (PCC) contain low frequency interharmonics, 

conventional methods cannot be used for extracting voltage 

reference signals. The real simulation on a three phase arc 

furnace of capacity 60 MVA by using UPQC. Voltages 

found at the PCC before the compensation by using UPQC 

for 10Hz and 110Hz were found 0.13% and 1.12% whereas 

after compensation they were found to be reduced by 0.01% 

and 0.009% respectively. 

 

C. Sharmeela et al [18] explained that the voltage flicker is 

generated in the industrial power system due to large and 

rapid industrial fluctuating load. Power quality in the 

electrical power system is affected by the voltage and 

current harmonics, voltage fluctuation and power factor. 

Harmonics are generated due to the use of power electronics 

devices and voltage fluctuation due to the presence of large 

nonlinear lads such as arc furnace. The author presents the 

effect of 11kV/0.566 kV, 4Ton AC EAF by installing SVC 

near the arc furnace. The harmonics and voltage flicker are 

evaluated with and without the installation of SVC and 

recorded.  

 

Table.3: Total Harmonic Distortion Voltage and Total 

Harmonic Distortion Current with Operating Power Factor 

 THD-V THD-I Power 

Factor 

Without 

SVC 

4.78% 4.975% 0.656 

With 

SVC 

2.21% 4.954% 0.857 

The voltage flicker at the PCC without SVC is found to be 

2% which is more than the permissible limit. After 

connecting the SVC, the voltage variation is 0.005%. The 

result shows that there is significant decrease in the voltage 

variation when the SVC is installed. 
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M.P. Donsión et al [19] has presented the measurement of 

flicker and its mitigation with SVC on a iron and steel 

industry containing an AC arc furnace of 83MW (173Ton) 

with a furnace transformer 120MVA connected by 220 Volt 

line with  power substation where there are other network 

connected with industrial and domestic consumer. In this 

paper, arc furnace is considered as an unbalanced, time 

varying and non linear load which produces many power 

quality problems such as harmonics, flicker and unbalance 

in the power system. During the arc furnace operation, the 

random behavior property of arc melting and its control 

cause serious power quality problem with the supply 

system.  

 

Wang Yongning et al [20] presented the model of an 

improved time variant, non linear, three phase electric arc 

furnace which is based on the stochastic characteristics of 

arc length and real arc furnace condition. The actual arc 

furnace installation is not fitted with compensation devices. 

The arc furnace is a typical load in the power system which 

injects numbers of harmonic components in the power 

system whose magnitude changes with the varying loads. 

The author proposed the system identification technique to 

estimate the stochastic characteristic. The dynamic arc 

current and the wave form of bus bar current are obtained 

which are 22.7% for Ph-A; 12.7 for Ph –B and 21.0% for 

Ph-C. The total Harmonic Current Distortion at 110kV bus 

was also found to be 15.9%. 

 

J. Sousa et al [21] presented in his paper the guide lines for 

the estimation for harmonics and flickers produced by the 

electric arc furnace. Disturbance in form of harmonics and 

voltage flickers namely are propagated into the distribution 

system when the electric arc furnace is operated. The cause 

of components of harmonics are due to the non linear 

behavior of the current voltage of the electrical arc and the 

voltage flicker is due the fact that arc length changes during 

the melting of the scrapes. The author presents 80MW 

electric arc furnace connected with 30kV/1.1kV, 120MVA 

furnace transformer, delta star transformer which is 

connected with utility transformer rated 230kV/30kV, 

120MVA. In this paper, the author has evaluated harmonic 

distortion by using a distributed constant parameter model 

where as the voltage flicker simulation, nominal pie model 

is proposed. The voltage THD at PCC and arc furnace bus 

are obtained as 0.25% and 35.23% respectively and the 

current THD at PCC and arc furnace bus are found to be 

2.08% and 13.26% respectively. The flicker severity index 

(Pst) at the PCC and arc furnace bus are 2.1 and 4.7 

respectively.  

I. Vervenne et al [22] has shown that the arc furnace 

converts electrical energy into thermal energy in form of an 

electrical arc which is used to melt the scrap material held 

in the furnace. The arc produced between the electrode and 

the material kept in the melting bath is characterize by the 

low voltage and high current delivered by the furnace 

transformer. The author has proposed an arc furnace model 

based on the power quality point of view. Since the electric 

arc furnace is responsible to propagate the disturbance in 

the high voltage network due to its dynamic behavior in 

melting stage of the operation. Hence such model was 

required to evaluate the harmonics and the flicker which are 

the most pronounced and major power quality problems in 

the power system. The perturbation produced by the arc 

furnace is of the random nature whether the furnace is 

supplied by AC or DC. The flicker produced by the arc 

furnace is variable from one cycle to another and especially 

during the melting stage the flickers are of high peaks. The 

flickers are dependent on quantity and quality of scrap, 

amount of oxygen used during the melting and the 

crumbling of scrap during melting. 

Due to the variable arc length, harmonics are produced. The 

third harmonic is predominantly produced in such furnace 

during early stage of the melting. Upper limits of such 

generated harmonics are given table below. 

 

Table.4: Upper limits of generated harmonics 

Harmonics Melting Refining 

2nd 5 2 

3rd 20 10 

4th 3 2 

5th 10 10 

6th 1.5 1.5 

7th 6 6 

8th 1 1 

9th 3 3 

11th 2 2 

13th 1 1 

DC arc furnace has totally different impact on the power 

system grid. These furnaces have considerably less flicker. 

The use of power electronic converter compile with the non 

linear characteristic DC load produces the harmonics. 

 

E. O'Neill-Carrillo et al [23] presented the chaotic 

dynamics to explain the operation of electric arc furnace 

which is a non linear load in the power system. The author 

in this paper has shown the chaotic behavior in the arc 

furnace current.   The Lyapunov Exponent which is the 

measure of chaotic behavior has been proposed in this 
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paper.  The Lyapunov Exponents are the measure of the rate 

of divergence (convergence) of state trajectories whose 

initial conditions are infinitesimally close together. A 

positive Lyapunov Exponent indicates a net average 

divergence from initial conditions. This shows the sensitive 

dependence on the initial conditions and presence of the 

chaos. 

In general there are k  Lyapunov Exponents associated with 

a dynamic process in a k dimensional phase space. The 

thk exponent is defined as  

                      





 n

knk s
1

,limln                      (1)  

Whenever the limit exists, kns , can be regarded as the 

length of the 
thk semi axis of the 

thn iterate of an 

infinitesimally small ellipsoid of initial condition.  The 

magnitude of largest positive Lyapunov exponent 

determines the time scale over which the system dynamics 

becomes unpredictable.  

 The largest positive Lyapunov exponent 1 can be 

estimated by using Wolf’s algorithm [24] and is given by  
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Simulated data was compared with actual arc furnace data 

to validate the model. The author suggests two perspectives 

of chaotic dynamics of the arc furnace. The first one 

explains the detection problems [25] in which the operating 

level of the EAF is determined by the time series 

management of the load signals. The second perspective 

suggests with the modeling of the arc furnace that deals 

another dynamics of the arc furnace. The author 

experimentally identified the chaos during the operation 

single phase electric arc furnace.  The Lyapunov Exponent 

(LE) was used to study the arc furnace data.  Table 5 

presents the calculation of the currents in the arc furnace. 

An arc furnace of the capacity 60MVA which is connected 

with 13.8kV bus is under the consideration and in each case 

the largest computed exponent is positive between 8 and 

12bits/ seconds depending upon the parameters used in 

Wolf’s algorithm. 

 

Table.5:    Lyapunov Exponent for 60 MVA EAF 

      Dimension Delay 

(No. of Steps) 

Lyapunov 

Exponent 

(bits/sec) 

4 24 10.78 

5 24 10.96 

6 24 11.55 

7 24 8.53 

 

Table.6: Power Quality Indices for Actual and Modeled 

data 

Index Actual Model 

THD% 14.11 11.05 

K-Factor 1.060 1.061 

Zero Peak Flicker 

factor 

0.714 0.646 

Crest Factor 1.605 1.578 

Lyapunov Exponent 16.89 15.26 

                                               

Pedro E. Issouribehere et al [26] presented the power 

quality at PCC where an electric arc furnace supplied with 

alternating current. The quantities measured are current and 

voltage harmonic, power factor, active power, reactive 

power and flicker. The power quality is evaluated by 

comparing the contemporary International and Argentinean 

standard. Electric arc furnace produces serious electrical 

disturbances in the power system. Flicker and harmonics are 

the major power quality issues observed with an arc furnace 

of 75MW for steel melting was connected at 132kV voltage 

in the transmission system in Argentina.  As per 

Argentinean regulation, the utility or the power system 

operator have got the responsibility to ensure the 

electromagnetic compatibility of the whole system and 

equipments connected to it. A summary of Flicker 

Compatibility for LV, MV and HV network [27] is given in 

the table 7. 

 

Table.7: IEC Flicker Standard 

Standard IEC 61000-3- 

7[28] 

IEC61000-3-

7[29] 

Purpose Planning level 

for  controlling 

emission            

Compatibility 

level for MV 

network 

Objectives  

at MV         

Pst 0.9 1 

Plt 0.7 0.8 

Objectives  

At HV-EHV 

Pst 0.8 NA 

Plt 0.6 NA 

 

The minimum required period for assessment is suggested 

one week and the Pst99% and Plt99% values resulting from 

the measurement is compared with the allowed 99% or 95% 

emission limits. The following relationship is considered. 

Pst99% = 1.25 Pst95%   

 Plt99% = 0.84 Pst95% 
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The Pst measurement summary is given in the Table 8. 

Flicker level as per the Argentinean regulation is recorded 

in Table 9.           

Table.8: Pst measurement summary 

 MV  

Network 

LV 

Network 

HV 

Network 

Scc MVA 905 2800 ------ 

Flicker Level 

Pst95% 

7.83 2.58 2.01 

 

Table.9: Flicker level as per the Argentinean regulation 

MV& HV (1<U≤220Kv) 

K2=SL/SSC 

Individual Emission 

Limit 

K2≤0.005 0.37 

0.005<K2≤0.01 0.46 

0.01<K2≤0.02 0.58 

0.02<K2≤0.03 0.67 

0.03<K2≤0.04 0.74 

0.04<K2 0.79 

 

Reference level of voltage harmonic  and current harmonic 

according to ENRE and IEEE and measured and  recorded 

in Table 10 and Table 11 respectively.. 

 

Table.10: Reference level of voltage harmonic according to 

ENRE and IEEE and measured voltage harmonics 

 THD H3 H4 H5 H7 H11 H13 

ENR

E 

limit 

3 1.5 1 2 1.5 1.5 1.5 

IEEE 

limit 

2.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Pst95

% 

1.72 .69 .30 .70 .30 .24 .19 

 

 

 

Table.11: Reference level of current harmonic according to 

ENRE and IEEE and measured current harmonics 

 THD H3 H4 H5 H7 H11 H13 

ENR

E 

limit 

12 7.5 3.8 6 5.1 2.9 2.2 

IEEE 

limit 

4 3.5 0.9 3.5 3.5 1.75 1.75 

Pst95

% 

4.12 2.1 .88 .86 .46 .27 .25 

 

Table.12: The result of harmonic content of arc furnace 

current at by IEEE 519 and the result obtained from the 

measurement 

Furnace 

condition  

 Harmonic current 

I2 I3 I4 I5 I7 

Initial  

melting 

Theoretical  7.7 5.8 2.5 4.2 3.1 

Measured 8 7 2.8 3.8 1.4 

Refining Theoretical -- 2.0 -- 2.1 -- 

Measured 4 2.2 1.2 1 0.5 

 

The flicker level measured in the steel factory is high and 

more than the reference level at the PCC. 

 

Alfonso Alzate Gomez et al [30] presented an arc furnace 

model based on V-I characteristics which is obtained by the 

differential equation [31] 

Some studies have been suggested to simulate the arc 

furnace which is based on deterministic [32], [33], 

Stochastic [34], [35] and chaotic assumptions [36], [37], 

[38]. 

The deterministic model of the arc furnace is proposed by 

modulating the arc radius with sinusoidal signal in form of 

equation (1) 

                   tsmrsr sin.1
                 

       (1) 

Where sr  is the arc radius for the deterministic mode of the 

arc furnace, r  is the arc radius, modulation factor 
 sm

.
At a 

constant frequency of 10Hz and if the value of sm is 0.025, 

Pst is close to 1at PCC.  

In stochastic model, the arc length is close to Gaussian 

distribution and therefore a random signal with such a 

distribution is used to modulate the magnitude of the arc 

radius sr  as obtained from equation (1) is presented in (2)  

 

     ngsg mrr .1                             (2) 

where ς is the standard deviation from the mean value of a 

Gaussian distribution which is modulated with factor gm . 

For standard distribution values (20%-30%) for each phase 

and gm being 0.16, the Pst is 1.0 at the PCC.  

In chaotic assumption of the arc furnace model, the 

magnitude modulation of gr (a random dynamic) of            

arc radius with chaotic signal hc is presented as   

                         hcgd cmrr .1. 
  

                   (3) 
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Where the term cm is the modulation index and hc is the 

chaotic normalized signal with low frequency. When cm is 

equal to 0.08, the Pst is 1.0 for the voltage at PCC. 

 

Table.13: Harmonic Analysis of the arc furnace current 

Component Peak(%) 

Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C 

Fund 100 100 100 

2nd 8.02 7.37 6.36 

3rd 7.36 6.71 7.74 

4th 8.37 7.46 8.15 

5th 4.67 4.47 4.29 

THD 13.47 11.82 11.37 

 

Table.14: Pst Comparison between real and simulated 

values 

Component Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C 

Modeled 1.75 1.57 1.70 

Pst99% 1.72 1.78 1.64 

 

The author suggests that this model of electric arc furnace is 

helpful in the planning stage of new arc furnace on the new 

distribution system. 

G.C. Lazaroiu et al [39] presented the power quality 

problems in a DC arc furnace on a real case application. 

The author proposed and implemented an ac dc converter 

control system for power quality improvement by 

considering flicker and harmonics at the point of common 

coupling. Two different models of DC furnace are 

considered in this paper: The deterministic model with 

sinusoidal disturbance of 10Hz and the random model with 

a white noise behavior of the disturbance.  Proportional 

Integral Controller is used to minimize the impact of power 

quality in the AC network. The PCC is maintained at 220 

kV line to line, short circuit power is 3500 MVA and the 

rated power of the DC furnace. The author introduced 

different power quality indices as follows. 
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where V1, I1 are the fundamental value of RMS value of the 

voltage and current and VK, IK are the voltage and current 

on kth harmonic order. Vi, Ii are the voltage and current on 

i-th interharmonic order. Without the optimized control the 

Total Harmonic Voltage Distortion is 8.28% and Total 

Harmonic Current Distortion is 41.06%. The Pst (50%) is 

3.72%. 

Tongxin Zhang et al [40] presented that the fundamental 

component of the current drawn by the electric arc furnace 

produces the fluctuation of the voltage in the local 

substation. Theses fluctuations are the responsible for the 

generation of flicker. The voltage varies as much as 0.3-1% 

with the frequencies between 2 and 8 Hz. The author 

proposes the SVC with TCR as the compensating device for 

the improvement of power quality. The controller of SVC is 

based on controlling of shunt susceptance which is 

controlled by changing the firing angle of the thyrister. The 

presence of controller is to maintain the desired voltage at 

the bus.  In the steady state, the SVC provides steady state 

voltage to maintain the high voltage bus at the 

predetermined level. However in case of sudden increase of 

the load, the voltage of the bus begins to fall below its set 

point. In such a condition the SVC injects the reactive 

power into the bus to maintain the voltage of the bus at the 

desired level.   The electrical circuit of the arc furnace 

supply from substation is shown in the figure 6. 

 
Fig.7: Electrical circuit of the arc furnace supply from 

Substation 

 

 A summary of measured flicker Pst95% at the Steel factory 

transmitted to substation 55 KM away with and without 

SVC is presented in the tables given below 

A. Flicker measurements without SVC   

Table.A.1:  Flickers Pst95% at the measurement point 

Date D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 

Phase1 0.125 6.031 6.313 6.031 5.938 

Phase2 0.156 5.750 6.313 6.375 5.781 

Phase3 0.125 5.688 5.625 5.688 5.188 
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Table.A.2:  Pst95% Flicker transmitted to substation 

Date D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 

Phase1 0.039 1.878 1.965 1.878 1.849 

Phase2 0.049 1.775 1.965 1.985 1.800 

Phase3 0.039 1.771 1.751 1.771 1.615 

 

B. Flicker measurements with SVC 

Table.B.1: Flickers Pst95% at the measurement point 

 

Date D16 D17 D18 D19 D20 

Phase1 0.156 2.906 3.281 3.313 3.280 

Phase2 0.156 2.844 3.281 3.313 3.219 

Phase3 0.188 2.750 3.031 3.156 3.094 

 

Table.B.2: Pst95% Flicker transmitted to substation 

Date D16 D17 D18 D19 D20 

Phase1 0.049 0.905 1.022 1.031 1.021 

Phase2 0.049 0.885 1.022 1.031 1.002 

Phase3 0.058 0.856 0.944 0.983 0.963 

 

J. L. Guan et al [41] has presented in this paper that the 

criteria to estimate the severity of EAF voltage flicker are 

Maximum Reactive Power Fluctuation Method (MRPFM) 

[42], [43]. The voltage flicker is calculated by two methods 

round the world when electric arc furnace AC or DC is 

operated in the power system. The first flicker meter of IEC 

standard and established by UIE and the other is 10V

meter which is established by Japanese Technical 

Committee. 10V method is used by Taiwan Power 

Company (TPC).The degree of voltage flicker, namely 

Short Term Flicker Severity (Pst) and 10 Hz equivalent 

value 10V  are measured conventionally to characterized 

the severity of flicker. The investigation carried on AC and 

DC furnaces reveals that the estimated value of 10V

measured by conventional method is significantly lower 

than the surveyed value [44], [45]. The difference between 

the estimated value and the actual value is quite large. 

The author proposed in this paper the maximum complex 

apparent power fluctuation method (MCAPFM) to 

overcome the disadvantages of the conventional method. 

The revised method is based on the fact that the estimated 

value of 10V  cannot ignore the effect of active power 

variation. This method yield more accurate value of 10V  

than the traditional method. During one of the case in a 

factory, the 10V value is in between 0.073%  5.71% 

while the V is in between 0.107%  12.543% in the 

primary side of the furnace transformer at 34.96Kv. In an 

another case, the 10V value is in between 0.138%  

6.767% while the V  is in between 0.315%  17.081% in 

the primary side of the furnace transformer. 

 

Douglas Andrews et al [46] has explained that when the 

electric power is maximized, it affects the productivity of 

the electric arc furnace operation. Due to the non linear 

property of electric arc, the significant amount of harmonic 

current flows in the utility power system. These harmonic 

current in the power system results the voltage distortion. 

The author proposed an analytical technique to correct the 

power factor in a steel factory by field measurement, 

harmonic analysis and filter design to minimize the 

harmonic distortion. Power system harmonic was carried 

out in North Star Steel plant Beaumont, Texas at 13.8kV 

and 34.5kV voltage level in the power system. Scrap metal 

and Ladle furnace harmonics have been shown in Table 19. 

 

Table.19: Typical scrap-metal and ladle furnace harmonics 

Harmonics Scrap Furnace  Ladle Furnace 

2nd 5% 2.0% 

3rd 20% 10.0% 

4th 3% 2.0% 

5th 10% 10.0% 

6th 1.5% 1.5% 

7th 6% 6.0% 

8th 1% 1 .0% 

9th 3% 3.0% 

11th 2% 2.0% 

13th 1% 1 .0% 

 The voltage THD was found 1.51-8.17% at 13.8% and the 

current THD in the range of 3.45-9.86%. The voltage THD 

was found in the range of 0.53- 6.30% during the operation. 

During extreme sporadic condition of arc furnace, the 

voltage THD was found to be 19.18%. The current THD 

was in the range of 3.14-16.08%.  The harmonic analysis 

was carried out by installing the line reactor and 4.7th 

harmonic filter and it was found that the voltage THD and 

current THD were 2.63% and 3.83% respectively.  

 

G. W. Chang et al [47] presented the classic and advance 

models of AC electric arc furnace which is based on the 

actual recorded data. Electric arc furnace, now days are 

designed for very large power and due to erratic as well as 

non linear nature of electric arc, harmonics, flickers and 

interharmonics are injected in the supply system. Therefore, 

an accurate model is required for the effective solution of 
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PQ problem in the power system. The author reviewed two 

classic models of electric arc furnace such as harmonic 

current injection model (HCIM) and Harmonic Voltage 

Source Model (HVSM) and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

is used to calculate the harmonic component of EAF voltage 

and EAF current. Due to certain drawback, two advance 

models of electric arc furnace are proposed by the author 

namely Cubic Spline Interpolation Method (CSIM) and an 

improved neural network based method. CSIM is fit to 

explain the dynamic behavior of the EAF where as the 

RBFM not only is the accurate model but also describe the 

dynamic characteristics of the EAF loads. 

 

Arash Dehestani Kolagar et al [48] presented the 

advantages of multiphase transformer in DC arc furnace 

power supply instead of three phase transformer. By 

utilizing multi phase transformer, power quality is 

improved. The transformer has three phases at the primary 

and multi-phases at secondary. The following Tables 20 and 

Tables 21 are for three and five phase system and Case-1, 

Case-2, Case-3 and Case-4 denote the thyristor based power 

supply with constant current control, DC–DC converter 

based power supply with constant current control, thyristor 

based power supply with constant power control and DC–

DC converter based power supply with constant power 

control respectively. 

Tables.20: Line current THD values in three phase systems 

Feeding 

Topology 

Variable Min Max Mean 

Case-1 THDa 0.02025 0.4766 0.2439 

THDb 0.1936 0.4952 0.2218 

THDc 0.1641 0.4807 0.1942 

ITHD 0.1899 0.4842 0.2177 

Case-2 THDa 0.1151 0.3108 0.1325 

THDb 0.1151 0.3221 0.1331 

THDc 0.1149 0.3012 0.1321 

ITHD 0.1150 0.3115 0.1326 

Case-3 THDa 0.2115 0.5187 0.2554 

THDb 0.2063 0.5325 0.2464 

THDc 0.1805 0.5173 0.2226 

ITHD 0.2008 0.5229 0.2419 

Case-4 THDa 0.1069 0.3310 0.1190 

THDb 0.1060 0.3359 0.1187 

THDc 0.1051 0.3073 0.1177 

ITHD 0.1063 0.3250 0.1185 

 

 

Tables.21: Line current THD values in five phase system 

Feeding 

Topology 

Variable Min Max Mean 

Case-1 THDa 0.1233 0.4514 0.1588 

THDb 0.1252 0.4551 0.1578 

THDc 0.1173 0.4491 0.1442 

ITHD 0.1225 0.4519 0.1538 

Case-2 THDa 0.0381 0.2809 0.0561 

THDb 0.0379 0.2944 0.0570 

THDc 0.0377 0.2715 0.0560 

ITHD 0.0379 0.2824 0.0564 

Case3 THDa 0.1351 0.4995 0.1865 

THDb 0.1332 0.4939 0.1818 

THDc 0.1270 0.4950 0.1732 

ITHD 0.1320 0.4961 0.1807 

Case4 THDa 0.0403 0.3106 0.0609 

THDb 0.0406 0.3262 0.0615 

THDc 0.0401 0.2935 0.0599 

ITHD 0.0403 0.3104 0.0608 

 

From the above result it is clear that level of harmonic 

distortion from DC- DC converter based power supply are 

significantly less than the thyristor power supply.  

 

G. Carpinelli et al [49] discussed the problems of the 

compensation of disturbance of produced by the DC arc 

furnace while in operation. In previous years, the DC arc 

furnace is used for the scrap melting and it is replacing the 

traditional AC arc furnace. The unstable arc causes very 

rapid change in power absorbed with voltage fluctuation 

which is responsible for the voltage flicker even if the 

control system is present. Several compensating devices for 

the power quality improvement are adopted. The author 

proposed the active filter, the decoupled compensator and 

STATCOM are used to comply power quality limit. The 

following global indices related to power quality in the 

power system have been considered. 

 ITHD And VTHD are the total harmonic distortion 

factors of current and voltage. 

 ITHDI And VTHDI are the total interharmonic 

distortion factors of current and voltage. 

 K-factor  

 Pst 

Power Quality Indices without and with compensators have 

been shown in Table 22 and Table 23. 
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Table.22: Power Quality Indices without compensators. 

Power quality 

indices (%) 

Without compensators 

THD  I 8.45 

THD V 11.43 

THDII 
 4.10 

THDIV 4.34 

K-factor 2.02 

Pst 2.07 

 

Table.23: Power Quality Indices with compensators 

Power 

quality 

indices 

(%) 

Active 

Filter 

stat 

com 

Active 

Filter& 

stat 

com 

Decoupled 

Compen 

sator 

THD  I 1.41 6.76 3.08 1.41 

THD V 2.07 9.42 3.96 2.51 

THDII 2.86 3.28 2.05 1.87 

THDIV 1.48 4.43 2.19 1.06 

K-factor  1.04 1.97 1.16 1.07 

Pst 2.53 0.89 0.66 0.37 

From the result obtained in Table 23, it is found that active 

filter is capable to compensate the waveform distortion and 

STATCOM is efficient for voltage fluctuation. The 

decoupled compensator reduces all the power quality 

indices effectively. 

Chi-Jui Wu et al [50] has presented the load characteristics 

of a DC arc furnace steel factory in which the variation of 

active power and reactive power is high. The author has 

proposed the statistical method to understand the load 

characteristics of DC arc furnace steel factory in Taiwan. 

The furnace is supplied by a 161kV line. There are three 

main transformers and the 100MVA transformer supplies 

the 12 pulse rectifier for 50 Ton DC arc furnace. Four 

numbers of harmonic filters are at the furnace bus at 33kV. 

Out of four filters, two are single tune filter and the other 

two are C- type high pass filter. 2.5% and 97.5%cumulative 

probability are taken as the maximum and minimum value 

respectively. The degree of voltage unbalance is the ratio of 

negative sequence voltage and positive sequence voltage. It 

is found that the apparent  power is in between 

60.47115.27MVA, active power in between 

37.95109.04MW, reactive power between -

47.4138.43MVAR, voltage between 156163.25 kV, 

current between 215.76426.19 Ampere, Voltage flicker 

between 0.2120.941%, total voltage harmonic distortion 

0.7411.09%   and the voltage imbalance V-/V+ between 

0.5901.06%. 

 Horia Andrei et al [51] described the electric arc furnace 

which is used for melting and refining iron metal in steel 

factory. AC and DC arc furnaces are the most disturbing 

load in the sub transmission and transmission electric power 

system. These arc furnaces are characterized by violent 

change in power that happens during initial stage of 

melting. The voltage and current characteristics of the 

electric arc is non linear which results in harmonic current 

in the power system. The author proposed to use the three 

phase power analyzer for the power quality analysis and the 

following quantities are important to be measured such as 

voltage , current , flicker (IEC 68, IEC 61000-4-15-PST and 

PLT), wave shots , THD and harmonics up to the order of 

64. Total Harmonic Distortion of voltage and current during 

melting and refining are presented in Table 24 and Table 

25. 

Table.24: Harmonic analysis of voltage during melting 

 Phase 

A 

Phase B Phase C 

THD V(%) 3.01 2.0 2.92 

THD  I (%) 10.01 10.73 10.07 

 

Table.25: Harmonic analysis of voltage during refining 

 Phase 

A 

Phase B Phase C 

THD V(%) 1.72 1.83 2.0 

THD I (%) 4.40 4.74 4.66 

 In different stages of operation of electrical arc furnace, the 

THD–I vary between 1-21% for the current and 1-6% for 

the THD–V. Comparing the value with the international 

standard; it is observed that the arc furnace does not match 

with either national or international standard. 

 H.M. Petersen et al [52] presented that the two models of 

the electric arc furnace to simulate the arc furnace flicker 

which is one of the power quality problem in the electric 

power system. The flicker is severe particularly during the 

initial bore down period [53]. The above two models 

present the stochastic values of arc resistance and arc 

voltage based on the assumption that the arc parameter are 

closely Gaussian [54].The author also suggested the 

compensation arrangement such as SVC and synchronous 

machine.  

These are arc voltage and other is the arc resistance and are 

modeled by using probability technique.   The arc voltage 

depends mainly on the arc length and is given by  

    2randπ2cos1randln2σEarcV 
         (1)

 

Where rand 1 and rand2 are the uniformly distributed 

numbers between 0 and 1. 
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The arc resistance model of the electric arc furnace can be 

given by  

     2randπ2cos1randln2σRarcR 
      (2)

 

Where the  is the variance and R be the mean resistance.   

The author has investigated 33kV arc furnace installation. 

The furnace is supplied from 275 kV utility networks by 

two transformers. At 132 kV PCC a HV/MV transformer 

feeds the furnace transformer which is delta connected 

secondary from 229 V to 426 V (tap 13). The furnace is 

simulated for the both the models at the highest tap during 

bore down period. Measured and Simulated values Flicker 

without compensation and with compensation are presented 

in Table 26 and Table 27. 

 

Table.26: Measured and Simulated Flicker values without 

compensation 

Model Pst Measured Pst Simulated 

Arc Voltage 1.30 1.36 

Arc Resistance 1.30 1.33 

 

Table.27: Simulated Flicker values with compensation 

Device Pst 

Simulated 

Reduction 

Factor/% 

40MVA SVC 0.81 1.68/40% 

40 MVA Sync. 

Machine 

0.96 1.38/28% 

25MVASync. Machine 1.04 1.26/22% 

 

A. Khalik et al [55] presented that the electric arc furnace 

causes the disturbance in the distribution power system due 

to the distortion in voltage and current due to generated 

harmonics, flickers, voltage fluctuation and unbalance of 

voltages. The electric arc furnace suffers from 

unequalization of three phases due to unbalance arc 

resistance and inductance of feeding conductors. The author 

introduced an 80MVA, 20kV/22.5kV/22.5kV,Y/Y/, main 

transformer that supplies two electric furnaces of a steel 

factory through 0.5km cable for Arab Company for special 

steel. The voltage and current harmonic value were 

measured for the both the transformers on low and high side 

during 8 days. Two filters are installed at 22.5kV bus of 

12.81MVAR and 15.88 MVAR respectively. Also the TCR 

of 0.28MVAR is also installed at the bus. The voltage odd 

harmonic and current odd harmonic value at PCC without 

filter are tabulated in Table 28 and Table 29. The phase 

voltage THD and phase current THD at the bus are 

presented in Table 30 and Table 31.  

 

Table.28: The voltage odd harmonic value at PCC without 

filter 

Odd 

Harmon

ic 

Max  

Fund 

(%) 

IEEE-

519-

992 

Max. 

Limit 

Even 

Harmo

nic 

Max  

Fund 

(%) 

IEEE

-519-

992 

Max. 

Limit 

3 1.37  

 

 

 

3.0 

2 1.15  

 

 

 

1.5 

5 1.73 4 0.50 

7 1.29 6 0.43 

9 0.37 8 0.31 

11 0.66 10 0.30 

13 0.54 12 0.31 

15 0.43 14 0.21 

17 0.50 16 0.20 

19 0.4 18 0.19 

21 0.28 20 0.17 

23 0.27 22 0.19 

25 0.35 24 0.18 

 

Table.29: The current Odd harmonic value at PCC without 

filter 

Odd 

Harm

onic 

Max  

Fund 

(%) 

IEEE

-519-

992 

Max. 

Limit 

Even 

Harm

onic 

Max  

Fund 

(%) 

IEEE

-519-

992 

Max. 

Limit 

3 58.19 12 2 38.19 3 

5 135.12 12 4 12.34 3 

7 54.85 12 6 5.56 3 

9 4.4 12 8 2.75 3 

11 3.32 5.5 10 2.5 3 

13 11.36 5.5 12 2.23 1.375 

15 1.97 5.5 14 1.91 1.375 

17 8.87 5 16 1.4 1.375 

19 5.25 5 18 1.24 1.25 

21 1.87 5 20 1.28 1.25 

23 2.46 2 22 1.45 1.25 

25 3.92 2 24 1.41 0.5 

 

Table.30:   The phase voltage THD at the bus 

Phase Max THD 

% 

Min THD 

% 

IEEE 519  

Max permitted  

THD % 

R 3.7 0.8 5.0 

S 3.9 0.8 5.0 

T 4.0 0.7 5.0 
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Table.31:  The phase current THD at the bus 

Phase Max THD 

% 

Min THD 

% 

IEEE 519 Max 

permitted  

THD % 

R 130 1.2 5.0 

S 127 1.4 5.0 

T 120 1.4 5.0 

The author suggests that for the improvement of power 

quality due to the arc furnace load, a new 5th tuned filter 

should be connected in addition of already installed 2nd and 

3rd filter. 

 

Le Tang et al [56] has proposed to develop an EMTP based 

arc furnace model regarding the generation of flicker in a 

large steel plant with one or two arc furnace in operation . 

The dynamic arc presentation is proposed by the author in 

the initial stage of the melting which is the worst condition 

of the flicker generation. The author introduces Bayou Steel 

Company which is supplied by Entergy’s Little Gypsy 

230kV switchyard through a 2.5 mile 230 kV transmission 

line. Initially the company has only one 57 MW arc furnace 

and in the second phase the company has started another 

57MW arc furnace. Due to this proposal the equivalent 

system strength is reduced from the present 21576-18015 

MVA to 13568-10196 MVA. Flicker was measured with 

one furnace and found to be 0.2 to 0.3%. The author 

presents the report of the flicker when both the furnaces 

were put in operation. The prediction of flicker for a single 

furnace as per the supply system in Europe [57]. 

The flicker for the single furnace as per Europe [57] is 

given by  

                
SCR

Pst
60

)99(                                   (1) 

Where )99(Pst is the Pst level that exceeds 1% of the 

time. SCR is the short circuit ratio at the point of common 

coupling. For more than one furnace, equivalent Pst level 

may be given by  

 

                   α

i

α

sti
PtotalPst 

                     (2)

 

Where 3 ; totalPst  is total Pst resulting from all the 

furnaces; Psti is due to ith furnace. As per the empirical 

relationship, for the same size of the electric arc furnace the 

flicker level for both the furnace must be 26% more than the 

flicker level of the single furnace. Summary of simulated 

flicker level at the 

Little Gypsy 230 kV bus  is presented in Table 32 

Table.32: Summary of simulated flicker level at the 

Little Gypsy 230 kV bus 

 One Furnace Two Furnace 

Fault 

MVA 

V

/V 

(%) 

Unweighte

d 

rms Flicker 

(%) 

ΔV/V 

(%) 

Unweighte

d 

rms Flicker 

(%) 

21576 0.28 0.28 0.36 0.43 

18015 0.26 0.29 0.41 0.49 

15664 0.30 0.33 0.47 0.57 

13568 0.35 0.39 0.60 0.75 

12203 0.38 0.43 0.68 0.75 

10196 0.45 0.52 0.76 0.92 

The calculated value of the flicker level at the Little Gypsy 

(PCC) has been presented in two categories. First in the 

peak value of the V/V and the other in unweighted RMS 

flicker. The maximum value of the acceptable unweighted 

RMS flicker is 0.5%. 

 

E. A. Cano Plata et al [58] has proposed the new idea to 

present the electrical behavior of the electric arc furnace by 

the measurement of electric power in stationary and 

transient imbalance. The new technique adopted in 

characterizing the behavior the arc furnace is by using time 

frequency domain. The actual measurement made in the 

iron and steel company was compared by the 

electromagnetic transients ATPDraw. Voltage harmonics 

produced by the arc furnace is recorded in Table 33 below 

 

Table.33: EAF voltage harmonics 

Harmonic Worst Case % 

Fundamental 

Typical% 

Fundamental 

2 17.0 5.0 

3 29.0 20.0 

4 7.5 3.0 

5 10.0 10.0 

6 3.5 1.5 

7 8.0 3.0 

8 2.5 1.0 

9 5.0 3.0 

The author in this paper presents an power quality indices 

namely Total Demand Distortion (TDD) of the current 

which is the ratio of short circuit current (Isc) and load 

current IL and is accepted by IEEE- 519 standard. Total 

Demand Distortion of the current (ITDD) is recorded in 

Table 34. Total Voltage Harmonic Distortion flicker 

propagation in different position (actual conditions) are 

recorded in Table 35 and Table 36. 
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Table.34: Total Demand Distortion of the current (ITDD) 

Indicator THD  

Ia 

THD  

Ia3 

THD 

Ia5 

THD  

Ia7 

Average 8.40% 0.86% 7.18% 4.05% 

Std 

Deviation 

3.52% 0.36% 3.49% 1.67% 

Min Value 2.02% 0.18% 0.80% 0.61% 

Max. Value 12.58

% 

4.19% 24.02% 13.45% 

Acceptable 

THD 

15% 12% 

Table.35: Total Voltage Harmonic Distortion 

Indicator THD  

Va 

THD  

Va 3 

THD 

Va 5 

THD  

Va 7 

Average 1.1% 0.3% 0.7% 0.5% 

Std 

Deviation 

4.6% 0.1% 0.3% 0.2% 

Min 

Value 

0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 

Max. 

Value 

6.1% 0.7% 1.8% 0.9% 

Acceptab

le THD 

5% 3% 

 

Table.36: Summary of flicker propagation in different 

position (actual conditions) 

Measurement Point Pst Plt 

Arc Furnace 13.59 12.0 

EVOLIS Substation 1.7929 1.9 

115kV ACASA 

Substation 

1.2566 1.2 

La Enea Substation 1.1548 1.1 

 

Warsaw BROCIEK et al [59] presented the model of three 

phase arc furnace considering that the arc is non linear and 

non linearity that also appears in the windings of the 

furnace transformer. Voltage and Current distortion is the 

crucial parameter that describes the power quality. The 

voltage and current harmonics and the total harmonic 

distortion in the primary and secondary sides of the arc 

furnace transformer 30/0.75 kV are evaluated. The utility is 

at 110 kV and fault MVA level is 500MVA. The PCC is at 

30 kV at the fault MVA is 200MVA. The furnace is 

connected with 30/0.75kV, 75MVA furnace transformer. 

The values of the current harmonics at PCC, the values of 

the current harmonics in secondary winding of furnace 

transformer, the values of the current harmonics at 

electrodes , the values of the voltage harmonics at PCC, The 

values of the voltage harmonics in secondary winding of 

furnace transformer and the values of the voltage harmonics 

at electrodes are recorded in Table 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 and 42 

respectively. 

 

Table.37: The values of the current harmonics at PCC 

Harmonic 

order 

Primary Winding 

 Phase A Phase A Phase A 

1 1129 1713 1825 

3 422 218 211 

5 89 236 211 

7 22 30 46 

9 74 36 82 

11 16 62 53 

13 10 13 13 

15 17 21 36 

17 6 14 15 

19 8 10 15 

21 3 10 14 

23 4 5 9 

 

Table.38: The values of the current harmonics in secondary 

winding of furnace transformer 

Harmonic 

order 

Secondary Winding 

 Phase AB Phase BC Phase CA 

1 18812 28545 30414 

3 7037 3640 3519 

5 1334 3935 3523 

7 364 501 773 

9 1234 607 1358 

11 267 1037 891 

13 170 212 211 

15 284 355 606 

17 95 231 255 

19 139 172 258 

21 57 174 230 

23 68 70 144 

 

Table.39: The values of the current harmonics at electrodes 

Harmonic 

order 

Electrode 

 Phase A Phase B Phase C 

1 41750 37582 55909 

3 10515 10637 1324 

5 3592 4702 7342 

7 1100 411 1252 

9 2523 1392 1705 
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11 808 1226 1915 

13 319 321 388 

15 878 213 925 

17 308 244 477 

19 377 176 416 

21 287 118 404 

23 211 170 210 

 

 

 

 

Table.40: The values of the voltage harmonics at PCC 

Harmonic 

order 

Primary Winding 

 Phase A Phase A Phase A 

1 23849 24277 23377 

3 1593 824 796 

5 503 824 796 

7 192 265 408 

9 837 412 922 

11 222 860 739 

13 167 208 207 

15 321 401 686 

17 122 296 327 

19 199 264 369 

21 90 275 365 

23 118 132 249 

 

Table.41: The values of the voltage harmonics in secondary 

winding of furnace transformer 

Harmonic 

order 

Secondary Winding 

 Phase AB Phase BC Phase CA 

1 1412 1428 1373 

3 96 50 48 

5 30 89 80 

7 12 16 25 

9 50 25 55 

11 13 52 44 

13 10 12 12 

15 19 24 41 

17 18 20 17 

19 15 22 7 

21 5 17 22 

23 7 8 15 

 

 

 

Table.42: The values of the voltage harmonics at electrodes 

Harmonic 

order 

Electrode 

 Phase A Phase B Phase C 

1 789 968 693 

3 159 67 116 

5 37 24 110 

7 29 18 17 

9 67 31 55 

11 26 18 47 

13 11 12 21 

15 23 9 28 

17 17 12 10 

19 7 8 21 

21 9 4 13 

23 11 4 6 

 

The results obtained for the harmonics estimation determine 

the propagation of voltage and current in the electric power 

system. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The associate problems and the issues related to the Power 

Quality in an electric power system that a customer 

encounter depends how the wave form of the voltage and 

current are distorted. There are numbers of power quality 

problems mentioned the review above namely voltage and 

current harmonics, flickers, voltage imbalance, transients, 

interharmonics, sag, swells etc. Among them harmonics and 

flickers are the most important power quality issues are 

found in the power system containing electric arc furnace. 

Major power quality indices are found to be more than the 

standard limit set by recognized international standard 

agencies especially during the melting stage of the 

operation. The information of the power quality indices 

related to the arc furnace obtained will be helpful to 

understand the mitigation technique.  
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APPENDIX 

Categories Typical 

Spectral  

Content      

Typical 

Duration 

1.0Transients 

1.1 Impulsive 

1.1.1Nanosecond         

1.1.2Microsecond  

 1.1.3Millisecond                   

 

 

5 ns rise  

1 µs rise     

 0.1 ms 

rise                             

                    

 

<50 ns 

50 ns–1 ms 

>1 ms 

1.2 Oscillatory 

1.2.1LowFrequency 

1.2.2MediumFrequency  

1.2.3High Frequency        

 

<5 kHz  

 5–500kHz   

 0.5–5MHz          

 

0.3–50 ms 

20µs 

5 µs 

2.0 Short-duration 

variations 

2.1 Instantaneous 

2.1.1 Sag   

2.1.2 Swell  

2.2 Momentary  

2.2.1 Interruption  

2.2.2  Sag   

  

 

 

0.5-30cycles 

0.5-30cycles  

 

0.5-30cycles 

30 cycles–3s  

2.2.3 Swell    

2.3.1 Interruption   

2.3.2 Sag  

 2.3.3 Swell                                     

30 cycles–3s  

  

3 s–1 min  

3 s–1 min                                                                                                      

3.0 Long-duration 

variations 

3.1 Interruption, 

sustained 

3.2 Under voltages     

 3.3 Overvoltage                                               

  

 

>1 min   

>1 min  

>1 min                                                                   

4.0 Voltage imbalance                               Steady state 

5.0 Waveform 

distortion 

5.1 Dc offset   

5.2 Harmonics     

5.3 Interharmonics     

 5.4 Notching   

5.5 Noise Broadband                                                                                                                        

 

 

 

0–100 Hz   

0–6 kHz                         

 

Steady state 

 

6.0 Voltage 

fluctuations       

>25 Hz       Intermittent  

 

7.0 Power frequency 

variations                

 <10 s 
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Energy Audit for an educational building which 

operates in Middle East climatic conditions 
Salim R K, Dr Sudhir CV 

 

Caledonian College of Engineering, P.O. Box 2322, CPO 111 Seeb, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman 

 

Abstract— The Energy Audit done for an educational 

building which is working for last 20 years in the Middle 

East region. This region has extreme climatic conditions 

for both summer and winter.  In summer the temperature 

reaches up to 480c or 490c. The energy consumption 

comes high at summer season.  The audit conducted for 

electric energy consumed largely for air conditioning as 

well as other uses like lighting and teaching accessories.  

Important results getting with retrofitting the building 

envelop and change of lightings to LEDs. Simple payback 

period got as 5.49 years.  A considerable savings in 

carbon emission is also accounted as a result of this 

retrofitting. 

Keywords— Energy audit, Building envelop, Energy 

Conservation Measures, Energy load profile, Simple 

payback period. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Energy usage and its audit is a crucial business for any 

establishment.  The financial benefits through the energy 

savings are not negligible and more important in the 

present energy scenario.  On the other hand, the energy 

savings is the savings for the better environment.  

Auditing the energy usage and finding ways to reduce the 

expenses in energy utilization plays a vital role for any 

business establishment.  The energy audit encompasses 

analysis of energy usage for each and every usage points 

within the building.[1]  This audit will give out the 

measures to improve energy efficiency of all the 

equipment or facilities which uses the energy. These 

measures should not affect any normal performance of the 

building or the establishment.  The ultimate aim of the 

energy audit is reducing the energy usage without any 

negative impact for the establishment and provides better 

savings on the long run. 

Objectives of energy audit may vary according to the 

asset management policy.  Usually it aims to understand 

how energy is used within the system and to find efficient 

measures for improvement of energy efficiency [2].  The 

energy audit is being done as per the type of industry or 

asset, functions, size of the industry and the depth of 

energy utilization etc.  Mainly the energy audit can 

categorized in to two such as preliminary audit or walk 

through audit and the detailed audit or diagnosis audit. 

Tailored rating observations are followed in this audit.  

The aim of the tailored rating observation is the 

simulation of the real conditions and behavior of the 

building in order to the specific requirement during the 

operations [3].  This approach gives an accurate results 

and evaluations. 

Making an inventory of all electrical loads aims to answer 

two important questions: where the electricity is used? 

How much and how fast is electricity used in each 

category of load? By analyzing these two questions, the 

prioritization of the electricity-saving opportunities can be 

done [4].  Magnitude of energy loads is also monitored. 

 

II. ENERGY AUDIT PREPARATION FOR THE 

SELECTED BUILDING 

Initially the audit criteria to be defined for an effective 

energy audit benefits.  For the selected building, 

following criteria has taken in to consideration. The 

building chosen for this energy audit is the one from a 

leading engineering college in Muscat, Oman.  The 

campus includes several buildings for academic and 

administration uses.  The building selected is centrally 

located which includes an assembly hall in first floor and 

some lecture halls on the ground floor.  An IT server 

room is also operates from the energy connectivity of this 

building.  The building includes common utility spaces 

and two stare cases.  All the interiors of the building are 

equipped with air conditions and the lightings provided 

throughout the spaces.   The building operates minimum 

12 hours per day and five days a week.  

 
Fig.1: Lay out of Assembly Hall building 
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The audit plan aims to bring out the energy usage profile 

for the building and detailed analysis of Air Conditioning 

and lighting systems.  Since the building particularly 

includes an assembly hall, the air conditioning and 

lighting have to be assessed for the best performance in 

minimum energy usage.  Assembly hall meant for 

gathering group of people and the comfort level is of 

course very important.  If the optimum conditions for 

comfort and energy usages are not achieved, higher 

difference in consumption will happen.  Preliminary audit 

or walks through audit have to be done at the beginning 

for an overall observation of the functions of the building.  

This will brought out the frequency and period of usage 

of all the functions of the building.  The detailed audit or 

diagnosis audit performed for each system wise analysis 

of the existing usage.[5] 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The building uses only electricity energy from the 

government grid.  The electricity connection already 

isolated from the other buildings in campus.  The energy 

bills and energy meter readings collected from the central 

services of the college.  They recorded energy meter 

readings daily basis.  The peak summer usages are 

avoided since the assumptions and the estimates may be 

deviated from the root cause.  The Muscat region comes 

high summer temperatures and excessive usage of air 

conditioning systems.  That season to be studied 

separately. 

The energy meter gives directly the kWh readings.  The 

reading gives only the total usage, since the energy meter 

is connected to input of the electric panel.  The smart 

WiFi energy meter used to find the individual usage of 

the systems particularly air conditioners for detailed 

diagnosis.   

 

IV. ANALYSIS OF ENERGY USAGE 

4.1 monthly bills 

Analysis of energy usage can be best utilized the regularly 

provided electricity bills.  When considering the 

electricity bills it has to be considered for the different 

components of the unit charges.The electricity charge 

includesonly charges for used energy units.  Bill charges 

for 1 kWhis OMR 0.020.The municipal dues as 0.02% of 

the energy usage charge.  There is no extra slab for 

quantum of usage or peak period usage.  The 

classification provided only about commercial or 

domestic.  In both the cases the electricity charges are 

well subsidized.   

 

 

 

 

Table.1: Energy meter readings and effect days for 

the selected period of operations in OMR 

 
 

4.2 Lighting 

Florescent tube lights are using for the entire lighting 

except the stage lighting in the hall.  Each fluorescent 

lighting units carries four tubes of 18w capacity.  The 

main hall is using only on demand and the other lecture 

hall are using for regular teaching activities.  On all this 

usages lights are in full use for the time period.  A 

detailed data is available for Assembly hall usage for two 

years.  From that data the average usage for the Assembly 

hall per month is 63 hours. The Table.2provided here is 

the observation from the walk through survey. In lecture 

hall usage per day is 10 hrs and weekly 5 days.  I took 23 

work days per month for finding monthly usage. 

Common passage lightings are using on all evening of 

work days.  Passage lights are using daily at least 3 hours 

and a support usage found with nominal lighting 

throughout the night. 

Table.2: Survey on lighting inventory

 
 

4.3 Teaching accessories 

In all the rooms there are some teaching accessories 

which are having moderate usage while the functioning of 

the halls. 

 

 

 

 

# Month Bill date
Current 

reading

Previous 

reading

Units 

Consumed

No of 

Days 
Charges

Municipal 

dues

Total 

Charges

1 42656 21/10/2013 541140 520619 20521 29 410.420 8.208 418.628

2 42687 24/11/2013 562589 541140 21449 34 428.980 8.580 437.560

3 42717 22/12/2013 576081 562589 13492 28 269.840 5.397 275.237

4 42383 31/01/2014 593025 576081 16944 36 338.880 6.778 345.658

5 42414 28/02/2014 605779 593025 12754 28 255.080 5.102 260.182

6 42443 31/03/2014 631313 605779 25534 31 510.680 10.214 520.894

7 42474 30/04/2014 648678 631313 17365 30 347.300 6.946 354.246

8 42504 31/05/2014 668937 648678 20259 31 405.180 8.104 413.284

9 42535 30/06/2014 680393 668937 11456 30 229.120 4.582 233.702

10 42565 16/07/2014 695954 680393 15561 16 311.220 6.224 317.444

11 42596 27/08/2014 721804 695954 25850 42 517.000 10.340 527.340

12 42627 23/09/2014 743387 721804 21583 27 431.660 8.633 440.293

13 42657 22/10/2014 761496 743387 18109 29 362.180 7.244 369.424

14 42688 18/11/2014 777765 761496 16269 27 325.380 6.508 331.888

15 42718 23/12/2014 797032 777765 19267 35 385.340 7.707 393.047

16 42384 22/01/2015 810223 797032 13191 30 263.820 5.276 269.096

17 42415 17/02/2015 820393 810223 10170 26 203.400 4.068 207.468

18 42444 15/03/2015 834419 820393 14026 26 280.520 5.610 286.130

19 42475 19/04/2015 858874 834419 24455 35 489.100 9.782 498.882

20 42505 19/05/2015 884535 858874 25661 30 513.220 10.264 523.484

# Area Type of lighting
Number 

of units

Energy load 

in kW

Average 

usage per 

Monthly Energy 

in kWh

1 Assembly hall Florescent tubes 4 x 18 = 72w 60 4.32 63 272.16

2 Stage&green room LED units 14 w 14 0.196 63 12.348

3 Lecture hall 1 Florescent tubes 4 x 18 = 72w 18 1.296 230 298.08

4 Lecture hall 2 Florescent tubes 4 x 18 = 72w 18 1.296 230 298.08

5 Lecture hall 3 Florescent tubes 4 x 18 = 72w 18 1.296 230 298.08

6 Lecture hall 4 Florescent tubes 4 x 18 = 72w 18 1.296 230 298.08

7 Lecture hall 5 Florescent tubes 4 x 18 = 72w 18 1.296 230 298.08

8 Lecture hall 6 Florescent tubes 4 x 18 = 72w 18 1.296 230 298.08

9 Passages Florescent tubes 4 x 18 = 72w 80 5.76 93 535.68

Total 262 18.052 2608.67
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Table.3: Survey on teaching aids in lecturer halls 

 
 

4.4 It server room 

The building includes an IT server room which operates 

in full swing throughout the day and every day. IT sever 

room which draws 10 kW constant for all the time. 

Energy usage per hour for the IT server room comes as 

10kW. 

 

4.5 Air conditioning units. 

The main hall provided with five HVAC packaging units 

of the capacity of 5 tonnage.  All other lecturer hall and 

rooms are provided 2 Tonnagecapacity.  

The total energy demand is as follows 

Total lighting load   = 17.856 kW 

Total teaching accessories load =   3.651 kW 

IT Server room   =10.000 kW 

Air conditioning Load  = 94.110 kW 

Total connected Energy Load=125.617 kW 

 

Table.4: Air Conditioning units installed in the building 

 
 

V. DETAILED DIAGNOSIS ANALYSIS OF 

ENERGY USAGE 

Assembly hall 

Monthly usage of main assembly hall is provides major 

contribution in electricity bills. But this hall is not a 

regular usage point.   As per the separate requirements, 

the assembly hall is using for that time period.  So this is 

to be considered separately.  TheFig.2 shows the monthly 

usage of assembly hall in hours.   

The average usage per month for the period is 44 hrs.The 

energy usage for Assembly hall per hour     

= AC load + Lighting Load + Hall accessories load 

=  36.5 + 4.32 + 1.97 = 42.79 kW 

 
Fig.2: Usage of Assembly hall in hours 

Lecturer Halls 

Average usage of lecture halls per day (8 am to 8 pm) is 

observed as 6.5hrs per day. On an average, working days 

in a month has taken as 22 days.  So monthly usage 

estimated as 6 x 22 = 132hrs per month.Energy usage for 

6 lecturer hall per hour  

= 6 x (AC Load + lighting load + teaching 

accessories load)  

= 6 x ( 9.6 + 1.296 + 0.33) = 67.356 kW 

IT Server Room 

Usage of IT server room is continuous throughout the day 

and it is rated as 10 kW. There are some other equipment 

in IT server room including AC but not connected to this 

building lines. 

 

Passage lights 

Apart from this core usage common passage lighting is 

using daily.Passage lights are using 3 hours per day in all 

week days.   

Energy usage for passage lights per hour = number of 

light units x power rating x time 

= 80 x 72 x 1= 5760 W = 5.76 kW 

 

 
Fig.3 : Energy consumption pattern location wise 

# Description Type Quantity Power rating

Projector 1 300 w

Sound System 1 30 w

Projector 1 300 w

Sound system 1 30 w

Projector 1 300 w

Sound system 1 30 w

Projector 1 300 w

Sound system 1 30 w

Projector 1 300 w

Sound system 1 30 w

Projector 1 300 w

Sound system 1 30 w

Projector 1 300 w

Sound system 1 1000 w

Mixer 1 550 w

Focus Lights 6 120 w

21 3651 wTotal

5 Lecture hall 5

6 Lecture hall 6

7 Assembly Hall

1 Lecture hall 1

2 Lecture hall 2

Lecture hall 33

4 Lecture hall 4

# Description Room No Type Qty
Power 

rating

Total 

Power 

1 Classroom A001 AGT-2T 4 2.400 kW 9.600 kW

2 Classroom A002 AGT-2T 4 2.400 kW 9.600 kW

3 Classroom A003 AGT-2T 4 2.400 kW 9.600 kW

4 Classroom A004 AGT-2T 4 2.400 kW 9.600 kW

5 Classroom A005 AGT-2T 4 2.400 kW 9.600 kW

AGT-2T 4 2.400 kW 7.200 kW

Dai-2T 1 2.410 kW 2.410 kW

7 Assembly Hall A101
Cooline-Package-

11.5T
5 7.300 kW 36.500 kW

Total 94.110 kW

Classroom A0066
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VI. ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION AND ACTUAL 

CONSUMPTION 

Comparing connected load and Consumed Energy, a 

difference of 4.79% coming which is negligible. Energy 

consumption per month as per the energy meter readings 

is 18195.800 kWhwhile the estimated usage of energy 

with the connected load is 19112.108kWh.  For taking an 

average, 20 months considered. 

Table.5: Comparative statement for Actual and estimated 

consumption

 
 

VII. LOAD FACTOR 

It is the ratio of energy consumed over a period of time in 

kWh to the energy which would have been consumed for 

the maximum demand [4].  It is normally taken in 

percentage. 

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑡𝑟

=
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑊ℎ 𝑥 100

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 × 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
 

 
Fig.4: Load Factor plot for the seasonal variations 

 

Load factor gets very low in December, January and 

February months.  The reason might be the winter season 

of the region.  Usage of the air conditioning for these 

months will be very less.  In July 2014 the load factor 

reaches close to the 100% since the peak summer period.  

In June 2014 marked as very low Load factor.  The reason 

investigated and found that the month Ramzan fasting 

was observing in the region so the building usage was 

less. 

VIII. LOAD PROFILE 

Load profile is the analysis for the energy usage for a 

particular day and this pattern gives a good observation 

about the loading of the system.  Here it is providing a 

load profile for the day 4th January 2016.  The building 

has 5 Distribution Boards for all the systems.  Anideal 

DB selectedwhich is having a moderate usage throughout 

the day.   

 
Fig.5 : Load profile for a typical day 

 

IX. IDENTIFYING ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND 

COST REDUCTION OPPORTUNITIES 

The energy efficiency opportunities can trace out by close 

monitoring of load factor performance and periodic Load 

Profile performances.  For identifying cost reduction 

opportunities, initially the energy demand control to be 

reviewed and analyze thoroughly[6].  The second step is 

the analysis of equipment effectiveness or performance 

with a standard benchmark.  Tracing out the operational 

and maintenance sequences schedules to be reviewed.  

Finally the better or modern alternative to the equipment 

or its accessories can bring out more energy efficient 

measures to the system. 

 

X. DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSIS FOR 

IMPROVEMENTS IN LIGHTING 

The existing lighting units are florescent tubes and one 

unit includes 4 tubes of 18 watts.  So, one unit requires 72 

watts power.  Moderate illumination is getting with the 

help of reflectors but this can improve further with the 

modern LED lights.  For achieving same illumination, 

less number of LED lightings is enough.  Calculations 

provided with the same number of light units.   

More switching controls can save excess light usage over 

the demanded level.  At present single switches operates 

many lighting units at once.  Automatic Switching 

controls can also be used for passage lightings. 

# Location
Connected 

load in kW

Usage time / 

month in Hours

Consumption per 

month in kWh

1 Assembly Hall 42.790 44 1882.760

2 Lecturer Halls 67.356 143 9631.908

3 IT Server room 10.000 720 7200.000

4 Passage lighting 5.760 69 397.440

5 Estimated consumption per month 19112.108

6 Average consumption per month taken by Energy meters 18195.800

7 Percentage differance in actual and Estimation 4.79
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10.1    Power savings through the led installations 

Table.6: Table of retrofitting on lighting energy

 
Existing power consumption for light units= 72 watts 

Power of LED unit for equal illumination (or 10% better) 

 = 14 watts 

Existing monthly energy consumption for lighting  

 = 12872.9 kWh 

Usage of LED lights instead of florescent lamps 

= 517.188 kWh 

Savings in energyfor lighting = 2608.668 – 517.188 = 

2091.48 kWh 

Savings in energy cost = 2091.48 x 0.02   

 = 41.829 OMR per month 

10.2 Diagnostic analysis for improvements in air 

conditioning 

Assembly Hall area to be conditioned is very large as the 

height of the hall is about 6 meter. Reduction in this 

volume by decreasing the ceiling height will save AC 

usages for the Assembly hall. Thermal leakage of the 

ceiling recorded as shown inFig.6 

 
Fig.6: Thermo graphic image of heat gain through ceiling 

of Hall 

 

Another point of thermal leakage is through window 

blinds.  That can analyze through the figure captured as 

shown inFig.7.  Dark blinds are using but the window 

glasses are plain and the blinds are insufficient size.  

These images captured during a winter season 

(06/01/2016).  So on summer season thermal leakage 

impact will be more and the air conditioning load 

increases. 

Building envelops to retrofit with the usage of less heat 

conductive materials in interiors.  All the curtain blinds 

used in the lecture hall is of split leaf type and doesn’t 

work good to protect heat radiation from outside.  

Temperature controls for all the AC systems are separate 

for each one. So that ACs are in unbalanced loading in 

majority of the time. Common control for room 

temperature for avoiding individual system overloading 

and balanced operations can maintain throughout the 

usage.   

Savings in energy for air conditioning need to get from 

the lecture hall since more energy is utilizing for this 

areas.  Usage hours are more for Lecturer halls. Also the 

split AC systems are provided for all the lecture halls 

which draw more power.  As per the investment concerns, 

the change of systems is not economical.  More 

concentrated operational and maintenance attentions can 

put in place to reduce AC loads.   

 
Fig.7: Thermo graphic image of heat gain through 

window blinds 

 

On estimation, 8% AC load can reduce through the above 

said recommendations.  That is 8 % of 94.11 kW is 7.52 

kW. 

Monthly ACs are functioning 1443 hrs average 

So, savings in energy units is 

= 7.52x1443 = 10851.36 kWh 

Cost savings through reduction in energy usage  

= 217.027 OMRper month 

 

XI. IMPLEMENTATION OF ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY MEASURES 

The action points for implementing energy efficiency 

measures for lightings are as follows 

In the previous sections the light energy comparisons 

made with LED fittings which are the latest technology in 

the field.  From online portals, one LED light of 14w and 

# Area Type of lighting
Number 

of units

Energy load 

in kW

Average usage per 

month in hours

Energy in 

kWh

1 Assembly hall LED units - 14 w 60 0.84 63 52.92

2 Stage and green room LED units - 14 w 14 0.196 63 12.348

3 Lecture hall 1 LED units - 14 w 18 0.252 230 57.96

4 Lecture hall 2 LED units - 14 w 18 0.252 230 57.96

5 Lecture hall 3 LED units - 14 w 18 0.252 230 57.96

6 Lecture hall 4 LED units - 14 w 18 0.252 230 57.96

7 Lecture hall 5 LED units - 14 w 18 0.252 230 57.96

8 Lecture hall 6 LED units - 14 w 18 0.252 230 57.96

9 Passages LED units - 14 w 80 1.12 93 104.16

262 3.668 517.188Total
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60x60 size costs 35 OMR. Number of units to be replaced 

is 248 nos. 

Purchase cost for LED lights= 248x35= 8680 OMR 

Fitting charges     = 600 OMR 

Scarp value for the existing fittings  = 200 OMR 

Net cost for the LED replacement 

= 8680+600-200 = 9080 OMR 

 

The action points for implementing energy efficiency 

measures for ACs are as follows 

 Implement proper maintenance procedures for 

AC systems, since the package units are not in 

regular use.  It requires proper check for energy 

effectiveness 

 Rework on thermal insulation for Main hall and 

all the lecture halls 

 Windows and blinds are focal points to 

maintainthermal effectiveness 

 Ceiling of Assembly hall is another weak point 

of thermal insulation. Need to be maintained 

properly and reduction in ceiling height will 

improve the comfort level of hall 

 Synchronized temperature control for each hall 

will improve system efficiency and energy 

savings 

Estimated cost for the recommendations=8000 OMR 

(Provided by a local contractor who is attending similar 

projects) 

 

XII. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS FOR 

IDENTIFIED OPPORTUNITIES OF 

IMPROVEMENT 

As detailed in the previous sessions, the total savings in 

energy bills is  

Table.7: Savings in energy expenditure and expenses for 

retrofitting 

 
 

XIII. SIMPLE PAYBACK PERIOD ANALYSIS 

Simple Payback Period analysis gives a one shot result 

for a financial investment.  It gives the time period for 

covering the initial investment through annual returns.[7]  

SPP doesn’t consider any other recurring costs and the 

discount value. Here it is chose SPP because the life 

expectancy for all these recommendations cannot be 

judged without further investigation 

𝑆𝑃𝑃 =
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑠
. 

𝑆𝑃𝑃 =
17080

3106.272
 = 5.49 years 

Here the SPP is getting as 5.49 years.  In the above 

sections the savings per month is calculated for the 

expected load factor of 100%.  Only at one month the 

Load Factor achieved near to 100%.  So, further 

investigations are required to find more accurate 

estimations. Energy billing has come less for some of the 

months than the energy savings found.  The reason could 

be the lower load factor values. 

 

XIV. CONCLUSION 

The information about the energy usage of this building 

brings out the connected load usage is not utilizing to the 

optimum.  The load factor comes to the desired value of 

100% only once in the investigating period.  The reason 

could be the importance of the building such as the 

assembly hall is a vital point of the campus and the IT 

server is also connected to the same building. 

The energy reading shows high fluctuations from 

February 2014 to August 2014.  This period requires 

much detail investigation for both the energy readings and 

usage data.  Like this fluctuations needed to be avoided.   

5.49 years of payback period is not much economical but 

the future benefits will be generating revenue 

further.More over the reduction in carbon emissions and 

benefits to the nature is the real impact with this 

investment.  Savings in energy usage is the savings for 

nature and the nation [8]. 
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Energy and Exergy Analysis on Si Engine by 

Blend of Ethanol with Petrol 
Kuntesh A Mithaiwal, Ashish j Modi, Dipak c Gosai 

 

Abstract— Need to use renewable energy in the form of 

ethanol fuel derived using agriculture waste to reduce load 

on petrol derived from crude oil, which is available in limited 

quantity. This is mostly due to stock of petroleum product are 

depleting day by day, hence more use of renewable fuels gets 

attraction in developing country like India. In recent years, 

Considerable efforts made to develop and introduce 

alternative renewable fuel, to replace conventional 

petroleum-base fuels.The main objective of the current work 

id to investigate influences of blends of ethanol-petrol blend 

used in IC engine performance using energy and exergy 

analysis. Here, experimental work divided into mainly two 

parts. In first part, Engine performance carried out using E0, 

E25, E40 and E100 blends of ethanol-petrol blends. In other 

part, exergy analysis carried out. Experimental test set-up 

developed in laboratory. The stationary petrol engine was 

run in laboratory at a medium speed, variable load condition 

experienced in most urban driving conditions and various 

measurements like fuel flow, exhaust temperature, exhaust 

emission measurement and exhaust smoke test were carried 

out. The fuel properties of biodiesel such as kinematic 

viscosity, calorific value, flash point, carbon residue and 

specific gravity investigated. Heat balance sheet and 

availability calculated for different condition like E0, E25, 

E40 and E100 blends of ethanol-petrol blends. 

Keyword— ethanol , SI engine, exergy ,energy. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Energy flows and energy efficiencies in the operation of a 

modern automobile expressed in terms of simple relations. 

One purpose is to convert any internal combustion engine 

energy into useful work. The overall energy use depends on 

two factors, vehicle load and power train efficiency. The 

former depends on speed, acceleration, and key vehicle 

characteristics such as mass. The latter depends on internal 

combustion engine thermodynamic efficiency, and engine 

and transmission frictions. 

Energy conservation and efficiency have been the quest of 

engineers concerned with internal combustion engines. From 

the heat, energy of the fuel offered by diesel engine goes one 

third to the coolant, one-third to exhaust and leaving only 

about one-third as useful power output. Theoretically, if the 

heat rejected could reduce, then the thermal efficiency would 

be improved. Low Heat Rejection engines aim to do this by 

reducing the heat lost to the coolant. 

 

Reason for Alternate fuels 

IC engines are the major consumer of the fossil fuels. Petrol 

and diesel will become very costly. It is also that there will 

be emissions of gases like CO2 NOX and HC.Require to 

reduce emissions from engines by different fossil fuel.Due to 

these reason Alternate fuels are require. Alkali base 

renewable fuels more prefer to of alternative fuels because of 

the possibilities of cleaner combustion. The use of new, 

alternative, and clean-burning fuels as primary energy 

resources in internal combustion (IC) engines. Main reason 

behind to use of alternative fuel is to achieve lower pollutant 

emissions and higher fuel economy and low content of 

Sulphur. The compression ignition (CI) engine of the dual 

fuel type has employed to utilize various alternative 

renewable fuels resources in place of conventional petrol 

engine. 

 

Ethanol is better alternative of fossil fuel 

a. Ethanol has high octane number, low flame 

temperature, high density, and high latent heat of 

vaporization.  

b. Ethanol can reduce country’s dependence on fossil 

fuel, it should foreign supplies be interrupted. 

c. The ethanol is improving quality of the 

environment. It reduced Carbon monoxide 

emissions, lead and other carcinogens (cancer 

causing agents) which removed from gasoline. 

d. Ethanol-blended fuels can clean the fuel system also 

absorb moisture 

 

Energy and Exergy in Engines:  

Energy is physical quantity. It is a state of thermodynamics. 

Energy is present in various forms such as electrical, 

mechanical, chemical magnetic energy etc. Energy 

conversion from one form to another. The machine, which is 

use to energy conversion, known as engine. In general, 

engines have efficiencies of about 35% and about 50% of fuel 

energy is lost in cooling water and exhaust gases. 
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Exergy defined as the maximum theoretical useful work 

obtained from a system. Exergy is not stored as energy but 

destroyed in the system. Exergy destroyed whenever an 

irreversible process occurs. 

An Energy analysis is based on first law of 

thermodynamics.From the 1st law analysis we can find the 

energy transformations and there losses.  

An Exergy analysis based on the second law of 

thermodynamics. It can removes the limitations of an energy-

based analysis. Exergy analysis is a detail analysis of energy 

transformations and there losses. This provides useful 

information to improve the overall efficiency and cost 

effectiveness of a system. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Paolo Iodice et al. [2016] [1]is investigated that the Effect 

of ethanol–gasoline blends on CO and HC emissions in last 

generation four stork SI engines within the cold-start 

transient. Which work with ethanol-gasoline mixture by 

10%, 20%, and 30% by volume called G10, G20, and G30 . 

This paper is reducing the CO and HC emission at cold-start 

transient commercial gasoline, with the 20% v/v ethanol 

blend achieving the highest emission 

reduction.Golmohammad Khoobbakht et al. [2016] [2] 

worked on Optimization of operating factors and blended 

levels of diesel, biodiesel and ethanol fuels to minimize 

exhaust emissions of diesel engine using response surface 

methodology. Aim of this paper investigated on operating of 

engine speed and load as well as different level of blends of 

ethanol in biodiesel. It is work on the diesel engine. This 

experiment is work on the statistical tool known as Design of 

Experiments (DoE) based on central composite rotatable 

design (CCRD) of response surface methodology (RSM). 

Surface methodology is also use to predict the amount of fuel 

emission like CO, HC, NOX, and THC. This paper indicated 

that the amount of CO and HC is reducing at the end of 

experiment. When the amount CO2 is increasing at the end of 

the experiment but adding diesel fuel blend in ethanol is 

reducing the amount of CO2. An engine load of 80% of full 

load bar, speed of 2800 rpm and a blend of 26% biodiesel, 

11% ethanol and 63% diesel were found to be optimal values 

with a high desirability of 74% for the test engine having 

0.013% of CO, 41 ppm of HC, 643 ppm of NOx, 12% of 

smoke opacity and 7.3% of CO2.  

W.M. Ambrós et al. [2016] [3] worked on Experimental 

analysis and Modeling of internal combustion engine 

operating with wet ethanol. In this paper using ethanol with 

different mixture of different percentage of ethanol and water 

and improving the efficiency of SI and di engine. The 

experiment take place based on first law of thermodynamic. 

The trials and the results found confirm that the engine is 

capable of operating with mixtures of wet ethanol up to 40% 

by volume of water. E70W30 blend showed the best values 

of power, torque, efficiency and specific consumption.N. M. 

Al-Najem et al [1992] [4] is worked on energy-exergy 

analysis of diesel engine. This analysis is based on 1st and 2nd 

law of thermodynamic. Exergy analysis is based on 2nd law 

of thermodynamic. Using this law, we can find the 

availability of energy, losses of energy in diesel engine.2nd 

law indicated different between high-grade energy and low-

grade energy. 1st law indicated some lost energy due to the 

process. 1st and 2nd law combined indicated the datum (zero 

level) of energy and exergy. At that level, we find the 

enthalpy losses and other losses, which take place at near of 

datum. Diesel engines have efficiencies of about 35% and 

about 50% of the input fuel energy is lost in cooling water 

and exhaust gases. The wasted energy in the cooling water 

usually considered useless due to its low temperature level. 

In this paper, we focused on the exhaust gas. The present 

analysis is to illustrate the capability of the exergy analysis 

to provide a systematic approach to pinpoint the waste and 

lost energy within diesel engines.  

A.Vamshikrishna Reddy et al. [2014] [5] is worked on 

diesel engine by using dual fuel mode. Biogas and diesel used 

for the dual fuel mode and find the fuel consumption, brake 

thermal efficiency, exergy efficiency and different 

availabilities with the varying load. Biogas used as 

alternative renewable fuel in diesel engine, find the 

performance of diesel engine. The performance of the engine 

check on the bases of the 1st and 2nd law of thermodynamic. 

1st low of thermodynamic gives the energy analysis and 2nd 

law of thermodynamic give the exergy analysis of dual fuel 

mode. Chongqing Feng et al [2016] [6] is worked on 

Availability analysis of using is-octane/n-butanol blends in 

spark ignition engine. This is representing a detailed energy 

and exergy analysis of an iso-octane/n-butanol blend-fueled 

spark-ignition (SI) engine, investigate exergy loss 

mechanisms and understand how the exergy destruction 

changes with different iso-octane/n-butanol blend fuels. 

Rakhi Maheta et al [2012] [7] have experimentally 

investigated that the alcohol like ethanol and butanol 

properties compare with diesel and experimental analysis of 

ethanol-diesel blend or butanol-diesel bland use as fuel. This 

paper is show the different characteristics of both ethanol and 

butanol compare with diesel as per ASTM standards.  The 

ethanol shows properties like calorific value, density, flash 

point, cetane number with pure diesel. There is only 

flashpoint reduce due to alcohol blend. Alvydas Pikunas et 
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al [2015] [8] have to investigate experimentally and compare 

the engine performance and pollutant emission of a SI engine 

using ethanol–gasoline blended fuel and pure gasoline. The 

results showed that when ethanol added, the heating value of 

the blended fuel decreases, while the octane number of the 

blended fuel increases. The results of the engine test 

indicated that when ethanol–gasoline blended fuel is used, 

the engine power and specific fuel consumption of the engine 

slightly increase; CO emission decreases dramatically 

because of the leaning effect caused by the ethanol addition; 

HC emission decreases in some engine working conditions; 

and CO2 emission increases because of the improved 

combustion. Using ethanol–gasoline blend, CO emission 

may reduce 10–30%, while CO2 emission increases by 5–

10% depending on engine conditions. The engine power and 

specific fuel consumption increase approximately by 5% and 

2–3%, respectively, in all working conditions. Dattatray 

Bapu et al. [2014] [9] have worked about injection timing on 

which ethanol blend run the engine. The blends tested are 

D70/E20/B10 (blend A), D50/E30/B20 (blend B) 

D50/E40/B10 (blend C), and Diesel (D100). The blends are 

prepared to get maximum percentage of oxygen content but 

keeping important properties such as density, viscosity and 

Cetane index within acceptable limits. Experiments 

conducted on a multi cylinder, DI diesel engine, whose 

original injection timing was 13° BTDC. The engine did not 

run on blends B and C at this injection timing and it was 

required to advance timing to 18° and 21° BTDC to enable 

the use of blends B and C Respectively However advancing 

injection timing almost doubled the NO emissions and 

increased peak firing pressure. Smoke reduced remarkably 

for blends especially at medium and high loads of both 

speeds and all injection timings. Maximum reduction is about 

60% to 70% at higher loads for respective high ethanol 

content blend at all injection timing and speeds. Advancing 

injection timing reduced the smoke for all blends and diesel 

fuel at both speeds. Significant reduction in smoke observed 

for high ethanol content blends; however, reduction in smoke 

does not indicate the reduction in particulate matter in same 

proportion. 

 

Objectives 

1) To blend ethanol with petrol fuel and observe the 

performance of I.C. Engine and improve performance 

of engine. 

2) To do the analysis of the Ethanol on various 

parameters like input parameter like load, output 

parameter like specific fuel consumption, brake power, 

and brake thermal efficiency. 

3) Experimental energy and exergy analysis on SI engine 

by ethanol-petrol blend(E0, E25, E40,E100) 

 

Table.1: Properties of ethanol and blends of petrol 

Properties E0 E25 E40 E100 

Specific 

Gravity 25º C  

gm/cc 

0.765 0.7792 0.7792 0.789 

   Calorific 

Value (KJ/Kg) 
48000 38809 37160 26900 

Octane number 88 97 97 118 

 Flash point 
-43 º 

C  

  -13.5 º 

C  

  -13.5 º 

C  

  -12.5 º 

C  

Auto Ignition 

Temp. 

246º 

C 
294º C 294º C 365º C 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND 

PROCEDURES 

Experimental set up 

The single cylinder, four-stroke petrol engine connected with 

an electrical load bank. The engine set-up developed to 

measure the parameters like fuel consumption, cooling water 

temperature, and inlet air and exhaust gas temperature. 

The test carried out with variation in engine load from low to 

high load conditions. At each operating stage, the 

observations of various parameters taken for both ethanol 

blend with petrol and base fuel as petrol. 

 

Apparatus specifications 

Table.2: Engine Specification 

 Type Honda,4-Stroke, Side valve, 

One Cylinder 

Dynamometer Self-Exciting, two Pole, 

Rotating Field Type  

Displacement 76 Cm3 

Bore X Stroke 46x46 Mm 

Max Horse Power 1.6HP @ 3600 Rpm 

Compression Ratio 6.0:1 

Fuel Consumption 0.53/5 

Cooling System Forced Air 

Lubricating System Splash 

Oil Capacity 0.35 Liter 

Fuel Tank Capacity 2.8 Liter 

Oil SAE10W-40 

  

Measurement  

a) Calibrated burette for fuel intake measurement. 
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b) Orifice meter - Fitted to the air inlet tank with water 

manometer for air intake measurement. 

c) Lesser Gun used to measure temperature at various 

points. 

d) Exhaust gas calorimeter to measure heat carried 

away by exhaust gas. 

e) Measure the water flow rate of engine jacket and 

calorimeter. 

At each operating condition, the dynamometer load, speed, 

fuel, and airflow recorded after allowing time for the engine 

to stabilize. 

  

 
Fig.1: Experimental set-up 

 

 
Fig.2: Block diagram of the experimental setup 
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Energy Analysis 

(1) Fuel energy supplied per unit time , 

 

*in fQ m LCV , kW 

Where mf = mass of fuel consume per unit time 

LCV= lower calorific value of fuel 

 

(2) Energy in exhaust gas per unit time, 

 

pe e1 e2( )*C *(T T )e a fQ m m   , kW 

 

Where Te1 , Te2 are exhaust gas inlet and outlet 

temperature 

Cpe is the specific heat of exhaust gases 

ma is mass of intake air 

 

(3) Energy in cooling water and Unaccounted per unit time

  

  

colling uncountableQ ( )in s eQ Q Q    , kW 

 

Exergy Analysis 

(1) Input availability, 

[ *LCV]*[1.0401 0.1728( ) 0.0432( ) 0.2169( ){1 0.2689( )}]in fA m O C O C S C H C Q      

Where H, C, O, S are mass fraction of hydrogen, 

carbon, oxygen, Sulphur 

(2) Shaft power availability, 

As = brake power of engine, kW 

(3) Exhaust gas availability, 

 

1[( )* *{ ln( )} *ln( )]e e a f amb pe amb e e amb eA Q m m T c T T R P P   

 

(4) Colling water and destructed availability, 

{ ( )}d in s w eA A A A A     

(5) The exergy efficiency 

ηII= 1 – (Adestroyed /Ain) 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

From the dual fuel mode viewpoint, it is very essential to 

have the knowledge of available fuel energy losses or 

destroys whereabouts in the engine operations. Therefore, in 

this chapter, the first and second law coupled in order to get 

a clear view of the dual fuel operation of Ethanol.  

Therefore, in this chapter the effect of load and pilot fuel 

variation in the energy and exergy balances of the dual fuel 

operations evaluated and compared to that of the baseline 

petrol mode. 

 

Specific fuel consumption (SFC) 

 
 Fig.3: Variation of SFC with varying loads 

 

Ethanol addition reduces the heating value of the petrol–

ethanol blends, therefore, more fuel is needed (by mass) to 

obtain same power when blended fuels are used instead of 

petrol.However, as mentioned previously, ethanol addition to 

petrol makes the engine operation leaner and improves 

engine combustion and performance, as shown in fig 5.1 SFC 

measured for different loadings 

It can be seen in fig 3, at low load (0 to 0.2 kW), SFC 

increases with increase in load by 5%, 9%, and 15% for 

E100, E25, E40 respectively compare to E0. At medium load 

(0.2 to 0.5 kW), SFC consumption is increasing by 2%, 4%, 

and 12% for E100, E25, E40 respectively compare to E0. At 

High load (0.5 to 0.65 kW), SFC is increasing by 2%, 5%, 

and 7% for E100, E25, E40 respectively compare to E0. 

 

Brake Thermal Efficiency 

Presence of oxygen in ethanol composition allow better 

combustion product, complete combustion results in high 

temperature and pressure inside cylinder thus results in 

higher power output. 
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Fig.4: Variation of brake thermal efficiency with load 

 

Fig 4 Shows variation of brake thermal efficiency with 

varying loads. As increase in load, brake thermal efficiency 

of engine reduces for Fuel blend. The vaporization of fuel 

continues increasing during the intake and compression 

stroke.This tends to decrease the temperature of the working 

charge, which reduces compression work of engine at high 

engine speed there is less time for completion of combustion, 

which takes place in later stage of cycle, which increase 

thermal efficiency.  

When the latent heat of the fuel used is low, as in the case of 

Petrol, the effect of cooling is not sufficient to overcome the 

effect of additional vapor. Increasing the latent heat of the 

fuel blend used by increasing the ethanol percentage 

increases the effect of cooling, which results in increase 

thermal efficiency thus higher engine power output.  

It can be seen in fig 5.2 at low load (0 to 0.2 kW), BTE is 

reducing with increases in load by 5%, 9%, and 13% for 

E100, E25, E40 respectively compare to E0.At medium load 

(0.2 to 0.5 kW) BTE is reducing by 2%, 4%, and 11% for 

E100, E25, E40 respectively compare to E0. At High load 

(0.5 to 0.65 kW), BTE is reducing by 3%, 5%, and 7% for 

E100, E25, E40 respectively compare to E0. 

Heat balance sheet: 

  

Heat balance sheet (E0) 

Heat balance sheet of petrol and Ethanol show in fig 5 to fig 

8. This balance sheet is represent the total amount of heat and 

how many heat utilized by shaft power, exhaust gas, and 

Colling water at different load. At low load, the amount of 

exhaust energy is low and cooling water energy is high. 

When load is increases, the exhaust gas energy increases 

rapidly with decrease with cooling water energy as shown in 

fig 5 to fig 8. 

 

 
Fig.5: Heat Balance sheet for - E0 

  

Fig 5 represents the heat balance sheet of E0. At low load (0 

to 0.2 kW), out of total power generated the brake power of 

the engine varies 6% to 10%, heat carried out by the exhaust 

gas is varies 60% to 70% and heat carried out by the Colling 

water varies 20% to 35%. Similarly for lower load (0.2 to 0.5 

kW) out of total power generated 15%, 45% 40% energy 

carried by brake power, exhaust gas and Colling water. In 

addition, at higher load (0.5 to 0.65 kW) out of total power 
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generated 15%, 35%, 50% energy carried by brake power, 

exhaust gas and Colling water. 

Heat balance sheet (E25) 

 

 
Fig.6: Heat balance sheet for – E25 

 

Fig 6 represents the heat balance sheet of E-25.At low load 

(0 to 0.2 kW) and Medium load (0.2 to 0.5 kW) out of total 

power generated brake power, exhaust gas and Colling water 

energy is same compare to E0 respectively. However, for 

higher load (0.5 to 0.65 kW) out of total power generated 

brake, power is same but exhaust gas energy is reducing 10% 

and Colling water energy increases 10% to E0 respectively. 

Heat balance sheet (E40) 

 
Fig.7: Heat Balance sheet for – E40 

 

Fig 7 represents the heat balance sheet of E-25.At low load 

(0 to 0.2 kW) and Medium load (0.2 to 0.5 kW) out of total 

power generated brake power, exhaust gas and Colling water 

energy is same compare to E0. However, for higher load (0.5 

to 0.65 kW) out of total power generated brake power is same 

but, exhaust gas energy is reducing 15% and Colling water 

energy increases 15% to E0 respectively. 
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Heat balance sheet (E100) 

 
Fig.8: Heat Balance sheet for – E100 

 

Fig 8 represents the heat balance sheet of E-100.At low load 

(0 to 0.2 kW) out of total power generated brake power of the 

engine reduces 2%, heat carried out by the exhaust gas 

reduces between 15% and heat carried out by the Colling 

water reduces 20% respectively compare to E0. Similarly, for 

medium load (0.2 to 0.5 kW) and higher load (0.5 to 0.65 

kW) out of total power generated brake power , exhaust gas 

and Colling water energy is same compare to E0. 

Availability Analysis: 

Availability Analysis (E0) 

 
Fig.8: Availability input VS load (E0) 

 

Fig 8 represents the availability of the E0.At low load (0 to 

0.2 kW), available energy of shaft  increases 0% to 9% with 

increases in load, exhaust gas availability increases to 15% 

to 67% with increases in load, but uncountable available 

energy is reduces 85% to 25% with increases in load 

respectively compare to the E0. At medium load (0.2 to 0.5 

kW) available energy of shaft increases 9% to 13% increases 

with load, exhaust gas availability increases to 39% to 45% 

with increases in load, but uncountable available energy is 

reducing 51% to 42% with increases in load respectively 

compare to the E0. At higher load (0.5 to 0.65 kW), available 

energy of shaft is increases 13% to 15% increases with load, 

exhaust gas availability reduces to 41% to 35% with 

increases in load, but uncountable available energy increases 

35% to 41% with increases in load respectively compare to 

the E0. 

 

Availability Analysis (E25) 

Fig 9 represents the availability of the E25. When we saw 

that at low load (0 to 0.2 kW) available energy of shaft is 

equal to the E0 respectively, exhaust gas availability reduces 

to 12% to 16% compare to E0 respectively.but uncountable 
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available energy increases 15% to 18% respectively compare 

to E0. At medium load (0.2 to 0.5 kW) available energy of 

shaft is equal to the E0 respectively, exhaust gas availability 

reduces to 5% to 10% respectively compare to E0. However, 

uncountable available energy increases 9% to 11% 

respectively compare to E0.At higher load (0.5 to 0.65 kW) 

available energy of shaft, exhaust gas availability reduces to 

5% to 10% respectively compare to E0, but uncountable 

available energy increases 9% to 11% respectively compare 

to E0. 

 
Fig.9: Availability input VS load (E25) 

 

Availability Analysis (E40) 

Fig 10 represents the availability of the E40. At low load (0 

to 0.2 kW) available energy of shaft is reducing 3% to 5% 

respectively compare to E0. Exhaust gas availability is 

almost same to E0. Uncountable available energy increases 

2% to 5% compare to E0 respectively. At medium load (0.2 

to 0.5 kW) available energy of shaft reduces 3% to 5% 

respectively compare to E0.  Exhaust gas availability also 

reduces to 5% to 7% compare to E0 respectively . but 

uncountable available energy increases 9% to 11% 

respectively compare to E0.At higher load (0.5 to 0.65 kW) 

available energy of shaft, exhaust gas availability also 

reduces to 5% to 10% respectively compare to E0,but 

uncountable available energy increases 9% to 11% compare 

to E0 respectively. 

 
Fig.10: Availability input VS load (E40) 
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Availability Analysis (E100) 

 
Fig.11: Availability input VS load (E100) 

 

Fig 11 represents the availability of the E100.At low load (0 

to 0.2 kW) available energy of shaft is equal to the E0, 

exhaust gas availability reduces to 30% respectively compare 

to E0, but uncountable available energy increases 30% 

compare to E0. At medium load (0.2 to 0.5 kW) available 

energy of shaft is equal to the E0. Exhaust gas availability 

reduces to 5% to E0, but uncountable available energy 

increases 5% to 9% respectively compare to E0.At higher 

load (0.5 to 0.65 kW) available energy of shaft, exhaust gas 

availability and uncountable available energy is same 

respectively compare to E0. 

 

Destroyed availability  

Fig 12 represents destroyed availability distribution at 

different engine load for operation with petrol and blends of 

ethanol. To maintain an equal power output as of ethanol 

mode, dual fuel mode required higher chemical fuel exergy 

than the ethanol mode due to the poor combustion and low 

energetic petrol fuel.  

 
Fig.12: Destroyed availability distribution at different engine load  
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For lower load (0 to 0.2 kW), destroyed availability increases 

11%, 10%, 17% for E25, E40 and E100 respectively compare 

to E0. At medium load (0.2 to 0.5 kW) destroyed availability 

reducing 1% for E25 and increases 3% for E40 increases 2% 

for E100,  respectively compare to E0.At higher load (0.5 to 

0.65 kW) destroyed availability increases  8%, 10% , 1% for 

E25, E40 and E100, respectively compare to E0. 

 

Energy efficiency 

From the fig 13 it is clear that as the load increases the exergy 

efficiency increases. This is due to as load increases during 

engine operation, the rich fuel mixture increased the 

combustion temperature. Therefore, increased work 

availability and reduced heat transfer availability losses 

obtained, as percentages of the fuel chemical availability. For 

this, an increase in the exergy efficiency resulted at higher 

loads for all the tested fuels. In case of Ethanol, at higher 

loads the exergy efficiency improves significantly than 

compared to lower loads due to the improved combustion of 

Ethanol at higher load and decreased ignition delay. Because 

of the improved combustion of Ethanol at higher loads, the 

exhaust gas availability was increased. In addition, the shaft 

availability of the fuels was higher for an increased load. 

For lower load (0 to 0.2 kW), exergy efficiency reduces 11%, 

10%, 17% for E25, E40 and E100 respectively compare to 

E0. At medium load (0.2 to 0.5 kW) exergy efficiency 

increasing 1% for E25 and reducing 3% for E40 reduces 2% 

for E100, compare to E0 respectively. At higher load (0.5 to 

0.65 kW) exergy efficiency is reducing 8%, 10%, 1% for, 

E25, E40 and E100 respectively compare to E0. 

 
Fig.13: Exergy efficiency versus Load 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

From performance analysis of SI engine following 

concluding remarks obtained- 

1. The general performance of E40 found to be better 

compeer to E0. SFC 7-12% lower than E0 at high load 

condition. SFC was increased 5% to 15% for E40 then 

E0 low to high load. Ethanol addition reduces the 

heating value of the petrol–ethanol blends, therefore, 

more fuel is needed (by mass) to obtain same power 

when blended fuels are used instead of petrol. 

2. The mechanical efficiency reduces by 10-16%, 9-5%,5-

3% for E25 E40 and E100 respectively compare to E0 

at varying load condition.When the latent heat of the 

ethanol is low, as in the case of ethanol, the effect of 

cooling is not sufficient to overcome the effect of 

vapor.Which results in reducing thermal efficiency. 

3. The heat balance sheet indicates that some amount of 

heat wasted by fuel. This heat utilized to increase the 

brake power and some amount of heat is lost in exhaust 

gas.For lower load to higher load out of total power 

generated brake power of the engine is same for 

different fuel blend E25, E40, E100 compare to E0.For 

exhaust gas energy however it is reducing for lower 

load to higher load. It reduces 15% to 25% for different 

blend like E25, E40, and E100 compare to E0 

respectively. For Colling water energy, however it 

increases for lower load to higher load by 10% to 17% 

for different blend like E25, E40, and E100 compare to 

E0. 
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From Exergy analysis of SI engine following concluding 

remarks obtained- 

1. The increase in load resulted in increase of availability 

for all blend of ethanol and petrol (E0, E25, E40, and 

E100).For E25, E40, E100 availability increases by 9-

13%, 13-19% and 3-5% respectively compare to E0 at 

varying load condition. For lower to higher load 

condition, availability increases due to improvement of 

combustion for different blends of ethanol-petrol (E0, 

E100, E25, and E40) at high temperature.  

2. Due to poor combustion of fuel and lower energy 

content, it observed that dual fuel (E0, E25, E40, and 

E100) mode more fuel exergy require to produce same 

amount of shaft work for E25, E40, E100 respectively 

then E0. Exergy efficiency increases 5-7% and 9-13% 

for low and high load respectively for all blend of 

ethanol-petrol.Exergy efficiency reduces 3-5% for 

medium load for all blend of ethanol-petrol. 

3. Even though destroyed availability decreases as the 

load increases due to the presence of CO2 in ethanol 

blend. Destroyed availability reduces by 7- 9% for 

lower load and higher load condition for all blend of 

ethanol-petrol. Destroyed availability increase by 3-5% 

for medium load condition for all blend of ethanol-

petrol 
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Definitions 

E0 - Neat petroleum fuel 

E25 - Blend of 10% Ethanol with 90% of Conventional 

petrol 

B40 - Blend of 15% Ethanol with 85% of Conventional 

petrol 

B100 - Neat Ethanol fuel 

BTE - Brake Thermal Efficiency 

BP - Brake Power 

HC - Hydrocarbon 

CO - Carbon Monoxide 

NOx - Nitrogen oxide 

SFC - Specific Fuel Consumption 
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Abstract— In recent decades, Egypt has had high volume 

of investments a high density in the existing densely 

populated school buildings throughout Egypt. It should be 

noted that the buildings seismic design issued during the 

construction phase have been inadequate design. 

Consequently most of the school buildings are facing a 

seismic risk.  In this Paper numerical development of 

fragility assessment curve for moment resisting frame 

reinforcement concrete of the existing school buildings in 

Egypt as the case study is presented herein.  The Ambient 

Vibration Analysis (AVA) has provided a reliable means to 

evaluate the actual dynamic characteristics of the existing 

schools buildings, which can be concluded the actual 

numerical fragility curve of seismic risk mitigation.   

The study succeeded to present reliable fragility curves to 

show the peak ground acceleration for 50% probability of 

exceeding slight, moderate, and sever damage of ground 

acceleration approximating from  0.15 to 0.4 g using three 

real scaled time history of earthquakes Al-Aqaba occurred 

in 1995, Northridge occurred in 1994, and El-Centro 

occurred in 1940, respectively , to assess the structural 

seismic risk performance levels of existing Egyptian 

schools, for different return period earthquakes, for lives 

saving, repair costs, and the strengthening works after 

and/or pre- earthquake excitation. 

Keywords— Existing Schools, Seismic risk, Fragility 

curve, Egypt. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last decades of Twentieth Century, the damages that 

have occurred to public buildings due to earthquakes proved 

to be more serious than that one occurred to the private 

buildings. In Egypt, school considerable densely populated 

buildings constitute number of the public buildings.  Life’s 

losses of many people and damages levels of public and 

private buildings so that, evaluating the seismic 

performance of buildings and proposing some effective 

methods to rehabilitate them against earthquakes is an 

essential step toward hazard mitigation and risk assessment. 

The moderate earthquake that has occurred in October, 1992 

near Cairo caused severe damages to hundreds of schools. 

Many schools have collapsed while others have suffered 

different degrees of damage [1,2].Typical projects 

developed by the Ministry of Educational have been used 

throughout all governorates until the year 1992. After 1992, 

typical projects by the General Authority for Educational 

Buildings (GAEB) have been implemented. These typical 

projects are similar architecturally with minor differences 

regarding the foundation design ranging from one site to 

another. This is particularly useful in regions of moderate 

and slightly seismicity, such as Egypt and the Middle East 

zone, where Egyptian General Authority of Educational 

Buildings (EGAEB) is currently developing retrofit 

programs, in addition to setting a pre-earthquake plan. 

In order to evaluate the probability of structure is exposure 

to damages due to various ground motion excitations; the 

fragility curve can be a good thermometer for pre-

earthquake excitation estimation, moreover the planning 

tools, retrofitting and strengthening of the existing buildings 

structures; [1]. Developing fragility curves for a specific 

type of building is a probabilistic method to estimate the 

probability that the building will exceed a specific state of 

damage for a definite value of the seismic intensity 

parameter. 

The complex structures the material properties and 

boundary conditions are often not well known. In addition, 

inclusion of general damping in finite element analysis is 

still deemed as a main parameter that has significant effects 

on the actual dynamic characteristics of these existing 

schools that has effect on the numerical assessment of 

fragility curve of schools. Ambient Vibration Analysis is 

concerned with field testing measurements, which is used to 

obtain a model for the modal analysis; it can be defined as 

Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA), which is based on 

the measured vibration modes of the structure. Hence this 

generally results in producing a large amount of data, there 

is a need to compress the amount of data by developing an 

experimental parametric model of the studied structure that 

essentially contains the same information as the original 

vibration data. Generally, the process of establishing a 

model using the data is called System Identification, [2]. 

Dynamic system identification will be an important step to 

obtain the real numerical fragility curve of schools. 

Framed Reinforcement Concrete (FRC) structures are 

commonly found in many countries. FRC represents 

approximately 75% of the building stock in Egypt; In the 

recent years, several studies in seismic risk assessment and 

development of fragility curves for existing RC buildings 
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are a matter of great concern by the researchers, [3, 4]. 

Fragility curves of reinforcement existing buildings can be 

developed empirically as well as analytically. Empirical 

fragility curves are usually developed based on the damage 

reports from past earthquakes. When actual reinforcement 

concrete building damage and ground motion data are not 

available, analytical fragility curves can be used to assess 

the performance of building, [5, 6].  

 The main objective of this study is to find analytical 

fragility curves for Egyptian typical reinforced concrete 

school to describe the probability of a structure is exposure 

a specific damage state due to various levels of ground 

excitation. This can be used for prioritizing retrofit, pre-

earthquake planning, and loss estimation tools based on 

numerical approach taking into account, the ambient 

vibration measurements of study`s cases reveal results 

describing the real dynamic behaviour of the structure, the 

structural parameters and the variation of the input ground 

motion. Prior to the newly established Egyptian loading  

seismic regulation code for the building structures and 

bridges (ECP 201(1993,2003, and 2008))[7,8], the existing 

schools have been designed using the seismic design 

coefficient method (scaled Dynamic effect factor (I) to be 

matching with Egyptian seismic map accelerations values). 

 

II. EGYPTIAN SCHOOLS BUILDINGS 

CONFIGURATION 

In Egypt, the school buildings systems have different 

certain prototypes prepared by the General Authority for 

Educational Buildings (GAEB). Provincial directorates 

have are responsible for construction supervision of these 

schools. Although these typical projects display minor 

differences from one province to another, which are 

architecturally similar. 

The (GAEB) has classified the school buildings into seven 

models. This classification has been done based on two 

main parameters. The first is numbers of classrooms 

(capacity of school); while the second is soil profile 

properties; (bearing capacity, and foundation system) that 

depends on site condition and soil investigation results.    

The structural systems of school buildings designed by 

(GAEB) are as follows: 

1- Reinforcement concrete skeleton system with an ordinary 

frame action among beam columns connections where no 

special steel details are available. Bearing wall system has 

effect partially where all block works are done before 

casting the horizontal structural system (slabs and beams) in 

a traditional construction sequence, especially in the urban 

areas of Egypt. 

2- Schools are designed and constructed in accordance with 

ECP- 201 [7] for the loading and ECP-203 [8] for 

reinforcement concrete design to resist the vertical loads 

and lateral stability of the building. Before 1992 an old 

school has been designed under the vertical loads only. 

The structural system at all existing buildings are Moment 

Resistance Frame (MRF) to earthquake lateral load stability 

with filling block works for all perimeters and internal 

partitions that have significant effect on the dynamic 

performance of school as it shown at an experimental study 

conducted by Sobiah, and Ezz El-Arab 2012,[2].  Author, 

and Sobaih, worked to evaluate and determine the ambient 

vibration analysis of these types of schools, to determine the 

actual dynamic characteristics [1,2]; as shown in Fig.1 (a) 

and (b), respectively. the measurements analysis of 

experimental results will be used to determine the actual 

dynamic characteristic of this type of Egyptian existing 

schools taking into consideration all construction and non-

structural parameters, to be verified with the 3D finite 

element that will be considered as an analysis to assess the 

seismic risk of existing schools.; as it will present in details 

in the following sections.   

 

III.  NUMERICAL VERIFICATION VERSUS 

AMBIENT VIBRATION EXPERIMENTAL 

RESULTS  

The dynamic characteristics of the existing schools are 

considered as one of the important parameters that affecting 

the numerical analysis, for expecting the fragility curve of 

these existing school buildings for two reasons; The first 

reason is the construction sequence in which the slabs and 

beams  are being cast after the building block works for 

perimeter and internal partition with a heavy density block 

work, for that the actual system will not be pure Skelton 

system, but it will be working  a partially bearing wall 

system in addition to the ordinary frame moment resistance.  

The second reason is the actual behaviour of the block 

works filled frame of school, which will improve the overall 

stiffness of school building as a bracing system. 

 In case of disregarding these two actual parameters, the 

study will be more conservative moreover, no code formula 

will be calculating the actual dynamic characteristics of 

existing school buildings. Hence, the experimental 

investigation work is the ideal methodology to measure and 

assess the dynamic characteristics of buildings [9, 10], using 

the ambient vibration testing techniques. For this purpose, 

the dynamic response of the chosen school buildings under 

ambient conditions have been measured using the 

Kinemetrics Altus K2 Strong Motion Accelerograph [11] 

with an internal triaxial force-  

Balance accelerometer in addition to other nine sensors to 

have a total number of 12 channels, as shown in Fig. 2. 
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(a): Case 1:  Preparatory School with 36 classrooms, 

(Sehaim School). 

 
(b): Case 2:  Secondary School with 8 classrooms, (El-

Gaafaria school). 

Fig. 1: Photos of Study Cases, Schools 

 

 

 
Fig. 2: The Kinemetrics Altus K2 Strong Motion 

Accelerogragh. 

 

These channels are used with cables with different lengths 

(5, 10, 15, 65, and 120 meters).With ambient vibration 

measurements, the time history of the forcing function 

cannot easily be measured. Therefore, the peak amplitude 

method [12] is used herein to extract the model parameters. 

In this method, the natural frequencies correspond to peaks 

of the response in the frequency domain. 

Fig. 3 shows the recorded amplitudes versus the angular 

frequencies for the chosen school buildings, i.e., Sehiem 

and El-Gaafria schools, respectively (study cases of Delta 

School located in North of Egypt). The ambient vibrations 

for each school were measured for 60, 120, and 180 seconds 

in a trial to verify the accuracy of results. The available 

recording channels of the accelerograph have been used to 

perform the modal testing process in the two perpendicular 

directions, i.e., longitudinal and transversal, for each school 

building, to estimate the first three time period of each 

building. 
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Fig. 3: The Fourier Response in Transversal and Longitudinal Directions of study cases Schools. 

 

In Figs 4 and 5 the ambient vibration measurements results 

for the two schools buildings with different file durations 

compared to 3D Finite Element Modelling (FEM) of 

school taking into consideration the non-structural 

parameters of block work filling ordinary frame of building 

as it explained above; concrete strength of reinforcement 

concrete elements with different concrete strength Fcu= 

20, 25, and30 Mpa, and the density of block works that 

used in wall partitions. It should be noted that the first three 

measured natural periods agree well for different file 

durations. Also 3D finite element modelling will be 

improved and enhanced taking into consideration all other 

real parameters to get the most compatible dynamic 

characteristic to be matching with the real ambient 

vibration experimental results. 

The paper succeeded to provide 3D simulation using 

advanced finite element modelling (Etab Ver.15),[13] 

taking into consideration all non-structural elements like 

block works  and traditional construction  procedure that 

have significant effect on the overall dynamic 

characteristics of existing school as it cleared in Figs 4 and 

5. Based on that verification the seismic analysis can be 

done for this actual finite element, so as to start the seismic 

risk effects, to estimate fragility curve of Egyptian existing 

schools.   

 

IV. EARTHQUAKE EXCITATION TIME 

HISTORY 

The earthquake analysis of existing schools will be done 

under different real time history for three different ground 

excitations, which are selected to match the seismicity of 

the school site. One of them is Al-Aqba Earthquake, which 

shocked Egypt in 1995. The focused point of this 

earthquake was Al-Aqaba Gulf east of Egypt. The other 

two earthquakes El-Centro, occurred in1940, and 

Northridge, occurred in1994. The time history of the 

earthquakes was scaled in consistence with the seismic 

requirements for the zone of study cases, as shown in Fig. 

6.  The peak ground acceleration which was used has 

motion ranges. This range is suitable and compatible to the 

micro zonation map of seismicity characteristics in Egypt 

zone. This scaling of earthquake ground acceleration will 

analyse the results in comparison with the other dynamic 

and equivalent static load methods in a more rational 

manner. The response spectrum of the above mentioned 

earthquakes excitations are presented at Fig. 6.  
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V. SEISMIC RISK ANALYSIS AND DAMAGE 

LEVEL OF EXISTING SCHOOLS 

The seismic risk performance assessments methodology is 

briefly reported in this paper. The flowchart methodology 

is presented at Fig.7. 

As shown at Fig.7, the first step in the methodology of 

seismic risk assessments of existing school buildings in 

Egypt was the spread and deep investigation in order to 

understand the peculiarity of seismic performance of the 

existing school structures. Egyptian existing schools were 

widely characterized. In this part, a procedure for 

performance assessment of typical Egyptian school 

prototypes is established. Egyptian schools are selected 

prototypes that are designed and constructed based on old 

EPC, which ignored the seismic lateral stability of the 

schools. 

For the old existing Egyptian schools that was designed 

and constructed before 2008, they can be classified to two 

types; the first was designed only under gravity loads as an 

intermediate frame system and the second type which can 

be considered as not fulfilling the structural design 

requirements where were completely ignored the lateral 

stability of seismic requirements for super and sub-

structural elements.  

In order to achieve the main target of this research, the 

damage levels of existing building are missing in Egyptian 

Codes EPC, revisions; consider as biggest challenges for 

any structural design, to estimate the seismic risk of the 

existing school buildings or any other buildings. Due to the 

ASCE2007 [10], EMS98 [14]. In ASEC2007 and EMS98, 

the Damage Level ranges (DL1) for the non-structural 

damage to severe damage, led to total collapse (DL5). In 

general, evaluation of the existing buildings the structural 

engineer and users accept damage level that safe the lives 

of users and also, give chance for economic repair and 

rehabilitation works. Then, at each condition of lateral 

deformation, it should associate a limit state reflecting a 

section yield level (a specific limit for the Ductility Ratio 

 
Fig.4: Sehaim School Verification of Finite Element Natural Time Period Versus The Experimental Measured Time 

Period, with Different Block, Eb= 600, 1200, and 2000 Kg/M3, Respectively.  (Eb young's modulus for bricks), 

(Fcu Concrete strength) 

 
Fig.5:  El-Gaafaria School Verification of Finite Element Natural Time Period Versus The Experimental Measured 

Time Period, with Different, Eb= 600, 1200, And 2000 Kg/M3, Respectively. (Eb young's modulus for bricks), (Fcu 

Concrete strength). 
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of Columns (DRC) and/or beams (DRB)).  

 
Fig. 6: Scaled Time History Ground Acceleration and 

Response Spectrum of Earthquakes, Respectively. 

 

 
Fig.7: Methodology of Seismic Risk Analysis of Existing 

Buildings. 

 

Table 1 presents the four damage levels 

descriptions[10,14], all existing school buildings systems 

are MRF treated in Egypt, which makes it necessary to 

build a specific damage levels based on inter storey drift 

relationship. Relative drift will be determined based on the 

Ductility Ratio of beams and columns being gotten from 

the finite element modelling, taking into consideration the 

fill frame action and actual dynamics characteristics that 

were measured experimentally at the field. 

Egyptian Delta`s schools included at the study cases were 

analysed in respected three different earthquake ground 

motions; the first is the earthquake that occurred in Egypt 

1995 (Al-Aqaba) and the other two earthquakes that 

occurred in other parts of the wold were scaled the same 

peak ground acceleration to be adapted with the same one 

occurred in Egypt as it presented in Fig 6 for the scaled 

time history and response spectrum, respectively. 

 

Table.1: Damage Criteria to Define Structural 

Performance (Beam and Columns Considered As Primary 

Components for Damage Level), [10, 14]. 
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VI. SEISMIC RISK AND ANALYTICAL 

FRAGILITY CURVE OF EGYPTIAN 

SCHOOLS 

There are different methods that can be used for evaluating 

the seismic risk and estimating the fragility curve of the 

existing buildings. It can be divided into two main groups 

by [6, 9] :(1) Obtaining a damage index level by means of 
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inspection; Estimation of vulnerability based on expert’s 

judgment in case of lack of information about buildings; 

(2) Evaluation of the damage index level through structural 

analysis which can be measured analytically based on the 

ductility ratio of beam and columns in the skeleton building 

structures. This method that will be presented in the paper, 

to evaluate the seismic risk and estimate the fragility curve 

of existing schools in Egypt.  

 Finite element Models are based on structural analysis 

provide a greater quantity of results, but reliability depends 

on their capacity to represent real seismic behavior. Which 

is based on expert’s judgment requires a large number of 

professionals with in-depth knowledge of the problem 

having a proven experience, while statistical evaluations 

which are based on a real damage data can only be applied 

in zones of moderate or high seismicity where the 

sufficient data are available. 

Therefore, fragility curves have been developed 

analytically from nonlinear dynamic analyses of typical 

school prototypes in Egypt. Since damage states are mostly 

related to structural capacity (C) and the ground motion 

intensity parameter is related to structural demand (D), the 

Damage Level (DL) gives the probability that the seismic 

demand may exceed the structural capacity through 

determining the ductility ratio of beams and columns.  

Under various levels of ground motion excitations selected 

to be matching with micro-zonation of the ground motion 

in Egypt; in Fig. 8 the maximum ductility ration of beams, 

and columns in each floor level of school buildings are 

presented under different earthquake ground acceleration 

motions. Fig. 8 a,b,and c show the beam and column 

ductility ratios under Al-Aqaba,1995, Northridge,1994, 

and El-Centro,19940, respectively. 

As shown in Fig 6 the ground motion acceleration was 

scaled for two local earthquakes Northridge and El-Centro 

to be matching and complying with the Egyptian peak 

Ground Acceleration (PGA) which was presented in Fig.6 

for the response spectrum curves for three earthquakes in 

longitudinal and transversal directions, respectively. 

The ductility ratio of columns are higher than the beams by 

70% to 80% under all different earthquakes ground 

acceleration motions, the frame action of the block walls 

filling among the columns is one of the important 

parameters that works to improve the overall performance 

of the super structure of school buildings, where it works 

as a bracing action at the lower floor levels where the value 

of base shear and lateral momenta are bigger than the high 

floor level, The ductility percentage of columns is 

decreased on top floor levels reaching between 20% to 7% 

respectively in the third and fourth floor levels, 

respectively as shown in Fig. 8. The fragility of a structure 

(or component) is determined with respect to "capacity". 

Capacity is defined as the limit the seismic load before 

failure occurs. Therefore, if Peak Ground Acceleration 

(PGA) has been chosen to characterize seismic ground 

motion level, then capacity is also expressed in terms of 

PGA. In what follows, and in order to simplify the 

notations, we will consider that PGA as being chosen to 

characterize the seismic ground motion. The capacity of 

the structure, is generally supposed to be log-normally 

distributed [Sobaih et al.2012], [15]. 

 
Fig .8: Maximum Ductility Ratio (DR), of Beam and 

Column in each Storey levels for Different earthquake 

ground excitations, (a) Al-Aqaba, 1995, (b) Northridge, 

1994, and (c) El-Centro, 1940, respectively. 

 

Beams and columns ductility ratios are the key elements of 

a seismic probabilistic risk assessment of seismic hazard 

analysis, seismic fragility evaluation for each component 

and super structure .These maximum ductility ratios of 

beams and columns elements allow for the proper risk 

quantification of the installation, that is the evaluation of 

failure probability due to all possible earthquake events, 

which is defined based on the relevant damage level 

definition that is defined previously in detail at Table 1.  
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The Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment (SPRA) 

analysis of Egyptian schools (case studies) have been 

carried out for different PGA value starting from 0.15 up 

to 0.4g, to be matching with the expected earthquake 

ground motion accelerations as per EPC-301; in order to 

assess the seismic safety of existing school buildings or 

new schools in futures; as shown at Fig.9. 

Fig.9 presents the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis that 

leads to an estimate of the probability of occurrence of 

different levels of earthquake ground motions at the 

studied sites. This means that the entire range of possible 

earthquakes, is considered as potential initiating event and 

not only design earthquake. A seismic hazard analysis 

results in the establishment of hazard curves H (a) giving 

the probability of annual excess of ground motion level a. 

In general, the output of hazard analysis is a family of 

curves, each is corresponding to a confidence level and 

thus accounting for uncertainty in the estimation of seismic 

hazard. The failure probability is due to the fact that a 

seismic event is obtained by "convolution" of seismic 

hazard curve with fragility curve, which is by calculating 

the total probability by integrating is: 

 

𝑃𝑓 = ∫ 𝑃𝑓

𝑎

(𝑎)
+∞

0

𝑑

𝑑𝑎
(1 − 𝐻(𝑎)) =  

−∫ 𝑃𝑓/𝑎(𝑥)
+∞

0

𝑑𝐻(𝑎)

𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑎                   (1) 

 

The paper succeeded to present fragility curves associated 

with peak ground acceleration of 0.15g and 0.2g as being 

slightly damaged that means the schools RC super 

structures elements section has a linear behavior for these 

ground acceleration scales; which can be considered the 

safety of school structure composed of superstructure. For 

the peak ground acceleration value being greater than 

0.25g to 0.3g, the schools behavior can be considered as 

moderate damage and the super structures RC elements 

section will be needing an enhancement procedure, 

especially for the moderate seismicity zone area in Egypt 

like North Coast of Egypt, Eastern of Suze Gulf, and Al-

Aqba Gulf.  For other peak ground acceleration value being 

greater than 0.35g, the pier will be suffering a severe 

damage due to such an earthquake excitation and schools 

super structures RC section will not be safe which is 

potentially to be subject to a sudden shear failure. 

 
Fig.9: Analytical fragility curve of Egyptian school with 

different peak ground acceleration. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In Egypt, neither schools buildings damages nor their 

performance have been officially reported after 

earthquakes which occurred in earlier times. Consequently, 

this paper proposes a seismic risk and assessment 

evaluation method based on a structural nonlinear analysis 

for RC skeleton system of the schools, super structures 

taking into consideration the real dynamic characteristics 

that are measured experimentally from field to get into 

consideration the effect of filling block works that has 

bracing action on the lateral stability of the buildings. The 

proposed model is based on the characterization of the 

maximum ductility ratios of the beams and columns in 

super structural of school buildings, the damaged level 

being defined based on the ductility ratios of beams and 

columns which are under different PGA values.  

The paper succeeded to present an easy, accurate, and new 

analytical propose method to get on the fragility curve of 

Egyptian schools that are of the most identical statues. The 

presented fragility curves describe the probability of 

structure being damaged beyond a specific damage for 

various levels of ground excitations PGA from 0.15g up to 

0.4g. This method will be used for prioritizing the retrofit, 

pre-earthquake planning, and loss estimation tools. This is 

particularly useful in certain regions of a moderate 

seismicity, like Egypt. 

The presented reliable fragility curve of the existing 

schools in Egypt will allow a simple and optimized rules 

for practical planning, to support the decision makers in 

Egypt (Egyptian General Authority of Educational 

Buildings (EGAEB)), as well as consultants simple, 

applicable, and economic retrofitting strategies can be 
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defined and integrated in the event of a seismic risk and its 

mitigation prior to ground motion excitations. 
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Abstract— IT departments were viewed as a cost center and 

not as an entity in the service of strategy. But this has 

changed in recent years because of market competitiveness 

and also due to the fact that the adoption of a management 

approach focused on the customer and driven by IT is no 

longer a luxury but a real necessity. This gave rise to several 

approaches that recommend best practices for improving IT 

service quality, including the ITIL framework. 

This   paper   proposes   a   method   of  implementing  the  

ITIL approach   with   a   practical   implementation   of   the   

Incident Management process in a Moroccan firm. 
1 Information Technology 
Keywords— ITIL, IT services, IT service quality, incident 

management. 

 

I. INTRODUCION 

Until recently, IT departments were viewed as a cost center 

and  not as an entity in the service of strategy. But the 

situation has changed dramatically in recent years. According 

to Gartner, "... more and more companies are abandoning 

vision of service-centric IT costs as they become aware of its 

power to transform business processes [15]. 

It  seems  more  appropriate  to  adopt  a  vision  of  IT 

efficiency closer to the concepts of quality of service 

rendered to the client instead of considering only the 

standpoint of cost of equipment and resources [1]. 

This    phenomenon    owes    much    to    the    increased 

competitiveness of the market and the idea that adopting a 

management approach focused on the customer and driven 

by  IT  is  no  longer  a  luxury but  a  real  necessity. The 

company now expects the IT department to function as a 

commercial entity and this brings new challenges: improving 

performance, reducing operating costs, introduction of 

effective organizational change (addition of new processes 

and new technologies), all of which will help the IT 

department succeed in his new role and demonstrate its 

impact on business operations. 

This type of problem and these recurrent issues have 

aroused various reactions among computer professionals, 

but also the quality specialists or organization. To solve 

problems related to efficiency and response to customer 

needs what better response than the use of best practices? 

[1]. 

ITIL   (Information   Technology   Infrastructure   Library) 

provides a  framework of  best practice guidance for  IT 

service management and since its creation, ITIL has grown 

to become the most widely accepted approach to IT service 

management in the world [2]. 

Basing IT processes on ITIL guidelines, companies can 

effectively manage assets, staffing, changes and IT service 

levels, and thereby transcend the simple asset management 

and help desk for proactive improvement of IT activities. 

A good implementation can reduce the occurrence of IT 

failures, improve service levels and customer satisfaction, 

and  reduce  both  fixed  and  variable costs. It  allows IT 

service to  gain credibility, improve performance, reduce 

cost and maximize efficiency in the company by a more 

productive use of information system. 

 

II. OVERVIEW OF ITIL 

ITIL  (Information  Technology  Infrastructure  Library)  is 

the  result  of  years  of  experience and  reflection on the 

problems posed by information technology. ITIL is a 

framework of best practices for IT service delivery; this 

framework helps companies achieve their goals of quality 

and cost control [3]. ITIL was developed in the late 1980s 

by the CCTA2 
at the request of the British government, 

which sought to increase the quality of the provision of its 

information systems and wanted to have a coherent 

framework for contracting and evaluation to outsource 
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operations [4]. 

The  initial version of  ITIL consisted of  a  library of  31 

associated   books   covering   all   aspects   of   IT   service 

provision.   This   initial   version   was   then   revised   and 

replaced by seven, more closely connected and consistent 

books (ITIL V2) consolidated within an overall framework. 

This  second  version became  universally accepted  and  is 

now used in many countries by thousands of organizations 

as  the  basis for  effective IT  service provision. In 2007, 

ITIL V2 was superseded by an enhanced and consolidated 

in  third  version of ITIL, consisting of five  core books 

covering the service lifecycle, together with the Official 

Introduction [2]. 
2Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency, now 

called OGC, Office of Government Commerce 

 

The main new features of version 3 of ITIL are [5]: 

 Introduction of the concept lifecycle ofthe 

services management, with a focus on service 

quality IT and services IT "end to end." 

 Organization service oriented so that  the efforts 

go  towards the customer and the user, rather than 

towards the technology. 

 Awareness by project managers of the importance 

of ITIL. 

 Refocusing   very   strong   around   the 

company's business, source of profit and 

differentiation. 

The  five  core  books  cover  each  stage  of  the  service 

lifecycle (Figure 1), from the initial definition and analysis 

of business requirements in  service strategy and service 

design, through migration into the live environment within 

service  transition,  to  live  operation  and  improvement 

within  service  operation  and  continual  service 

improvement. 

 
Fig.1 : the service lifecycle. 

 

 Service strategy: provides guidance on how to design, 

develop, and implement service management not only 

as an organizational capability but also as a strategic 

asset. Guidance is provided on the principles 

underpinning the practice of service management those 

are useful for developing service management policies, 

guidelines and processes across the ITIL service 

lifecycle [6]. 

 Service design: provides guidance for the design and 

development of services and service management 

processes. It covers design principles and methods for 

converting strategic objectives into portfolios of 

services and service assets. The scope of service design 

is not limited to new services. It includes the changes 

and improvements necessary to increase or maintain 

value to customers over the lifecycle of services, the 

continuity of services, achievement of service levels 

and conformance to standards and regulations. It guides 

organizations on how to develop design capabilities for 

service management [7]. 

 Service  transition:  provides  guidance  for  the 

development and improvement of capabilities for 

transitioning new and changed services into operations. 

It's a set of guidance on how the requirements of 

service strategy encoded in service design are 

effectively realized in service operations while 

controlling the risks of failure and disruption. It  

provides guidance on managing the complexity 

related to changes to services and service management 

processes, preventing undesired consequences while 

allowing for innovation [8]. 

 Service operation: includes guidance on achieving 

effectiveness and  efficiency in  the  delivery and 

support of services so as to ensure value for the 

customer  and  the  service  provider.  Guidance  is 

provided  on  how  to  maintain  stability  in  service 

operations, allowing for  changes  in  design,  scale, 

scope and service levels. Organizations are provided 

with detailed process guidelines, methods and tools 

for use in two major control perspectives: reactive 

and proactive [9]. 

 Continual    service    improvement:    provides 

instrumental guidance in creating and maintaining 

value   for   customers   through   design,   better 

introduction and operation of services. It combines 

principles, practices and methods from quality 

management, change management and capability 

improvement.   Organizations   learn   to   realize 

incremental   and   large-scale   improvements   in 

service quality, operational efficiency and business 

continuity [10]. 
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III. METHOD PROPOSED FOR THE 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ITIL 

Companies are increasingly dependent on IT services to 

achieve their business goals. This has led them to search 

for best practices for improving IT services. As part of this 

work, we propose a method of implementation of the ITIL 

approach with a practical implementation of the incident 

Management process in a Moroccan company. This approach 

is  based on  a  set of previous work aimed at improving 

the processes (Table 1) and on our experience as a 

consultant in organization and process in a consulting firm 

that assists companies in the process of improving the quality 

of IT service. 

 

Table.1: Process Improvement by the authors 
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 The first line of table 1 gives the steps of the 

proposed approach; 

 The other lines give the steps by each author. 

The proposed method is divided into a series of phases, 

each phase contains a set of activities to implement and 

require a number of deliverables. The different steps of the 

method are: 

 

3.1 Initialize the Project 

 Identify areas for improvement and processes to 

improve: document defining the IT service to 

improve and the goals to be achieved. 

 Define the project: a document giving a 

description of the project phases (works and 

resources). 

 Obtain  direction  commitment:  presentation  the 

project to the direction and the benefits to be 

gained for the company. 

 Stakeholders awareness: represent the interests of 

the process and ensure training of stakeholders on 

the ITIL process. 

 

3.2 Assess the current situation 

 Conduct an inventory: a document giving a vision 

of IT   department society (documentation, 

application, infrastructure, organization, and 

interfaces with other departments). 

 Establish the findings and analysis: a document 

that outlines the findings and analysis of the 

current situation. 

 Position  the  current  practices  of  IT  department 

compared to ITIL best practices: a document 

outlining areas for improvement. 

 

3.3 Define the process 

 Design and document the process: define the 

process activities, procedures, actors and 

responsibilities. 

 Document the new roles and responsibilities: to 

establish the new organization chart of the new 

organization. 

 Define the action plan for implementation of the 

process: action plan approved. 

 Define the communication plan: a document 

describing the communication tools to put in place 

to ensure the implementation process. 

 

3.4 Implement tools 

 Implement tools to manage the process: 

install the platform and tools. 

 Set  up  and  prepare  documentation  

process management tools: setup guide, 
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user’s Manual. 

 User training on process management 

tools. 

 

3.5. Implement process 

 Implementation of the communication plan: 

execute communication activities of the 

process launch. 

 Launch the new process into practice: 

procedures. 

 Start reports and reviews. 

 Measure progress. 

 

3.6. Assess and Evolve 

 Conduct an audit six months after starting. 

 Define improvement actions. 

 Prepare the next step, to enter a cycle of 

improvement. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION   OF   THE   ITIL   IN   

A MOROCCAN COMPANY: THE CASE OF 

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT PROCESS AIM 

The company (our case study) is a large company with a 

workforce of 500 employees organized in the form of a 

head office and 8 sites in 8 cities. 

The aim of this project is the implementation of incident 

management process based on ITIL and the establishment 

of a tool for incident management and supervision of the 

network infrastructure. 

 

4.1 Initialize the Project 

The objective of this phase is to define the project 

boundary. It takes place in the following steps: 

 Presentation of the different phases of the project 

to the IT department; 

 Presentation of the approach to the direction of the 

company and the benefits to be derived for the 

enterprise; 

 Awareness and training the IT department on the 

ITIL processes. 

 

4.2 Assess the current situation 

4.2.1 Inventory 

For the company after an initial phase, where the mission of 

IT department was to implement applications which support 

business activity, deploy the network and secure it, now she 

wants to organize the IT team to better meet the expectations 

of its internal customers and establish a management by the 

processes. 

In this context, the aim of the inventory is to: 

 Visit technical facilities, conclude 

interviews with employees of IT 

department and 3 staff from other 

departments; 

 Review the applicable documentation; 

 Take into account the special constraints 

of the business, the trades and interfaces 

with other departments; 

 Inventory of applications in production. 

Interviews of employees: 

This  phase  consist,  firstly  to  take  a  tour  of  technical 

facilities to get an idea about the organization of facilities 

adopted by the IT department to manage enterprise 

infrastructure. 

Secondly, to meet the staff of the IT department and 3 

employees  in  other  departments.  The  objective  is  to 

analyze the practices of IT department, list the equipment 

used and have an idea of users satisfaction in other 

departments. 

To accomplish this mission, two questionnaires were based 

on the type of interlocutor. The first questionnaire's aim is 

to detect the level of users satisfaction (figure 2). 

The second questionnaire used  to define the practices of 

the IT  department, it  consists of two  parts  (figure  3  and 

figure 4). 
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Fig.2: Questionnaire1 (for others departments) 

 

 
Fig.3: Questionnaire2-part1 (for IT 

department) 

 
Fig.4: Questionnaire2-part2 (for IT department) 

Documentary analysis 

All  documents  which  were  the  subject  of  a  study 

and 

analysis are: 

 The organization chart of the company which 

helps to know the various components of the 

company and the position of the IT department 

in the business organization; 

 The organization chart of the IT department; 

 The change management process; 

 The backup management process; 

 The form request of change; 

 Jobs descriptions of staff IT department. 

 

4.2.2 Findings and Analyses 

 Whether a request for assistance, a hardware 

problem, office automation, messaging, network 

or application, the  technician  assesses  the  

impact  of  the  incident, 

 diagnoses, treats or redirects the incident to the 

employee able to handle it. But no solution is 

noted for being able to capitalize. 

 For unresolved incidents, two scenarios are 

possible: either they are being processed or that 

the claim is lost and the user receives no 

feedback. 

 No indicators can presently reflect the actual 

number of incidents treated by the IT 

department, but the staff 

 estimated the daily average is about 10 
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incidents of application type and 30 of 

infrastructure type. Which consumes  a  large  

portion  of  the  resources  of  IT department 

(no indicator of the time allocated to the support 

function). 

 The lack of traceability has a negative effect on 

the incident management and causes loss of some 

queries. 

 The lack of capitalization on solutions and a 

single point of contact are causing a considerable 

loss of time in the treatment of recurring incidents. 

 Limited human resources and the number of 

incidents, which occupies a large part of 

resources, impact the success and timing of 

other 

 projects in the IT department. 

 

4.2.3 Incident Management: Best Practices 

The  analysis  of  current  practices  in  IT  department  of 

company regarding incident management allows us to 

position it in relation to ITIL best practices. The areas of 

analysis are: 

 Prerequisites or the necessary minimum 

level to support process activities; 

 Management vision and business 

objectives; 

 Ability to implement the process or the 

minimum set of activities performed; 

 Internal  integration  to  verify  whether  

activities  are integrated enough to accomplish 

the process objective; 

 Products or the actual performance of the 

process; 

 Quality or quality 

control; 

 Information Management, or level of 

information generated from the process, to 

support management decisions; 

 Interface with other processes or external 

integration; 

 Customer focus or customer relationship to 

ensure satisfaction of customer needs. 

Starting from this situation, and in order to establish an 

effective incident management, the graph 1, summarizes 

the various areas for improvement, and for which an action 

plan is defined to accompany the implementation 

 

 
Graph.1: Areas for improvement 

 

4.3 Define the process 

4.3.1 Organization 

Based on the current organization chart of IT department 

and following our discussions of diagnosis, three scenarios 

for   the  organization's  help   desk  are  proposed.  Each 

proposal  has  its  advantages  and  disadvantages and  the 

factors of its success. 

The choice of the organization's help desk is the starting 

point for the implementation of incident management 

process. 

 

4.3.2 Action plan 

The following table presents the action plan adopted to 

implement the process: 

Action Details 

Define process Define process 
Define associated procedures 

Implementation of 

incident management 

tool 

Install the platform 
Designing the incidents  as required 

by category 
Conceive the knowledge base 
Define the reports emerged through 

the application 
Implement the procedures in the 

application 
Implementation of 

the network 

supervision tool 

Install the platform 
Integrate servers and peripherals of 
society in the application 
Test  operation  of  the  application 

tools 
Implement application modules 
Installation  of modules  for  remote 
sites 

Training Training  on  incident  management 
tools and network supervision tool 

Implement process -Implementation of communication 
plan 

-Launch of new process 

-Steering the process 
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Asses and evolve - audit after 6 months 

-define improvement actions. 
-Prepare  the  next  step,  to  enter  a 

cycle of improvement. 

 

This step consists to implement the various actions 

outlined in the action plan mentioned above 

concerning the network supervision tool and 

incident management tool. 

 

4.4.2 Training 

This  phase  consists  of  training  the  staff  of  the  IT 

department on the incident management process defined 

and tools incident management and network supervision. 

 

4.5 Implement process 

This   phase   involves   the   implementation   effective   of 

incident management process with the tools of incident 

management and network supervision. 

 

4.5.1 Implementation of communication plan 

This    phase    involves    the    implementation    of    the 

communication plan below during the launch phase of the 

process of incident management.4.5.2 Communication 

Plan 

How What Who 

Mail Notify  and  inform 

on the incident 
Incident 

Management Tool 
Mail Advise     on     the 

establishment      of 

the   help   desk  of 

the          company, 

communication 

activity,       service 

levels, 

IT department 

Stickers, posters, 

screen savers, 

mouse pads, t- 

shirts, memo 

Inform  the  single 

point    of    contact 

(Helpdesk: 

telephone   number 

and            services 

offered) 

IT department 

Intranet Page dedicated to 
the service desk, 

services, contacts, 

statistics, FAQ, ... 

IT department 

Newsletter          IT 

department 

(1 to 2 pages, 

distributed   with 

The payment 

bulletin) 

Presentation of the 

Help desk, news, 

ITIL  terminology, 

an   image   of   the 

Help Desk… 

IT department 

Breakfast of IT 

department 
Being near to the 

final user 
IT department 2 

times a year 

Suggestion box Collect     feedback 

from users, 

suggestions        for 

improvements: 

IT department 

Permanently 

 

The communication plan to adopt in order to achieve the 

objectives of the project is to list the media to put in place at 

the disposal of the IT department of the company to ensure 

the implementation of incident management as well as the 

help desk. 

For the IT department: 

 scripts for the Help Desk; 

 response models; 

 forms of diagnosis. For the final users: 

 the awareness raising; 

 information posters; 

 awareness to incident management, 

 the communication tools to keep the final user 

informed. 

 

4.4 Implement tools 

4.4.1 Implementation of incident management tool and 

the network supervision tool 

 

4.5.1 Launch of new process 

This phase is to implement the new process which 

consists of a set of procedures, among which we quote: 

 Qualify and save an incident; 

 Make the diagnosis and Treatment; 

 Closing ; 

 Control, monitor and ccommunicate. 

This phase is the launch of the help desk work team with 

incident management process and new practices using the 

incident management tool. 

 Evolution of incidents created by day, 

 Evolution of incidents resolved by day, 

 Distribution of incidents by level, 

 Distribution of incidents resolved by level, 

 Distribution of incidents by category, 

 Distribution of incidents by status, 

 Distribution of incidents per site. 

 

4.5 Assess and evolve 

After six months of launching the process, comes the 

development stage through an audit process to determine 

what worked well and what worked less well. 
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This will allow describing the state of practices in relation 

to original goals and emerging with a set of recommendations  

to   be   implemented   to   improve   the quality of the process 

of incident management. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed method gave its fruit through an apparent 

improvement in  the  company in  several aspects, among 

which we quote: 

 Standardization   of   good   practice   in   the 

enterprise ; 

 Significant improvement of IT service quality ; 

 Traceability and visibility of incidents ; 

 Improved visibility of the responsibilities 

of help desk, 

 Capitalization of knowledge of the help desk. 

It should be noted that we were able to implement this method 

in other companies and it worked, but its success requires a 

large Commitment of direction (commitment of the 

management team) as well as the awareness of the staff in 

order to join in the success of the approach. 
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Abstract— Future Indian Air force and Navy Capabilities 

indicate the need for a supersonic cruise missile. 

Therefore, there exists a need for a low cost, light-weight, 

and efficient means of supersonic propulsion. In this paper 

my main emphasis on Pulse Detonation Engine, in pulse 

detonation engine humphey cycle is used ,PDE has 

thermodynamic efficiency greater than 50% as compared 

to 35% for present day propulsion technology constant-

pressure Brayton cycle currently in use in gas 

turbines/ramjets/scramjets.  Pulse Detonation Engines 

(PDE’s) represent an upcoming new approach to 

propulsion and with the simplicity of its construction; 

PDE’s produce thrust more efficiently than the current 

engines and produces a higher specific thrust. Since 

current rocket engines require heavy and expensive 

pumps; with mechanical simplicity and thermodynamic 

efficiency PDE’s offer a viable alternative to reduce the 

cost of launching spacecraft. 

Keywords— detonation engines, detonation, PDE, PDE 

ignition, swirl injector. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

DRDO is currently developing and working on pulse 

detonation engine(PDE) as a low-cost, simple, light-

weight, and efficient means of supersonic propulsion. The 

PDE concept has a higher thermodynamic efficiency than 

the constant-pressure cycles. Detonation is a self-

sustaining combustion process that leads to the formation 

of supersonic combustion products. The wave front 

produced by the detonation process, is at supersonic 

speeds, which compresses the unburned fuel and mixture 

ahead of the wave front. This further compresses the 

unburned fuel-oxidizer mixture and leads to detonation. 

Whereas In the process of deflagration the burning of fuels 

through flames will be moderately simple and gentle and 

the under the similar condition we observer that main 

typical that is nothing but the travelling characteristics of 

this flame will be at subsonic stage. On comparison of 

deflagration and detonation, detonation is found to be 

more effective in the terms of pressure and velocity 

obtained. The PDE concept has a higher thermodynamic 

efficiency than the constant-pressure cycles currently in 

use, such as turbojets, ramjets, and scramjets. A major 

problem in the development of this type of engine is 

increasing the propulsive efficiency to acceptable level. 

Pulse Detonation Engine 

Pulse Detonation Engine typically consists of a sufficiently 

long tube which is filled with fresh 

fuel-oxidizer mixtures and ignited by sufficiently strong 

energy source. Flame initiated by ignition must in 

relatively short time accelerate to detonation velocity, so 

the transition from deflagration to detonation must happen 

in relatively small distance. Detonative combustion 

produces high pressure which is converted to thrust. After 

all mixture is consumed by detonation, combustion 

products have to be evacuated from the tube and fresh 

mixture must be quickly resupplied, and the cycle is 

repeated. Typical frequency of such engine operation is 

usually in range of dozen Hertz. 

 
 

Fig.1: Design of Pulse detonation engine 

PDE can operate in wide flight Mach number, ranging 

from 0 and up to M4+, but the engine 

operates in a pulsed mode, so the thrust is varying in time 

and the detonation must be initiated each time. The system 

is complicated because fast purging and refilling are 

required. Also the engine is operating in the stoichiometric 

condition (due to necessity of fast initiation of detonation), 

and the frequency is relatively low. If the pulsed 

detonation could be applied for turbojet combustion 

chambers, it would be necessary to add an extra air to 

decrease the temperature before the first turbine stage. 

Also the production of NOx would be high. 

Schematic of the PDE showing the main components 
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Pre-detonator:-The pre-detonator design was chosen 

because of its simplicity. At the cost of a small amount of 

oxygen carried on board, the pre-detonator provides an 

effortless means of igniting the propane-oxygen mixture 

quickly with low energy sparks, and makes it possible to 

transmit an accelerated detonation wave into a less 

energetic fuel-air mixture. 

Shchelkin Spiral:-The pre-detonator has the option of 

being fitted with a long Shchelkin spiral. The spiral is 

welded to a flange that enables it to be bolted to the flange 

of the pre-detonator. The Shchelkin spiral is used to over-

drive the detonation wave so that it may be successfully 

transmitted through the nozzle without decoupling. 

 

II. DDT DEVICES 

The deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) is a 

process by which a deflagration flame front is gradually 

accelerated to form a supersonic detonation wave. As the 

flame is pushed downstream by the expansion of the burnt 

gases behind it, the flame front becomes curved and 

wrinkled by the effects of the boundary layer in front of 

the flame, flame instabilities and turbulence. As a result, 

the surface area of the flame grows which increases the 

rate of reaction of the fuel and oxidizer. Thus, the rate of 

release of energy is amplified causing the flame front to be 

accelerated at an even faster rate. Finally, the increased 

energy release leads to the formation of one or more 

localized explosions and the transformation of the flame 

into a detonation wave. 

 
Nozzle: 

The nozzle was designed to transmit the detonation wave 

with minimal loss of velocity. It was found that larger 

diverging angles or abrupt transition of area cause 

detonation waves to decouple, due to the excessive 

curvature of the detonation wave and the cooling of the 

flow due to the rapid expansion. 

Main Combustion Chamber with Swirl Injector Block:   

The carbon steel collars hold pressure and optical 

transducer ports and contain orifices for water to circulate 

through them, and also provide additional strength to the 

tube. The combustor tube is covered with a layer of sheet 

metal in between the collars, forming a water cooling 

jacket. Water is pumped in through four tubes bored into 

the wall of the main flange on the left and the water exits 

the cooling cavity through four tubes welded to the last 

collar on the right hand side of the tube. At the left hand 

end of the main combustor is the swirl injector block, 

which has four ports through which a fuel-air mixture is 

pumped in. 

Analysis of swirl injector in pulse detonation engine-

Swirl injectors are used in liquid rocket, gas turbine, and 

diesel engines to improve atomization and mixing 

efficiency. The circumferential velocity component is 

generated as the propellant enters through helical or 

tangential inlets producing a thin, swirling liquid sheet. A 

gas-filled hollow core is then formed along the centerline 

inside the injector due to centrifugal force of the liquid 

sheet. Because of the presence of the gas core, the 

discharge coefficient is generally low. In swirl injector, the 

spray cone angle is controlled by the ratio of the 

circumferential velocity to the axial velocity and is 

generally wide compared with non-swirl injectors.The 

basic internal geometry of the pressure swirl injector 

consists of a main cylindrical body called the swirl 

chamber. At, or near, the upstream end of the swirl 

chamber (the closed end or 'top' face) are attached the 

inlets. The inlets are one or more cylindrical or rectangular 

channels positioned tangentially to the swirl chamber. At 

the opposite end of the swirl chamber, the 'open' end, there 

is a conical convergence. Toward the apex end of the cone 

there is a cylindrical outlet, concentric with the swirl 

chamber. 

 
Swirler – 

The swirlers used to impart rotation to the airflows were of 

particular importance. In order to obtain a symmetrical 

flow, swirlers must be machined to within very tight 

tolerances. Swirl vanes may be flat, or they may be curved 

in a variety of ways. No matter what the type of swirler 

used, however, it is essential to machine the assembly very 

precisely. The types of machining operations available to 

produce swirlers are somewhat limited, and, if the swirlers 

are assembled from separate part, the difficulty of 

assembling them correctly increases dramatically. For this 

investigation, twisted-vane swirlers were employed, as 
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these are compact, can be inserted directly into an air duct, 

and can be machined from a single piece of stock, without 

any further assembly steps. In order to machine twisted-

vane swirlers, aluminum blanks were first turned down to 

the precise diameters required. The blanks were initially 

simple cylinders, with sections cut to two diameters: one 

that let them fit tightly into sleeve for the next step in the 

machining process, and one that matched t +3.602he 

required final diameter of the swirler. The centers of the 

blanks were then bored out to the required inner diameter 

necessary for each swirler. A special rotating assembly, 

attached to a precision stepper motor, was then attached to 

a vertical milling machine. 

Internal  flow  of  swirler 

The air-core is usually seen to initiate from the outlet 

orifice, where the pressure is already ambient, as one 

gradually increases the injection pressure From some 

observations the air-core is also seen to initiate 

simultaneously from the upstream face of the swirl 

chamber. Thus the two ends of the air-core along the axis 

are not initially joined. The initiation of the air-core at the 

upstream end of the swirl chamber is likely to be due to 

one or more of the following mechanisms. Firstly, as the 

liquid, initially under pressure, enters the swirl chamber, 

then dissolved gases within the liquid come out of 

suspension and are buoyed inwards toward the low 

pressure region on the swirl chamber axis. Secondly, there 

maybe an intermittent seepage of the ambient gas from the 

outlet along the axis to the back face, possibly in the form 

of small bubbles. Figure below is a diagram showing the 

air-core formation for an atomizer with a short swirl 

chamber and a negligible length outlet. There is seen to be 

no air-core formation initiating from the upstream face in 

this instance. The presence of an air-core ensures that the 

body of liquid within the nozzle is in the form of an 

annulus and that the passage of a liquid particle through 

the nozzle will thus describes helical path. 

 

Advantage of swirl injectors 

Swirl injectors operate at relatively high pressures (4-12 

MPa) and their design enhances atomization as well as 

turbulence levels in the combustion chamber for a more 

efficient combustion process. Instead of the round jet 

solid-cone structure common to diesel injectors, the Swirl 

injector produces a hollow-cone spray structure by 

providing a swirl rotational motion to the fuel inside the 

injector. The key advantage of hollow cone sprays is the 

high area to volume ratio, which can lead to the required 

level of atomization without large penetration lengths. 

Swirl injectors are used in liquid rocket, gas turbine, and 

diesel engines to improve atomization and mixing 

efficiency. The circumferential velocity component is first 

generated as the propellant enters through helical or 

tangential inlets producing a thin, swirling liquid sheet. A 

gas-filled hollow core is then formed along the centerline 

inside the injector due to centrifugal force of the liquid 

sheet. Because of the presence of the gas core, the 

discharge coefficient is generally low. In swirl injector, the 

spray cone angle is controlled by the ratio of the 

circumferential velocity to the axial velocity and is 

generally wide compared with non-swirl injectors. 

Pulsating Flow with Swirl Injectors 

The spray and acoustic characteristics of a gas/liquid swirl 

coaxial injector are studied experimentally. Self-pulsation 

is defined as a pressure and flow rate oscillations by a 

time-delayed feedback between liquid and gas phase. Self-

pulsation accompanies very intensive scream and this 

strong scream affects atomization and mixing processes. 

So, the spray and acoustic characteristics of self-pulsation 

are different from those of general swirl coaxial spray. The 

liquid and gas velocity is selected as the variables of 

injection conditions and recess length is chosen as the 

variable of geometric conditions. By shadow photography 

technique, spray patterns are observed in order to 

investigate the macroscopic spray characteristics and 

determine the onset of self-pulsation. For acoustic 

characteristics, a PULSE System was used. Using He-Ne 

laser and photo detector system frequencies of spray 

oscillations are measured. And self-pulsation boundary 

with injection conditions and recess length is obtained. 

From the experimental results, the increase of recess 

length leads to the rapid increase of the sound pressure 

level. And characteristic frequency is mainly dependent on 

the liquid velocity and linearly proportional to the liquid 

velocity. The frequency of spray oscillation is the same as 

that of the acoustic fields by self-pulsation. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

To replace other injectors such as ( air blast ,orifice ,etc) 

used in the pulse detonation engine ,we have studied the 

concept of swirl injector. The swirl injector  will increase 

the atomisation of the fuel by adding the centrifugal force 

of the swirler and thus inreasing the efficiency of the 

engine.We have worked in a steady mode with this swirl 

injector but still the research is to be done on pulsating 

mode ie. It has to worked on different frequencies such as 

8 Hz ,25 Hz and 50 Hz. I have stuided the basic concept of 

swirl injector and designed it .For testing this swirl injector 

I have also designed a set up box for it in which various 

parameters such as spray cone angle ,mass median 

daimeter (MMD) and mixing is done.Still the results are 

accurate but more research is to be done on this swirl 

injector for reaching the exact results. 
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Abstract— For any wireless sensor network to work 

effectively and efficiently in any kind of environment, 

preventing it from any kind of attack internally and 

externally, it is very important to setup the network 

keeping in mind the various parameters which must be 

considered. Some of the most important parameters are 

energy consumption, throughput, network area and initial 

energy that we give to the network. Another most 

important thing is the protocol that we use in the network. 

In this paper, the wireless sensor network is setup using 

LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy), 

then SEP (Stable Election Protocol) and then ZSEP 

(Zonal Stable Election Protocol) and then initial energy 

that we give to the network is varied keeping the network 

area constant. The effect of change in initial energy is 

studied on these protocols and their performance is 

analyzed. 

Keywords— Initial Energy, Protocol, LEACH, SEP, 

ZSEP. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a wireless sensor network, there can be many numbers 

of nodes which is used to transfer the information from 

sink to destination. The efficiency of the network depends 

on various parameters on the basis of requirement. Some 

of the important parameters which must be taken in 

consideration are energy consumption, throughput, packet 

delivery ratio and delay. Also depending on the 

requirement of the wireless sensor network, the network 

area is a very important parameter. The network area 

should be in sync with the initial energy given to the 

network so that energy consumption in the network can 

be reduced and throughput is increased. Also the routing 

protocol which is used in the network is an essential 

parameter as it is the set of rules which runs the network. 

Therefore depending upon the requirement, the right 

protocol must be chosen for the network so that the 

network runs efficiently [1]. 

 

II. PROTOCOL 

In a network area which has large number of densely 

deployed sensor nodes, there is always a limitation of 

energy. Therefore, it requires a suite of network protocols 

that can be used to implement various management and 

network functions which include network security, proper 

localization of nodes and synchronization. Therefore the 

comparative study of various protocols is necessary to 

analyze the better performance according to the 

requirements [2]. 

 

1.  LEACH Protocol 

LEACH [3] stands for Low Energy Adaptive Clustering 

Hierarchy. For reducing power consumption, it is the first 

proposed energy-efficient hierarchical clustering 

algorithm for WSNs. The operation of LEACH is divided 

in to two phases. First one is setup phase where network 

is organized into clusters, cluster head advertisement is 

done and transmission schedule is created. Second one is 

steady state phase where data is aggregated, then 

compressed and transmitted to the destination. In LEACH 

single hop routing is used where each node can transmit 

directly to cluster head or sink. 

 

2. SEP Protocol 

SEP [4] stands for Stable Election Protocol where the 

normal and advanced nodes are deployed randomly. If 

normal nodes are deployed in majority far away from the 

base station, the nodes will consume more energy in 

transmitting data to the base station which will result in 

less stability period and throughput. Therefore to 

overcome this, the network area is divided into regions 

where the far away nodes from base station that is the 

corners require more energy to transmit the data, so they 

are given more energy, called advanced nodes, in 

comparison to the nodes which are near to the base station 

and they are called normal nodes which directly send data 

to the base station. 

 

3. ZSEP Protocol 

ZSEP [5] stands for Zonal Stable Election Protocol which 

is an extension of SEP. It is an hybrid protocol in which 

on the basis of energy level and Y coordinate of the 

network field, the network area is divided into three zones 

namely zone 0, zone 1 and zone 2.In zone 0, normal 

nodes are deployed randomly, in head zone 1, half of the 

advanced nodes are deployed and in head zone 2, other 

half of the advanced nodes are deployed. ZSEP uses two 

techniques to transmit data to base station; one is direct 
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communication and second is transmission via cluster 

head. In direct communication, normal nodes in zone 0 

sense and gather data of interest and directly send to the 

base station. In the second case, in head zone 1 and head 

zone 2, cluster head is selected among nodes in both 

zones, then cluster head sense and gather data , aggregate 

it and then send it to base station. 

 

III. RELATED WORK 

In WSN [1], the transmission range in sensor nodes are 

very limited, also as their energy resources are very 

limited so the performance and storage capabilities. In 

this paper, the survey for routing protocols for WSNs 

with the comparison of strengths and limitations is given. 

In WSNs [2], while designing protocol there is a 

limitation of node’s energy, so energy efficiency is an 

important parameter to be considered. This paper 

proposes a new algorithm of LEACH protocol (LEACH-

TLCH) which is considered to reduce the energy 

consumption and increase the network lifetime. In a WSN 

[3], the node is useful until its battery dies. In this paper, 

they analyze LEACH protocol, the advantages and 

disadvantages and various attacks on the protocol. In 

WSNs [4], the heterogeneity of nodes is introduced in 

terms of energy and they are hierarchal clustered. 

Protocols are designed for transmission [5] in WSNs. In 

this paper, for heterogeneous WSNs, they propose a 

hybrid routing protocol called ZSEP (Zonal Stable 

Routing Protocol). In this protocol, some nodes directly 

send data to base station while some use clustering 

technique to send data to base station as one in SEP. 

ZSEP performance is compared with LEACH protocol 

and SEP protocol. In [6], this paper analyses the energy 

utilization and lifetime analysis on the basis of LEACH 

protocol for the cluster based wireless sensor networks .In 

[7], this paper analyzes the performance of SEP and 

LEACH in terms of alive nodes and number of rounds for 

different base stations and terrain area. Network nodes die 

after more number of rounds if the base station is closer 

comparing the base station which is far away. In [8], for 

wireless multihop routing, this paper proposes linear 

programming model and they are examined over different 

routing techniques. In [9], the deployment strategy for 

wireless sensor network is presented for the gain of better 

strategy, computational power and transmission according 

to the required scenario. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, the nodes are deployed in a network field of 

area 100m X 100m. LEACH, SEP and ZSEP protocols 

are deployed in the network in heterogeneous 

environment. Initial energy is Eo. The network area is 

kept constant and initial energy Eo is varied. Here the 

goal is to study the impact of varying initial energy on the 

performance of protocols on the basis of stability period 

and throughput under the influence of varying initial 

energy in the network keeping the network area fixed. 

      For LEACH, there are two phase, setup phase and 

steady state phase where steady state phase should be 

longer than setup phase. At the stage of cluster forming in 

LEACH, a random number is picked randomly between 0 

and 1 by nodes. Now this number is compared to the 

threshold value T(α). If the number is less than this 

threshold value then that node becomes cluster head for 

this round otherwise it remains as common node. 

Threshold T(α) is determined by following; 
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Where, μ is the probability of each node to become 

cluster head. , r is the number of the round; ϕ is the 

collections of the nodes that have not yet been head nodes 

in the first 1/μ rounds. 

     In SEP, it is based on weighted election probabilities 

of each node to become cluster head according to the 

remaining energy in each node. In this, the threshold for 

normal nodes and advanced nodes are given b following 

equations; 
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of advance nodes that have not become cluster heads the 

last 1/μadv  rounds of the epoch. 

In ZSEP, every node decides to become cluster head in 

current round or not b choosing a random number 

between 0 and 1. This number is then compared with a 

threshold value, if it is less the node becomes cluster head 

otherwise remain as normal nodes for this round. 

Threshold value is given by the following equation; 
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Where, ϕ is the set of nodes which have not been cluster 

heads in the last 1/μadv rounds. Probability for advance 

nodes to become cluster head which is 
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V. SIMULATION AND RESULT 

The protocols are implemented in a field of network area 

100m2 in the presence of heterogeneity. The initial energy 

is 0.8J in the first simulation and then varied to 0.9J and 

1.0J.For the case of m=0.2 and β=1, the simulation is 

performed in MATLAB. As the initial energy in the 

network field is varied, the performance of the protocols 

in respect of alive nodes, dead nodes and packets sent to 

base station is analyzed. As for m=0.2 and β=1, means 

that there are 20 advance nodes out of total nodes which 

are 100. In ZSEP, out of 20 advance nodes, 10 nodes are 

deployed in head zone 1 and other 10 nodes in head zone 

2. The total number of rounds taken is 6000. 

  

1. Simulation Parameters 

Simulation scenarios in this article are given as below: 

 

Table.1: Parameter Settings 

 

2. Analysis of simulation results 

Fig.1 indicates the total number of alive nodes in 

LEACH, SEP and ZSEP with respect to number of rounds 

when initial energy is 0.8 J. 

 
Fig.1: Result for alive nodes for Eo = 0.8 J 

 

Fig.2 shows the scenario for total number of alive nodes 

in LEACH, SEP and ZSEP with respect to number of 

rounds when initial energy is 0.9 J. 

 
Fig.2: Result for alive nodes for Eo = 0.9 J 

     Fig.3 shows the scenario for total number of alive 

nodes in LEACH, SEP and ZSEP with respect to number 

of rounds when initial energy is 1J. 

 
Fig.3: Result for alive nodes for Eo = 1 J 

Parameters                                                                                 Value 

Initial energy of advance nodes Eo(1+β) 

 
Energy for data aggregation EDA 5 nJ/bit/signal 

 
Transmitting and receiving energy 

Eelec 

5 nJ/bit 

 
Amplification energy for short 

distance Efs 

10 Pj/bit/m2 

Amplification energy for long distance 

Eamp 

0.013 

pJ/bit/m4 

 Probability μopt 0.1 
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Fig.4 indicates the total number of dead nodes in 

LEACH, SEP and ZSEP with respect to number of rounds 

when initial energy is 0.8 J.  

As the initial energy varies in the network, the number of 

alive nodes in the network also varies significantly. From 

Fig.1, Fig.2 and Fig.3, it can be seen that as the initial 

energy of the network increases, the stability period of the 

network in all the three protocols also increases. However 

ZSEP shows more stability in the network with the 

change in initial energy. ZSEP is performing better than 

the other protocols because of its network area divided 

into three zones. The nodes near to the base station 

directly communicate to the base station while the 

faraway nodes communicate to the cluster heads and 

cluster head sends data to base station. Because of this 

kind of setup the energy consumption is significantly low, 

and nodes sustain for longer period. While in SEP, there 

is shorter network lifetime because of the weighted 

probability for normal and advanced nodes in the 

network.  

Fig.4 shows the scenario for total number of dead nodes 

in LEACH, SEP and ZSEP with respect to number of 

rounds when initial energy is 0.8J. 

 
Fig.4: Result for dead nodes for Eo = 0.8 J 

 

Fig.5 shows the scenario for total number of dead nodes 

in LEACH, SEP and ZSEP with respect to number of 

rounds when initial energy is 0.9J. 

 
Fig.5: Result for dead nodes for Eo = 0.9 J 

 

     Fig.6 indicates the total number of dead nodes in 

LEACH, SEP and ZSEP with respect to number of rounds 

when initial energy is 1 J. 

 

 
Fig.6: Result for dead nodes for Eo = 1J 

 

From fig.4, fig.5 and fig.6, it can be seen that as the initial 

energy increases in the network, the stability of each 

protocol increases for each rounds, in ZSEP, SEP and 

LEACH comparing the stability of nodes per round for 

different initial energy that has been taken. However if 

comparing the performance of protocols with each other , 

ZSEP still performs much better than others in terms of 

dead nodes per round. In between LEACH and SEP, 

LEACH performs better than SEP. 

Fig.7 indicates the packets to base station in LEACH, 

SEP and ZSEP with respect to number of rounds when 

initial energy is 0.8 J. 
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Fig.7: Result for packets to base station for Eo = 0.8 J 

Fig.8 indicates the packets to base station in LEACH, 

SEP and ZSEP with respect to number of rounds when 

initial energy is 0.9 J. 

 
Fig.8: Result for packets to base station for Eo = 0.9J 

 

Fig.9 indicates the packets to base station in LEACH, 

SEP and ZSEP with respect to number of rounds when 

initial energy is 1 J. 

 

 
Fig.9: Result for packets to base station for Eo = 0.9 J 

 

From Fig.7, Fig.8 and Fig.9, we can analyze the result for 

number of packets to base station for every round in each 

protocol. The value increases as the initial energy 

increases and also the stability for each protocol increases 

in the network. However, ZSEP is still performing better 

than other protocols SEP and LEACH. In SEP and 

LEACH, SEP is performing better than LEACH.As in 

LEACH there is an equal probability of each node to 

become cluster head, therefore the advanced nodes 

become cluster head again after completion of a round, 

and the normal nodes are not able to perform better in 

case of data aggregation and transmissions to the base 

station when they become cluster head. It causes decrease 

in the number of packets transferred to the base station. 

While in SEP, there is a system for weighted election 

probability for advanced and normal nodes. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

When the initial energy in the network is increased 

without varying overall network area, there is a 

significant effect on the performance of protocols 

implemented in the network. The stability of each 

protocol increases as the time taken by nodes to sustain 

increases with increase in number of rounds. Also the 

number of packets transferred to base station in each 

round increases. The performance of ZSEP is better than 

LEACH and SEP, while in terms of number of packets 

transferred to base station, SEP is performing better than 

LEACH. It concludes that there should be some trade of 

or synchronization between the protocols that is being 

implemented in the network and the initial energy that is 

being provided. Also, not all the protocols perform 

similar in the same environment. Therefore it is very 

necessary to choose a protocol according to the 

requirement for which the wireless network is being setup 

in an environment. 
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Abstract— In the current education system Teachers 

have to manually access each and every answer sheet of 

the student. It is very difficult to analyze each and every 

student and keep track of their progress, what they're 

good at or are lagging behind. Hence, it's a very time 

consuming and tedious process. Also there is no system 

tool for self-evaluation. The proposed system 

automatically generates Gap-Fill or one line questions 

from the input text. Provided it has a maintained list of 

keywords. When the students appear for the test, currently 

there is no system where automatic questions will be 

generated according to the test topic selected. This system 

proposes automatic question generator for a particular 

topic that would minimize the workload of the teachers by 

generating number of multiple Fill in the Blank questions 

for regular class tests. The students are evaluated on the 

generated questions. System also determines the polarity 

of the feedback given by the student. System helps teacher 

analyze student’s feedback about a topic and how well 

they've understood the topic, so that the teachers could 

resolve their problems and would help students work in 

particular area in which they're weak. 

Keywords—Learning Analytics. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

To know the behaviour of learners is important. One of 

the most effective ways to collect this invaluable data is 

through learning analytics. Learning Analytics is the 

collection of data that is gathered while learners are 

engaging in the eLearning experience.  

Analytics also consist of the analysis and reporting of this 

information. Learning Analytics also offer online 

facilitators and instructors a comprehensive look at how a 

learner is performing, if the learner may need additional 

help with a particular lesson or subject, and even if the 

learner is likely to pass or not an eLearning course.  Such 

data can then be used to make educational analysis and 

predictions that help to determine which learning 

materials are appropriate, useful or irrelevant for the 

learners. This is primarily based upon learner’s 

performance, skill level, and personal interests. 

Learning analytics have the power to enhance eLearning 

experience and create more effective eLearning 

environments. 

Feedback serves to close the gap between the learner’s 

current understanding and the desired understanding. 

Regular and informative feedback can keep students away 

from misconceptions and increase confidence and 

motivation in them.  

Currently it is not possible for instructors to provide 

timely feedback to every individual student and vice 

versa. In this module we provide students automatic 

instant feedback after their interactions of online test. 

However, how students choose to interact with the system 

and how it has influenced students’ learning experience is 

rarely well understood. The findings provide solutions for 

improvement in various areas. 

In this paper we propose a system which will generate 

questions automatically, eliminating the extra work of the 

teachers by minimizing the work load. The questions are 

generated depending on the sentences in the paragraph. A 

test is conducted on the generated questions and when 

students appear for the test, they are evaluated and their 

process is further analyzed. The student gives feedback 

about the system and a final report is generated showing 

the final evaluation of students as well as the system.  

 

II. QUESTION GENERATION 

Gap-Fill questions are Fill-in-the-blank questions, where 

one or more words are removed from a 

sentence/paragraph and potential answers are listed. 

These questions, being multiple choice ones, are easy to 

evaluate. Preparing these questions manually will take a 

lot of time and effort. This is where automatic Gap-Fill 

question generation (GFQG) from a given text is useful. 

1. INSERT is ______ type of SQL command? (a) Data 

Definition Language (b) Data Manipulation Language (c) 

Data Command Language (d) Data Query Language 

(correct answer: Data Definition Language) 

In a gap-fill question (GFQ) such as the one above, we 

refer to the sentence with the gap as the question 

sentence(QS) and the sentence in the text that is used to 

generate the QS as the gap-fill sentence (GFS). The 

word(s) which is removed from a GFS to form the QS is 

referred to as the key while the three alternatives in the 

question are called as distractors, as they are used to 

distract the students from the correct answer. 

In this module the input text will be provided by the 
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teacher. The input consists of the text document, which 

contains all the topics in detail taught by the teacher to the 

students in the class. For current analysis we have 

considered topic Database Management System. 

Therefore, teacher after covering any topic from DBMS, 

when ready to take test, gives input to the system. Along 

with this text document another input is required which is 

the list of important keywords which are present in the 

topic. These Keywords are the important words which a 

student must minimally know after studying a topic. For 

the generation of questions these keywords play a vital 

role, as both the MCQs and the Fill in the Blank questions 

are dependent on the keywords itself. 

Now after taking both the Input text and the keywords 

list, the input text will be further processed and Gap Fill 

questions will be generated. Processing of text involves 

omission of context from the text, i.e., forming context 

free grammar. It includes replacing all the pronouns with 

the respective nouns and forming a meaningful question. 

If the sentence contains unresolved context in it, might 

cause inappropriate formation of questions. Gap-Fill 

questions which are the Fill in the Blank questions where 

one or more words are removed from the sentence or 

paragraph. 

Teacher has the following options of generating 

questions: 

Fill in the blanks question generation: 

The Gap-Fill questions are generated in following steps: 

1. Finding the keyword from the sentence: The 

important keywords have to be given by the teacher 

from the topic been taught. The keywords must 

cover all the points of the topic. This work has to be 

done manually. 

2. Removing/Replacing the keyword: The Input text 

document is read sentence by sentence. If the 

keyword from the keyword file is present in the 

input text file, The keyword is replaced with blank 

spaces. 

E.g.: SELECT keyword is used for data querying. 

2. (where SELECT is the keyword being replaced by 

the blank spaces.) 

3. Generation of question: The blank spaces created in 

the sentence forms the fill in the blank question. In 

this way whole document is read and the number of 

keywords occurring in the text document are 

replaced and number of questions are formed. 

Therefore the number of questions generated 

depends on the occurrence of the keywords in the 

file.  

E.g.: from the above input following question is 

generated. 

_____ keyword is used for data querying. 

Multiple Choice Questions Generation: 

The Multiple Choice Questions are generated in the 

following steps: 

1. Finding the keyword from the sentence: The 

important keywords have to be given by the teacher 

from the topic been taught. The keywords must 

cover all the points of the topic. This work has to be 

done manually. 

2. Finding Distracters similar to the keyword: The 

Input text document is read sentence by sentence. 

The keywords similar to actual answer are selected 

and given as options. 

3. Generation of question: The Distracters created in the 

sentence forms the MCQs. In this way whole 

document is read and the number of keywords 

occurring in the text document are replaced and 

number of questions are formed. Therefore the 

number of questions generated depends on the 

occurrence of the keywords in the file.  

Based on these questions, students will be analyzed and 

we would come to know that the student has understood 

the topic or not. System allows Teachers to select the 

topic of the test and the difficulty level of the questions 

which need to be generated. 

 

III. EVALUATION 

After the successful generation of question the students 

have to be further evaluated. Now various hypothesis are 

proposed and results are generated on these hypothesis. 

The number of questions attempted by the students, total 

questions answered correctly all play an important role.  

From the students perspective the system provides us with 

graph based progress to analyze where a particular 

student stands in the class and the areas in which they are 

good at or need improvement. 

There are Three types of analysis conducted on the 

students. They are Predictive Analysis :In this analysis we 

tell what might happen in the future. Predictive analytics 

is the practice of extracting information from existing 

data sets in order to determine patterns and predict future 

outcomes and trends. Linear regression is performed to 

predict the further values (progress of the student in our 

case). 
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Linear Regression depends on one dependent and an 

independent variable which are the marks and test id 

respectively for the evaluation of student. Hence the 

progress of student is next predicted by the current marks 

scored by the student. 

Diagnostic Analysis : The analysis in done in regards to 

the previous performance of the students on the test. 

Diagnostic Analysis tells us why did a particular thing 

happen by looking at the past performance. The result of 

the analysis is an analytic dashboard. It is used for 

discovery or to determine why something happened? 

 
 

In the proposed system the a student appears of number of 

tests, the result of each test is calculated. Based on these 

results students is evaluated and remedies are proposed 

for further improvement if any required. Students are 

judged on their attendance and marks obtained in that 

topic. Hence, the solutions of 

● Remedial Teaching: If the marks obtained in the 

test as well as attendance both are low, the 

student is advised to attend extra lectures so that 

he could cover up all the missed topic and come 

at par of other students in the class. 

● Retest: If the attendance of the student is above 

the threshold value but marks scored are less, the 

students is suggested to appear for tests again. 

This would increase the practice of the students 

and help him score better the upcoming tests. 

● Counseling: There are some students who 

despite having low attendance score better in 

tests. These students may have better grasping 

power but are counseled to attend the lectures as 

their low attendance can get them in  trouble. 

These students are counseled to know what 

problems they face while attending lectures? 

What drives them away from the classroom? 

● Consistent Students: These are the students who 

attend lectures regularly and score good in 

exams too. But if in any test they lag behind, 

immediately a  notification is sent  and the 

problems they've faced are solved. 

Descriptive Analysis : In this analysis statistics are used 

to describe the basic features of the data in a study. They 

provide simple summaries about the sample and the 

measures. Together with simple graphics analysis, they 

form the basis of virtually every quantitative analysis of 

data. 

 
 

When the students appear for the test, The class average 

of the particular test is calculated and teacher comes to 

know what actually students have understood from that 

topic. The results are shown in the form of bar graph. 

 

IV. FEEDBACK 

We know that students develop their understanding of a 

concept based on their prior knowledge and experiences. 

Feedback plays an important role in closing the gap 

between current understanding and the desired goal, 

enhancing student performance and achievement. 

Student behaviors in online learning platforms plays an 

important role. Even if we provide the right level of 

feedback at the right time, there can still be numerous 

ways in which students interact with these feedback 

features online outside of the controlled classroom 

environment.  

The students are asked to give feedback about their 

learning process. How well they've understood the topics. 

This is simply done by providing students with the rating 

feature where students can rate the overall experience as 

well as about the topic learnt and the shortcomings of the 

teacher. 

Research Questions from feedback 

Based on our conceptual framework and existing 

literature, we ask foundational questions in our study:  

(1) The topic taught was clear or not?  
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(2) Doubts were been cleared on regular basis or not?  

(3) Keywords used by the teacher were relevant or not? 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper helps us evaluate the students by answering 

the questions generated. We look forward to 

experimenting on larger data by combining the chapters. 

Evaluation of course coverage by our system and use of 

semantic features will be part of our future work. 

 Also the feedback of the students help teachers 

understand what students actually have understood, and 

the areas where they need to work more on. We hope that 

the proposed system will help in the long run to not only 

test but also to analyze students' in an efficient way. After 

all, tedious learning must not hinder students 

understanding about a particular topic. 
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Abstract— With rapid increase in population, the issues 

related to sanitation with respect to garbage management 

are degrading immensely. It creates unhygienic 

conditions for the citizens in the nearby surrounding, 

leading to the spread of infectious diseases and illness. To 

avoid this problem, IoT based “Smart Waste 

Management” is the best and trending solution. In the 

proposed system, public dustbins will be provided with 

embedded device which helps in real time monitoring of 

level of garbage in garbage bins. The data regarding the 

garbage levels will be used to provide optimized route for 

garbage collecting vans, which will reduce cost 

associated with fuel. The load sensors will increase 

efficiency of data related to garbage level and moisture 

sensors will be used to provide data of waste segregation 

in a dust bin. The analysis of ceaseless data gathered will 

help municipality and government authorities to improve 

plans related to smart waste management with the help of 

various system generated reports. 

Keywords— Cloud, ESP8266, Raspberry pi, UV Sensor, 

Load Cell, Humidity Sensor, Garbage Collecting Vans. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Worldwide interest in Smart Cities has aggrandized, 

fostered by the need to find effective remedies to the 

major challenges foreseen for the next years. As one of 

the application of Smart City, Waste Management in a 

city is a formidable challenge faced by the public 

administrations. Waste is defined as any material in which 

something valuable is not being used or is not usable and 

represents no economic value to its owner, the waste 

generator. Depending on the physical state of the waste, 

they are categorized as solid waste and wet waste. 

With the proliferation of population, the scenario of 

cleanliness with respect to waste management has become 

crucial. Waste management includes planning, collection, 

transport, treatment, recycle and disposal of waste 

together with monitoring and regulation. The existing 

waste management system, where the garbage is collected 

from the streets, houses and other establishments on 

quotidian basis, is not able to effectively manage the 

waste generated.  

Giraud village in Raipur district, the capital of 

Chhattisgarh have deployed garbage bins at every street 

to collect the garbage, engaged its laborers and vehicles to 

clear the trash. The amount of total solid waste generated 

by the village is 558 kg/day and liquid waste is 108040 

lit./day, the garbage is collected daily and dumped into 

landfills. In case a villager observes illegal dumping of 

any kind of waste, he/she can complain regarding this to 

the concerned department. As improper disposal of waste 

causes serious impact on health, causing the spread of 

diseases and problems to the surrounding environment, 

the complete care is taken by the government for 

collecting and disposal of waste.  

In this paper, a model has been proposed for real-time 

monitoring the garbage level of respective garbage bins 

and to detect the level when threshold value is reached 

using combination of Sensors and Raspberry pi. This data 

will be sent to the control unit and updated timely with 

the help of WiFi- module, depending on which optimized 

route have to be found for Garbage Collecting Van 

(GCV), depriving the fuel consumption, cost, time and 

labor. The data will be provided whether the waste is 

segregated completely or not by wet sensor and humidity 

sensor which will help for recycling, disposal and reuse of 

waste. Using data mining, qualitative analysis will be 

carried out to generate reports. The main objective of this 

system to be implemented is to supersede the tedious 

existing system which will aid city to become a Smart 

City. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 

provides a general overview of the system architecture of 

smart waste management. Section III provides in detail 

the hardwares deployed in the proposed system. Section 

IV specifies how the system will be implemented to 

smartly manage the waste generated. 

 

II. ARCHITECTURE 

In the existing system, the sensors being placed at the 

topmost level in the bin, sense the level of the garbage in 

that bin. On reaching the threshold a command is 

generated and sent to the central office through the Zig-

Bee technology notifying for the collection of garbage. 

The authority at the central office conveys this 

notification to the garbage collecting van through the 

GSM module. GSM is interfaced with ARM micro-

controller through MAX232 chip that checks 

compatibility between the GSM modem and ARM micro-

controller.   
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Fig.2: Architecture 

 

The proposed architecture will have a master slave 

configuration of dustbins. This would overcome the 

connectivity issues in remote areas. These slave dustbins 

communicate their information with their corresponding 

master dustbins. Each master dustbin shall be equipped 

with a micro-controller. Each of the dustbins has 3 types 

of sensors: 

1) Level sensor: The level sensor will provide 

continuous information of level of dustbin filled. On 

reaching a threshold, an alert needs to be generated 

for the collection of garbage. 

2) Humidity sensor: The humidity sensor will provide 

information related to the presence of wet waste in 

the dry waste bin. 

3) Load cell: The load cell will provide information 

related to the weight of the garbage in the dustbin. 

4) On checking for two of the parameters- level sensor 

and load cell, the error rate of false alarm will 

greatly reduce. The micro-controller used will be 

Raspberry-pi 3, which has an inbuilt Wi-Fi module. 

The information from master bins will be 

continuously streamed to the cloud using Wi-Fi 

module. 

In the cloud, the real time analysis has to be carried out to 

generate various reports like- area generating maximum 

waste, seasonal or function reports on waste, segregation 

reports etc. which can help the Municipal corporation 

with better strategies for waste management. The 

proposed architecture assumes a backup server be 

provided by the cloud service provider. Along with the 

real time analysis, the optimized route for collecting the 

garbage will be found using Google maps. This will 

provide the advantage of saving fuel costs. Web based 

applications could be hosted using cloud. The authority at 

the central office would view all the reports, optimized 

routes and all the data related to the garbage bins.  The 

person accordingly will direct the collecting vans for the 

collection of garbage and make efficient plans for the 

garbage management. 

III. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

3.1 Ultrasonic sensor: Ultrasonic sensor will be used to 

detect the level of garbage filled in the dustbin. The level 

of garbage will be depicted in terms of distance between 

the sensor and garbage in dustbin. This module has 4 

pins- VCC (5V), Trig, Echo and GND. Trig have to be 

used to send out an ultrasonic high level pulse for at least 

10μs and the Echo pin will then automatically detect the 

returning pulse. Sensor will calculate the time interval 

between sending the signal and receiving the echo to 

determine the distance. Working frequency of ultrasonic 

sensor is 40Hz. Max range and min range is 4m and 2cm 

and measuring angle is 15 degree.  

 
Fig. 3.1: HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Sensor 

 

3.2 Humidity sensor: The temperature and humidity 

sensor have to be  used to distinguish between dry and 

wet waste. For this purpose DHT11 sensor will be used. 

Depending upon the output temperature, dry and wet 

waste would be differentiated. The DHT11 is a high-

precision digital humidity and temperature sensor. It uses 

a capacitive humidity sensor and a thermistor to measure 

the surrounding air, and spits out a digital signal on the 

data pin. Sensor will only get new data from it once every 

2 seconds. It will be good for 0-100% humidity readings 

with 2-5% accuracy and for -40 to 80°C temperature 

readings ±0.5°C accuracy. 

  
Fig.3.2: DHT22 Humidity Sensor 

 

3.3 Load Cell: The load cell needs to be used to weigh 

dustbin. A load cell is a transducer that creates an 

electrical signal whose magnitude is directly proportional 

to the force being measured. The load cell ranges from 

few grams to 200 kg. The electrical signal output will be 

typically in the order of a few millivolts and will require 

amplification before it can be used. The HX711 load cell 

amplifier has to be used to get measurable data out from a 

load cell. 

3.4 Raspberry pi: The information collected by sensor 

will be processed by micro-controller. For this purpose 

raspberry pi 3 model B needs to be used. Raspberry-pi 3 

is based on Broad-com BCM2837 SoC with a 1.2 GHz 

64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 processor, with 512 
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KB shared L2 cache. The allocated RAM will be of 1 GB. 

It will primarily use Raspbian, a Debian-based Linux 

operating system, but many other operating systems can 

also run on the Raspberry Pi such as RISC OS 

Pi,FreeBSD,NetBSD. 

 
Fig.3.4: Raspberry Pi 3 

3.5 Serial Wi-Fi wireless transceiver module: ESP8266 

is a chip which is wireless network micro-controller 

module. It will be a system-on-a-chip (SoC) with 

capabilities for 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi, general-purpose 

input/output etc. 

 
Fig. 3.5: ESP8266  

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY 

In this scenario, garbage bins will be classified as master 

dustbins and slave dustbins. Master dustbins will be 

equipped with Raspberry Pi and slaves with IoT module. 

Every dustbin whether a master or a slave will have to be 

given a unique id. A database will be maintained 

containing the information about which dustbin to be 

placed in which area by their corresponding ids. The 

dustbin has UV sensor and load sensor for level detection, 

and humidity sensor for wet and dry garbage detection.  

Every dustbin, slave or master will have to communicate 

with Raspberry-pi 3, where Raspberry-pi 3 will act as a 

broker. The work of Raspberry-pi 3 will be to collect the 

data from sensors attached to master and slave dustbins, 

apply noise removal algorithm and send data to server 

using Wi-Fi.  The message has to be sent to server by 

raspberry-pi 3 about levels of garbage in a bin, wet and 

dry waste segregation levels along with dustbin id.  

Server matches ids with database of dustbins, and will 

find levels of dustbins located in different areas of city.  

Different IoT protocols can be used for data transmission 

like MQTT or COaP.  

The collected data in cloud will be analyzed by using 

analytic tool like Hadoop or Storm, and useful 

information regarding waste management will be 

extracted. From the collected the data, user will get to 

know about real-time garbage level, and the garbage 

collection van can find optimized route for collection of 

garbage. Whenever the garbage level crosses threshold 

level, the alert will be generated for urgent collection of 

garbage. The data of wet and dry segregation level will 

help in evaluating the current garbage management plans 

and also to refine the plans for increasing the efficiency. 

The simple Web GUI will help the user to use this system 

efficiently.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper shows how the smart waste management using 

IoT can be implemented. This proposed system assures 

the collection of garbage soon when the garbage level 

reaches its maximum level. The system will thus provide 

accurate reports, increasing the efficiency of the system. 

The real-time monitoring of the garbage level with the 

help of sensors and wireless communication will reduce 

the total number of trips required of GCV and thus, will 

reduce the total expenditure associated with the garbage 

collection. Thus, the dustbins will be cleared as and when 

filled, giving way to cleaner city, better infrastructure and 

increased hygiene. 
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Abstract—This study is a natural extension of k -proper 

coloring of any simple and connected graph G. By an r-

dynamic coloring of a graph G, we mean a proper k -

coloring of graph G such that the neighbors of any vertex v 

receive at least min{r, d(v)} different colors. The r-dynamic 

chromatic number, written as r(G), is the minimum k such 

that graph G has an r-dynamic k-coloring. In this paper we 

will study the r-dynamic chromatic number of the 

coronation of path and several graph. We denote the 

corona product of G and H by 𝐺⨀𝐻. We will obtain the r-

dynamic chromatic number of 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚), 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚)and 

𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑊𝑚) for m, n 3. 

Keyword— r-dynamic chromatic number, path, corona 

product. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An r-dynamic coloring of a graph G is a proper k-

coloring of graph G such that the neighbors of any vertex v 

receive at least min{r, d(v)} different colors. The r-dynamic 

chromatic number, introducedby Montgomery [4] written as 

r(G), is the minimum k  such that graph G has an r-dynamic 

k-coloring. The 1-dynamic chromatic number of a graph G 

is 1(G) = (G), well-known as the ordinary chromatic 

number of G. The 2-dynamic chromatic number is simply 

said to be a dynamic chromatic number, denoted by2(G)= 

d(G),see Montgomery [4]. The r-dynamic chromatic 

number has been studied by several authors, for instance 

in[1], [5], [6], [7], [8], [10], [11].  

The following observations are useful for our study, 

proposed by Jahanbekam[11]. 

Observation 1.[10] Always 𝜒(𝐺) = 𝜒1(𝐺) ≤ ⋯ ≤

 𝜒∆(𝐺)(𝐺). If 𝑟 ≥ ∆(𝐺), then 𝜒𝑟(𝐺) =  𝜒∆(𝐺)(𝐺) 

Observation 2.Let∆(𝐺) be the largest degree of graph G. It 

holds𝜒𝑟(𝐺)  ≥ min{∆(𝐺), 𝑟} + 1. 

Given two simple graphs G and H, the corona product of G 

and H, denoted by 𝐺⨀𝐻, is a connected graph obtained by 

taking a number of vertices |V(G)| copy of H, and making 

the ith of V(G)adjacent to every vertex of the ith copy of 

V(H), Furmanczyk[3]. The following example is 𝑃3⨀𝐶3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1: Graph 𝑃3⨀ 𝐶3 

 

There have been many results already found, The first one 

was showed by Akbari et.al [10].They found that for every 

two natural number m and n, m, n 2, the cartesian product 

of Pmand Pnis 2(PmPn) = 4 and if 3|mn, then2(CmCn) = 

3 and 2(CmCn) = 4. In [2], they then conjectured χ
2
(G) ≤ 

χ(G)+2 when G is regular, which remains open. Akbari 

et.al. [9] alsoproved Montgomery’s conjecture for bipartite 

regular graphs, as well as Lai, et.al. [5] provedthat χ
2
(G) ≤ 

∆(G) + 1 for ∆(G) 4 when no component is the 5-cycle. By 

a greedy coloring algorithm, Jahanbekama [11] proved that 

χr(G) ≤ r∆(G)+ 1, and equality holds for ∆(G) > 2 if and 

only if G is r-regular with diameter 2 and girth 5. They 

improved the bound to χr(G) ≤ ∆(G) + 2r − 2 when δ(G) 

>2r ln n and χr(G)≤ ∆(G) + r when δ(G) >r
2 

ln n. 

 

II. THE RESULTS 

We are ready to show our main theorems. There are 

three theorems found in this study. Those deal with corona 

product of graph Pn with Pm, Cm, and Wm. 

Theorem 1. Let 𝐺 = 𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚  be a corona graph of Pn and 

Pm. For n, m ≥ 2, the r-dynamic chromatic number is: 
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𝜒𝑟(𝐺) = {
3            , 𝑟 = 1, 2

𝑟 + 1     , 3 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ ∆ − 1
𝑚 + 3   , 𝑟 ≥ ∆

 

 

Proof. The graph 𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚  is a connected graph with vertex 

set 𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚) = {𝑦𝑖 , 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛} ∪ { 𝑥𝑖𝑗; 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤

𝑗 ≤ 𝑚} and edge set𝐸(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚) = {𝑦𝑖𝑦(𝑖+1) ;1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 −

1} ∪ {𝑦𝑖𝑥 𝑖𝑗; 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚} ∪ {𝑥 𝑖𝑗,𝑥 𝑖(𝑗+1);1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤

𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 − 1}. The order of graph 𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚  is 

|𝑉(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚)| = 𝑛(𝑚 + 1) and the size of graph 𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚  is 

|𝐸(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚)| = 2𝑚𝑛 − 1. Thus, ∆(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚) = 𝑚 + 2.  

By observation 2, 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚) ≥

min{𝑟, ∆(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚 )} + 1 = min{𝑟, 𝑚 + 2} + 1. To find the 

exact value of r-dynamic chromatic number of 𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚 , we 

define two cases, namely for 𝜒𝑟=1,2(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚)and 

𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚). 

Case 1. For  𝜒𝑟=1,2(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚 ), define c1 :𝑉(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚){1, 2, 

…, k} where n 3, 𝑚 ≥ 3,  by the following: 

𝑐1(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐1(𝑥 𝑖𝑗) = {
1 , 𝑖 even, 𝑗 odd, 1≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚
2 , 𝑖 odd, 𝑗 odd, 1≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 
3 , 𝑗 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚

 

It easy to see that c1 is mapc1: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚){1, 2, 3}, thus 

it gives 𝜒𝑟=1,2(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚 )  = 3. 

Case 2.  

Subcase 2.1 For 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚 ), 3 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ ∆ − 1, define c2: 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚){1, 2,…, k} where n  3, m 3, by the 

following: 

𝑐2(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐2(𝑥11 , 𝑥12 , 𝑥13) = 2, 3, 4,  

for 𝑚 = 3, 𝑟 = 3 

𝑐2(𝑥21 ,𝑥22 , 𝑥23) = 1, 3, 4,  

for 𝑚 = 3, 𝑟 = 3 

𝑐2(𝑥11 ,𝑥12 ,𝑥13) = 3, 4, 5, 

for 𝑚 = 3, 𝑟 = 4 

𝑐2(𝑥11,𝑥12,𝑥13 ,𝑥14) = 2, 3,4, 5,  

for 𝑚 = 4, 𝑟 = 4 

𝑐2(𝑥11,𝑥12 ,𝑥13 ,𝑥14) = 3, 4, 5, 6,   

for 𝑚 = 4, 𝑟 = 5 

It easy to see that c2 is a map c2: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚){1, 2, …, 

r+1}, thus it gives𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚) = 𝑟 + 1, 3 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ ∆ − 1 

Subcase 2.2 The last for 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚), 𝑟 ≥ ∆, define c3: 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚){1, 2,…, k} where n  3, m 3, by the 

following: 

𝑐3(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 = 3𝑡 + 1, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 = 3𝑡 + 2, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
3 , 𝑖 = 3𝑡, 𝑡 ≥ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2: 𝜒6(𝑃3 ⨀𝑃4 ) = 7 with n= 3, m= 4, r= 6 

 

𝑐3(𝑥11 ,𝑥12 ,𝑥13) = 4, 5,6, for 𝑚 = 3, 𝑟 = 5 

𝑐3(𝑥11 ,𝑥12,𝑥13 ,𝑥14) = 3, 4, 5, 6, 

for 𝑚 = 4, 𝑟 = 6 

𝑐3(𝑥21 ,𝑥22, 𝑥23,𝑥24) = 4, 5, 6, 7 

 for 𝑚 = 4, 𝑟 = 6 

𝑐3(𝑥21, 𝑥22 ,𝑥23 ,𝑥24 , 𝑥25) = 4, 5,6, 7,8 

 for 𝑚 = 5, 𝑟 = 7 

It easy to see that c3 is a map c3: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚 ){1, 2, …, 

m+3}, so it gives𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚) = 𝑚 + 3, 𝑟 ≥ ∆.It concludes 

the proof 

 

Theorem 2. Let 𝐺 =  𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚 be a corona graph of Pn and 

Cm. For n 3, m ≥ 3, the r-dynamic chromatic number is: 

𝜒𝑟=1,2(𝐺) = {
  3 , 𝑚 even or 𝑚 = 3𝑘, 𝑘 ≥ 1

4 , 𝑚 odd or 𝑚 = 5                
 

 

𝜒𝑟=3(𝐺) = {
   4 , 𝑚 = 3𝑘, 𝑘 ≥ 1

 6 , 𝑚 = 5
5 , 𝑚 otherwise

 

 

𝜒𝑟(𝐺) = {
  𝑟 + 1 , 4 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ ∆ −1

𝑚 + 3 , 𝑟 ≥ ∆
 

Proof. The graph 𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚 is connected graph with vertex 

set 𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚) = { 𝑦𝑖 ; 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛} ∪ {𝑥 𝑖𝑗;1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤

𝑗 ≤ 𝑚} and edge set 𝐸(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚) = {𝑦𝑖 𝑦𝑖+1; 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 −

1} ∪ {𝑥 𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖(𝑗+1) ;1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 − 1} ∪

{𝑥 𝑖1𝑥𝑖𝑚; 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛} ∪ {𝑦𝑖𝑥 𝑖𝑗;1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚}. The 

order of graph 𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚 is |𝑉(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚)| = 𝑛(𝑚 + 1) and 

the size of graph  

 

𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚 is |𝐸(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚)| = 2𝑚𝑛 + 𝑛 − 1, 

thus∆(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚) = 𝑚 + 2. By Observation  2, we have  

𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚) ≥ min{𝑟, ∆(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚)} + 1 = min{𝑟, 𝑚 +

2} + 1. To find the exact value of r-dynamic chromatic 

3 4 5 6 

1 

4 5 6 7 

2 

1 4 5 6 

3 
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number of 𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚, we define three case, namely for 

𝜒𝑟=1,2(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚), 𝜒𝑟=3(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚) and 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚). 

 

Case 1.  

Subcase 1.1 For  𝜒𝑟=1,2(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚), define c4 : 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2, …, k} where n 3, 𝑚 even or 𝑚 =

3𝑘, 𝑘 ≥ 1,  by the following: 

𝑐4(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐4(𝑥 𝑖𝑗) = {

1 , 𝑖 even, 𝑗 odd, 1≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 − 1
2 , 𝑖 odd, 𝑗 odd, 1≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚           

3 , 𝑗 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚
4 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 𝑗 = 𝑚

 

It easy to see that c4 is a map c4: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2, 3}, so 

it gives𝜒𝑟=1,2(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚)  = 3,𝑚 even or 𝑚 = 3𝑘, 𝑘 ≥ 1 

Subcase 1.2 For 𝜒𝑟=1,2(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚)define c5: 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2, …, k} where n 3, , 𝑚 odd or 𝑚 = 5,, 

by the following: 

𝑐5(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐5(𝑥 𝑖𝑗) = {

1 , 𝑖 even, 𝑗 odd, 1≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 − 1
2 , 𝑖 odd, 𝑗 odd, 1≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 − 1   
3 , 𝑗 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 − 1             

4 , 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 𝑗 = 𝑚

 

It easy to see that c5 is a map c5: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2, 3, 4}, 

so it gives𝜒𝑟=1,2(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚)  = 4, 𝑚 odd or 𝑚 = 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3:  𝜒2(𝑃3 ⨀𝐶5) = 4 with n = 3, m = 5, r = 2 

 

Case 2.  

Subcase 2.1 For 𝜒𝑟=3(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚), define c6: 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2, …, k} where n  3, 𝑚 = 3𝑘 ,𝑘 ≥ 1, by 

the following: 

𝑐6(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐6(𝑥 𝑖𝑗)

= {

1 , 𝑖 even, 𝑗 = 3𝑡 + 1, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛,1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚
2 , 𝑖 odd, 𝑗 = 3𝑡 + 1, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚
3 ,  𝑗 = 3𝑡 + 2, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚

4 ,  𝑗 = 3𝑡, 𝑡 ≥ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚

 

It easy to see that c6 is map c6: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2, 3, 4}, so 

it gives𝜒𝑟=3(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚) = 4,𝑚 = 3𝑘, 𝑘 ≥ 1. 

Subcase 2.2 For 𝜒𝑟=3(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚), define c7: 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2, …, k} where n  3, m = 5, by the 

following: 

𝑐7(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛  
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐7(𝑥11,𝑥12 ,𝑥13 ,𝑥14,𝑥15) = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

𝑐7(𝑥21, 𝑥22 ,𝑥23 ,𝑥24 , 𝑥25) = 1, 3,4, 5,6 

It easy to see that c7 is a map c7: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6}.Thus it given 𝜒𝑟=3(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶5) = 6 

Subcase 2.3 For 𝜒𝑟=3(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚), define c8: 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2,…, k} where n  3, m otherwise, by the 

following: 

𝑐8(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛  
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐8(𝑥 𝑖𝑗)

=

{
 
 

 
 
1 , 𝑖 even, 𝑗 = 4𝑡 + 1, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚
2 , 𝑖 odd, 𝑗 = 4𝑡 + 1, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚
3 ,  𝑗 = 4𝑡 + 2, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚
4 ,  𝑗 = 4𝑡 + 3, 𝑡 ≥ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚

5 ,  𝑗 = 4𝑡, 𝑡 ≥ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚

 

It easy to see that c8 is map c8: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, 

so it gives𝜒𝑟=3(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚) = 5 

Case 3.  

Subcase 3.1  For 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚),4 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ ∆ − 1, define c9: 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2,…, k} where n  3, m 3, by the 

following: 

𝑐9(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛  
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐9(𝑥11,𝑥12,𝑥13 ,𝑥14 ,𝑥15 ,𝑥16) = 3, 4, 5, 3, 4, 5,  

for 𝑚 = 6, 𝑟 = 4 

𝑐9(𝑥31,𝑥32,𝑥33, 𝑥34 ,𝑥35 ,𝑥36) = 3, 4, 5, 3,4, 5,  

for 𝑚 = 6, 𝑟 = 4 

𝑐9(𝑥11,𝑥12,𝑥13 ,𝑥14 ,𝑥15 ,𝑥16) = 3, 4, 5, 6, 3, 5,  

for 𝑚 = 6, 𝑟 = 5 

𝑐9(𝑥11 ,𝑥12,𝑥14,𝑥15,𝑥16) = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 3,  

for 𝑚 = 6, 𝑟 = 6 

𝑐9(𝑥11,𝑥12,𝑥13 ,𝑥14 ,𝑥15 ,𝑥16) = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,  

for 𝑚 = 6, 𝑟 = 7 

It easy to see that c9 is a map c9: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2, …, 

r+1}, so it gives𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚) = 𝑟 + 1, 4 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ ∆ − 1 

Subcase 3.2The last for 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚), 𝑟 ≥ ∆, define c10: 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2,…, k} where n  3, m 3, by the 

following: 

𝑐10(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛  
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐10(𝑥11, 𝑥12, 𝑥13,𝑥14 ,𝑥15 ,𝑥16) = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9  

1 

2 4 

3 

2 

3 

2 

1 4 

3 

1 

3 

1 

2 4 

3 

2 

3 
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for 𝑚 = 6, 𝑟 = 8 

𝑐10(𝑥11,𝑥12,𝑥13 ,𝑥14 ,𝑥15 ,𝑥16,𝑥17) = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10  

for 𝑚 = 7, 𝑟 = 9 

𝑐10(𝑥11 ,𝑥12,𝑥13,𝑥14,𝑥15 ,𝑥16 ,𝑥17,𝑥18)

= 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11  

for 𝑚 = 8, 𝑟 = 10 

It easy to see that c10 is map c10: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝐶𝑚){1, 2, …, 

m+3}, so it given 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶5) = 𝑚 + 3, 𝑟 ≥ ∆.It concludes 

the proof. 

 

Theorem 3. Let 𝐺 =  𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚  be a corona graph of Pn and 

Wm. For n 3, m ≥ 3, the r-dynamic chromatic number is: 

𝜒𝑟=1,2,3(𝐺) = {
4 , 𝑚 even

5 , 𝑚 odd
 

𝜒𝑟=4(𝐺) = {
   5 , 𝑚 = 3𝑘, 𝑘 ≥ 1

 7 , 𝑚 = 5
6 , 𝑚 otherwise

 

𝜒𝑟(𝐺) = {
𝑟 + 1 , 5 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ ∆ − 1

       𝑚 + 4 , 𝑟 ≥ ∆
 

 

Proof. The graph 𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚  is a connected graph with vertex 

set 𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ) = {𝑦𝑖 ;1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛} ∪ {𝑥 𝑖𝑗; 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤

𝑗 ≤ 𝑚} ∪ {𝐴𝑖 ;  1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛} and edge set 𝐸(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚) =

{𝑦𝑖 𝑦𝑖+1; 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛− 1} ∪ {𝑥 𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖(𝑗+1) ;1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤

𝑚 − 1} ∪ {𝑥 𝑖1𝑥𝑖𝑚; 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛} ∪ {𝑦𝑖𝑥 𝑖𝑗;1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤

𝑚} ∪ {𝐴𝑖𝑥 𝑖𝑗; 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚} ∪ {𝐴𝑖𝑦𝑖 ; 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛} . 

The order of graph 𝑃𝑛⨀𝑊𝑚  is |𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 )| = 𝑚𝑛 + 2𝑛) 

and the size of graph 𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚  is |𝐸(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚)| = 3𝑚𝑛 +

2𝑛 − 1, thus∆(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ) = 𝑚 + 3.   

By observation 2, we have the following 

𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑊𝑚 ) ≥ min{𝑟, ∆(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 )} + 1 = min{𝑟, 𝑚 +

3} +1. To find the exact value of r-dynamic chromatic 

number of 𝑃𝑛⨀𝑊𝑚 , we define three case, namely for 

𝜒𝑟=1,2,3(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑊𝑚 ), 𝜒𝑟=4(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚) and 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ). 

Case 1 

Subcase 1.1 For  𝜒𝑟=1,2,3(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚), define c11 : 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚){1, 2, …, k} where n 3, 𝑚 even by the 

following: 

𝑐11(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐11(𝐴𝑖) = {
1 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛  

 

𝑐11(𝑥 𝑖𝑗) = {
3 , 𝑗 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚  
4 , 𝑗 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚

 

It easy to see that c11 is map c11: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚){1, 2, 3, 4}, 

so it gives𝜒𝑟=1,2,3(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑊𝑚)  = 4,𝑚 even . 

Subcase 1.2 For  𝜒𝑟=1,2,3(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚), define c12 : 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ){1, 2, …, k} where n 3, 𝑚 odd by the 

following: 

𝑐12(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐12(𝐴𝑖) = {
1 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛  

 

𝑐12(𝑥 𝑖𝑗) = {
3 , 𝑗 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 − 1  

4 , 𝑗 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 − 1
5 , 𝑗 = 𝑚 , 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

It easy to see that c12 is a map c12: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ){1, 2, 3, 4, 

5}, so it gives𝜒𝑟=1,2,3(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 )  = 5,𝑚 even. 

Case 2 

Subcase 2.1 For 𝜒𝑟=4(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚), define c13: 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ){1, 2, …, k} where n  3, 𝑚 = 3𝑘, 𝑘 ≥ 1 by 

the following: 

𝑐13(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐13(𝐴𝑖) = {
1 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛  

 

𝑐13(𝑥 𝑖𝑗)

= {
3 , 𝑗 = 3𝑡 + 1, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚
4 , 𝑗 = 3𝑡 + 2, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚
5 , 𝑗 = 3𝑡, 𝑡 ≥ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚        

 

 

It easy to see that c13 is a map c13: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ){1, 2, 3, 4, 

5}, so it given 𝜒𝑟=4(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑊𝑚)  = 5,𝑚 = 3𝑘, 𝑘 ≥ 1.  

Subcase 2.2 For 𝜒𝑟=4(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚), define c14: 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ){1, 2, …, k} where n  3, 𝑚 = 5 by the 

following: 

𝑐14(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐14(𝐴𝑖) = {
1 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛  

 

𝑐14(𝑥11, 𝑥12 , 𝑥13 , 𝑥14 , 𝑥15) = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

It easy to see that c14 is a map c14: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ){1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 7}, so it gives 𝜒𝑟=4(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑊𝑚 )  = 7,𝑚 = 5.  

Subcase 2.3 For 𝜒𝑟=4(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚), define c15: 

𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ){1, 2, …, k} where n  3, 𝑚 otherwise by the 

following: 

𝑐15(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐15(𝐴𝑖) = {
1 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛  

 

𝑐15(𝑥 𝑖𝑗)

= {

3 , 𝑗 = 3𝑡 + 1, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 −1
4 , 𝑗 = 3𝑡 + 2, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 −1
5 , 𝑗 = 3𝑡, 𝑡 ≥ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 −1         

6 , 𝑗 = 𝑚, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
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Fig.4:.𝜒4(𝑃3 ⨀𝑊4 ) = 6withn= 3,         m= 4, r= 6 

It easy to see that c15 is map c15: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚){1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6}, so it gives𝜒𝑟=4(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚)  = 6, 𝑚 otherwise.  

Case 3.  

Subcase 3.1 For 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ) 5 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ ∆ − 1, define c16 

:𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ){1, 2, …, k} where n  3, 𝑚 ≥ 3 by the 

following: 

𝑐16(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐16(𝐴𝑖) = {
1 , 𝑖 even, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 odd, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛  

 

𝑐16(𝑥11,𝑥12,𝑥13,𝑥14 ,𝑥15 ,𝑥16 ,𝑥17) = 3, 4,5, 3, 4,5, 6, 

for 𝑚 = 7, 𝑟 = 5 

𝑐16(𝑥11,𝑥12,𝑥13𝑥14 ,𝑥15 ,𝑥16,𝑥17) = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 4, 5, 

for 𝑚 = 7, 𝑟 = 6 

𝑐16(𝑥11,𝑥12,𝑥13,𝑥14 ,𝑥15 ,𝑥16 ,𝑥17) = 3, 4,5, 6, 7,8, 5, 

for 𝑚 = 7, 𝑟 = 7 

𝑐16(𝑥11,𝑥12,𝑥13,𝑥14 ,𝑥15 ,𝑥16,𝑥17) = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,  

for 𝑚 = 7, 𝑟 = 8 

It easy to see that c16 is a map c16: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚){1, 2, …, 

r+1}, so it gives𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑊𝑚 )  = 𝑟 + 1, 5 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ ∆− 1 . 

Subcase 3.2 For 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ), 𝑟 ≥ ∆, define c17 

:𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ){1, 2,…, k} where n  3, 𝑚 ≥ 3 by the 

following: 

𝑐17(𝑦𝑖 ) = {
1 , 𝑖 = 3𝑡 + 1, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
2 , 𝑖 = 3𝑡 + 2, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
3 , 𝑖 = 3𝑡, 𝑡 ≥ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

 

𝑐17(𝐴𝑖 ) = {

1 , 𝑖 = 4𝑡 + 3, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 
2 , 𝑖 = 4𝑡, 𝑡 ≥ 1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

3 , 𝑖 = 4𝑡 + 1, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
4 , 𝑖 = 4𝑡 + 2, 𝑡 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 

 

𝑐17(𝑥11,𝑥12 ,𝑥13 ,𝑥14 ,𝑥15,𝑥16) = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,  

for 𝑚 = 6, 𝑟 = 9 

𝑐17(𝑥21 ,𝑥22 , 𝑥23 ,𝑥24,𝑥25,𝑥26) = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 

for 𝑚 = 6, 𝑟 = 9 

𝑐17(𝑥11 ,𝑥12,𝑥13,𝑥14,𝑥15) = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,   

for 𝑚 = 5, 𝑟 = 8 

𝑐17(𝑥21 ,𝑥22, 𝑥23,𝑥24,𝑥25) = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,  

for 𝑚 = 5, 𝑟 = 8 

𝑐17(𝑥11,𝑥12,𝑥13 ,𝑥14) = 4, 5, 6, 7,   

for 𝑚 = 4, 𝑟 = 7 

𝑐17(𝑥21,𝑥22,𝑥23 , 𝑥24) = 5, 6, 7, 8,  

for 𝑚 = 4, 𝑟 = 7 

It easy to see that c17 is map c17: 𝑉(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑊𝑚 ){1, 2, …, 

m+4}, so it gives𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑊𝑚)  = 𝑚 + 4, 𝑟 ≥ ∆ . 

It concludes the proof. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

We have found some r-dynamic chromatic number of 

corona product of graphs, namely𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑃𝑚) =

𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚) = 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝑊𝑚) = 𝑟 + 1, for 4 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ ∆ − 1. 

and𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛 ⨀𝑃𝑚 ) = 𝜒𝑟(𝑃𝑛⨀𝐶𝑚) = 𝑚 + 3,  for 𝑟 ≥ ∆. All 

numbers attaina best lower bound. For the characterization 

of  the lower bound of 𝜒𝑟(𝐺 ⨀𝐻) for any connected graphs 

G and H,  we have not found any result yet, thus we propose 

the following open problem. 

 

Open Problem 1. Given that any connected graphs G and 

H. Determine the sharp lower bound of  𝜒𝑟(𝐺 ⨀𝐻). 
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Abstract—This paper investigates the factors that affect 

the price of the shares of industrial companies listed on 

the Stock Exchange in Ho Chi Minh City (HOSE).  The 

data used in this study are collected according to the 

date of publication unified consumer price index of the 

Central Statistical Office (on the 24th of the last month of 

the quarter) from 2012 to 2015. Using regression 

analysis showed that EPS and exchange rate (USD / 

VND) and interest rate correlated to the profitability 

ratio of the shares the price of gold and the rate of 

inflation measured by the consumer price index (CPI) 

has negative correlation to rate profitability of the 

shares. 

Keywords— Industrial sectors, price, stocks returns, 

HOSE. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Vietnam's stock market since its inception has been 

through the ups and down in its development stages in 

line with the volatility of the domestic economy. 

However, it also fully embodies the essence of a true 

market, where business owners can raise capital in the 

fastest and most effective way to meet their business 

needs in time, through the issuance of securities. 

Particularly, businesses in industrial sectors are 

considered to be highly attractive. The sector plays an 

important role in the development of the national 

economy in order to ensure domestic demand and exports 

and facilitate international trade and bring the country 

more revenue with an average growth rate of 9.8% in 

2015, compared to this of 2014. Therefore, investments 

in this field promise more profitable prospects. This 

research is aimed to find out the factors that affect stock 

price fluctuations of companies in the industrial sector. 

Then judgments and recommendations on the supply and 

demand of shares of companies in the industrial sector 

made in order to contribute to the development of stock 

markets in general and the stock market of the companies 

in industrial sector are particularly necessary and urgent 

in today’s international economic integration. 

This paper analyzes factors affecting the stock prices of 

companies in the industrial sector listed on HOSE. Then 

solutions are proposed to help investors overcome the 

negative impacts and take advantage of business 

opportunities. 

 

II. THEORIES & PREVIOUS STUDIES 

2.1. Stock market 

Stock market, in terms of the modern economy, is 

defined as a place to trade securities in medium and long-

term. The trade is carried out in the primary market when 

buyers first buy securities from the issuers and in the 

secondary market when the buyer resells the securities in 

market primary market. 

Naturally, the stock market reflects the exchange 

relations, the purchase of ownership of means of 

production and capital, i.e. the purchase of capital 

ownership. In the market economy, capital has been 

circulated as a commodity that has value and use value. 

The stock market is a highly developed form of 

commodity production. 

In terms of characteristics, the stock market is a part of 

the financial market and specializes in buying and selling 

medium and long-term securities. The inception of stock 

market is an objective necessity. 

The role of stock market is a mean of raising investment 

capital for production in businesses and economic 

development. In addition, it is a tool to encourage people 

to save and use these savings to invest, thereby promote 

socialization of investment. Furthermore, it also helps 

businesses use capital efficiently and contributes capital 

among sectors in the economy and creates a fast and 

uniform development of the economy. Lastly, the stock 
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market is a tool to attract and control foreign 

investments. 

The stock market can be classified in following issues. If 

based on the legal forms, it can be divided into official 

market and the unofficial market. Regarding to the nature 

of the issuance or circulation of securities, there are 

primary market and secondary market. If the trading 

methods considered, there are spot market and the future 

market. Lastly, based on the characteristics of the 

commodities circulated, there are stock market, bond 

market and instruments and securities-origin market. 

 

2.2. Stock Price 

A stock is evidence confirming the lawful rights and 

interests of the owners of assets or capital of the issuer. 

Securities are in the form of certificates, book-entry or 

electronic data including stocks, bonds, fund certificates, 

stock options, warrants, call-options, put-options, futures 

contracts or securities indices. Characteristically, A stock 

is a long-term financing instrument. The stock is a very 

effective tool in the market economy to create a huge 

amount of capital to finance the expanding of production 

or the state's and individuals’ investments. Securities are 

commercial papers with economic value or, in other 

words, financial instruments that have the corresponding 

value and can be sold or transferred. Securities are a very 

typical kind of goods in the mechanism. 

 

2.3. Factors affecting the price of stock 

The stock price can be influenced by the political, social 

and legal environment. Firstly, the political environment 

has a strong influence on the stock market. The society 

always has certain impacts on the operation of the stock 

market. Political factors include changes in government 

and politics. Because Vietnam is relatively politically 

stable, this factor can be ignored. In addition, the policy 

system has a huge impact on the stock market itself as 

well as the operation of businesses. Every policy change 

may entail impacts as stock prices would increase or 

decrease, especially during sensitive times.  

Besides, the stock price also is affected by the macro-

economic factors. Firstly, the exchange rate has an 

influence on the stock market on two sides: financial 

environment and activities of enterprises, particularly 

those businesses importing raw materials. Rising 

exchange rate has a strong impact on the stock market. 

Foreign capital is invested heavily in the stock market 

but the rise in the exchange is a strong reason for foreign 

investors to withdraw from the market. A large amount 

of capital is quickly withdrawn from the market and 

stock prices will decrease and this in turn will cause the 

interest rate to go up. If interest rates rise, they will 

become a burden for the economy, and vice versa. 

Moreover, the inflation is the depreciation of the 

currency. It changes consumer behaviors and individuals’ 

and businesses’ savings behaviors. Unreasonable 

increase in inflation rate would cause difficulties for 

production and business activities and prevent the 

business from growth and innovation. Inflation is often a 

signal of sluggish growth of the economy and interest 

rates will rise. Then the businesses’ profitability drops 

and the share prices fall. The lower inflation rate, the 

more capable the stock price will rise and vice versa. 

Normally, stock prices tend to rise when the economy is 

well-developed and tend to fall as the economy 

deteriorates. Thus, if the development trends of the 

economy are predicted, the general development trend of 

the stock market can be predicted. Therefore, predicting 

the economic situation to consider its impacts on the 

stock price is also very important to investors. Lastly, 

changes in interest rates of government bonds will affect 

the value of securities. The increase in benchmark 

interest rate makes the prices of other securities decrease 

and vice versa. 

 

2.4. The experimental studies 

Factors affecting the prices of the stock (rate of return) 

are a concern of many research economists in recent 

years. The resulting lessons from these empirical studies 

include two groups of factors: macro factors and internal 

factors related to the financial situation and performance 

of the company. Here, the authors would like to list some 

typical research as the basis for this article. 

2.4.1. Earnings per share (EPS) 

EPS is considered as an important variable when 

calculating share prices. The higher EPS, the stronger the 

company’s capability is and the higher the ability is to 

pay dividends and more likelythe stock prices is to rise. 

Therefore, EPS can be seen as a combined indicator 

reflecting the results of a business’ operations. It helps 

individual and organizational investors and analysts 

easily understand and compare different shares. Studies 

by Al-Qenae et al (2002), Al-Tamimi et al (2007), Mehr-

un-Nisa and Nishat (2012), Uddin et al (2013) and 

Truong Dong Loc (2014) conclude that EPS is positively 

correlated with the stock price. 

 

2.4.2. Exchange rate (USD / VND) 

The exchange rate is a very important variable affecting 

the equilibrium of the balance of trade and balance of 

payments; thus, it affects production, employment and 

the balance of the economy. The volatility of the 
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exchange rate has a strong impact on businesses in 

general and most seriously on import - export businesses 

in particular. Affecting the prices of imported goods, 

exchange rate changes lead to the changes in the prices of 

exports and imports, thereby affectthe business activities 

then the stock prices. 

Similar to EPS, regression analysis results indicate that 

the USD / VND exchange rate are positively correlated 

with profitability ratios of the stock. This result is 

consistent with studies by Eita (2012), Aurangzeb 

(2012), Phan Thi Bich Nguyet and Pham Duong Phuong 

Thao (2013), Truong Dong Loc (2014). Meanwhile, 

research by Liu and Shrestha (2008) is against the 

conclusion that exchange rates have an inverse 

relationship with the company's stock price. 

2.4.3. Interest rate 

Government bonds interest rates are considered as the 

benchmark rate. Changes in these rates will affect the 

stock prices. The benchmark interest rate increase makes 

the prices of other securities fall. On the contrary, decline 

in these rates causes the prices of securities to increase. 

Relationship between market interest rates and securities 

interest rate is an indirect relationship that impacts the 

stock price. If market interest rates are higher than the 

interest rate of securities, securities prices will fall, which 

makes activities on the stock market decline because 

people like to save rather than invest in the stock market. 

Some experimental studies by Al-Qenae et al (2002), Liu 

and Shrestha (2008), Hussainey and Ngoc (2009), Mehr-

un-Nisa and Nishat (2012), Eita (2012), Aurangzeb 

(2012 ) also share the same view that interest rates have a 

negative correlation with the stock price. 

 

2.4.4. Gold price 

In Vietnam, the stock market and real estate market are 

already applicable to state channel management 

measures, while the gold market is not, so cash flows into 

the gold market is inevitable and gold is also seen as an 

investment channel for many people. The changes in the 

price of gold in the country are expected to have certain 

effects on the prices of listed shares. The reason is that 

when gold prices rise, gold is an attractive investment 

channel for investors. Meanwhile, cash flow shifts from 

stock markets to gold market make the stock price fall 

and vice versa.  In other words, the relationship between 

the stock price and the gold price is an inverse 

relationship. Study by Truong Dong Loc (2014) about 

the factors affecting share prices of companies listed on 

the Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange also gave similar 

conclusion. 

 

2.4.5. Inflation 

Inflation is defined as the devaluation of the currency, it 

changes consumer behavior and people's and businesses’ 

savings. The unreasonable inflation rate will cause some 

problems to production and business activities. it slows 

down the business’ growth and innovation. Increase in 

inflation rate is often a signal of an unstable economy, 

interest rates will increase, the profitability of the 

business will be lower and then the stock prices will fall. 

The lower inflation, the more capable the stock price will 

rise and vice versa. This is consistent with the studies by 

Al-Qenae et al (2002), Al-Tamimi et al (2007), Liu and 

Shrestha (2008), Mehr-un-Nisa and Nishat (2012), 

Aurangzeb (2012), Phan Thi Bich Nguyet  and Pham 

Duong Phuong Thao (2013) and Zhang Dong Loc 

(2014). 

Usually, stock prices tend to rise when the economy 

grows well and tend to fall as the economy deteriorates. 

Thus, if the development trends of the economy are 

predicted, the general development trend of the stock 

market can be predicted. Therefore, predicting the 

economic situation to consider its impacts on the stock 

price is also very important to investors. 

 

2.4 Research Methodology 

2.4.1. Data collection 

This study analyzes data from audited balance sheets and 

income statements of the companies listed on HOSE, 

Vietnam from 2012 to 2015. The selection of the listed 

companies and the audited reports ensures levels of 

accuracy because the figures have been checked for 

transparency and fairness. In unlisted companies, the 

audit of financial statements is not officially required so 

that the figures may not accurately reflect the situation of 

the company. Therefore, using data from these 

companies will not accurately reflect the research results. 

The data on lending rates, USD / VND exchange rate, 

gold price and consumer price index are collected from 

official sources of the State Bank of Vietnam 

(www.sbv.gov.vn), General statistics Office of Vietnam 

(www.gso.gov.vn) Saigon Jewelry Company- SJC 

(www.sjc.com.vn). The data are collected on the same 

date of the publication of consumer price index by the 

general Statistics Office (the 24th of the last month of the 

quarter). 

The figures in the financial reports after collected will be 

calculated on Excel to be indicators used in this research. 

 

2.4.2. Research Methodology 

Descriptive Statistics is related to the collection of data, 

summarizing, presenting, calculating and describing the 
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different characteristics to reflect a general object of 

study. In the study the dependent variable and 

independent variables from 2012 to 2015 are described 

through mean, median, maximum value, minimum value 

and standard deviation of the variables. Through analysis 

of these values, the typical level of the variables will be 

seen. Sometimes in some special cases (data with big 

changes or unusual differences), the average value does 

not represent the overall nature for too small or too large 

big value will distort the results of the average. While the 

median is an average value which better represents the 

average. Maximum and minimum values and standard 

deviation are used to evaluate the degree of representing 

of the average value for the overall study. If the value of 

the standard deviation is larger, the variance of variables 

is larger; thus, representative of the average figures is 

lower and vice versa. 

Correlation regression analysis is used to determine the 

relationship between changes in stock prices and the 

variables: EPS, interest rates, exchange rates, gold prices, 

rate of inflation. Research model is as follow: 

Yt = β0 + β1X1t + β2X2t +β3X3t+β4X4t+β5X5t +ut 

In which: Yt (the dependent variable) is the 

change in price (profitability ratios) of the stocks in the 

portfolio and is calculated as follows:  

Yt = Rt=log(pt) – log (pt -1) = log (pt / pt -1)  

Pt: price index in the second quarter t; 

 Pt-1: Price Index in quarter t-1. 

X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 are the independent variables 

and are explained in details. 

 

Table.1: The independent variables used in the 

regression model 

Variables Explanation 
Expectatio

n 

EPS (X1 EPS of the portfolio 
 

+ 

USD/VND 

Exchange rate 

(X2) 

Log of the exchange 

rate (USD / VND) 
+ 

Interest rate 

(X3) 

short-term lending 

interest rate (% 

/year) 

- 

Gold rate (X4) 

Log of gold price 

(SJC) in domestic 

market 

- 

Inflation rate 

(X5) 

Consumer Price 

Index (%) by the 

General Bureau of 

Statistics 

- 

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

Table.2: Results of regression analysis 

Variables Correlation 

coefficient 

T-statistic 

Value 

Constant 0.9012 0.63 

EPS (X1) 0.0026 0.72 

USD/VND 

Exchange rate (X2) 

0,0005 1,2 

Interest rate (X3)                                         0,0059  1,36 

Gold price (X4)                                       -0,0075 -2,01 

Inflation rate (X5)                               -0,002 -0,14 

Observations  464 

32,47 

1,74 
Adjusted R2 

F- statistic value 

 

EPS (X1) - (Earning Per Share/ profit per share) 

This is the portion of profit which the company attributes 

to each ordinary outstanding share. EPS is considered as 

the single most important variable in calculating the 

share price. In addition, to investors EPS is an indication 

of profitability on each share. Comparison of EPS over 

time will help investors know the growth of the 

company. Firms with higher EPS mean higher 

profitability. This means more value for investors and 

vice versa. 

According to the regression results, the EPS and the 

profitability ratio of the stock is positively correlated. 

This is consistent with the theory and with results of 

previous studies (Al- Qenae et al., 2002; al-Tamimi et al., 

2007; Uddin et al., 2013) etc, on the Taiwan and China 

stock markets. 

Particularly, when the EPS increases by 1%, the price of 

the equity portfolio rises 0.0026 respectively. This 

relationship is statistically significant at 1%. This is the 

explanation for the positive correlation between EPS and 

profitability ratios of the stocks. 

Exchange rate USD / VND (X2) 

Similar to EPS, regression analysis results indicate that 

the exchange rate is positively correlated with the 

profitability ratio of the stocks at a statistically significant 

level of 5%. This result is consistent with studies by Eita 

(2012), Aurangzeb (2012), Phan Thi Bich Nguyet and 

Pham Duong Phuong Thao (2013) in Vietnam stock 

market as well as overseas stock markets. However, the 

levels of impacts are different in each market. 

Specifically, when the USD / VND exchange rate rises 

1%, the profitability ratio of the stock rises 0.05%. 

This effect can be explained as follows: when the rate 

increases, the dollar rises, which is synonymous with 
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devaluation the VND. At that time, $ 1 will exchange for 

over more VND, and so there will be an excess from the 

increase in this rate. Therefore, the dollar appreciation 

gives investors more business opportunities. This 

encourages more indirect investment flow into Vietnam. 

This means that the demand for shares in the market 

should increase and the stock price will rise. 

Interest rates (X3) 

Regression results from the study show that the 

relationship between interest rates and the profitability 

ratio of the stocks is positively correlated. This is 

inconsistent with the expected hypothesis. Specifically, 

as interest rates increase or decrease by 1%, the 

profitability ratio of the stock will increase or decrease of 

0.0059%.  

This result is inconsistent with the findings demonstrated 

by Al Qenae et al., 2002; Al-Tamimi et al., 2007, Phan 

Thi Bich Nguyet and Pham Duong Phuong Thao (2013). 

When analyzing an economy in general to invest in the 

stock market, it is necessary to take interest rates and 

fundamentals of investment decision into account. Many 

previous studies have explained that increase in market 

interest rates means a fall in bond prices. As a result, 

investors will shift from stocks to bonds. This causes the 

stock price to fall. However, in the authors’ opinion, the 

differences are in part because of the ineffectiveness of 

the government’s monetary policy in recent years. 

Therefore, the change in interest rates is not well-

absorbed by the stock market. 

Gold prices (X4) 

In Vietnam, gold is also seen as an investment channel 

for many people. Therefore, the domestic gold price 

changes are expected to have certain effects on the price 

of the shares listed on the market. 

The results of the study show that the volatility of the 

gold price is negatively correlated with profitability ratio 

of the stock. Quantitatively, while gold prices increase or 

decrease by 1%, the profitability ratio of the stock will go 

down or up by 0.75%. In terms of statistics, the negative 

correlation between the gold price movements and the 

profitability ratio of the stock is significant at the 5% 

level. This is consistent with findings by John Leyers 

(2007) and Twite (2002) on the Australian stock market. 

However, the finding is contradicted with Truong  Dong 

Loc and Vo Thi Hong Doan (2009) who stated that the 

gold price and  profitability ratio of the stock are 

positively correlated. Explanation for this relationship is 

based on the theory stating that capital flows will shift 

from investment channels with lower profitability ratios 

to a channel with a higher profitability rate. Therefore, 

when gold prices rise, investment in gold is an attractive 

channel, and investors can "avoid" inflation. Meanwhile, 

cash flow shifts from stock markets to gold markets 

should make the market stock price fall, and vice versa. 

Inflation rate (X5) 

In this study, the rate of inflation is measured by 

consumer price index (CPI) announced by the general 

statistics office. It is consistent with results from previous 

studies (Al-Qenae et al., 2002; Al-Tamimi et al., 2007; 

Liu and Shrestha, 2008, Mehr-un-Nisa and Nishat, 2012). 

Regression analysis results obtained from this study 

show that the profitability ratio of stocks are negatively 

correlated with the rate of inflation. Specifically, when 

the rate of inflation rise by 1%, the profit rate of stocks 

will decrease .002% and vice versa. The inversely 

proportional relationship is statistically significant at 1%.  

This result is completely in line with what have been 

happening in Vietnam stock markets recently. For 

investors, inflation is an important indicator of the 

"health" of the economy, and so it has a direct impact on 

the price of the stocks on the market. Rising inflation 

means higher cost of inputs for production and business 

activities of enterprises. Meanwhile the prices of 

products and services will also increase accordingly to 

ensure business operations profit. However, the 

consumption of products and services will decline due to 

higher selling prices, particularly in the short-term and 

when consumers look for alternative products. This 

makes the targeted profitability is now difficult to 

achieve or even decline, affecting the profit expectations 

of the business in the future. As a result, the share prices 

decline. Therefore, inflation is an expression of the 

uncertainty of the economy and the psychology of 

investors in the stock market will be affected severely. 

For safety, many investors will withdraw from the 

market and invest in other safer channels. Consequently, 

the share price will fall as inflation rate goes up. 

Based on the results of the regression model, the F-

statistic value of 1.74 indicates that the model used is 

highly reliable at statistical significance at 1%. Besides, 

the value of R2 is 32.43%, which means that the 

independent variables in the model can explain 32.43% 

of the changes of the dependent variable. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS  

4.1. Conclusions  

The main objective of the study is to find out the internal 

and macroeconomic factors having impacts on the stock 

prices of the companies in industrial sector listed on 

HOSE. By means of regression analysis of data on stock 

prices and EPS of 29 companies in the industrial sector 

and macro indicators such as exchange rates, gold prices, 
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interest rates and inflation in the period of 2012-2015. 

The research concludes that EPS and USD / VND 

exchange rate are positively correlated with stock price 

fluctuations; on the other hand, gold price and inflation 

are inversely correlated with stock prices. However, due 

to data is secondary and may be distorted so the results 

may not reflect the most accurate market movements; 

little time and limited knowledge cause unavoidable 

shortcomings and errors in the research. 

4.2 Suggestions  

The study results show that the share price of companies 

in industrial sector listed on HOSE are influenced by 

internal factors (earnings per share - EPS) and 

macroeconomic factors (exchange rates, gold prices and 

inflation rate).  

However, these effects have different impacts on each 

stock price index. On that basis, the study makes a 

number of recommendations for policy - making with the 

aim of increasing the positive impacts and minimizing 

the negative impacts of these factors on the stock prices 

of the companies in industrial sector in Vietnam. 

 

4.2.1 Fair allocation of earnings per share 

EPS is used as an indicator of the profitability of 

enterprises, often regarded as the single most important 

variable in calculating the share prices. This is also the 

principal components of P / E (price-earnings ratio). This 

coefficient (P / E) is one of the important indicators in 

analyzing securities investment. Income from shares will 

have a decisive effect on the market price of shares. 

Therefore, the joint-stock companies should focus on 

reasonable dividend to meet the goal of attracting 

investment from outside sources and maintaining the 

company’s net income to meet business operations and 

reinvestment in the future at the same time. 

 

4.2.2 Inflation control  

There should be coordination, flexibility between 

monetary policy and fiscal policy in order to avoid the 

adverse effects on effective implementation of each 

policy. Inflation is affected by many factors such as 

economic structure, import and export situations, the 

credit policy of commercial banks or the fiscal policy of 

the State. However, inflation is possible mainly from the 

money supply to the economy. Therefore, inflation 

control requires measures on the money supply such as 

tight monetary policy, control of interest rates in line 

with different situations of the market, directing credit 

policy to key economic activities. The application of this 

solution requires the supervision and management of the 

State Bank as well as the coordinated implementation of 

credit institutions to ensure the objectives and maintain 

effective operational stability of the banking system to 

keep inflation rate at a reasonable level. 

Besides, there should be a focus on collecting 

information, processing data quickly and promptly and 

accurately on inflation in order to provide sufficient 

information to meet the assessment of the state of the 

economy in general and business activities of 

manufacturing companies in particular. From that there 

are solutions to respond promptly to bad situations to 

minimize the risks to the economy. 

 

4.2.3 Stable exchange rates 

The exchange rate plays an important role in the 

commercial activities of the economy. Specifically, in the 

current period, while Vietnam is implementing open 

policies to attract foreign investment, especially indirect 

investment through the draft content allowing foreign 

investors to buy shares, own 51% of the charter capital of 

the active securities firms, establish foreign-own 

securities businesses, buy and own100% of foreign 

securities organizations operating in Vietnam. The stable 

exchange rate would help the policy of attracting foreign 

capital be more efficient; help to build confidence among 

investors about a stable business environment to have 

many preferential policies; to create steps forward in 

attracting more capital from abroad to invest and develop 

the securities market in the future. 

To achieve stable exchange rates, it is necessary to 

increase economic activities to generate foreign currency 

revenues such as improving the balance of international 

payments, foreign currency reserves increase, and the 

State Bank can use these funds to regulate and maintain 

the exchange rate at a stable level. Besides, the relevant 

departments should perform well their functions in macro 

management to make timely regulatory and suitable 

policies when there are fluctuations in the economy and 

the impact on the exchange rate. When being carried out, 

the above solutions will boost the economic potentials 

and there are enough tools to maintain stability of the 

foreign exchange market against external shocks to help 

macroeconomic stability, limit extraordinary impact of 

macroeconomic factors on the stock price index. 

 

4.2.4 Executive flexible monetary policy 

The management of monetary policy plays an important 

role in the economy. It helps the economy achieve the 

macroeconomic objectives such as inflation and 

exchange rate stability and further economic growth. 

Monetary policy uses changes in the money supply to 
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affect the entities in the economy. Monetary policy 

affects the money supply and then the investment 

decisions in the securities market. Implementing 

monetary policies to expand the money supply will cause 

the general level of interest rates to fall, encouraging 

people to save more and investors can borrow at lower 

cost than before. This helps investors seek a more 

attractive investment channel and one of which is in 

securities markets. Hence, the stock rising demand leads 

to share price increases. 

Performing active and more flexible monetary policy in 

order to fit the actual situation helps control inflation, 

macroeconomic stability and economic growth. Besides, 

this helps to limit the negative impacts on the stock price 

index when there are effects from the economy and 

stimulate confidence in investors to enter the market. 

In addition, the state should strengthen their supervision 

in the currency markets, quality control activities and 

treatment of bad debts at credit institutions to find out 

and deal with errors promptly to ensure full operation 

security of the institutions; to help minimize the negative 

impacts on the share price index and stock market in 

general and the stock prices of companies in the 

industrial sector listed on HOSE in particular. 
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Abstract— Routing is very important in data 

communication, especially in Wireless Sensor Network 

(WSN). In WSN, every node acts as a router, forwarding 

data packets to other nodes. There are various kinds of 

routing protocol and they act different in different scenario 

by their specialty. Routing protocols performance can be 

vary with various parameters such as speed time, seed time, 

pause time, number of node and network topology. In this 

paper, we discuss several routing protocols such as Ad Hoc 

On Demand Distance Vector (AODV),Ad hoc On-demand 

Multipath Distance Vector (AOMDV),Dynamic Source 

Routing (DSR),Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector 

Routing (DSDV)and different connection types such as 

TCP, Constant Bit Rate (CBR) for WSN. In this research, 

we analyzed performance of routing protocols by 

considering different scenarios and metrics. We compare 

protocols performance by using several metrics such as 

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), Loss Packet Ratio (LPR) and 

Average End to End Delay (E2E) with varying pause time 

and speed time. We use network simulator NS2.35 for 

compare and analyze WSN protocol performance. 

Keywords---Routing protocols, Proactive and Reactive 

routing, Performance analysis, Wireless sensor network. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

WSN is very popular network topology nowadays. It does 

establish network autonomously without human interaction 

[1].In wireless network every distributed autonomous 

device using sensors to monitor physical or environmental 

conditions[2]. Routing pro tocol establishes a link to send 

data from source to destination node. In WSN it is not 

possible to establish fixed path or route infrastructure 

between two nodes because nodes could be moveable [3].  

Routing protocol is very important because it provides all 

the information about the network and routers and store 

information into the routing table. According to this routing 

table information routing algorithm compute its routing 

decisions to calculate the best path from source to 

destination. Routing protocol is basically designed for the 

dynamic network environment. In routing every node 

makes its own routing decision by using a routing protocol 

to find out the next node. This process is repeated until the 

packet is reached to the destination. Every routing 

information is stored in the routing table and according to 

routing algorithm its find out the shortest path. Routing 

table can synchronize by two ways one is static and other is 

dynamic routing. In static routing every router is configured 

by manually and set the list of destination and next 

hop/node. It is possible in static network, however, difficult 

in dynamic routing. Dynamic network may change or 

update frequently. Therefore, it is complicated to establish 

fixed/static routing path.  For this reason dynamic routing 

uses a routing protocol that update routing table frequently 

and determine the best path to send data packet from source 

to destination. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 

2 shortly describes about related work related to 

performance evaluation of protocols. Section 3 discusses 

about routing protocol of AODV, AOMDV, DSR and 

DSDV. Section 4 presents two connection types. Section 5 

describes the performance metrics and network parameter 

simulations. Section 6 describes implementation and 

simulation results. Section 7discuss performance analysis 

and Section 8concludes the paper with conclusion. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In literature, several papers discussed related to WSN 

performance evaluation of AODV, AOMDV, DSR and 

DSDV protocols. 

In paper [1]authors discuss about performance evaluation of 

quality of service in DS-AODV in MANET. Also they 

focused on using a reactive routing approach, AODV, to 

discover the delay-aware routes during its route discovery 

phase. 

In paper [3] two protocol AODV and DSDV have been 

simulated using NS-2 package and compared in terms of 

packet delivery fraction, end to end delay and throughput in 

different environment; varying period of pause time and 
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number of expired nodes. In paper [5] authors focused on 

routing, protocols, their challenges and issues. The purpose 

of this paper is to explore different challenges and issues of 

routing algorithms in a classified way for IP network and ad 

hoc network. 

In paper [9], performance is analyzed of WSN according to 

End-to-End delay, Number of packet received, Loss Packet 

ratio and Average end to end delay. Authors analyzed 

performance of 50,100,150 nodes using simulation area 

1200m*1200m and size of packets is 512 bytes. In paper 

[19] authors consider analysis performance of WSN 

according to End-to-End delay, Number of packet received, 

Packet drop ratio and Energy consumption of the Network. 

They analyzed performance of 50 nodes, using simulation 

area 100m*100m and size of packets is 100 bytes. In 

[20,21] authors discussed intelligent transportation protocol 

systems. 

 

III. ROUTING PROTOCOL 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has been proposed 

various protocols into two categories of routing used in ad 

hoc network are proactive routing and reactive routing. In 

reactive routing protocols route are established only when 

source and destination want to communicate each other. But 

in proactive routing protocol every node maintains one or 

more routing tables the entire topology of the network to 

communicate with another node [4]. 

Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) is one of 

the proactive routing algorithm and Ad hoc On Demand 

distance Vector (AODV), Ad hoc On demand Multipath 

Distance Vector (AOMDV), Dynamic Source Routing 

(DSR) are the reactive routing algorithm [5]. 

3.1 AODV 

AODV [6] is an Ad Hoc on Demand Distance Vector 

routing protocol is a best example of reactive routing 

protocol. Only when source node wants to send packet to 

destination node then AODV establish a route. AODV 

contain routing table to check route for sending message. 

It’s also has ability to unicast and multicast routing. AODV 

is different from other on demand routing protocols because 

it used destination sequence number (DestSeqNum). For 

route discovery AODV used route Request (RREQ) and 

Route Reply (RREP) messages also used HELLO message 

for maintenance route.  

3.2 AOMDV 

AOMDV [7] that means Ad hoc On-demand Multipath 

Distance Vector Routing is one of the best examples of 

multipath routing protocol. AOMDV create multipath for 

backup route purpose. For data sending purpose it’s 

discover several paths from source to destination. If existing 

path become down its used backup path to stable network. 

By sending temporary massage backup path are kept stable. 

Destination node also replies multiple RREQs to the source 

for acknowledgment. 

3.3 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 

DSR is a reactive routing protocol [8]. Link state algorithm 

is used into DSR protocol. That means best route from 

source to destination are saved into every node. For any 

kind of change into network topology, the whole network 

will get the information by flooding. Node generates an 

error message when any failure occurred into link.DSR 

stored all intermediate nodes ID in the packet header and 

stores all routing information of multiple paths, if there has 

multiple paths to go to the destination [9]. 

3.4 Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing 

(DSDV) 

DSDV [10] is a Proactive routing protocol. It used on 

Bellman-Ford routing algorithm for exchanges the 

messages within the neighbor nodes. Every node maintains 

a routing table of the entire possible destination and keeps 

the record of all number of hops in the network. If any kinds 

of update occurred into network, then every neighbor nodes 

exchange routing table and routing data are updated with 

new data. Loop free paths and low latency for real time 

application is one of the best advantages of DSDV routing 

protocol. DSDV doesn’t support Multi path routing that’s 

why unused paths occupy a significant part of the available 

bandwidth. 

 

IV. CONNECTION TYPE 

For our experimental purpose we used two types of traffic: 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) Traffic and constant-

bit-rate traffic (CBR). 

4.1 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) Traffic 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is one of the valuable 

protocols of the internet protocol suite. It’s complemented 

the Internet Protocol (IP) by implementation originated in 

the initial network [11].That means connection of TCP is an 

oriented, reliable, flow control, avoid overloading and 

conforming transport protocol [12]. TCP uses 

acknowledgement, time outs and retransmission process. In 

TCP, destination node gives feedback or positive 

acknowledgments. That means successful transmission of 

packets from source to destination. Timeouts system 

required that data to be successfully delivered between the 

source to the destination. If any acknowledgement is not 

received during a certain period of time then the system 

become time out and then TCP send the data again. 
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4.2 Constant Bit Rate (CBR) Traffic 

Constant bit rate means the data are sent at a fixed bit rate 

[13]. In the network fixed bit rate are supplied. Between 

two nodes establishment phase of connection is not 

required, also the receiving or destination node don’t send 

any acknowledgment or “hello” message. Traffic is flowing 

only from source to destination without giving any feedback 

or acknowledgment from the destination.  

 

V. PERFORMANCE METRICS&NETWORK 

PARAMETERS SIMULATIONS 

There have been many performance metrics are available 

for measure network performance. According to this 

metrics we can evaluate the performance of network. For 

example we can say: Quality of Service (QoS), Packet 

Delivery Ratio (PDR), Average end-to-end delay, Loss 

Packet Ratio (LPR). For our experiment purpose we use 

three performance metrics. These are Packet Delivery Ratio 

(PDR), Average end-to-end delay, Loss Packet Ratio 

(LPR). 

5.1 Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) 

Packet delivery ratio is the ratio of delivery packets which 

is send by the source node and received by the destination 

node. When packet delivery ratio is high then we can say 

that performance is better. 

5.2 Average end-to-end delay (E2E) 

Average time delay (how much time needed?)For send data 

packet from the source node & received by the destination 

node. Total time difference over the total number of packet 

received is dividing with single packet send and received 

time (which was stored before) give the average end-to-end 

delay for the received packets. When average end-to end 

delay is less than the performance is better. 

5.3 Loss Packet Ratio (LPR) 

Loss Packet means, Packet can’t reached the destination 

from the source. Loss Packet Ratio means, number of 

packets that can’t receive by destination or that never 

reached the destination which is send by the source. 

Normally when Loss Packet Ratio (LPR) is lower than the 

performance is better. 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION& SIMULATIONS 

RESULTS 

We use g Network simulator (NS) version 2.35 under Linux 

(Ubuntu) platform for our all simulation work [14, 15]. NS2 

software is open source simulator software and main goal of 

NS2 simulator is to provide educational support for research 

in networking. NS2 provide two language: object oriented 

language C++ & Object oriented variant of Tool Command 

Language (OTCL) [16, 17, 18] 

We use wireless node random waypoint mobility model for 

our simulation purpose by Network Simulator NS-2. 35 [9-

13]. We employ same scenario and same metrics for every 

protocol (AODV, AOMDV, DSR and DSDV) to measure 

the performance. 

6.1 Parameters of Simulations 

For our experiment purpose, we used 1200 x 1200 size 

environment. Number of node is 100 with constant Seed 

time 1.0 and variable Speed time 10s, 20s, 30s and variable 

Pause time is 10s, 20s, and 30s. We did the simulation for 

simulation time 200s. The network parameters which we 

used for our simulation purpose shown in the table 1. 

 

Table.1: Simulation Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Protocols AODV, AOMDV, DSR, 

DSDV 

Simulation Area 1200*1200 

Packet Size 512 

Simulation Time 200s 

Pause Time 10s,20s,30s 

Speed Time 10s,20s,30s 

Seed Time 1.0 

Number of Nodes 100 

Traffic generation TCP, CBR 

Mobility Model Random Waypoint 

Network Simulator NS 2.35 

 

6.2 Simulation Results 

Connection types TCP & CBR are used in our simulation 

purpose. Performance of routing protocols AODV, 

AOMDV, DSR & DSDV has been compared with varying 

Pause time 10s, 20s, 30s and variable Speed time 10s, 20s, 

30s according to constant number of nodes 100. Mobility 

Model is Random Waypoint and seed time is 1.0 (fixed). 

We do compare AODV, AOMDV, DSR & DSDV protocols 

according to packet delivery ratio (PDR), average end-to-

end delay, Loss packet ratio (LPR).  By using Table and 

Graphs we show all the simulation output. 
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Table.2: Variations of PDR, LPR AND E2E with Speed Time & Pause Time for AODV 

AODV 

Number 

of Node   

Speed 

Time 

Pause 

Time 

Pkt 

Types 

Pkt 

Sent 

 

Pkt 

Receive 

LPR PDR E2E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

100 

 

10 

 

 

 

10 

TCP 27836 26652 4.251688461 95.74831154 101.44795 

CBR 4828 4591 4.918711815 95.08128818 75.1822 

 

20 

TCP 21381 20540 3.93340 96.06660 112.454 

CBR 4817 4561 5.31451 94.68549 102.81 

 

30 

TCP 30102 28997 3.672452454 96.32754755 98.3092 

CBR 4811 4604 4.302192663 95.69780734 85.32735 

 

 

20 

 

 

10 

TCP 34291 32765 4.45015 95.54985 90.4419 

CBR 4840 4621 4.52479 95.47521 47.5544 

 

20 

TCP 32958 31792 3.53784 96.46216 99.765 

CBR 4818 4590 4.7325 95.26775 85.1383 

 

30 

TCP 38824 37454 3.52875 96.47125 84.1644 

CBR 4806 4648 3.28756 96.71244 67.8447 

 

 

30 

 

 

10 

TCP 27476 26009 5.340927702 94.6590723 105.02145 

CBR 4825 4503 6.672883639 93.32711636 77.7462 

 

20 

TCP 20662 19253 6.81928 93.18072 119.601 

CBR 4811 4386 8.83392 91.16608 107.938 

 

30 

TCP 29743 28353 4.671687456 95.32831254 101.8827 

CBR 4808 4517 6.062181553 93.93781845 87.89135 

 

Table3: Variations of PDR, LPR AND E2E with Speed Time & Pause Time for AOMDV 

AOMDV 

Number 

of Node   

Speed 

Time 

Pause 

Time 

Pkt 

Types 

Pkt 

Sent 

Pkt 

Receive 

LPR PDR E2E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

100 

 

10 

 

 

 

10 

TCP 22682 21448 5.440317425 94.55968257 109.0034 

CBR 4807 3237 32.65730629 67.34269371 41.83105 

 

20 

TCP 31163 29589 5.05086 94.94914 88.8379 

CBR 4830 3701 23.37474 76.62526 26.6085 

 

30 

TCP 32879 31316 4.755242628 95.24475737 77.39245 

CBR 4827 3541 26.63904713 73.36095287 31.13315 

 

 

20 

 

 

10 

TCP 14202 13308 6.29489 93.70511 129.169 

CBR 4785 2774 42.02717 57.97283 57.0536 

 

20 

TCP 32709 31257 4.43915 95.56085 72.5143 

CBR 4825 2894 40.02073 59.97927 37.0094 

 

30 

TCP 34596 33043 4.48896 95.51104 65.947 

CBR 4825 3382 29.90674 70.09326 35.6578 

 

 

30 

 

 

10 

TCP 26197 25143 4.023361454 95.97663855 97.51785 

CBR 4805 2690 44.01664932 55.98335068 48.08455 

 

20 

TCP 38192 36978 3.17868 96.82132 65.8667 

CBR 4825 2606 45.98964 54.01036 39.1155 

 

30 

TCP 36394 35010 3.801450789 96.19854921 65.90685 

CBR 4825 2994 37.94818653 62.05181347 37.38665 
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Table.4: Variations of PDR, LPR AND E2E with speed time & pause time for DSR 

DSR 

Number 

of Node   

Speed 

Time 

Pause 

Time 

Pkt 

Types 

Pkt 

Sent 

 

Pkt 

Receive 

LPR PDR E2E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

100 

 

10 

 

 

 

10 

TCP 33526 33301 0.67260227 99.32739773 286.0805 

CBR 4797 4304 10.28660761 89.71339239 201.6955 

 

20 

TCP 51437 51176 0.50742 99.49258 275.701 

CBR 4786 4619 3.48934 96.51066 48.853 

 

30 

TCP 42229 41964 0.627523414 99.37247659 316.9975 

CBR 4808 4603.5 4.253327787 95.74667221 107.776 

 

 

20 

 

 

10 

TCP 15616 15426 1.21670 98.78 296.46 

CBR 4809 3989 17.05136 82.94864 354.538 

 

20 

TCP 11388 11167 1.94064 98.05936 665.343 

CBR 4814 3756 21.97757 78.02243 1464.92 

 

30 

TCP 33022 32753 0.81461 99.18539 358.294 

CBR 4830 4588 5.01035 94.98965 166.699 

 

 

30 

 

 

10 

TCP 22196 21795 1.808843737 98.19115626 291.3705 

CBR 4808 3566 25.83194676 74.16805324 589.5535 

 

20 

TCP 28777 28164 2.13017 97.86983 286.281 

CBR 4807 3143 34.61618 65.38382 824.569 

 

30 

TCP 30899 30458 1.42720756 98.57279244 322.2875 

CBR 4818 3865 19.77793919 80.22206081 495.634 

 

Table.5: Variations of PDR, LPR and E2E with speed time & pause time for DSDV 

DSDV 

Number 

of Node   

Speed 

Time 

Pause 

Time 

Pkt 

Types 

Pkt 

Sent 

 

Pkt 

Receive 

LPR PDR E2E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

100 

 

10 

 

 

 

10 

TCP 22711 22020 3.042511503 96.9574885 65.0067 

CBR 4793 1892 60.52576674 39.47423326 28.18215 

 

20 

TCP 12315 11842 3.84084 96.15916 81.0275 

CBR 4784 2191 54.20151 45.79849 30.2092 

 

30 

TCP 17498 16952 3.120267451 96.87973255 78.0724 

CBR 4784 2108 55.93060926 44.06939074 44.3043 

 

 

20 

 

 

10 

TCP 33108 32199 2.74556 97.25444 48.9859 

CBR 4802 1593 66.82632 33.17368 26.1551 

 

20 

TCP 35900 34983 2.55432 97.44568 50.0487 

CBR 4822 2409 50.04148 49.95852 78.02243 

 

30 

TCP 22682 22063 2.72904 97.27096 75.1173 

CBR 4785 2026 57.65935 42.34065 58.3994 

 

 

30 

 

 

10 

TCP 24750 23955 3.212121212 96.78787879 53.86835 

CBR 4822 1573 67.3683119 32.6316881 40.91105 

 

20 

TCP 16392 15711 4.15447 95.84553 58.7508 

CBR 4842 1554 67.90582 32.09418 55.667 

 

30 

TCP 19537 18887 3.327020525 96.67297947 66.93405 

CBR 4813 1790 62.81292199 37.18707801 57.0332 
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6.3 Performance Graphs 

We generated the graph based on our simulation result Data 

in network simulator NS-2.35. This shows the differences 

of performance between AODV, AOMDV, DSR and 

DSDV. The graph is given below. 

 
Fig.1: PDR of Speed time 10 using TCP 

 

 
Fig.2: LPR of Speed time 10 using TCP 

 
Fig.3: E2E delay of Speed time 10 using TCP 

 

 

Fig.4: PDR of Speed time 10 using CBR 

 

 
Fig.5: LPR of Speed time 10 using CBR 

 

 
Fig.6: E2E delay of Speed time 10 using CBR 

 

 
Fig.7: PDR of Speed time 20 using TCP 

 
Fig.8: LPR of Speed time 20 using TCP 
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Fig.9: E2E delay of Speed time 20 using TCP 

 

 
Fig.10: PDR of Speed time 20 using CBR 

 

 
Fig.11: LPR of Speed time 20 using CBR 

 
Fig.12: E2E delay of Speed time 20 using CBR 

 

 
Fig.13: PDR of Speed time 30 using TCP 

 

 
Fig.14: LPR of Speed time 30 using TCP 

 

 
Fig.15: E2E delay of Speed time 30 using TCP 

 
Fig.16: PDR of Speed time 30 using CBR 
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Fig.17: LPR of Speed time 30 using CBR 

 

 
Fig.18: E2E delay of Speed time 30 using CBR 

 

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The analysis performance of AODV, AOMDV, DSR and 

DSDV results have been shown in several tables. We 

consider 10 is the low speed, 20 is the average speed and 30 

is the high speed. As the same time 10 is the low pause time 

20 is the average pause time and 30 is the high pause time. 

The standard for PDR values (approx.) defines below:  

High: >95%  

Average: =90% to 95%  

Low: <90 %  

The standard for E-to-E values (approx.) defines below:  

High: >150ms  

Average: = 50ms to 150ms  

Low: <50ms 

The standard for LPR values (approx.) define below:  

High: > 4% , Average: = 2.5% to 4% , Low: < 2.5% 

By using this approximate parameter we summarize the 

performances between AODV, AOMDV, DSR and DSDV. 

After performance analysis of AODV, AOMDV, DSR & 

DSDV by using Performance analysis table we shown our 

decision below. 

Table.6: Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) with respect to speed time & pause time for TCP & CBR connections 

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) 

Speed 

Time 

Pause 

Time 

AODV AOMDV DSR DSDV 

TCP CBR TCP CBR TCP CBR TCP CBR 

10 10 High High Avg Low High Low High Low 

20 High Avg Avg Low High High High Low 

30 High High High Low High High High Low 

20 10 High High Avg Low High Low High Low 

20 High High High Low High Low High Low 

30 High High High Low High Low High Low 

30 10 Avg Avg High Low High Low High Low 

20 Avg Avg High Low High Low High Low 

30 High Avg High Low High Low High Low 

 

Table.7: Loss Packet Ratio Respect to Speed Time & Pause Time for TCP & CBR 

Loss Packet Ratio (LPR) 

Speed 

Time 

Pause 

Time 

AODV AOMDV DSR DSDV 

TCP CBR TCP CBR TCP CBR TCP CBR 

10 10 High High High High Low High Avg High 

20 Avg High High High Low Avg Avg High 

30 Avg High High High Low High Avg High 

20 10 High High High High Low High Avg High 
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20 Avg High High High Low High Avg High 

30 Avg Avg High High Low High Avg High 

30 10 High High High High Low High Avg High 

20 High High Avg High Low High High High 

30 High High Avg High Low High Avg High 

 

Table.8: Average End-To-End Delay (E2E) With Respect To Speed Time & Pause Time for TCP & CBR Connections 

Average end-to-end Delay (E2E) 

Speed 

Time 

Pause 

Time 

AODV AOMDV DSR DSDV 

TCP CBR TCP CBR TCP CBR TCP CBR 

10 10 Avg Avg Avg Low High High Avg Low 

20 Avg Avg Avg Low High Low Avg Low 

30 Avg Avg Avg Low High Avg Avg Low 

20 10 Avg Low Avg Avg High High Low Low 

20 Avg Avg Avg Low High High Avg Avg 

30 Avg Avg Avg Low High High Avg Avg 

30 10 Avg Avg Avg Low High High Avg Low 

20 Avg Avg Avg Low High High Avg Avg 

30 Avg Avg Avg Low High High Avg Avg 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this article, four protocols AODV, AOMDV, DSR and 

DSDV are compared based on connection type TCP and 

CBR according to PDR, LPR and average end-to-end delay. 

According to the all simulation and graphical results, which 

are simulated by using NS2 simulator, we observed packet 

delivery ratio of DSR is high at TCP platform on the other 

hand packet delivery ratio of AODV is high at CBR 

platform. Loss packet ratio of DSR is very low at TCP 

platform also CBR platform DSR and AODV are same. But 

average end-to-end delay is low of AOMDV for both TCP 

and CBR platform.In addition, we can say that DSR is the 

best solution at TCP platform and CBR platform AODV is 

better from others protocol.This resultwill help the 

designers and engineersfor implement in real life of 

wireless sensor network and also further research and 

development of these protocols. 
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Abstract— In this work, we modelled a simple n-channel 

Si Metal-Quantum confined layer-Semiconductor Field 

Effect Transistor (MQSFET), which resembles exactly as 

the conventional Si Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field 

Effect Transistor (MOSFET) where SiO2 dielectric layer 

is replaced with a wide band gap C60 quantum confined 

layer of thickness 3nm and gold (Ψ=5.1eV) as metal 

contact. The capacitance and voltage characteristics at 

different temperatures from 100 K to 500 K and energy 

band gap are studied using Multi-dielectric Energy Band 

Diagram Program (MEBDP) simulation software, 

performed current-voltage transistor characteristics and 

analyzed the mobility of the charge carrier in the MQS 

sandwiched device structure using the Caughey-Thomas 

high saturation mobility model and the Lombardi surface 

mobility model. In these studies, we inferred a very low 

threshold voltage, when the donor concentration in the p-

Si substrate is tuned between 1E16 to 1E17 cm-3 and a 

saturated flow of nanoamperes range of charge carrier at 

a low gate potential is even possible. 

Keywords— C60, quantum confined layer, Metal-

Quantum Confined Layer-Semiconductor Field Effect 

Transistor (MQSFET), Multi-dielectric Energy Band 

Diagram Program (MEBDP), Capacitance-Voltage 

characteristics, Current-Voltage characteristics, 

Mobility modelling. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Gordon Moore prophesied that transistor built on a single 

die of the Si chip doubles every eighteen months [1, 2]. 

With respect to the Moore’s law, the gate length of the 

MOSFET will eventually shrink to 5 nm by 2020 [3]. As 

the transistor feature size keeps decreasing, the 

enhancement in the VLSI MOSFET device models is 

essential so that the exact behavior of deep sub-micron 

and nanometer scaled MOSFETs can be defined with 

accuracy. When we keep miniaturizing the MOSFET, 

there is a reduction in charge transport (also known as 

carrier mobility) [4, 5]. The reduction in charge transport 

is the prime cause of drain current degradation. This 

reduces the switching speed of the device [6]. Hence, 

carrier mobility on the surface inversion has been of great 

interest in MOSFET can be studied using various 

mathematical modeling [7, 8]. In this work, we use 

Caughey-Thomas mobility (CTM) model and Lombardi 

surface mobility (LSM) model to study the charge 

mobility performance of the proposed C60 quantum 

confined layer, a thin film of 3 nm thickness as gate 

dielectric layer.   

 

CTM model helps to demonstrate a high field velocity 

scattering to an existing mobility models such as constant 

input mobility [9]. Above the ambient thermal energy, the 

charge carriers can gain energy, with an added input of 

the applied field. Thus, this gained energy can be able to 

transfer from the applied field to the lattice. This is due to 

the optical phonon emission. Field dependent mobility 

makes a problem which is already highly non-linear. It is 

hence important to use the continuation study extension to 

obtain convergence in the high field limit [10]. 

 

This model helps us to determine the electron (µn,ct) and 

hole (µp,ct) mobility by the following equations: 

𝜇𝑛,𝑐𝑡  =  
𝜇𝑖𝑛,𝑛

(1+(
𝜇𝑖𝑛,𝑛 𝐹𝑛

𝜐𝑠𝑎𝑡,𝑛
)

𝛼𝑛
)

1
𝛼𝑛⁄

        (1) 

𝛼𝑛 = 𝛼0,𝑛 (
𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

𝛽1,𝑛

                        (2) 

𝜐𝑠𝑎𝑡,𝑛 = 𝜐0,𝑛 (
𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

𝛽2,𝑛

                      (3) 

𝜇𝑝,𝑐𝑡  =  
𝜇𝑖𝑛,𝑝

(1+(
𝜇𝑖𝑛,𝑝 𝐹𝑝

𝜐𝑠𝑎𝑡,𝑝
)

𝛼𝑝
)

1
𝛼𝑝⁄

               (4)  

𝛼𝑝 = 𝛼0,𝑝 (
𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

𝛽1,𝑝

                          (5) 
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𝜐𝑠𝑎𝑡,𝑝 = 𝜐0,𝑝 (
𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

𝛽2,𝑝

                      (6) 

where  T: the lattice temperature (K), 

Fn and Fp: the driving forces for electrons & holes 

Fn=E||,n : component of the electric field parallel 

to the electron current 

Fp=E||,p : component of the electric field parallel 

to the hole current    

µin,n and µin,p: the electron and hole input mobility. 

𝜐0,n and 𝜐0,p: the saturation velocities for electrons 

and holes (m/s)   

 

All the other parameters used in the model are the 

material properties of Si [11-14, 30-31] (Refer Appendix). 

 

The Lombardi surface mobility model is used for 

understanding the electron mobility in a simplified 

MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect 

Transistor) [15]. We can compare the current density 

profile and total current flowing into the terminal with the 

constant mobility model. Especially in the thin inversion 

layer under the gate in MOSFETs, two factors have an 

important effect on the carrier mobility. They are the 

surface roughness and the surface acoustic phonons. This 

model adds interesting resultant effects with the surface 

scattering to the already existing Matthiessen’s rule-based 

modeling [16]. The electron mobility (µn,lo) and hole 

mobility (µp,lo) are calculated by the following equations: 

 
1

𝜇𝑛,𝑙𝑜
=

1

µ𝑖𝑛,𝑛
+

1

𝜇𝑎𝑐,𝑛
+

1

𝜇𝑠𝑟,𝑛
                     (7) 

𝜇𝑎𝑐,𝑛 =
𝜇1,𝑛

(
𝐸1,𝑛
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓

)

+
𝜇2,𝑛(

𝑁

𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

𝛽𝑛

(
𝐸⊥,𝑛
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓

)

1
3⁄

(
𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

            (8) 

𝜇𝑠𝑟,𝑛 =
𝛿𝑛

𝐸⊥,𝑛
2                                  (9) 

1

𝜇𝑝.𝑙𝑜
=

1

µ𝑖𝑛,𝑝
+

1

𝜇𝑎𝑐,𝑝
+

1

𝜇𝑠𝑟,𝑝
               (10) 

𝜇𝑎𝑐,𝑝 =
𝜇1,𝑝

(
𝐸1,𝑝

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

+
𝜇2,𝑝(

𝑁

𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

𝛽𝑝

(
𝐸⊥,𝑝

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

1
3⁄

(
𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

      (11) 

𝜇𝑠𝑟,𝑝 =
𝛿𝑝

𝐸⊥,𝑝
2                                  (12) 

𝑁 = 𝑁𝑎
− + 𝑁𝑑

+                               (13)    

where  T: the lattice temperature (K), 

𝑁𝑎
−and 𝑁𝑑

+: the ionized acceptor and donor 

concentration, 

E ,n & E ,p: the component of the electric field 

perpendicular to the electron and hole current,  

µin,n and µin,p: the electron and hole input mobility, 

𝛿𝑛 and 𝛿𝑝: the delta coefficients for electrons and 

holes (V/s).   

 

All other parameters in the model are the material 

properties of silicon. (Refer Appendix). 

 

We choose buckminsterfullerene (C60), because of its 

excellent properties. It includes: wide bandgap, high 

dielectric properties, withstand high temperatures, possess 

great current density, fast switching speed and less on-

resistance. It is also an active element in n-channel field 

effect transistor, because of its very high electron 

mobility. [18, 19].  

 

II. DEVICE THEORY AND MODELLING 

As portrayed in figure 1, C60 Quantum structure 

embedded thin film layer of thickness 3nm is deposited 

on the p-Si substrate [20-23]. The source and drain are the 

n-type Si. Au is used as gate metal. We characterized this 

MQS structure as a capacitor and a FET structure. Hence 

we analyzed the capacitance-voltage (CV) characteristics, 

current-voltage (IV) characteristics and charge transport 

behavior in different mobility models. 

 
Fig.1: Proposed structure of MQSFET using 3nm C60 

quantum confined layer 

 

A. Caughey-Thomas Mobility Model 

In this model, we swept the drain to source voltage from 0 

to 1 V, at no applied field (Vgs=0V). Sweeping the drain 

voltage creates an important electric field at the left side 

of the gate at the junction between the n-doped and p-

doped regions. In order to ensure convergence of the 

linear model, a solver continuation parameter is used to 

rise up the electron and the hole driving forces (Fn and 

Fp) as the drain voltage is swept. Table 1 shows the CTM 

model parameters for Si [26,27]. 

Table.1: CTM model parameters for Si 

Description Value 

Electron alpha coefficient 1.11 

Hole alpha coefficient 1.21 

Electron saturation velocity 1E7[cm/s] 

Hole saturation velocity 8.37E6[cm/s] 

Electron alpha exponent 0.66 
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Hole alpha exponent 0.17 

Electron velocity saturation 

exponent 
-0.87 

Hole velocity saturation 

exponent 
-0.52 

Reference temperature 300[K] 

B. Lombardi Surface Mobility Model 

In this model, when the gate voltage of 1V is applied, the 

drain voltage is swept from 0V to 1V. We can observe an 

important perpendicular electric field to the flow of 

charges underneath the gate contact. In order to ensure 

convergence of the nonlinear model, a solver continuation 

parameter is used to rise up the electron and hole 

perpendicular to the field (E , n and E , p), as the drain 

voltage is swept [24, 25]. Table 2 shows the LSM model 

parameters for Si [26-29]. 

 

Table.2: LSM model parameters for Si 

Description Value 

Electron delta coefficient 5.82E14[V/s] 

Hole delta coefficient 2.05E14[V/s] 

Electron mobility 

reference 
4.75E7[cm^2/(V*s)] 

Hole mobility reference 9.93E7[cm^2/(V*s)] 

Electron mobility 

reference 
1.74E5[cm^2/(V*s)] 

Hole mobility reference 8.84E5[cm^2/(V*s)] 

Electron alpha coefficient 0.125 

Hole alpha coefficient 0.0317 

Reference temperature 1[K] 

Electric field reference 1[V/cm] 

Doping concentration 

reference 
1[1/cm^3] 

 

C. Other Parameters Used 

The CTM model and the LSM model has the following 

parameters for the quantum confined layer C60, as listed 

in Table 3. 

 

Table.3: Description of C60 confined layer 

Description Value 

Terminal name 3 

Terminal type Voltage 

Voltage Vgs 

C60 relative permittivity 4.5 

C60 layer thickness tq = 3 [nm] 

Au Metal work function 5.1 [V] 

 

Table 4 shows the materials energy gap and dielectric 

constant values which are used in the modelling. The 

fullerene C60 acts as a gate channel, an active element in 

this MQSFET. C60 possess a band dap of 1.9eV and a 

dielectric constant (κ) of 4.5. 

 

Table.4: Energy-gap (Eg) and dielectric constant (κ) of 

various materials 

 Si SiO2 C60 

Band gap 

‘Eg‘ (eV) 
1.12 9 1.9 

Dielectric 

constant ‘κ‘ 
11.8 3.9 4.5 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Initially, we performed simulation for the Au/C60/p-Si 

MQS structure using Multi-dielectric Energy Band 

Diagram Program (MEBDP) to study the energy band 

diagram of the proposed device, capacitance-voltage 

characteristics and CV at various temperatures. The flat 

band condition of the Au/C60/p-Si MQS structure 

obtained at Vfb = -0.28V. 

 
Fig.2: Threshold voltages at various log scale of donor 

concentrations. 

 

Using MEBDP simulation software, we simulated the 

model. We inferred that the threshold voltage of this 

device can be tuned to our desirable value, as we keep 

decreasing the donor concentration of the p-Si substrate. 

As shown in figure 2, as the donor concentration of the p-

Si substrate keeps increases, the threshold voltage of the 

device also increases.  

 

The stack capacitance is calculated by sweeping the 

voltage from -5 to +5 V, at various temperatures 100 K to 

500 K. The CV characteristics at various temperatures are 

shown in figure 3. From the CV characteristics, we study 

the accumulation, depletion and inversion occurrence in 

the device. As there is increase in temperature, the stack 

capacitance in the accumulation mode keeps increases. In 

the depletion region, there is a decrease in stack 

capacitance as the temperature increase and in the 

saturation region, there is a gradual increase in stack 

capacitance but lesser than the device capacitance, as the 
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temperature increases.  The device can work efficiently 

even at higher temperatures around 500K. 

 
Fig.3: Stack capacitance Vs Voltage (CV) characteristics 

of the Au/C60/p-Si MQS Capacitor at various 

temperatures. 

 

Figure 4 shows the drain current versus gate voltage, for a 

fixed drain voltage of 10mV simulated for the C60 

quantum confined nanolayer based MQSFET. From this 

plot, we found out that the threshold voltage (Vth) is 

approximately 0.8V. For a minimum drain voltage, the 

threshold voltage is little higher. For higher drain 

voltages, the threshold voltage will reduce below 0.8V. 

The switching of the device will be faster for higher drain 

voltages. 

 
Fig.4: Drain current versus gate voltage at Vd = 0.01V of 

Au/C60/p-Si MQSFET device. 

  

Also for the quantum confined C60 nanolayer MQSFET, 

the drain current and drain voltage characteristics 

simulated and the characteristics plot for various gate 

voltages at Vg ranges from 1 to 4V shown in figure 5. It 

is very clear from the plot that, a linear region is seen at 

the low voltages, a nonlinear region at the intermediate 

voltages and saturation region at higher voltages. It is 

observed that a small current flow, when the gate voltage 

is very small and a maximum current flow saturated at the 

positive and greater gate voltages.  

 
Fig.5: Drain current (Id) vs drain voltage (Vd) 

characteristics of the Au/C60/p-Si MQSFET device. 

 

A. Caughey-Thomas mobility model:  

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the terminal current for 

the constant mobility and Caughey-Thomas mobility of 

Au/C60/p-Si MQSFET device. The effect of the CTM on 

the solution is well seen. The comparison of the constant 

mobility (the driving forces are multiplied by 1E-6) and 

the CTM (Fn and Fp multiplied by 1) models shows a 

more pronounced saturation effect for this model. The 

current is lower and level off more rapidly due to the fact 

that the mobility decreases when the electric field is high. 

 
Fig.6: Comparison of the terminal current for the 

constant mobility and Caughey-Thomas mobility of 

Au/C60/p-Si MQSFET device. 

 

B. Lombardi surface mobility model:  

The effect of the Lombardi surface mobility model of the 

Au/C60/p-Si MQSFET device is shown in figure 7, which 
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explains the comparison of the constant mobility (the 

perpendicular fields are multiplied by 1E-6) and the 

Lombardi surface mobility (E⊥,n and E⊥,p multiplied by 

1) models shows a more pronounced saturation effect for 

the Lombardi surface mobility model than for the 

constant mobility model (without field dependent 

parameters). 

 
Fig.7: Plot of terminal current for the constant mobility 

and surface mobility cases of Au/C60/p-Si MQSFET 

device. The current is inhibited when the surface mobility 

is active. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Through the Caughey-Thomas mobility model, we 

studied that in C60 MQSFET, the current is lower and 

level off more rapidly due to the fact that the mobility 

decreases when the electric field is high. And the study 

from the Lombardi surface mobility model of C60 MQS 

FET explains that as a consequence of the inversion layer 

generated by the applied potential on the gate contact and 

due to the presence of C60 quantum layer bonded with the 

surface of the semiconductor Si, the electron mobility is 

slightly smaller in the vicinity of the C60 gate junction. 

Hence, C60 quantum confined layer can be able to work 

well as a gate dielectric channel and behave well as a 

better replacement for Si channel, for a low power and 

can withstand a high temperature upto 500K in future 

device applications.  
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APPENDIX 

Material properties of Silicon Value Unit 

Relative permittivity 11.7 1 

Electron lifetime, SRH 10[us] S 

Hole lifetime, SRH 10[us] S 

Band gap 1.12[V] V 

Electron affinity 4.05[V] V 

Effective density of states, valence band (T/300[K])^(3/2)*1.04E19[1/cm^3] 1/m^3 

Effective density of states, conduction band (T/300[K])^(3/2)*2.8E19[1/cm^3] 1/m^3 

Hole mobility 500[cm^2/(V*s)] m^2/(V*s) 

Electron delta coefficient 5.82E14[V/s] V/s 

Hole delta coefficient 2.05E14[V/s] V/s 

Electron mobility reference 4.75E7[cm^2/(V*s)] m^2/(V*s) 

Hole mobility reference 9.93E7[cm^2/(V*s)] m^2/(V*s) 

Electron mobility reference 1.74E5[cm^2/(V*s)] m^2/(V*s) 

Hole mobility reference 8.84E5[cm^2/(V*s)] m^2/(V*s) 

Electron alpha coefficient 0.125 1 

Hole alpha coefficient 0.0317 1 

Reference temperature 1[K] K 
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Electric field reference 1[V/cm] V/m 

Doping concentration reference 1[1/cm^3] 1/m^3 
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Abstract—The requirement for highly integrated and 

programmable analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), area 

efficiency, and ultra-low-power and high speed analog-to-

digital converters is pushing toward the use of dynamic 

regenerative comparators to amplify speed and power 

efficiency. In this paper, analytical expressions are derived 

and an analysis on the delay of the dynamic comparators 

will be presented. From the analytical expressions, 

designers can obtain an instinct about the main 

contributors to the comparator delay and fully explore the 

tradeoffs in dynamic comparator design. Based on the 

analysis made, a new dynamic comparator is proposed, 

where the circuit of a conventional double tail comparator 

is modified for fast operation and low-power even in small 

supply voltages. By adding few transistors, the positive 

feedback during the regeneration is strengthened, which 

results in remarkably reduced delay time. Post-layout 

simulation results in an 180nm CMOS technology confirm 

the analysis results.  

Keywords— Double-tail comparator, dynamic clocked 

comparator, high-speed analog-to-digital converters 

(ADCs), low-power analog design. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL converters (ADCs) are being 

continuously driving towards their performance limits as 

technology scales down and system specifications become 

more challenging. Comparator is one of the basic 

fundamental building blocks in most analog-to-digital 

converters (ADCs). Many high speed ADCs, such as flash 

ADCs, require low power, maximum-speed comparators 

with compact chip area. High-speed comparators in ultra- 

deep sub-micrometer (UDSM) CMOS technologies tolerate 

low supply voltages especially when considering that the 

threshold voltages of the devices have not mount at the 

same rate as the supply voltages of the modern CMOS 

operation [1]. Hence, design of high-speed comparators is 

more challenging when the provided supply voltage is 

smaller. In other words, in a given technology, to achieve 

high speed, large numbers of transistors are required to 

compensate the reduction of supply voltage, which also 

means that more chip area and power is needed. Besides, 

low-supply-voltage operation results in limited common-

mode input range, which is important for many high-speed 

ADC architectures, such as flash ADCs. Many techniques, 

such as techniques employing body-driven transistors [2], 

[3],current-mode design [4] , supply boosting methods 

[5],[6] and those using dual-oxide processes, which can 

handle higher supply voltages have been developed to 

undergo the low-voltage design challenges. Bootstrapping 

and boosting are two techniques based on raising the 

supply, reference, or clock voltage to mark input-range and 

switching problems. These techniques are effective, but 

they introduce reliability barriers especially in UDSM 

CMOS technologies. Despite the advantages, the body-

driven transistor tolerate smaller trans-conductance (equal 

to gmb of the transistor) compared to its gate-driven 

equivalent while particular fabrication process, such as deep 

n-well is needed to have both nMOS and pMOS transistors 

operate in the body-driven layout. Apart from technological 

modifications, developing new circuit structures which 

avoid stacking too many transistors between the supply 

voltages is preferable for low-voltage operation, especially 

if they do not expand the circuit complication. Body-driven 

technique embrace by Blalock [2], removes the threshold 

voltage necessity such that body-driven MOSFET operates 

as a depletion-type device. Based on this approach, in [3], a 

1-bit quantizer for sub-1V ∑∆ modulator is proposed. In 

[7]–[9], additional circuit is added to the conventional 

dynamic comparator to enhance the speed of a comparator 

when provided with low supply voltages. The proposed 

comparator of [7] works down with a provided supply 

voltage of 0.5 V with a maximum provided clock frequency 

of 600 MHz and consumes 18 μW. Despite the advantages 

of this approach, the effect of component mismatch in the 

additional circuit on the performance of the comparator 
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should be examined. The structure of double-tail dynamic 

comparator first proposed in [10] is based on designing a 

separate input and cross-coupled stage. This separation 

allows fast operation over a wide common-mode and supply 

voltage range [10]. In this paper, an inclusive analysis about 

the delay of dynamic comparators has been made for 

various architectures. Furthermore, based on the double-tail 

circuitry proposed in [10], a new dynamic comparator is 

presented, which does not need boosted voltage or stacking 

of too many transistors. Simply by adding a few minimum-

size transistors to the conventional double-tail dynamic 

comparator, latch delay time is profoundly minimized. This 

moderation also results in significant power savings when 

compared to the conventional dynamic comparator and 

double-tail comparator. The rest of this paper is categorized 

as follows. Section II explores the operation of the 

conventional clocked regenerative comparators and the pros 

and cons of each structure are discussed. Delay review is 

also presented and the analytical expressions for the delay 

of the comparators are obtained. The proposed comparator 

is presented in Section III. Section IV discusses the design 

issues. Simulation results are shown in Section V, followed 

by conclusions in Section VI. 

 

II. CLOCKED REGENERATIVE 

COMPARATORS 

The Clocked regenerative comparators have found vast 

applications in many high-speed ADCs since they can 

frame quick decisions due to the extreme positive feedback 

in the regenerative latch. Latterly, many comprehensive 

analyses have been presented, which explore the 

performance of these comparators from different aspects, 

such as offset [12], [13], and [14], noise [11], kick-back 

noise [16] and random decision errors [15]. In this section, a 

complete delay analysis is presented, the delay time of two 

common structures, i.e. Conventional dynamic double-tail 

comparator and conventional dynamic comparator are 

examined, based on which the proposed comparator will be 

presented. 

  

Fig.1: Schematic diagram of the conventional dynamic 

comparator 

 

A. Conventional Dynamic Comparator 

The schematic diagram of the conventional dynamic 

comparator generally used in A/D converters, with high 

input impedance, no static power consumption and rail-to-

rail output swing,  is shown in Fig.1 [1], [17]. A differential 

amplifier is consisting of pMOS and nMOS transistor (M3, 

M4, M5, M6) with combination of current mirror consisting 

of nMOS transistor (M1, M2), transistor M7 and M8 are 

used in the circuitry parallel to the differential amplifier. 

Two input voltages are used INN, INP provided to 

transistors M1 and M2 respectively. The operation of the 

comparator is as follows:- 

During the reset phase i.e. when CLK = 0 then the nMOS 

transistor Mtail is OFF , because when provided input logic 

level is low it turns off the nMOS, which reset pMOS 

transistors (M7–M8) pull both output nodes Outn and Outp 

to VDD to define a start state and to have a valid logical 

level during reset. In the comparison phase i.e. when CLK = 

VDD, pMOS transistors M7 and M8 are OFF, and Mtail is 

ON, because when provided input logic level is high it turns 

on the nMOS. Output voltages (Outp, Outn), which had 

been pre-charged to VDD, start to discharge with different 

discharging rates based on the corresponding input voltage 

(INN/INP). Assuming the case where VINP > VINN, Outp 

discharges faster than compare to Outn, hence when Outp 

(discharged by the nMOS transistor M2 drain current), falls 

down to VDD–|Vthp| before the node Outn (discharged by 

transistor M1 drain current), the corresponding pMOS 

transistor (M5) will turn ON actuate the latch regeneration 

caused by back-to-back inverters (M3, M5 and M4, M6). 

Thus, Outn is pulled upto VDD and Outp discharges to 

ground. Case, if VINP < VINN, then the circuits works vice 

versa. 

The delay of this comparator is comprised of two time 

delays, i.e. t0 and tlatch. Where, the delay t0 of the 

comparator represents the capacitive discharge of the load 

capacitance Cload till the first p-channel transistor i.e. either 

M5 or M6 turns ON. In case, the voltage at the node INP is 

greater than the voltage at node INN (i.e., VINP > VINN), 

the drain current of the nMOS transistor M2 (I2) causes 

faster discharge of Outp node as compared to the Outn 

node, which is driven by transistor M1 with smaller current. 

Hence, the discharge delay (t0) is given by 

20 2
thp thp

tail

V V

load loadI I
t C C 

                     (1) 
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In (1), since 2 1,22 2
tail tailI I

in m inI I g V    
, for a small 

differential input (Vin), I2 can be approx. to be persistent and 

is equal to the half of the tail current. Whereas, tlatch, is the 

latching delay of two cross-coupled inverters, it is assumed 

that a voltage swing of 2
DDV

outV   has to be obtained 

from an initial output voltage difference V0 at the falling 

output. Half of the supply voltage is considered to be the 

threshold voltage of the comparator following inverter or 

the SR latch. Hence, the latch delay time is given by, 

   
, 0 , 0

/2
ln lnload out load DD

m eff m eff

C V C V

latch g V g V
t



 
                           (2) 

Whereas, gm,eff is the effective trans-conductance of the 

back-to-back inverters. In fact, this delay determined, in a 

logarithmic way, at the beginning of the regeneration on the 

initial output voltage difference (i.e., when t=t0). Based on 

(1), V0 can be calculated from (3) 

   0 0 0outp outnV V t t V t t      

 2 0 2

1
1

load

I t I

thp thpC I
V V                         (3)         

The current difference, 1 2inI I I    between the 

branches is much smaller than the current I1 and I2. Thus, I1 

can be approximated by 
2

tailI  and (3) can be rewritten as 

10
inI

thp I
V V


  2 in

tail

I

thp I
V


  

1,2
2

tail

tail

I

thp inI
V V


   

1,2
2

tailthp inI
V V


          (4)  

In the above equation, β1, 2 is the input transistor’s current 

factor and Itail is the function of input common-mode 

voltage (Vcm) and VDD. Substituting V0 in latch delay 

expression and considering t0, the equation for the delay of 

the conventional dynamic comparator is obtained as          

0delay latcht t t   

 
2 , 0

.ln
thp load out

m eff

V C V

load I g V
C




   

 
2 , 0

/2
2 .ln

thp load DD

m eff

V C V

load I g V
C




   

 , 1,24
2 .ln

thp load tailDD

tail m eff thp in

V C IV

load I g V V
C


    (5) 

Equation (5) elaborates the impact of various parameters. 

The overall delay is inversely proportional to the input 

difference voltage (Vin) and directly proportional to the 

comparator load capacitance Cload. Besides, the delay 

depends in-directly on the input common-mode voltage 

(Vcm). By reducing Vcm, the delay t0 of the first phase 

increases because lower Vcm causes smaller bias current i.e. 

(
tailI ). Whereas, (4) shows that a delayed discharge with 

smaller 
tailI  results in an increased initial voltage 

difference (V0), reducing tlatch. Simulation output show that 

the effect of minimizing the Vcm on increasing of t0 and 

reducing of tlatch will finally lead to an increase in the 

overall delay. In it has been shown that the input common-

mode voltage is 70% of the supply voltage is optimal 

regarding speed and yield. 

In principle, this design has the advantage of high no static 

power consumption, input impedance, rail-to-rail output 

swing, and good strength against noise and mismatch. Due 

to the factor that parasitic capacitances of input transistors 

do not instantly affect the switching speed of the nodes at 

the output, it is possible to design large input transistors to 

minimize the offset. Whereas, the disadvantage is the fact 

that due to several stacked transistors, a tolerably high 

supply voltage is needed for a proper delay time. The reason 

is that, at the beginning of the conclusion, only transistors 

M3 and M4 of the latch contribute to the positive feedback 

until the voltage level of one output node has fall below a 

level small enough to turn “ON” transistors M5 or M6 to 

initiate complete regeneration. At a low supply voltage, this 

voltage drop only give a small gate-source voltage for 

transistors M3 and M4, where the gate to source voltage of 

M5 and M6 is also very small, thus, the delay time of the 

latch becomes large due to lower trans-conductance. 

Another important drawback of this design is that there is 

only one current way, via tail transistor Mtail, which defines 

the current for the latch (the cross-coupled inverters) and for 

both the differential amplifier. While a small tail current is 

required to keep the differential pair in weak inversion 

interval and a better gm/I ratio, a large tail current would be 

needed to enable fast regeneration in the latch. Besides, as 

far as Mtail conduct mostly in triode region, the tail current 

depends on the input common-mode voltage, which is not 

advantageous for regeneration. 

 

B. Conventional Double-Tail Dynamic Comparator 

A conventional double-tail comparator is shown in the 

below figure. This topography has less stacking and 

therefore it can operate at low supply voltages compared to 

the conventional dynamic comparator. The double tail allow 

both a large current in the latching stage and wider Mtail2, 

for fast latching unconventional of the input common-mode 

voltage (Vcm), and a small current in the input level (small 

Mtail1), for low offset .The operation of this comparator is 

as follows. During reset phase clock (CLK = 0,so transistor 

Mtail1, and Mtail2 are OFF),transistors M3-M4 pre-charge 
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the  fn and fp nodes to VDD, which in turn causes 

transistors MR1 and MR2 to discharge the output nodes to 

ground. During decision-making phase i.e. when (CLK = 

VDD,  then transistors Mtail1 and Mtail2 turn ON), 

transistors M3-M4 turn OFF and voltages at nodes fn and fp 

start to drop with the rate defined by 1 ( )/tail fn pIM C and on 

top of this, an input-dependent differential voltage Vfn(p) will 

build up.  

 
Fig.2: Schematic diagram of the conventional double-tail 

dynamic latch comparator 

 

Same to the conventional dynamic comparator, the delay of 

this comparator comprises two main parts, t0 and tlatch. The 

delay t0 represents the capacitive charging of the load 

capacitance Cloadout (at the latch stage output nodes, Outn 

and Outp) until the first n-channel transistor (M9/M10) 

turns ON, after which the latch regeneration starts, thus t0 is 

obtained from 

1 20 2THN Loadout THN Loadout

B tail

V C V C

I I
t  

        (6)
 

Where IB1 is the drain current of the transistor M9 

(assuming VINP >VINN) and is equal to approx. of the half 

of the tail current (Itail2). After the first n-channel transistor 

of the latch turns on (for the instance, M9), the 

corresponding output (e.g., Outn) will be discharged to the 

ground, leading front p-channel transistor to turn on, 

charging another output (Outp) to the supply voltage 

(VDD). The regeneration time (tlatch) is reached according to 

equation (2). For the initial output voltage difference at time 

t0, V0 we have 

2 0

0 0 0( ) ( ) B

loadout

I t

outp outn THN C
V V t t V t t V        

2

1
(1 )B

B

I

THN I
V             (7) 

Where 2BI  and 
1BI are the currents of the left latch and 

right side branches of the second stage, respectively 

Considering Ilatch = |IB1 - IB2| = gm R1, 2Vfn/fp, (7) can be 

rewritten as 

1,2

1 2 20 2 2 /mlatch latch

B tail tail

g RI I

THN THN THN n pI I I
V V V V Vf f

 
      

     (8) 

Where gmR1, 2 is the trans-conductance of the intermediate 

stage transistors (MR1 and MR2) and Vfn/fp is the difference 

in voltage at the first stage outputs (fn and fp) at time t0. 

Thus, it can be observed that two main parameters which 

influence the initial output differential voltage (V0) and 

therefore  the latch regeneration time is the trans-

conductance of the intermediate stage transistors (gmR1,2) 

and  the voltage difference of the first stage outputs (fn and 

fp) at time t0. In fact, intermediate stage transistors amplify 

the voltage difference of Vfn/fp causing the latch to be 

disparity. The differential voltage at nodes fn/fp (Vfn/fp) at 

time t0 can be achieved from 

/ ( ) ( )0 || 0fn fp fn f pV V t t V t t      

1 2

(0 , )
· N N

Load

I I

C fn p
t


  

1,2

)0 (,
· m in

LoadC f

V

p

g

n
t


      (9) 

In the above equation, IN1 and IN2 refer to the discharging 

currents of input transistors (M1 and M2), which are 

dependent on the input difference voltage (i.e., IN = gm1, 

2Vin). Substituting (9) in (8), V0 will be 

1,2

20 /2 m

tail

g R

Thn fn fpI
V V V    

  
2 , ( )

2 2

1,2 1,2( )THN loadout

tail load fn p

V C

mR m inI C
g g V    (10) 

This equation shows that V0 depends strongly on the trans-

conductance of input and intermediate stage transistors, 

input voltage difference (Vin), the capacitive ratio of CLoadout 

to CLoad,fn(p) and latch tail current. 

Some important notes can be concluded. 

1) The difference in voltage at the first stage outputs 

(Vfn/fp) at time t0 has a great effect on latch initial 

differential output voltage (V0) and consequently 

on the latch delay. Therefore, increasing it would 

greatly reduce the delay of the comparator.  

2) In this comparator, both intermediate stage and 

transistors will be finally cut-off, (since fn and fp 

nodes both discharge to the ground), hence they do 

not play any important role in improving the 

effective trans-conductance of the latch. Besides, 

during reset phase, these nodes have to be charged 

from ground to VDD, which means power utilized. 
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III. PROPOSED DOUBLE-TAIL DYNAMIC 

COMPARATOR 

Fig.3 indicates the schematic diagram of the proposed 

dynamic double-tail comparator. Because of the better 

performance of double-tail architecture in low-voltage 

applications, the proposed comparator design is based on 

the double-tail structure. The main objective of the 

proposed comparator is to increase Vfn/fp in order to 

increase the latch regeneration speed. For this the, two 

control transistors (Mc1 and Mc2) have been added to the 

first stage of proposed idea in parallel to M3/M4 transistors 

but in a cross-coupled manner. 

 
Fig.3: Schematic diagram of the proposed dynamic 

comparator 

 

A. Operation of the Proposed Comparator 

The operation of proposed comparator is as follows. During 

reset phase i.e., when (CLK = 0) transistor Mtail1 and 

Mtail2 are OFF (avoiding static power), transistor M3 and 

M4 pulls both nodes fn and fp to VDD, hence transistor Mc1 

and Mc2 are in cut off region. Intermediate stage transistors 

i.e., MR1 and MR2, reset both latch outputs to ground. 

During decision-making phase i.e., when (CLK = VDD) 

transistor Mtail1, and Mtail2 are ON, transistors M3 and M4 

turn OFF. Further, at the beginning of this phase, the 

control transistors are OFF (and transistor fn and fp are 

charged to VDD). Thus, transistor fn and fp start to drop 

with different rates according to the provided input 

voltages. Suppose VINP > VINN, then fn drops faster than 

fp, (because M2 provides more current than M1). Since fn 

continues to fall, the corresponding pMOS control transistor 

(Mc1 in this case) starts to turn ON, pulling other node fp 

back to the VDD; so another control transistor (Mc2) 

remains OFF, allowing fn to be discharged completely. 

Whereas, unlike conventional double-tail dynamic 

comparator, in which Vfn/fp is just a function of input 

voltage difference and input transistor trans-conductance , 

in the proposed architecture as soon as the comparator 

detects that for instance fn node discharges faster, a pMOS 

transistor (Mc1) turns on, pulling the node fp back to the 

VDD. Hence, by the time passing, the difference between fn 

and fp (Vfn/fp) increases in an exponential manner, leading 

to the reduction of latch regeneration time. In spite the 

effectiveness of the proposed architecture, one of the points 

which should be considered is that in this circuit, when one 

control transistor (e.g., Mc1) turns ON, input and tail 

transistor (e.g., Mc1, M1, and Mtail1) draw current from 

VDD  to the ground , resulting in static power consumption. 

To overcome the issue of static power consumption, two 

nMOS switches [Msw1 and Msw2] are used below the input 

transistors. 

At the beginning of the decision making phase, due to the 

fact that both nodes fn and fp have been pre-charged to 

VDD (during the reset phase), both switches i.e., Msw1 and 

Msw2 are closed and fn and fp start to drop with different 

discharging rates. As soon as the comparator finds that one 

of the node fn/fp is discharging faster, control transistors 

will act to increase their voltage difference. Suppose that 

node fp is pulling up to the VDD and node fn should be 

discharged completely, hence the switch in the charging 

path of fp will be opened (in order to prevent any current 

drawn from VDD) but the other switch connected to node fn 

will be closed to allow the complete discharge of fn node. 

That is the operation of the control transistors with the 

switches follows the operation of the latch. 

 

B. Delay Analysis 

In order to theoretically signify how the delay is reduced, 

delay equations are derived for this structure the proposed 

dynamic comparator maximizes the speed of the double-tail 

comparator by affecting two important factors., first, it rise 

the initial output voltage difference (V0) at the beginning of 

the regeneration (t = t0); and second, it enhances the 

effective trans-conductance (gmeff) of the latch.  

1) Effect of Enhancing V0: Time after which latch 

regeneration starts is t0,we can say t0 is considered 

to be the time it takes (while both latch outputs are 

rising with different rates) until the first nMOS 

transistor of the cascaded inverters turns on, so that 

it will pull down one of the outputs and 

regeneration will commence. 
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To find Vfn/fp at t = t0, it is important to notice that the 

combination of the control transistors (Mc1 and Mc2) with 

two serial switches (Msw1, Msw2) follow the operation of a 

cascaded inverter pair; Vfn/fp is calculated by 

( )0 exp(( 1) )fn t
fp fn p vV V A  

       (12)
 

 

Where in the equation, , ( )

, 11

L fn p

v m eff

C

A G






 and  ( )0fn pV  is the 

initial fn
fp  difference node voltage corresponding pMOS 

control transistor in turned ON. Hence, ( )0fn pV  can be 

obtained from- 

1,2
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Substituting (12) in (13), V0 will be 
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 (14) 

Comparing (14) with (10), it is observed that V0 has been 

increased remarkably (in an exponential manner) in 

compare with the conventional dynamic comparator. 

 

2) Effect of Enhancing Latch Effective Trans-conductance: 

In conventional double-tail comparator, both the nodes fn 

and fp finally discharge’s completely. In the proposed 

comparator, one of the first stage output (fn/fp) nodes will 

charge up  to the VDD at the beginning of the decision 

making phase, and will turn ON one of the intermediate 

stage transistors, thus the effective trans-conductance of the 

latch is maximized. That is positive feedback is 

strengthened. Hence, tlatch will be 
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Finally,including both the effects- 
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    (16) 

 

By comparing the expressions it can be seen that the 

proposed comparator takes gain of an inner positive 

feedback in double-tail operation, which strengthen the 

latch regeneration. This speed improvement is even clearer 

in lower supply voltages. This is due to the fact that for 

larger values of VTh/VDD, the trans-conductance of the 

transistors minimizes, thus the existence of an inner positive 

feedback in the structure of the first stage will lead to the 

comparator’s improved performance. 

 

3) Reducing the Energy per Comparison: In the modified 

proposed comparator, the energy per conversion is reduced 

as well delay parameter is also improved. As discussed 

earlier, in conventional double-tail topology, both nodes fn 

and fp discharge to the ground during the period of decision 

making and each time during the reset phase they should be 

pulled up back to the VDD. However, in proposed 

comparator, only one of the nodes (fn/fp) has to be charged 

during the reset phase. This is because during the previous 

decision making phase, based on the status of control 

transistors, one of the nodes had not been discharged and 

thus less power is required. 

 

IV. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

While determining the size of tail transistors i.e., (Mtail1 

and Mtail2), it is necessary to ensure that the time it takes 

that one of the control transistors turns on must be smaller 

than t0.This condition can be achieved by properly 

designing the first and second stage tail currents. 
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In designing the nMOS switches, the drain-source voltage 

of these switches must be considered since it might limit the 

voltage headroom, restricting the advantage of being used in 

low-voltage applications. In order to reduce this effect, low-

on-resistance nMOS switches are required. In other words, 

large transistors can be used. Since the parasitic 

capacitances of these switches do not affect the parasitic 

capacitances of the nodes fn/fp, it is possible to select the 

size of the nMOS switch transistors in a way that both low-

voltage and low-power operations are maintained. 

 

A. Mismatch Analysis 

In principle, the situation where input differential voltage 

(Vin) is very small where fn and fp have approximately 

similar discharging rates except this, the effect of current 

factor mismatch and threshold voltage mismatch of 

controlling transistors is almost negligible in most cases. 

The differential input signal is already amplified to large 

amplitude compared to the mismatches by the time that the 

controlling transistor (Mc1 or MC2) turns ON. In other 

words, offset due to the controlling transistor mismatches is 

divided by the gain from the input to the output. However, 

in case of small Vin, when nodes fn and fp follow each other 

tightly, the mismatch of the controlling transistors might 

influence the result of the comparison. Hence, the following 

brief analyzes the effect of current and threshold factor 

mismatches of controlling transistors on the total input-

referred offset voltage. 

 

1) Effect of Threshold Voltage Mismatch of transistor MC1, 

MC2, i.e., VThC1, 2: Due to the threshold voltage mismatch 

the differential current can be obtained from 

1,2 1,2diff mc Thci g V                       (18) 

Where, gmc1, 2 is the trans-conductance of the controlling 

transistors. So, the input-referred offset voltage due to the 

Mc1, 2 threshold voltage mismatch is obtained as follows: 

1,2
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                    (19) 

2)Effect of Current-Factor Mismatch MC1, MC2, 

i.e.∆βC1,2: In order to find the input-referred offset due to 

the 

current factor mismatch of MC1,2, ∆βC1,2 is modeled as a 

channel width mismatch ∆W, i.e., ∆β/β = ∆W/W. 
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1,2 1,2

1

2
diff p ox gsc thc

W
i c V V
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           (20) 

B. Kickback Noise 

Principally in latched comparators, on the regeneration 

nodes the large voltage variations are coupled, through the 

parasitic capacitances of the transistors, to the input of the 

comparator. Since the circuit introduce it does not have zero 

output impedance, the input voltage is disturbed, due to 

which there may be degradation in accuracy of the 

converter. This disturbance is usually called “kickback 

noise.” However it improves the double-tail topology in 

terms of energy per comparison and thus operation speed, 

the kickback noise is increased in comparison to 

conventional double-tail structure. 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

To compare the proposed comparator with the conventional 

and double-tail dynamic comparators, all three circuits have 

been simulated in a 0.18-μm CMOS technology with power 

supply VDD = 1.2 V. The comparators were optimized and 

the transistor dimensions were scaled. 

 
Fig.4: Transient analysis of Conventional Dynamic Latch Comparator 
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Table.1: result of conventional dynamic latch comparator 

Design 

parameters 

Comparator Value 

Technology 180nm 

Supply voltage 1.2 V 

Slew rate+ 265.498 M V/ns 

Slew rate- 706.615M V/ns 

Rise time 4ns 

Fall time 2ns 

Hold time 3ns 

Delay 5ns 

Power 

dissipation 

93.49μw 

 
Fig.5 Transient analysis of Conventional Double Tail Dynamic Latch Comparator 

 

Table.II: result of conventional double tail dynamic latch comparator 

Design 

parameters 

Comparator 

Value 

Technology 180nm 

Supply voltage 1.2 V 

Slew rate+ 2.84G/ns 

Slew rate- 1G/ns 

Rise time 1.6ns 

Fall time 2ns 

Hold time 4ns 

Delay 4ns 

Power 

dissipation 

25.25uw 
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Fig.6: Transient analysis of proposed Comparator 

 

Table.III.:Result of proposed comparator 

Design 

parameters 

Comparator Value 

Technology 180nm 

Supply voltage 1.2 V 

Slew rate+ 3.02006G 

Slew rate- 577.531M 

Rise time 0.5ns 

Fall time 1ns 

Hold time 3ns 

Delay 2ns 

Power 

dissipation 

22.4456μw 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a comprehensive delay analysis for clocked 

dynamic comparators is presented and expressions were 

derived. Two common structures conventional double-tail 

dynamic comparator and of conventional dynamic 

comparators were analyzed. Also, based on theoretical 

analyses, a new dynamic comparator with low-voltage low-

power capability was proposed in order to improve the 

performance of the comparator. Post-layout simulation of 

the circuit results in 0.18-μm CMOS technology confirmed 

that the energy per conversion and delay of the proposed 

comparator is reduced to a great extent in comparison with 

the double-tail comparator and conventional dynamic 

comparator. 
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Abstract— Companding transforms useful under assumption 

of infinite bandwidth. Under band limited conditions OBR    

parameter filters out. So bandwidth is a factor that decides 

the filtering out OBR on the performance of companded 

OFDM systems. As a result filtering becomes essential under 

band limited conditions in turn this does deteriorate the sys-

tem performance significantly.  In this paper method pro-

posed to overcome the performance degradation. Method 

called non symmetric scheme based on the use of curve fit-

ting method to find out a suitable polynomial to be used for 

decompanding at the receiver. This method indeed improves 

the performance in comparison to existing symmetric meth-

ods when filtering is necessary for band limited conditions. 

Keywords— Companding, OFDMA, CDMA, TDMA, 

FDMA, Digital Techniques and their performance. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a 

digital modulation technique who consists of transmitting a 

data stream using a large number of parallel narrow-band sub 

carriers instead of a single wide-band carrier i.e. in OFDM 

multiplexing is applied to independent signals but these in-

dependent signals are a subset of one main signal. Therefore 

OFDM is a combination of modulation and multiplexing 

with better immunity to impulse noise and intersymbol inter-

ference (ISI), low complexity and high spectral efficiency. 

Implementation of OFDM modulation is illustrated by the 

OFDM system as shown in figure 1.1 .                 

 
Fig. 1.1: OFDM System 

 

II. SYSTEM FUNCTIONING   

OFDM Transmitter: Data coming from the input are ar-

ranged into vectors with number of components equal to the 

N number of carriers. Each component is composed by a 

number of bits depending on the alphabet of the modulation 

scheme used on the next stage. Each component (group of 

bits) is mapped into a complex symbol depending on the al-

phabet of the modulation scheme used[3]. The Inverse Fast 

Fourier Transform algorithm (IFFT) is applied to the vector 

giving a real samples vector. The guard interval is added at 

the beginning of the vector by repeating the components of 

the end. Vectors are concatenated to form a time signal (pa-

rallel/serial conversion). Windowing the signal is necessary 

to limit the bandwidth. Most used window is the raised co-

sine. 

Channel : The signal is then passed through the channel. 

Channel is modeled by a linear system with frequency res-
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ponse c(t) together with a source of additive Gaussian 

noise[4]. 

OFDM Reciever: At the reception, signal is rearranged 

again into vectors (serial/parallel conversion) and guard in-

terval is dropped.  Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is computed 

in order to get back the complex vector of symbols. 

 
Fig.1.2: OFDM Receiver System 

 

III. COMPANDED OFDM SYSTEM 

OFDM system has been used for the high-speed digital 

communications such as DAB (digital audio broadcast-

ing),DVB (digita1video broadcasting),digital high definition 

television (HDTV) and asymmetric digital subscriber line 

(ADSDL) due to robustness to the narrowband interference 

and severe multi-path fading .One major difficulty, however, 

is its large peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) which reduc-

es the resolution of the digital-to-analog (D/A) and analog-to 

digital(A/D) converters in the transmitter and receiver[2]. A 

simple as well as an effective companding technique to re-

duce the peak-to-average power ratio of OFDM signal. The 

idea is to make use of companding in speech processing. 

Since OFDM signal is similar to speech signal in the sense 

that large signals only occur very infrequently, the same 

companding technique can be used to improve OFDM 

transmission performance. The block diagram of OFDM sys-

tem with commanding technique is shown in fig 1.2 as fol-

lows. 

 
Fig.1.3: Proposed Companded OFDM System 

 

IV. LIMITATIONS IN COMPANDED OFDM 

SYSTEM 

In companded OFDM system the PAPR of OFDM signals is 

reduced by increasing the average power of signals while 

keeping the peak unchanged, but this reduction in PAPR may 

be very limited under certain BER performance constraint. 

i.e. Out of band radiation (OBR), filtering in system and even 

the bandwidth plays a key role on the performance of com-

panded OFDM systems [1]. 

Problem Statement 

 Companding transforms mitigate the effects of OFDM 

only under sufficient bandwidth. 

 Band limited case; the OBR value is not satisfied. Thus 

we filter the OBR parameter.  

 To avoid PAPR regrowth companding parameters are 

tighten to compress large amplitude and enhance small 

amplitude. In spite of these remedies, the overall system 

performance degrades with BER performance degrada-

tion. 

 

V. PAPER WORK AND OBJECTIVE 

 Analysis & study of the effects of filtering on the per-

formance of various companding transforms. 

 To overcome this and improve system performance, a 

simple effective method of Non symmetric companding 

and decompanding is used. 

 To improve the performance degradation, Non symmet-

ric companding and decompanding method is used 

based on the use of curve fitting method to find out a 

suitable polynomial, used for decompanding at the re-

ceiver. The main objective of this paper is to develop a 

method based on companding transform that provides a 

simple but effective tradeoff between reduction in 
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PAPR and bit error rate (BER) performance which is 

required in modern wireless transmission systems. 

 

 
Fig.1.4: Proposed STBC Companded OFDM System based 

on FFT- IFFT functioning flow chart 

 

VI. ALGORITHM FOR SOLUTION APPROACH 

Calculation of OBR to IBR Ratio 

Unwanted emissions [15] are composed by out of band and 

spurious emission. Spurious emission according to ITU_R 

recommendation defines that any unwanted emission which 

falls at frequencies separated from the centre frequency of 

the emission by 250% or more of the relevant channel sepa-

ration, where the system is intended to be used, will general-

ly be considered spurious emission. Out of band emissions, 

defined based on their source, occur in the out of band do-

main and, to a lesser extent in the spurious domain. Spurious 

emissions likewise may occur in the out of band domain as 

well as in the spurious domain. We also analyzed theoretical-

ly the average value of OBR to IBR ratio for clipping and 

different companding schemes that achieve a reasonable lev-

el of PAPR. The parameter constraints considered are target 

PAPR of 6.5 dB, CCDF of atleast 10−5 at this value of 

PAPR. The modulation scheme used is QPSK and the num-

ber of sub carriers chosen is N=256, oversampling factor of 

4.  

Clipping: The clipping operation is done on the over sam-

pled OFDM signal after the base band OFDM is digitally 

modulated into band pass signal [7]. The over sampled 

OFDM signal after IFFT is 

        
(6.1) 

To generate the bandpass signal digitally, let the bandpass 

carrier frequency fc be 1/4 of the sampling frequency fs then, 

the real bandpass samples can be written as  

                    
(6.2) 

The output power of the clipped OFDM signals after the BPF 

is given by 

                                         (6.3) 

Where Ak is the distorted version of the original data Ak.  So 

the out band power to in band power is equivalent to average 

output power after clipping to the output power before clip-

ping is less than or equal to 1 as shown by equation below 

and over sampling factor (J=1) 

                   (6.4) 

So the constant value of OBR/IBR is -15 under band limited 

case. 

 
Fig 1.5: Distributive Subcarrier OFDM System 
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Exponential Companding: The outputs of the N-point In-

verse Fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of Sk are the OFDM sig-

nal samples over one symbol interval [13], or mathematically  

                    
(6.5) 

The amplitude, or modulus, of OFDM signal sn is given by 

                             
(6.6) 

Considering the phase of input signals, the companding func-

tion h(x) is given by 

             
(6.7) 

The positive constant determines the average power of 

output signals given by 

     (6.8) 

Where   is the common variance 

So this constant determines the power OBR/IBR whose con-

stant value is -12 under the case of limited bandwidth. 

 A-Law Companding: The OFDM signal samples in real 

form after inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) [10] can be 

formulated as 

         
(6.9) 

is the transmitted data for the kth sub car-

rier and N is the IFFT size.  

From the central limit theorem, the variance of the Gaussian 

distributed MCM signal can be easily determined as 

                                       
(6.10) 

Where  is the signal power for each sub 

carrier. 

The maximum peak value of OFDM signal is found as 

                         (6.11) 

The A-law compressed OFDM signal in our proposed PAPR 

reduction technique is described by 

  (6.12) 

Where µ is the companding coefficient. So the maximum 

peak value determines the OBR/IBR ratio under band limited 

case whose value is -10. 

 
Fig 1.6 STBC functioning based transmitter receiver data 

communication OFDM System 

Linear Symmetric Transform (LST): With linear symmet-

rical transform [10], the transmitted signals may be expressed 

by 

                  
(6.13) 

where 0<u<=1 and 0<=v<=A are the transform parameters. 

Further, the received signal is 

                           (6.14) 

Where nk,m denotes the AWGN term with zero mean and 

variance  

Therefore the OBR to IBR ratio determined at the receiver 

using above equation and the constant value is -9 under band 

limited case. 

Non Linear Symmetric Transform (NLST) 

            With NLST [10], the transmitted signals can be ex-

pressed by, 

 (6.15) 

Where u>0 and 0<v<=A-M 

By the inverse transform of the above equation, we get the 

received signal through which OBR to IBR ratio constant 

value is -14 under the band limited case. 

Non Linear Non Symmetric Transform (NLNST): 

The assumption of any type of companding is for NLNST. 

The transformed signals is expressed as 
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(6.16) 

Where u>0 and 0<v<=A 

For the case of large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the received 

signals through the inverse transform can be approximated as 

   
(6.17)  

The relevant OBR to IBR ratio under band limited case with 

receive and transmitted average power known the constant 

value is -13. By the above analysis we found that all the 

schemes not able to meet the stringent requirement of OBR 

in order to prevent interference with adjacent channels and 

generally less than 1[7]. 

Simulation Results:  

Simulation was performed to measure the BER Vs SNR for 

various companding schemes with filtering and without fil-

tering using symmetric method and verified PAPR calcula-

tion. The results were analyzed by taking following con-

straints N=256 (no of subcarriers), target PAPR=6.5DB, 

modulation scheme used QPSK. BER Vs SNR analysis also 

done for the proposed technique non symmetric method for 

modulation schemes QPSK and 16-PSK.comparison done 

between symmetric and non symmetric methods and PAPR 

calculated for all schemes. 

 
Fig.6.1: Performance Analysis of the Filtered and Non 

Filtered case for spending and receiving packets 

 
Fig.6.2 : Performance Analysis of spectral efficiency  

method with 4, 16 and 64 QAM w. r. t. FEC by 3 

 
Fig.6.3 : Performance Analysis of BER with 4, 16 and  

64 QAM w. r. t.  E0N0(dB) 

 
Fig.6.4 : STBC –OFDM Simulation for BER Performance 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

The poor performance of companding schemes under band 

limited conditions is portraited. The impact of filtering and 

without filtering on various companding schemes and respec-

tive PAPR analysis infers that the required objective is met. 

A nonsymmetric companding method is used to improve the 

performance of this BER degradation in symmetric methods. 

Extensive simulation results and qualitative discussions have 

shown that the method used does perform better than previ-

ous symmetric method [16]. Main aspects of this research 

paper is to implement design a algorithm for following fea-

tures like with comparisons of clipping and companding 

techniques, all the above simulation results show one com-

mon feature, with previous symmetric methods, achieved a 

better performance closely to clipping under band limited 

conditions, with proposed scheme. The future scope of the 

project is likely to be that we can put forth the proposed 

technique using some other advanced mathematical method 

or method from any respective domain like networking, opti-

cal to have further more reduction in target PAPR 
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Abstract— Coastal area where clean drinking water 

availability is measured problem, which insist to innovate 

cheep, decentralized small-scale water production.The 

geographical conditions of vadodara (22.00N, 72.10E 

),and kachh,Gujarat are best suitable for humidification-

dehumidification (HDH) technique based on closed-water, 

open-air cycle where air heated system is used. There are 

different types of heat exchangers available as 

dehumidifiers for HDH applications vary but they have 

required strength to withstand corrosive nature of 

seawater, there for frames, collecting plates, fins are made 

of aluminum. In addition, special attention was exercised 

to avoid leakage of distillate water. Dehumidifiers is heat 

exchanger in which heat exchange is takes places between 

two fluids i.e. hot and cold that are at different 

temperatures. The heat exchange in the heat exchanger 

may be in the form of latent heat or sensible heat or 

combination of both. The HDH concept are also reviewed 

and compared. Further, novel proposals for improvement 

of the HDH cycle are outlined. It is notice that HDH 

technology has great promise to produced fresh water 

using circular solar collector, although additional 

research and development is needed for improving system 

efficiency and reducing capital cost. 

Keywords— Humidification, Dehumidification, 

Desalination, Decentralized Water Production, Solar 

power, Small-Scale Water Production. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many process are used to bringing down total dissolved 

solids of 35000ppm to an acceptable level of 500ppm. 

More power required to run such plants can be obtained 

from renewable sources or non-renewable sources of 

energy Desalination plants driven by renewable energy 

sources are generally economically competitive compared 

to the classical processes powered by fossil energy. 

Therefore distillation with solar energy remains one of the 

most favorable processes.  For small-capacity water 

desalting for remote regions, where there is substantial 

solar radiation, lack of skilled personnel or erection and 

maintenance facilities. Combining the principle of 

humidification–dehumidification (HD) with solar 

desalination results in an increase in the overall efficiency 

of the desalination plant and therefore appears to be the 

best method of water desalination with solar energy. Al-

Hallaj and Selman have concluded that a better 

understanding of this method of desalination is highly 

desirable. performance of a unit  can be optimize by 

Simulation verification and design of varying the three 

major components (humidifier, condenser and collector 

area) of the unit is perhaps such first optimization till date 

that could be the critical step in the commercialization of 

solar desalination based on humidification–

dehumidification principle.The main important attraction 

of the air humidification–dehumidification technique is its 

conceptual less complex with respect to other desalination 

processes. This can be described by bringing warm 

unsaturated air into contact with warm water under 

specified conditions in order to reach certain desired air 

humidity. This step, is then, followed by stripping out the 

water vapor in the humidified air by passing it through a 

dehumidifier . The vapor carrying capability of air 

increases with temperature; 1 kg of dry air can carry 0.5 kg 

of water vapor and about 2803 kJ when its temperature 

increases from 30 to 80°C. The HD process should 

essentially include a heating device for both air and water 

and a humidifying apparatus in order to bring them into 

contact. The dehumidification technique could be either a 

direct spray of fresh water on  humidified air or 

condensation of the water content in the humidified air by 

a heat exchanger. 

 

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF HD 

TECHNIQUE  

The literature review in this work was based mostly on 

works of Al-Hallaj and Selman, which represent, to our 

knowledge, the most comprehensive state-of-the-art 

project-study helpful for further development of HD 
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techniques. The solar HD technique has attracted many 

researchers since early periods. In 1967,Garg reported a 

study with the aim of developing the HD technique for 

water desalination in arid zones of India. A 3.4-L/d 

capacity experimental unit was fabricated having a packed 

tower with packing height of 30 cm with Raschig rings as 

packing material. The humidification unit was coupled 

with a surface condenser (dehumidifier). In 1972, Mehta 

improved this technique by using an air-recycling system 

driving the air from the outlet-dehumidifier to the 

humidifier-inlet. The main advantages of this air-recycling 

system are a 20% reduction or more of the volume of the 

packed-column humidifier and higher stability in the 

operation mode of the plant. In 1970, Grune introduced the 

multiple effect- humidity (MEH) process, which he had 

been investigating since early 1960s. In reality, the term 

“multiple effect” used there did not refer to the number of 

constructed stages, but to the ratio of heat input to heat 

utilized for distillate production (GOR > 1). The 

University of Arizona, based on a pilot plant work 

performed from 1956 to 1963, initiated construction of an 

experimental pilot plant working on the principle of solar 

energy MEH. Further work was initiated in 1964 by the 

University of Arizona in cooperation with the University 

of Sonora (Mexico) whereby a larger pilot-scale solar 

desalting plant at Puerto Penasco, Sonora, Mexico, were 

constructed. Kheder performed a techno-economic 

investigation of an air HD desalination process. The results 

showed that 76% of the energy consumed in the humidifier 

was recovered by condensation. Their cost calculation 

showed that HD process has a significant potential as an 

alternative for small capacity desalination plants below 10 

m³/d. During the period 1990 to 1996, Farid and coworkers 

had built three MEH desalination units in Iraq (Basra), 

Jordan and Malaysia. The unit constructed in Iraq was 

operated with forced air circulation and produced 12 

L/m²d; while the unit constructed in Jordan was operated 

with both forced and natural draft air circulation. Based on 

the experience of operating these units, a third unit 

operated with natural draft air circulation was constructed 

in Malaysia. These units were built in order to develop a 

computer simulation program, which could be used to 

predict the performance of the HD units operating on 

natural or forced draft air circulation. The University of 

Munich and the Bavarian Center of Applied Energy 

Research installed and tested a MEH natural-convection 

unit in the Canary Islands in Spain during the period 1992–

1997. The performance of the unit was improved over the 

years and an average daily production of 100 L out of 

8.5m of collector area (11.8 L/m²d) was obtained by the 

system without thermal storage. 2Müller-Holst studied and 

installed a MEH unit without thermal storage in the island 

of Fuerteventura with a GOR ranging between 3 and 4.5. 

But this unit did not reach a GOR of 8 obtained in the 

laboratory at ZAE Bayern at steady-state conditions. In a 

related study, Ulber investigated and installed in 1997 in 

Sfax (Tunisia) a unit with a conventional heat storage tank 

(2 m³) and heat exchange between the collector circuit (38 

m²) and the distillation circuit. This enabled continuous 

(24 h/d) distillate production. In 1991, Graef studied a 

desalination process based on a solar multiple 

condensation– evaporation cycle (SME). Two types of 

desalination units SME 3.6 (50 L/d) and SME 200 had 

been in operation in Sfax (Tunisia) since 1991 

Experimental study on these units performed by Ben 

Bacha had deliberated a condensate production of 4 L/m²d 

with a collector efficiency of 46% (theoretical production: 

14.3 L). Delyannis and Belessiotis built at Kuwait 

University a unit based on open-air/closed-water cycle of 

9.8-m³/d capacities. A salt gradient solar pond of 1700 m2 

(5.8 L/m²) provided the unit with thermal energy. Khalil 

noted that this method of desalination might be economical 

only if the produced fresh water was considered as an air-

conditioning by-product. Dai and Zhang also built an 

MEH unit operated in an open-air/ closed-water cycle of 

100 L/h fresh water with maximum production capacity 

(6.2 L/m²d). Another MEH unit based on open-air/closed-

water cycle and referred to as “Dew vapouration” was 

built at Arizona State University, for the production of 

45.4 kg/d of condensate, with GOR values in excess of 7.5. 

 
Fig.1: Schamatic Diagram of Dehumidifier 

 

III. HEAT EXCHANGERS USED AS 

DEHUMIDIFIERS  

 For example, flat-plate heat exchangers were used by 

Müller-Holst et al. [17]. Others used finned tube heat 

exchangers ([16], [18] & [50]). A long tube with 
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longitudinal fins was used in one study [59], while a stack 

of plates with copper tubes mounted on them in another 

study ([60] & [61]) used a horizontal falling film-type 

condenser. Direct contact heat exchangers were also used 

as a condenser in some other studies [62] in combination 

with a shell- and-tube heat exchanger to provide enhanced 

condensation and improved heat recovery for the cycle.A 

flat plate heat exchanger made of double webbed slabs of 

propylene was used by Muller-Holst [17] in his HDH 

system. The distillate runs down the plates trickling into 

the collecting basin. Heat recovery is achieved by 

transferring heat to the cold sea water flowing inside the 

flat plate heat exchanger. The temperature of sea water in 

the condenser increases from 40o to 75oC. In a similar 

study, Chafik ([16] & [18]) used seawater as a coolant 

wherein the water is heated by the humid air before it is 

pumped to the humidifiers. Three heat exchangers were 

used in three different condensation stages. An additional 

heat exchanger is added at the intake of sea water (low 

temperature level) for further dehumidification of air. The 

heat exchangers (or dehumidifiers) are finned tube type air 

coolers. They developed a theoretical model by using 

TRNSYS to calculate heat transfer coefficients from both 

the hot- and cold-sides of the heat exchanger from which 

the system operating conditions were set. It is important to 

note that to withstand corrosive nature of seawater; 

stainless steel is used for frames, collecting plates, while 

the fins are made of aluminum. In addition, special 

attention was exercised to avoid leakage of distillate 

water.Different designs of condensers in a HDH cycle 

were used by Farid et al. ([59] & [63]). In a pilot plant 

built in Malaysia, the dehumidifier was made of a long 

copper galvanized steel tube (3 m length, 170 mm 

diameter) with 10 longitudinal fins of 50 mm height on the 

outer tube surface and 9 fins on the inner side. In another 

location, they used a simplified stack of flat condenser 

made of 2 x 1 m2 galvanized steel plates with 

long copper tubes mounted on each side of the plate to 

provide a large surface area. The condenser size was made 

large, particularly to overcome the small heat transfer 

coefficients both on the air- and water-sides due to 

relatively low air velocity, as well as low water flow 

rates.In another design, the dehumidifier was made of 27 

m long copper pipe having a 10 mm OD, mechanically 

bent to form a 4 m long helical coil fixed in the PVC pipe. 

The preheated feed water was further heated in a flat plate 

collector. The hot water leaving the collector was 

uniformly distributed over a wooden shaving packing in a 

2 m long humidifier. It is important to note that the 

condenser or dehumidifier was made of hard PVC pipes 

connected to form a loop with the blower fixed at the 

bottom. The condenser was made of a copper pipe 

mechanically bent to form a helical coil fixed in the PVC 

pipe.Two types of condensers were reported in another 

study by [60]. These were constructed from galvanized 

steel plates for both the bench and pilot units. In the pilot 

unit, a copper tube having 11 mm OD and 18 m long was 

welded to the galvanized plate in a helical shape. The tube 

outside diameter and length in the bench unit were 8 mm 

and 3 m, respectively. Either one or two condensers, 

connected in series, were fixed vertically in one of the 

ducts for both the units. In one unit, the condenser was 

simply a 3 m long cylinder having a diameter of 170 mm 

and made of galvanized steel plates. Ten longitudinal fins 

were soldered to the outer surface of the cylinder and nine 

similar were soldered to the inner surface. The height of 

inside and outside fins was 50 mm. The thickness of the 

plate that was used to make the cylinder and the fins was 

1.0 mm. A copper tube having 9.5 mm inside diameter was 

soldered to the surface of the cylinder. The condenser was 

fixed vertically in the 316 mm diameter PVC pipe which is 

connected to the humidifier section by two short horizontal 

pipes. Bourouni et al. [61] used a condenser made of 

polypropylene which was designed to work at low 

temperatures (70-90°C) for a HDH system. It is similar to 

a horizontal falling film-type condenser. At the top of the 

dehumidifier, the hot humid air is forced down where the 

distilled water is recovered. It is important to note that heat 

recovery in an HDH system requires a larger heat transfer 

area for improving the overall system performance. For 

this reason, 2000 m of tubes are used in the evaporator, 

while 3000 m of tubes in the condenser. The system Orfi et 

al. [52] used had two solar heaters, one for heating water 

and the other for heating air. The condenser, that uses 

seawater for cooling, consists of a chamber with a 

rectangular cross section. It contains two rows of long 

cylinders made of copper in which the feed water flows. 

Longitudinal fins were soldered to the outer surface of the 

cylinders. The condenser is characterized by heat-transfer 

surface area of 1.5 m2 having 28 m as a total length of the 

coil. Packed bed direct contact heat exchangers were used 

in a few researchers ([52], [64] & [65]), because the film 

condensation heat transfer is tremendously degraded in the 

presence of non-condensable gas. An additional shell and 

tube heat exchanger is used to cool the desalinated water 

from which a portion is re-circulated and sprayed in the 

condenser.Threlkeld [66] explains the governing equations 

for the dehumidifier in differential form. Also, design 

correlations for both friction factor and heat transfer 

coefficients that can be used for dehumidifiers are 

summarized by Pacheco-Vega et al. [67].The standard 

method as developed by McQuiston ([68] & [69]) 

considers finned-tube multi row multi-column compact 

heat exchangers and predicts heat and mass transfer rates 

using Colburn j-factors along with flow rate, dry and wet 

bulb temperatures, fin spacing and other dimensions. The 
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air side heat transfer coefficient is based on log-mean  

temperature difference for the dry surface whereas under 

the condensing conditions, the moist air enthalpy 

difference is used as a driving potential.Pacheco-Vega et 

al. [67] used neural network techniques and the 

experimental data collated by McQuiston, to create a 

trained network that predicted the exchanger’s heat rate 

directly. Remarkably accurate results were obtained as 

compared with the method of using correlations of heat 

and mass transfer coefficient and Colburn j factors. They 

focused on the exchanger heat rate since it is the value 

ultimately desired by users. A significant improvement in 

the accuracy of predictions compared to the conventional 

jfactor approach was demonstrated, e.g., 56.9% less error 

for drop wise condensation and 58.6 % less error for film 

wise condensation have been reported 

 

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF DEHUMIDIFIER  

Dehumidifiers is heat exchanger in which heat exchange is 

takes places between two fluids i.e. hot and cold that are at 

different temperatures. The heat exchange in the heat 

exchanger may be in the form of latent heat or sensible 

heat or combination of both. Solid wall may or may not 

separate two fluids. 

 Dehumidifier Classified On The Basis Of The Following. 

 

4.1Nature of heat exchange process: 

Direct contact (open): Heat exchange takes place through 

direct mixing of hot and cold fluids. Examples are cooling 

towers, jet condensers and direct contact feed heaters. 

Indirect contact  (surface):  Regenerators- In this hot and  

cold  fluids are  flow alternately through same  space 

alternately with no or little mixing between the streams. 

Examples are the regenerators are used in most of the gas 

to gas heat exchangers such as internal combustion engine 

and gas turbines. Other applications include open hearth 

and glass melting furnaces and air heaters of blast 

furnaces. 

 Recuperates- This is the most common type of heat 

exchanger in which two fluids are separated by surface 

between them. Examples are oil coolers, intercoolers, 

economizer super heaters, condensers, radiators and 

evaporator. 

 

4.2 Relative Directions of Fluid Motions: 

Parallel flow-In this hot and cold fluids flow in the same 

directions. Examples are water heaters, oil coolers etc. 

Counter flow- This is the most favorable device in which 

hot and cold fluid flows in opposite directions. Cross flow-

Two fluids are flow in normal to each other for example 

automobile radiators  

 

 

4.3Design and Construction Features: 

It includes concentric tube, shell and tubes; multiple shells 

and tube passes and compact heat exchanger. 

 

4.4 Physical State of the Fluids: 

In this category Condensers and Evaporators are present 

according to state of fluid. 

                                                                      

V. TYPES OF DEHUMIDIFIER  

There are following  type of Dehumidifier(a).Air cooled 

(b)Water cooled (c).Evaporative type dehumidifier 

5.1.1 AIR COOLED: - In this type of dehumidifier heat is 

removed by air using either natural or forced circulation. 

The dehumidifier is made up of steel, copper or aluminum 

tubing provided with fins to improve airside heat transfer. 

The refrigerant flows inside the tubes and the air outside.  

They are used for small capacity machines, such as 

refrigerators and small water and small water coolers, 

which use vertical wire and tube or plate and tube 

construction with natural circulation. These are seldom 

made in sizes over 5TR because of high head pressure, 

excessive power consumption and objectionable fan noise.  

5.1.2 Water-cooled: - In this type, the arrangement can 

either be namely, shell and tube, shell and coil or double 

tube.  

52.1 Shell and tube: - in this the water flowing through 

passes inside the tube and the refrigerant condensing in the 

shell is most commonly used condenser. This type of 

dehumidifier also serves the purpose of a receiver, 

specially for pumping down the refrigerant, because there 

is enough in the shell and the bottom part serves the 

purpose of a sub-cooler as the condensed as the 

condensing liquid comes in contact with the entering water 

at a lower temperature.  

5.2.2 Shell and coil: - it consists of an electrically welded 

closed shell containing a water coil sometimes of finned 

tubing.  

5.2.3 Double tube: - the refrigerant condenses in the outer 

tube and the water flows through the inner tube in opposite 

direction.  

Water cooled condensers are invariably used in 

conjunction with cooling towers, spray ponds etc. heated 

water from the condenser is led to the cooling tower where 

it is cooled by self-evaporation into the stream of air. After 

cooling, the water is pumped back to the condenser.  

5.3 Evaporative dehumidifier The refrigerant first rejects 

its heat to the water and then water rejects its heat to the 

air, mainly in the form of evaporated water. Air leaves 

with high humidity as in a cooling tower. Thus an 

evaporative condenser combines the function of a 

condenser and cooling tower. Evaporative condensers are 

generally used on large ammonia plants as they are found 

to be cheaper. Such condensers require a larger amount of 
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refrigerant charge due to longer length of the refrigerant 

piping. But in case of ammonia systems this is immaterial 

since the refrigerant is quite cheap.  

 

VI. ENERGY AND MASS BALANCES EQUATIONS 

Energy and mass balances are applied to a segment of 

height Δy as shown in Fig  

 
Fig.2: An element of the  dehumidifier 

 

  𝐌𝐜𝐰𝐂𝐩𝐜𝐰(𝐓𝐜𝐰𝐨 − 𝐓𝐜𝐰𝐢) = 𝐌𝐚(𝐇𝐨 − 𝐇𝐜)     (𝟏) 

  𝐌𝐜𝐰𝐂𝐩𝐜𝐰(𝐓𝐜𝐰𝐨 − 𝐓𝐜𝐰𝐢) = 𝐔𝐜𝐀𝐜𝐋𝐌𝐓𝐃𝐜     (2) 

The logarithmic mean         

𝐋𝐌𝐓𝐃𝐜 =
(𝐓𝐚𝐜 − 𝐓𝐜𝐰𝐨  )(  𝐓𝐚𝐜 −  𝐓𝐜𝐰𝐢)

𝐥𝐧 (
(𝐓𝐚𝐨 − 𝐓𝐜𝐰𝐨)
(𝐓𝐚𝐜 − 𝐓𝐜𝐰𝐢)

)
 

The production of distilled water is given by the following 

balance equation 

𝐌𝐝 = 𝐌𝐚(𝐖𝐨 − 𝐖𝐜) 

 

Dehumidifier effectiveness η 

𝛈 =
𝐓𝟑 − 𝐓𝟒

𝐓𝟑 − 𝐓𝐚𝐦𝐛

 

 

VII. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF THE 

DEHUMIDIFICATION PROCESS 

The following equations were derived to describe the heat 

and mass balances in the   dehumidifier 

 
Fig. 3: Element of dehumidifier 

As shown in Fig. 3 it can be written for control volume 1    

𝐂. 𝐕. 𝟏:                 𝐝𝐦𝐝 = 𝐝𝐦𝐯𝐜 = 𝐦𝐚𝐜𝐝𝛚𝐜 

The following heat balance is confirmed for the C.V.2 

(water side). 

                 𝐂 𝐂. 𝐕. 𝟐          
𝐝𝐓𝐰𝐜

𝐝𝐳
=

𝐡𝐰𝐜𝛂𝐇𝐜(𝐓𝐰𝐢−𝐓𝐰𝐜)

𝐦𝐰𝐜𝐜𝐰𝐜
 

For C.V.3 (air side) two equations can be written. The first 

is a mass balance and the second is a heat balance                            

C C. V. 3              
𝑑𝜔𝑐

𝑑𝑧
=

𝑘𝑎𝑐𝛼𝑀𝑐(𝜔𝑐−𝜔𝑖𝑐)

𝑚𝑎𝑐

 

𝑑𝑇𝑎𝑐

𝑑𝑧
=

ℎ𝑎𝑐𝛼𝐻𝑐(𝑇𝑎𝑐−𝑇𝑖𝑐)

𝑚𝑎𝑐(𝐶𝑎𝑐 + 𝜔𝑐𝐶𝑣𝑐)
 

Finally heat balance for interface is as follows: 

 𝐡𝐰𝐜𝛂𝐇𝐜(𝐓𝐰𝐢−𝐓𝐰𝐜) = ℎ𝑎𝑐𝛼𝐻𝑐(𝑇𝑎𝑐−𝑇𝑖𝑐)+𝐿𝑣𝑒𝑘𝑎𝑐𝛼𝑀𝑐(𝜔𝑐−𝜔𝑖𝑐)    

The interface is assumed to be a film of saturated air. 

Therefore Tie and ωie are dependent variables. Stocker 

and Jones [10] introduced an experimental relation for 

evaluation of absolute humidity according to temperature 

which has a suitable accuracy: 

 

𝝎𝒊𝒆 = ƒ𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑇𝑖𝑒) = 2.19 × 10−6Tie
3 − 1.85 × 10−2Tie

2

− 7.06 × 10−3Tie
0 − 0.077 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

It is important to note that to withstand corrosive nature of 

seawater; stainless steel is used for frames, collecting 

plates, while the fins are made of aluminum. In addition, 

special attention was exercised to avoid leakage of 

distillate water. The condenser size was made large, 

particularly to overcome the small heat transfer 

coefficients both on the air- and water-sides due to 

relatively low air velocity, as well as low water flow rates. 
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Abstract—Cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS) 

significantly improves the performance of spectrum 

sensing process in cognitive radio networks (CRNs). 

Individual spectrum sensing by a cognitive radio (CR) is 

often inaccurate as the channel often experiences fading 

and shadowing effects. CSS has been shown to have many 

advantages in terms of spectrum use and robustness. 

Despite these facts, a CSS scheme also vulnerable to many 

security attacks from malicious users (MUs). In order to 

get unfair usage of spectrum band, MUs can generate false 

spectrum sensing reports to disturb the good secondary 

users (SUs) decision about presence of primary user (PU). 

In this paper, we consider the spectrum sensing data 

falsification attack (SSDF) in CSS and propose the 

protocol to identify and eliminate the attacker or malicious 

user (MU)  to improve the network performance. In SSDF 

attack, MUs send the false spectrum sensing results to 

fusion center (FC) with the intension that it should make 

wrong decision about spectrum sensing. In this scenario, 

FC acts as a data collector to fuse the reports sent by SUs. 

Keywords— CR, CRNs, CSS, FC, SSDF. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The fast growing smart phone users and mobile internet 

based applications demands for optimum utilization of 

spectrum. CRNs improves the efficiency of spectrum 

utilization under the current static spectrum allocation 

policy. In conventional spectrum regulation models, 

majority of the spectrum is allocated to PUs or licensed 

users for exclusive use. CRNs allows SUs or unlicensed 

users to use idle spectrum without causing interference 

with PUs.  

Cognitive radio (CR) technology allows the SUs to access 

the spectrum in opportunistic manner when PUs are not 

using it. The SUs continuously carry out the sensing 

process to detect the white spaces available in spectrum 

band. The white spaces are the frequency bands which are 

not used by PUs. The SUs should sense the idle spectrum 

in order to avoid the interference with PUs. Moreover, in 

order to avoid the disturbance to PUs,  SUs should vacate 

the spectrum timely if PUs appears to be using it [1].  

Individual spectrum sensing by a cognitive radio (CR) is 

often inaccurate as the channel often experiences fading 

and shadowing effects.  CSS significantly improves the 

accuracy in detection of PUs presence and helps to 

increase channel sensing accuracy in CRNs [2]. Moreover 

CSS is more accurate and have more advantages as it 

exploits the cooperation among many CRs or SUs. 

For detection of PU in a spectrum band, good SUs mainly 

uses three methods. These are  matched filter detection, 

cyclostationary feature detection, and energy detection. [3] 

[4].  Energy detection method of spectrum sensing has low 

computational and implementation complexities. Hence, it 

is more preferred method for spectrum sensing. Energy 

based detection can be carried out in both the time and 

frequency domains. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Saud Althunibat et al. [5] have proposed protocol for 

secured CSS. This protocol improves the improves the 

energy efficiency in presence of malicious users (MUs). In 

this approach, a Message Authentication Code (MAC) is 

produced by using a low-overhead symmetric 

cryptographic mechanism. This code is used to 

authenticate spectrum sensing data reports under a trade-

off between energy and security. With increase in number 

of MUs, achievable energy efficiency decreases without 

using security algorithm. The proposed secure CSS greatly 

improves the energy efficiency compared to the 

conventional insecure CSS. 

Chowdhury Sayeed Hyder et al. [6] proposed adaptive 

reputation based clustering algorithm as a countermeasure 

against SSDF attack. The algorithm does not consider the 

past information of attacker distribution or full 

identification of MU. The performance evaluation of the 

proposed algorithm is carried out with respect to 

independent and collaborative SSDF attacks. The proposed 

algorithm considerably reduces  error rate with compare to 
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existing collaborative sensing schemes and improves the 

spectrum utilization. 

The defense scheme proposed by Hong Du, Shuang Fu and 

Hongna Chu [7] use the credit value with each CR user 

and this value is updated if sensing result is consistence 

with final decision. In this approach, if reputation value is 

greater than minimum credit threshold then CR user can 

take part in next round of sensing. Otherwise, it is 

identified as MU. The proposed schemes based on 

credibility weighting and excluded MUs results in higher 

probability of collaborative detection. Furthermore, 

sensing performance of the proposed scheme has been 

further improved. Probability of false alarm remains 

constant with increase in number of malicious users.  

The Majority-based Assessment approach identifies and 

eliminate the attackers. The  Delivery-based Assessment 

approach evaluates the local decisions on the basis of 

delivery of the transmitted data by scheduled cognitive 

user (CU) . For the identified unused spectrum, CU gets 

scheduled for transmission of data. As a result, based on 

the success of delivering the transmitted data, the real 

spectrum status can be appropriately defined at the BS, and 

then used to evaluate the local decisions. Due to removal 

of attackers detection, probability improves and 

probability of false alarm reduces. In presence of the 

proposed punishment policy, individual energy efficiency 

of the honest CU improves and of attacker reduces with 

increase in attack-removal threshold [8]. 

Insistent Spectrum Sensing Data Falsification (ISSDF) 

attack is addressed  by Aida Vosoughi et al. [9] . This 

attack is different from traditional SSDF attack. In this 

attack, MU falsifies its sensing data and sends the same 

falsified value in every iteration of consensus to all the 

nodes. In this approach, each CR node is associated with 

some trust value. If trust management not executed, then 

error rates increase quickly with more consensus iterations. 

The trust-aware schemes converge to much lower error 

rates compared to oblivious schemes within only a small 

number of consensus iterations. The misdetection 

probability and false alarm probability improves with more 

number of consensus iterations in presence of ISSDF 

nodes in network. 

Linyuan Zhang et al. [10] proposed a defense reference 

scheme which in cooperation makes use of the cognitive 

spectrum sensing process and spectrum access in closed 

loop manner. This approach gives feedback to SUs about 

extended sensing result because of PU presence or 

transmission success or failure outcome to reassess the 

sensors local sensing performance. The proposed reference 

scheme improves the global sensing performance with 

increase in attack population with compare to other 

approaches such as no defense, ideal abandoning, optimal 

fusion, global filtering, soft fusion and trusted node. The 

global performance is deteriorated with increase in  attack 

probability. If attack probability varies then performance 

changes in this approach. 

Ji Wang et al. [11] proposed a trust-based data fusion rules 

which decouple erroneous reports as a result of low 

sensing abilities from false reports because of attacks in 

distributed CNNs. An individual, majority voting, and 

capability-weighted majority voting approaches are used to 

compare with the proposed approach. The parameters used 

for this comparison are individual success rate, or the 

probability of successfully detecting the actual status of the 

channel. The proposed trust-based data fusion scheme 

outperforms traditional data fusion rules and can 

distinguish MUs carrying out data falsification attacks 

through their low trust scores in the long run. 

CAO Long et al.[12] proposed the  symmetric 

cryptographic approach which  use message authentication 

code to authenticate the sensing results of  SUs as a 

solution over SSDF attack. The proposed approach 

maximize the energy efficiency of the SUs. Sasa Maric et 

al. [13] proposed modified belief propagation algorithm 

which use reputation as weighted scalar in distributed 

spectrum sensing scheme. In this approach, honest users 

are rewarded with increase in reputation while untruthful 

users are penalized with decrease in their reputation. the 

honest users with high reputation have high impact on 

final decision about channel is vacant or occupied. 

Abbas Ali Sharifi and Mir Javad Musevi Niya [14] 

proposed attack proof CSS scheme which estimates attack 

strength. The attack strength is considered as the 

probability that a given user is MU. In this approach, 

attack strength is used in k out of N rule to find the best 

value of k that reduces the Bays risk. Saud Althunibat et 

al. [15] considered the infrastructure based CRN in which 

policy is proposed to identify the attackers. Once the 

attackers are identified, their sensing result reports are 

ignored. The other proposed policy punish the attacker by  

redistributing the transmission opportunities among users 

based on their local performance. 

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section III 

presents overview of SSDF attack in CSS. Section IV 

gives proposed protocol. In section V, simulation 

environment and result analysis is given. Section VI 

concludes the paper. 

 

III. SSDF ATTACK IN CSS 

The performance of spectrum sensing process can be 

improved by exploiting spatial diversity called as CSS. 

CSS can be carried out in both centralized and distributed 

CRNs. In a centralized CRN, there is a data collector 

called as fusion center (FC) to which all the SUs reports 

the spectrum sensing results.. Also FC gives instructions to 

SUs and takes decision about presence or absence of PU 
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based on received results. In a distributed CRN, there is no 

FC and CRs exchange the spectrum sensing results with 

other CRs. Hence, Each CR receiving the spectrum 

sensing results from other CRs plays role of FC. Although 

CSS scheme is more accurate and reliable, it is more 

vulnerable to many security threats and attacks such as 

jamming attack, primary user emulation attack (PUEA) 

and spectrum sensing data falsification attack (SSDF).  In 

SSDF attack, MUs intentionally send fake spectrum 

sensing results to mislead decision making of FC. 

The local spectrum sensing results of each SUs are sent to 

FC which makes a final decision according to fusion rule. 

FC then sends this decision to all the SUs. The fusion 

schemes used by FC are soft decision fusion and hard 

decision fusion. In soft decision fusion, all the SUs sends 

the complete local spectrum sensing results to FC. In hard 

decision fusion SUs send one bit information to FC 

regarding presence or absence of PU.  Fig. 1 shows 

scenario in which good SU sends the honest local 

spectrum sensing reports to FC while attackers sends the 

false reports. 

 
Fig. 1: SSDF attack in CSS 

. 

IV. PROPOSED PROTOCOL APPROACH 

In proposed model of SSDF attack one PU, several SU’s 

and FC is considered. PU transmits on communication 

channel and in order to detect the presence of PU, SUs 

sense the PU signals periodically. The SUs then sends 

spectrum sensing results to FC at the end of the sensing 

period. FC then makes the final decision about PU exist or 

not based on the information sent by SUs in the network. 

The attackers or dishonest SUs sends the false spectrum 

sensing results order to mislead the decision making of FC. 

The attacker node randomly select the available channel 

list and remove it from the sensed list.  

After collecting the reports from all cognitive nodes in the 

region, FC compares the report of each device and 

compute its relativity between the reports. FC identifies 

missed active reports from all the sensed reports. False 

count for the corresponding node is incremented and 

compared with the threshold limit of the missed report. If 

the missed report count is greater than the threshold then 

corresponding device is classified as data falsification 

misbehavior node and eliminated from the network. 

 

4.1 Performance of Proposed Approach 

The performance of the proposed protocol is measured 

with various network parameters. These are packet 

delivery ratio (PDR), delay, control overhead, dropping 

ratio, average energy consumption, average residual 

energy, jitter and throughput. The packet delivery ratio is 

number of received packets by node divided by number of 

sent packets multiplied by 100. Delay is changes in data 

transmission time from source node to destination node. 

The total number of control packets needed to discover 

correct path to reach final destination is control overhead. 

Dropping ratio is ((number of sent packets - number of 

received packets)/sent)*100. Energy consumed by all 

nodes is total energy consumed. Total energy consumed 

divided by number of nodes is average energy 

consumption. Average residual energy is total residual 

energy divided by number of nodes. Throughput is number 

of bits delivered per second. We used traffic to measure 

the network performance when SSDF attacker is present 

with all above mentioned parameters. Traffic increases as 

number of senders increases. 

 

V. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT AND RESULT 

ANALYSIS 

NS-2 environment is used to test the proposed protocol. 

The proposed protocol detects SSDF attacker and 

eliminates it from the network. Each node estimate its 

energy level to extend the network lifetime. Energy 

threshold is maintained and total number of nodes 

considered in network are 50. The total simulation time is 

set as 200 seconds. the data packet size considered for the 

simulation is 512 byte. Initial energy is 100 Jules. By 

considering the all optimum parameters, following results 

are obtained after simulation. Fig.2 shows PDR and 

dropping ratio results for varying traffic. The PDR does 

not affected much more and hence dropping ratio with 

increase in traffic. PDR improves due to minimum drop of 

packets. Protocol reduces flooding and hence collisions not 

occurred.  

 

. 
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Fig. 2: Traffic vs. PDR and Droping ratio 

 

Fig.3 shows the number of control packets that are used to 

find correct path to reach final destination for increasing 

traffic in network. With increase in traffic, less number of 

control packets are required. It shows good performance of 

the network due to identification and elimination of SSDF 

attacker.  

 
Fig. 3: Traffic vs. Control Overhead 

 

In Fig. 4 delay is shown which is changes in data 

transmission time from source to destination. In Fig. 5 

Average energy consumption is shown with increase in 

traffic. It is not affected much more and hence average 

residual energy is showing better results. As shown in 

Fig.6, jitter is improved with increase in traffic and Fig. 7 

shows better improvement in throughput with increased in 

traffic. The proposed protocol is scalable with respect to 

traffic. It identifies SSDF attacker and eliminates it from 

network thereby improving network performance. 

 
Fig. 4: Traffic vs. Delay 

 

 
Fig. 5: Traffic vs. Average Energy  

consumption and Average Residual energy 

 

 
Fig. 6: Traffic vs. Jitter 
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Fig. 7: Traffic vs. Throughput 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed protocol which 

implements SSDF attack. The proposed protocol 

accurately detects the SSDF attacker and isolate it from the 

network. The proposed protocol shows better performance 

under the parameters considered  with increase in traffic. 

As protocol identifies the SSDF attacker and eliminates it, 

network performance is not very much affected with 

increase in traffic. 
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Abstract—This paper describe different techniques we can 

use for multiple sequence alignment. we have analyze 

different techniques we can use and find which one is better 

.We have taken several example as parameter. There is 

different approachthat we can apply in various conditions. 

This paper is concerned with the efficient execution 

Multiple sequence alignment methods in multiple client 

environments Multiple order alignment (MSA) is in a 

computational form Expensive method, which is commonly 

used in Large databases of computational and molecular 

biology Protein and gene sequences are available for 

scientists Community frequent, these databases are 

accessed to execute multiple user MSA queries Data is in 

server. 

Keywords— multiple sequence alignment, optimization, 

protein and DNA, Dynamic programming, Progressive 

alignment construction, Genetic algorithms and simulated 

annealing. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of three or more 

biological sequences, generally protein, DNA, RNA, or a 

view of the alignment. In many cases, the input set of query 

sequences is evolutionary relationships by which they share 

a lineage and are descended from a common ancestor are 

assumed. From the resulting MSA, sequence homology can 

be inferred and phylogenetic analysis sequences shared 

evolutionary origins can be conducted to assess. Correct 

alignment as image depicting scenes of mutation events 

such as point mutations (single amino acid or nucleotide 

changes) that appear as different characters in a single 

alignment column, and insertion or deletion mutations 

illustrate ( indels or gaps) that appear as hyphens in one or 

more of the sequences in the alignment. Multiple sequence 

alignment often protein domains, tertiary and secondary 

structures, and even individual amino acids or nucleotides 

in the sequence is used to access protection.  

Multiple sequence alignment process of aligning such a 

sequence set shows. MSAs require more sophisticated way 

than pairwise alignment because they are more 

computationally complex. Most multiple sequence 

alignment programs, more than a few shots of medium 

length because identifying the optimal alignment heuristic 

methods rather than global optimization is extremely 

computationally expensive. 

Dynamic programming and computational complexity 

A direct method for producing an MSA uses dynamic 

programming technique to identify the globally optimal 

alignment solution. A gap penalty and a substitution matrix 

of amino acids' chemical properties and the evolutionary 

probability based on the similarity of the amino acid or the 

possibility of assigning a score to each possible alignment 

couple: For protein, this method usually involves two sets 

of parameters change. For nucleotide sequences a similar 

gap penalty is used, but a very simple substitution matrix, 

which corresponds only and is incompatible, is typical. 

Substitution matrix score in either all positive or a mixture 

of positive and negative in the case of a global alignment is, 

however, should be both positive and negative in the case of 

a local alignment. Commonly used to measure 

computational complexity with big O notation expresses a 

naïve MSA O (LengthNseqs) takes time to produce. N 

sequences for global optimal way is shown to be an NP-

complete problem are to find. In 1989, Carrillo- based on 

Lipman algorithm, Altschul is a practical method that uses 

pairwise alignments to constrain the n-dimensional search 

space presented. In this approach pair wise dynamic 

programming alignments are performed on each pair of 

sequences in the query set, and only the alignment of the N-

dimensional space near the intersection en route alignment 

is searched for. The MSA program in alignment each 

position (the so-called sum pair score) the sum of all of the 

pairs of characters and multiple sequence alignment, 

optimize building has been implemented in a software 

program emented in a software program for constructing 

multiple sequence alignments. 

 

II. ITERATIVE METHODS 

A set of methods to produce MSAs while reducing the 

errors inherent in progressive methods as "walk" are 
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classified because they work similarly to progressive 

methods but repeatedly the initial scenes as well as to 

organize new scenes add to the growing MSA. is not 

considered further. This approximation improves efficiency 

at the expense of accuracy. Easily applied to a variety of 

different ways to walk and is made available in software 

packages; Review and comparison is useful, but typically a 

"best" technique should avoid choosing. Software package 

PRRN / PRRP its MSA alignment score to optimize the use 

of a hill climbing algorithm and iteratively both alignment 

weights and locally different or "incomplete" the growing 

areas of MSA.When refining an alignment previously 

constructed by a faster method performs best PRRP.  

Another running program, DIALIGN, without introducing a 

gap penalty Berry sub-segments or sequence to focus 

narrowly on the local alignment takes an unusual approach. 

The alignment of individual motifs, a dot matrix plot in a 

pairwise alignment similar to that achieved with a matrix 

representation. An alternative way to fast local alignments 

as anchor points or for a slower global alignment process 

"seed" that uses the chaos / DIALIGN suite is implemented. 

A third popular iteration method based muscle (Log 

expectation multiple sequence alignment), a more accurate 

distance measure to assess the association of two scenes 

with the progressive improvement of the methods cited. The 

distance measure is updated between iteration stages 

(although, in its original form, depending on the muscle that 

was able refinement contained only 2-3 iterations). 

Consensus methods 

The consensus sequences of the same set of methods have 

many different alignments try to find the optimal multiple 

sequence alignment. There are two commonly used 

methods of consensus, M-Coffee and are MergeAlign.M-

coffee from seven different ways to generate multiple 

sequence alignment alignment consensus uses. MergeAlign 

sequence development or various models of multiple 

sequence alignments generated using different methods of 

input from any number of alignment alignment consensus is 

capable of generating. MergeAlign default options for 

developing the protein sequence alignment generated using 

91 different models using an alignment consensus 

estimates. 

Hidden Markov models 

Hidden Markov models are probabilistic models that gap, 

can assign likelihoods to all possible combinations of 

matches and mismatches to determine the most likely MSA 

or set of possible MSAs are. HMMs can produce both 

global and local alignment. Although HMM-based methods 

have been developed relatively recently, they specifically 

for sequences that contain overlapping areas offer 

significant improvements in computational speed typical 

HMM-based methods directed acyclic MSA possible entries 

in the columns of an MSA, which consists of a series of 

nodes representing a partial order graph, known as the 

graph representing it as a form of work. in the next column 

possible characters alignment. In terms of a typical hidden 

Markov model, the observed state individual alignment 

columns and the "hidden" states represent the presumed 

ancestral sequence from which the sequences in the query 

set are hypothesized to have landed. An efficient search 

variant of the dynamic programming method, Viterbi 

algorithm is known as, generally subsequent query set to 

produce a new MSA to the next scene in the growing line is 

used for MSA .Because the alignment of prior sequences is 

updated at each new addition to the scene is different from 

progressive alignment methods. However, like progressive 

methods, this technology sets the order in which the query 

sequences are integrated into alignment, especially when 

the sequences are distantly related can be affected. 

Genetic algorithms and simulated annealing 

Standard optimization techniques in computer science - 

both of which were inspired by, but directly not reproduce 

the physical processes - even more efficiently produce 

quality MSAs have been used in an attempt to. One such 

technique, genetic algorithms, an attempt is roughly 

estimated that the evolutionary process has lead to 

divergence in the query set to emulate the MSA has been 

used for production. Method possible MSAs into fragments 

and repeatedly breaking a series of different positions by 

rearranging those fragments with the introduction of 

interval functions. A general objective function is optimized 

during the simulation, most generally, "added amount" 

maximum function introduced in dynamic programming-

based MSA methods. A technique for protein sequences 

software Saga (by genetic sequence alignment algorithm) 

and has been applied to its counterpart in the RNA is called 

passion.  

ATATATAT - 

   | | |  | | |  | 

- TATATATA 

 Alignment of ATATATAT against TATATATA. 

The technique of simulated annealing is another method by 

which an existing MSA produced by an input alignment 

already occupies space better than the alignment designed 

to find areas is refined by a series of rearrangements. Like 

the genetic algorithm method, simulated annealing sum- 

Of-pairs function maximizes an objective function. A 

simulated annealing symbolic "C" factor that the rate at 
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which rearrangements proceed and determine the likelihood 

of each rearrangement uses; to find out. This approach 

program MSASA (simulated annealing multiple sequence 

alignment) has been implemented in. 

Non-Coding Multiple Sequence Alignment 

Non-coding DNA regions, especially TFBSs, but not 

necessarily more protected and are evolutionarily related, 

and may be associated with a non-common ancestor. Thus, 

the protein-coding regions of DNA sequences and the 

assumptions used in line with those that hold for TFBS 

sequences are inherently different have little meaning for 

the TFBS sequences. This is especially important when the 

same TFBS monitoring model to predict the unknown 

places known to be trying to align the sequences TFBS. 

Therefore, multiple sequence alignment methods and 

working hypothesis underlying evolutionary basis neighbor 

thermodynamic information binding site, Edna's lowest 

thermodynamic binding sites for the alignment of the line 

for the protection of exclusivity to include use as operators 

adjust published need to. 

Alignment visualization and quality control 

Necessary use of heuristics for multiple alignment means an 

arbitrary set of proteins, there is always a good chance that 

an alignment will contain errors is. For example, evaluation 

of programs using key benchmark alignment BAliBase 

coalition found that at least 24% of all pairs of amino acids 

were aligned incorrectly. As the number of sequence 

divergence increases and many more errors because of the 

nature simply will MSA heuristic algorithms. Multiple 

sequence alignment audience visually, often two or more 

views to be reviewed and annotated functional sites 

inspected by the quality of the alignment enable alignment. 

Many also be edited in order to enable an optimal alignment 

'curated' alignment suitable for use in phylogenetic analysis 

or comparative modeling to achieve these (usually minor) to 

correct errors.  

 

Use in phylogenetics 

Multiple sequence alignments can be used to create a 

phylogenetic tree.This is made possible by two factors. The 

first is known as the functional domain that annotated 

sequences in non-annotated sequences can be used for 

alignment. The other is known to be functionally important 

protected areas can be found. This makes it possible to 

analyze multiple sequence alignment and symmetry through 

the evolutionary relationships between the sequences to be 

used to find. Point mutations and insertion or deletion 

events (called indels) can be detected. 

 

Multiple sequence alignment such binding sites, active sites, 

or sites similar to other important tasks, such as by applying 

protected domain to identify functionally important sites 

can be used. When multiple sequence alignment, looking at 

different aspects of the scenery when the scenery than 

useful. Identifying these aspects, equality, and compliance 

are included. Means of identification of the remains that 

have similar views on their respective positions. On the 

other hand, the similarity with the sequences being 

compared quantitatively similar to what remains. For 

example, in the case of nucleotide sequences, pyrimidines 

are considered similar to each other, as are purines. 

Eventually equality, in conformity leads to scenes that are 

more similar, they are close to being homologous. This 

similarity in views can go to for help finding the common 

ancestry. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

Multiple Sequence Alignment is an extension of Junk 

alignment to include more than two scenes at one time. 

Many of our alignment methods try to align all the 

sequences in a given query set. Efficient fitness value 

function, crossover and mutation strategy is the result of 

work. After all, it is trying that our methods will be greatly 

contributed to the efficient solution of many sequence 

alignment problems. 
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Abstract— In this paper, we have presented a new design 

of explicit pulsed sense amplifier based flip-flop (SAFF) 

which gives high performance parameters. The most 

important factors need to be considered while designing 

efficient circuits are low power with less delay .Our 

proposed design attracted these performance parameters 

due to its design using GDI technique. Different topologies 

along with their layout simulations have been compared 

with respect to power consumption, delay and temperature 

sustainability in order to prove the superiority of proposed 

design. The simulation has been carried out on Tanner EDA 

tool on BSIM3v3 45nm technology.  

Keywords— Explicit pulsed SAFF, GDI Technique, latch 

topology, low power, delay, Power  consumption, Dual 

edge triggered flip flops, sense-amplifier, Tanner EDA.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the increasing demand for high-performance and 

energy efficient memory devices, there is a lot of attraction 

in the design work towards meeting the above requirements. 

An explicit-pulsed flip-flop is used for critical paths due to 

its energy efficient feature. All simulations have been 

carried out on Tanner EDA Tool on BSIM3v3 45 nm 

technology. Using GDI technique, SAFF-GDI latch is 

simulated first ,there after we have modified it by adding 

explicit pulse to trigger it which is shown as explicit pulsed 

SAFF-GDI latch. 

 

 

 

II. SAFF USING GDI TECHNIQUE 

 
Fig.1: Schematic of SAFF-GDI latch 
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Fig.2: SAFF-GDI latch layout 

 
Fig.3: Waveforms of SAFF-GDI latch 

 

Explicit pulsed proposed SAFF 

 
Fig.4: Schematic of Explicit pulsed proposed SAFF 
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Fig.5: Explicit pulsed proposed SAFF layout 

 
Fig.6: Waveforms of Explicit pulsed proposed SAFF 

 

Explicit pulsed design of proposed SAFF is beneficial in 

that case when there are numerous neighboring SAFF’s. 

Only one pulse generator, embedded on single chip, is 

sufficient to give power supply to entire chip. 

 

III. SIMULATION AND COMPARISON 

Simulation Environment: 

All the circuits have been simulated using BSIM3v3 45 nm 

technology on Tanner EDA tool. To make the impartial 

testing environment, all the circuits have been simulated on 

the same input patterns. All experimental results for 

temperature, frequencies and supply voltages are carried out 

at VDD=1.25 V. 

 

Pre-Layout Simulation of Explicit pulsed proposed SAFF 

(EP SAFF): 

Pre-layout simulation graphs for explicit pulsed proposed 

SAFF are given below.  Fig. 7 shows power consumption 

variation versus temperature. Fig.8-12 show delay variation, 

power consumption variation versus supply voltage, delay 

variation versus frequency, power consumption and delay 

variation versus output load capacitance respectively. 
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Fig.7: Power consumption variation over different 

operating ranges of temperature 

 

 
Fig.8: Delay variation over different operating ranges of 

supply voltage 

 

 
Fig.9: Power consumption variation over different 

operating ranges of supply voltage 

 
Fig.10: Delay variation over different operating ranges of 

frequency 

 

 
Fig.11: Power consumption variation over different values 

of output load capacitance 

 

 
Fig.12: Delay variation over different values of output load 

capacitance 

 

Post Layout Simulation of Explicit pulsed proposed 

SAFF: 

Post-layout simulation results are shown with the help of 

following graphs.Fig.13 shows power consumption 

variation over different operating ranges of temperature. 
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Power consumption is almost constant with temperature 

because of same order.Fig.14-15 shows power consumption 

and delay variation with supply voltage respectively.Fig.16 

shows power consumption variation with frequency. Power 

consumption is continuously increasing with increase in 

frequency. Fig. 17 shows delay variation with respect to 

frequency. 

 
Fig.13: Power consumption variation over different 

operating ranges of temperature 

 

 
Fig.14: Power consumption variation over different 

operating ranges of supply voltage 

 

 
Fig.15: Delay variation over different operating ranges of 

supply voltage 

 

 
Fig.16: Power consumption variation over different 

operating ranges of frequency 

 

 
Fig.17: Delay variation over different operating ranges of 

frequency 

 

At last, we designed explicit pulsed proposed SAFF and 

analyzed its simulation results. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed an explicit pulsed SAFF-

GDI latch and compared it with implicit pulsed SAFF-GDI 

latch on the basis of its performance parameters i.e power 

consumption and delay over a wide range of temperature, 

supply voltages and frequencies. With the help of 

simulation results, it is proved that our proposed design of 

explicit pulsed SAFF is high performance and energy 

efficient over that of implicit pulsed SAFF-GDI latch. 
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Abstract— Effects of refinery processes on the quality of 

various water samples from Kaduna Refinery and 

Petrochemical Company (KRPC) Limited was investigated. 

Water quality assessment was carried out on samples 

collected at different water treatment sampling points in the 

refinery. The physicochemical parameters and other forms 

of analytical processes used in the work were of the 

standards of American Standards of Testing Materials 

(ASTM) and American Public Health Association (APHA) 

using spectrophotometric and volumetric methods. Results 

obtained showed that the quality of water samples subjected      

to treatment at each water treatment section in KRPC 

during the course of study was acceptable from physico-

chemical parameters assessed and may not be injurious to 

the boiler and its other end uses. Also, result of the pre and 

post refinery operations on cooling water sample assessed 

showed the significant effect the refinery operation had on 

the cooling water.  

Keywords— Refinery, water quality, Water treatment, 

Heavy metals, Kaduna refinery, ASTM and APHA. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Water is a liquid without colour, smell or taste that falls as 

rain, in lakes, rivers and seas and is used for drinking, 

washing and a host of other industrial processes (Hornby, 

1987). Water has a freezing point of 00C, boiling point of 

1000C, maximum density of 1g/cm3 at 4 0C and it’s neutral 

to litmus paper (Jones and Atkins, 2002).It is chemically 

composed of hydrogen and oxygen in the ratio of 2:1. An 

essential and indispensable element/resource in nearly all 

industrial processes (Lorch, 1987).  In industrial sectors 

such as petroleum refinery, food and beverage or 

pharmaceutical production, water is either used as a primary 

product or in the area of cooling, steam generation or boiler 

feed systems. Using water in the industrial environment 

requires consistently high water quality with adequate 

physicochemical parameters which is achieved by treatment 

at each stage of its usage (Dara, 1995).Water treatment is 

the process of converting raw water from surface or sub-

surface source into a portable form that is suitable for 

drinking, domestic and industrial uses (Ojo et al., 2012). 

The water for the production processes and for vital services 

must be of high quality, equivalent to the drinking water. 

For the boilers and some production processes, the water 

must be additionallty demineralized (Aderogba, 2011). 

Kaduna Refinery and Petrochemical Company (KRPC) was 

established for the purpose of refining crude oil into 

Premium Motor Spirit (PMS) and other petrochemical 

products with the view of providing fuels for automobile 

engines and other outputs, without threatening 

environmental safety (Ahmad, 2014). The process of 

refining crude oil consumes large amounts of water. It is 

used in varying quantities and ways in all stages/processes 

of production in the refinery as its operation is highly 

dependent on adequate supply of water. Refinery water 

needs to be treated before being used in different processes 

and the type of treatment depends on the quality of the 

source water and its ultimate use in the refinery. Turbidity, 

sediments and hardness are examples of source water 

constituents that may require treatment. The raw water 

comes from River Kaduna but undergoes various 

purification stages such as coagulation and filtration before 

usage.Subsequent treatment will depend on the ultimate use 

for each water system (Aderogba, 2011). 

This study therefore seeks to comparatively ascertain the 

physicochemical and heavy metals characteristics of the 

various treated refinery water samples, pre and post refinery 

operations on cooling water. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Description of study area 

The study area is KRPC which is located at Chukun Local 

Government Area of Kaduna State, Nigeria. It lies between 

latitudes 10° to 11° North and longitudes 7° to 8° east. 
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KRPC facility lies between latitudes 10° 24΄ 36.18”N and 

longitudes 7° 29΄17.37˝E. The facility occupies 

approximately 1.8 square Kilometers; about 7% of the total 

area of the region. 

The study area was initially characterized by over 80% 

agricultural land uses. River Romi is one of the tributaries 

of River Rigasa, it is the largest river in the study area 

which adds to drain the region into the Kaduna River 

system. The provision of disposing refinery liquid waste 

into River Romi was one of the reasons why the refinery 

was located in the Rido region. 

 

2.2 Samples collection 

Water samples  from different treatment/sampling units in 

KRPC stipulated as follows: raw, filtered, demineralized, 

boiler and cooling were collected with a 2 litre plastic water 

sampler and transferred to a clean 2 litre polyethylene 

containers, properly labelled and taken to the refinery 

quality control laboratory for analysis.The raw, filtered, 

demineralized and boiler feed water samples were collected 

for physico-chemical examination while the cooling and 

water samples were collected for analysis/comparison of pre 

and post refining operation. All other quality control 

procedures relevant to samples collection, preservation and 

analyses were strictly adhered to for the determination of 

physicochemical parameters and heavy metals content. 

 

2.3 Physico-chemical examination 

The physico-chemical parameters were determined 

according to procedures outlined in the Standard Method 

for the Examination of Water and Waste Water (APHA, 

1998 and 1992) and American Society for Testing Material 

(1990). The parameters analyzed are those believed to have 

effects on water quality and referred to by WHO (2008) and 

FMEnv. (2007). These parameters are Conductivity 

measured using Conductivity meter (HI 2300), pH and 

Temperature were measured using HACH pH meter, 

Turbidity was measured using Turbidimeter (HI 88713-

ISO), Silica content and Phosphate were analysed using 

Spectrophotometer (Hach DR/2010 and Hach DR 2800), 

Total alkalinity by titration with HCl and Hardness by 

complexometric titration. A Perkin Elmer model 2380 

Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer was used for the 

determination of some heavy metals.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table.1: Results of the physico-chemical parameters of treated water samples in Kaduna Refinery  and Petrochemical Company 

Parameters Raw Filtered Demineralized Boiler 

pH 7.69±0.01 6.61±0.01 8.02±0.006 10.25±0.03 

Temp. (0C) 25.33±0.58 26.5±0.36 27.3±0.10 26.07±0.15 

Turb. (ntu) 82.27±0.23 0.44±0.03 0.02±0.006  

Cond. (us/cm) 52.43±0.12 59.07±0.32 0.57±0.06 12.13±0.23 

Silica (ppm) 8.13±0.12 4.73±0.06 0.07±0.01 1.15±0.13 

Alkalinity (ppm) 62.33±0.58 74.0±1.00 24.00±1.00 19.01±0.02 

Tot. Hardness (ppm)    46.90±1.01 32.93±1.007 19.53±2.16 27.8±0.20 

Ca. Hardness (ppm) 45.07±0.90 25.67±0.58 16.33±0.58 13.37±2.28 

Mg. Hardness (ppm)    18.33±1.53 7.27±0.64 3.20±1.59 14.43±2.11 

PO4
3- (ppm) ND ND 3.76±0.02 2.77±0.12 

ND = Not done. 

 

The physico-chemical parameters of the water samples 

treated at each water treatment section in Kaduna Refinery 

and Petrochemical Company were investigated and the level 

of treatment estimated. The result of the analysis as shown 

in Table 1 shows that the average pH of the raw water 

sample is slightly alkaline (7.69). This is in line with the 

neutral (pH 7) or slightly alkaline (pH 8) permissible levels 

for pH value for stream water or natural water as set by 

World Health Organization (WHO).  The pH of the filtered 

water sample was observed to be acidic (6.61). These 

significant change in pH maybe attributed to the 

preliminary treatment of the raw water by addition of poly-

aluminiumchloride, a coagulant whose dosage is pH 

dependent (Jowa and Liberty, 2015).The average pH of the 

assessed demineralized and boiler water were found to be 

8.02 and 10.25 respectively. The subsequent increase in pH 

of the demineralized water to the basic medium is due to the 

addition of tri-sodium phosphate (a buffer) which help to 
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regulate the pH to meet the requirements of the boiler. The 

irregular trend and required degree of water pH control 

depends on the particular use as the pH  which measures the 

acidity or alkalinity (basicity) of any water is one of the 

most important determination in water chemistry because 

many of the processes involved in water treatment are pH 

dependent (Lateef, 2004). 

The study also revealed that the average turbidity of the raw 

water is 82.27 ntu. The high turbidity value obtained might 

be as a result of dissolution of organic wastes such as faeces 

and other nitrogenous wastes being discharged by some 

villagers inhabiting the area of the source water. Another 

natural primary cause of the turbidity of source water is silt, 

which consists of suspended minerals particles resulting 

from land erosion and other dissolved solids.The turbidity 

of the filtered water is 0.44 ntu. These significant decrease 

in turbidity from raw to filtered water along the treatment 

line is due to the addition of poly aluminium chloride 

(PAC), a coagulant which accounts for 99% turbidity 

removal (Jowa and Liberty, 2015).Also, the turbidity of the 

demineralized water is 0.02 ntu. These significant variation 

in turbidity as compared to the filtered water is attributed to 

its treatment by Ion exchange which is a reversible chemical 

reaction where positively or negatively charged ions present 

in the water are replaced by similarly charged ions present 

within the resin, thus removes both suspended and 

dissolved solids. Turbidity level is an important water 

quality criteria as it makes water cloudy and deposits in 

water lines and process equipment such as boilers in the 

refinery. Its complete elimination at the boiler as observed 

in Table 1 is due to water preliminary treatment by filtration 

and ion exchange to meet the requirement of the boiler as its 

presence may be injurious to the boiler (Odigure et al., 

2005).The average conductivity value of the raw water is 

52.43 us/cm. These value increased slightly to 59.07 us/cm 

following filtration. Subsequent treatment by 

demineralization led to a significant decrease in 

conductivity value to 0.57 us/cm. This is possible as 

processes such as ion exchange which decreases dissolved 

solids content will decrease conductivity to a large extent. 

Conductivity is the measurement of the ability of a solution 

to carry electric current. Since this ability depends on ions 

or ionizable solids in solution, a conductivity measurement 

is an excellent indicator of the total dissolved solids in  

water (Jernand Wun, 2006). Hence, high conductivity can 

increase the corrosive characteristics of water in the 

refinery. 

The study also showed that the average silica content of the 

raw water is 8.13 ppm which reveals the level of suspended 

solids in the raw water sample. Its presence in the source 

water maybe attributed to minerals such as sodium 

feldsparalbite (NaAlSi3O8) present due to erosion of rocks, 

atmospheric precipitation and industrial sewage and these 

maybe harmful to the refining plant. Subsequent treatment 

by filtration decreased the silica content to 4.73 ppm. This 

is attributed to the dual media filters which comprised of a 

layer of anthracite over sand where the larger solid particles 

are trapped by the anthracite and the finer solids are held up 

in the sand. Also, the silica content of the demineralized 

water is 0.07 ppm. These significant decrease is due to 

treatment by ion exchange following filtration. Silica which 

if allowed to pass with the water as boiler feed will deposit 

on boiler tubes which form resistance to efficient heat 

transfer, scaling on heating, cooling equipment and 

pipelines (Aderogba, 2011). Hence, silica content 

assessment is an important water treatment quality criteria. 

The alkalinity of the raw water is 62.33 ppm.These value 

which determine a stream’s buffering capacity is within the 

WHO permissible limit of 32-118 mg/l.  Also, a slight 

increase (74.0 ppm) was recorded upon filtration which 

fluctuate to 24.00 ppm following demineralization by ion 

exchange. These irregular trend / fluctuation in alkalinity of 

water samples along the treatment line maybe due to the 

chemicals used in water treatment such as poly-aluminium 

chloride, tri-sodium phosphate and otherswhich causes 

changes in alkalinity. Determining alkalinity is required 

when calculating chemical dosages for coagulation (Jowa 

and Liberty, 2015). It’s also an important parameter in 

water treatment in refinery as it causes foaming in steam 

systems and attacks boiler steel. 

The study also revealed that the average total hardness of 

the raw water is 46.90 ppm. This is due to the source water 

coming in contact with limestone (CaCO3) or dolomite 

(CaCO3·MgCO3), as such picks up calcium ions and 

magnesium ions which makes it too hard for refinery use. 

Following subsequent treatment by ion exchange, total 

hardness of the demineralized water was observed to be 

19.53 ppm. These subsequent variation was due to 

treatment by ion exchange where the mobile hydrated ions 

of solid are exchanged equivalently with ions of same 

charge in the water (Walter, 1981). Sodium and Hydrogen 

cation exchange process are the methods employed in 

KRPC as hardness is the primary source of scale formation 

in heat exchangers and pipelines. 

Table.2: Heavy metals result of treated water samples in Kaduna Refinery and Petrochemical Company 

Parameters Raw   Filtered  Demineralized Boiler  
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(ppm) 

V 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 

Pb 0.05±8.49 0.04±0.00 0.01±0.006 0.01±0.00 

Zn 0.18±0.01 0.10±0.006 0.01±0.00 0.00±0.00 

Fe 0.74±0.01 0.63±0.02 0.23±0.01 0.44±0.02 

Cd 0.00±0.00 0.02±0.01 0.01±0.006 0.05±0.02 

Cu 0.03±0.006 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 

Ni 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 

Cr 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 

 

Table 2 shows that Vanadium, Nickel and chromium were 

not detected in the source water sample (raw water) and 

water samples along the water treatment line (Filtered, 

demineralized and boiler water). The average concentration 

of K, Fe and Zn in the source water sample were 9.64 ppm, 

0.74 ppm and 0.18 ppm respectively. The reason for the 

high concentration of these metals in the source water 

maybe attributed to the erosion of minerals from rocks and 

soil, forest fire runoff, industrial and agricultural sewage 

(Cohen, 1960). The low concentration of Pb in the source 

water as shown in table 2 is a plus as the Kaduna River is 

expected to be polluted with less Pb concentrations and 

devoid of its associated problems. There was a significant 

decrease in the concentration of these heavy metal in the 

source water following filtration and demineralization 

processes as given in table 2. This is attributed to the use of 

dual filter media and ion exchange in these treatment 

processes which effectively removes heavy metals 

(Marcovecchio,2007).The appearance of Cd in the filtered 

water which was originally absent in the raw water sample 

could be as a result of the leaching out of Cd from the sand 

bed into the water. In summary, there was a significant 

decrease in the level of the metals originally present in the 

source water sample and the level at each water treatment 

section in the plant. These could be attributed to the 

treatment processes they undergo except for cadmium 

which was spotted along the water treatment process line 

and the random trend in Fe and K that both increased at the 

boiler after initial continual decreasing trend.

Table.3: Results of physico-chemical parameters of the pre and post refinery water sample from KRPC 

    Parameters CBR CAR 

pH 8.41±0.01 7.74±0.005 

Temp. (0c) 21.53±0.31 29.10±0.30 

Turb. (ntu) 9.52±0.03 33.67±1.15 

Cond. (us/cm)          295.67±0.58    293.67±2.31 

Silica (ppm) 7.10±0.10    54.67±1.15 

Alkalinity (ppm)  62.13±0.23 203.0±4.36 

Tot. Hardness (ppm)   71.10±0.006 134.83±1.04    

Ca. Hardness (ppm)    65.72±0.03 95.33±0.58 

Mg. Hardness (ppm)   5.39±0.02 39.5±0.50 

PO4
3- (ppm) 4.57±0.12 4.57±0.06 

 

CBR= Cooling water before refining. CAR= Cooling water after refining / Cooling effluent. ND= Not done. 

In this study, it was also observed from Table 3 that after 

refining operation, there was a significant increase in 

temperature (29.10 0C), turbidity (33.67 ntu), silica content 

(54.67 ppm), alkalinity (203.0 ppm) and total hardness 

(134.83 ppm) of the cooling effluent as compared to the 

temp. (21.53 0C), turbidity (9.52 ntu), silica content (7.10 

ppm), alkalinity (62.13 ppm) and total hardness (71.10 

ppm) of the cooling water sample before refining. The sharp 

increase in the temperature may be as a result of heat from 

cooling since the water is being used in exchanger units to 

reduce heat to between 80-90 0C. Otherwise, the exchanger 

gets defective during the refining operations. The increase 

in turbidity could be attributed to the exchange of turbid 

content alongside heat from petroleum products after its 
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usage. Also, the increase in alkalinity, total hardness, silica 

content could be attributed to the chemicals such as 

orthophosphate, silicate, bicarbonate and calcium carbonate 

which act as inhibitors dosed to the cooling water samples 

before refining operations/usage. These chemicals are 

essential for effective scaling, corrosion and fouling control 

which can hamper the operation of plant equipment or 

contribute to its deterioration after usage. 

Table.4: Results of heavy metal content of the pre and post refinery operations cooling water sample from KRPC 

Parameters (ppm) CBR CAR 

         V 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 

        Pb 0.03±0.01 0.12±0.02 

        Zn  0.19±0.02 0.37±0.01 

        Fe  0.31±0.20 0.61±0.01 

        Cd  0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 

       Cu  0.01±0.006 0.05±8.50 

        Ni  0.14±0.006 0.20±0.006 

       Cr  0.00±0.00 0.01±0.005 

         K  14.43±0.0 9.62±0.02 

 

CBR = Cooling water before refining. CAR = Cooling water after refining / Cooling effluent. ND = Not done. 

From Table 4, the levels of heavy metals in the cooling 

effluent were in the order of K > Fe > Zn > Ni >Pd> Cu > 

Cr with V and Cd being absent. These were higher when 

compared to that of the cooling water samples before 

refining operation with a trend of K > Fe > Zn > Ni >Pd> 

Cu with Cr, V and Cd absent. The only exception was the 

concentration of K which was higher in cooling water 

sample before refining than the cooling effluent sample. 

Also, Chromium was originally absent in the cooling water 

sample before refining but was spotted in the cooling 

effluent (0.01 ppm). These may be due to chromium 

dissociation from electroplated materials used in petroleum 

refining process (Abui,2012). The high level of Pb in the 

cooling effluent (0.12 ppm) can be attributed to its usage as 

coolant for lubricating oil fraction and parts of the 

equipment or machinery used at different stages of crude oil 

refining. Also, the increase in the concentration of Ni (0.20 

ppm), Cu (0.05 ppm), Fe (0.61 ppm) and Zn (0.37 ppm) of 

the cooling effluent as compared to the cooling water before 

refining operation maybe attributed to corrosion of pipelines 

and parts of heat exchangers which the water passes 

through. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

In conclusion, the result of the study revealed that the 

refining processes have individual and peculiar influences 

on the level of physico-chemical parameters of the water 

leaving each treatment section. The quality of water 

samples subjected to treatment at each water treatment 

section in KRPC during the course of study was acceptable 

from physico-chemical parameters assessed and may not be 

injurious to the boiler and its other end uses. Also, results of 

the pre and post refinery operation cooling water sample 

assessed showed the significant effect the refinery operation 

had on the cooling water. 

Based on the results obtained above, the water treatment 

before usage in KRPC should be encouraged and continued 

as poorly treated water used in the boiler for steam 

production could be manifested through scaling and 

eventual failure of the boiler.  
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Abstract— The Technology behind every electronic 

gadgets or device has a rapid growth in the market and 

also in the industry. As all the complex electronic devices 

are operating at higher frequency and operating in sub 

threshold region, which leads to delivering higher leakage 

power at lower operating voltages, and especially when 

the technology is gradually increasing, mostly in cmos 

design. So there ought to be a reliable mode of circuit or 

structure which can be a tradeoff between speed, power 

and area. So the broad side of this work designates the 

analysis of Gate diffused input method (GDI) which can be 

an alternative logic for the implementation of SRAM bit 

cell instead of CMOS, and relative, comparative analysis 

of delay & power of CMOS with GDI at 0.4v at 32nm 

Synopsys tools  by obtaining the proper characteristics of 

ac and dc analysis. 

Keywords— cmos, GDI, Subthreshold operation, Static, 

Dynamic power. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The demand for portable electronic devices increasing day 

by day, as the Technology has a rapid  growth in the in 

industry. As Most of the electronics gadgets are battery 

operated and increasing the demand for portable and 

popularity of electronic products, the researchers have 

driven strive to achieve higher speed and longer battery 

life.  

There were number of techniques proposed in past decades, 

to reduce the power and leakage, by operating the device 

under sub threshold region. But generously there are drastic 

changes in higher leakage power & current. More 

predominantly this leakage power is dominating the 

dynamic and static power.   

But the problem in the Cmos design is leakage power when 

the technology is moving on to higher levels. According to 

the survey given by Intel, leakage power is dominating 

when the technology is upgrading, as technology has a 

rapid growth, the amount of complexity of electronic 

circuits is also increasing according to the customer needs 

and the relationship is as showed below Fig 1. So there 

fore, there must be alternating circuit model to reduce the 

amount of leakage power  when the technology has a rapid 

growth[4]. 

Cmos circuits plays a vital role in the designing of memory 

circuit modeling, as it deals with higher switching speed, a 

basic circuit to implement all the kind of design. an 

implementation of SRAM is done with 8T model. RAM is 

one of the main functional unit and takes maximum power 

especially when it is under dynamic mode of operation The 

amount of static power is maximum when the circuit is in 

cutoff state. 

This leakage power is dominating the dynamic power when 

the technology is rapidly growing. SRAM is one of the 

hearts of the processing element and processing read and 

writes operations simultaneously. For achieving high 

performance and more reliable operation, there by changing 

the different parameters. Therefore the energy consumption 

per bit is drastically reduced, which will leads to more 

efficient design. In order to reduce the power consumption 

of SRAM ,there is relay on different types of process 

variations like sensing unit, supply voltage, size reduction.  

This  paper characterizes SRM is design  model staring of 

inverter, 8T SRAM In cmos & GDI  of different parameters 

static and dynamic power, rise and fall time delay & its 

characteristics by  considering the advantages[3][4] 

This Paper designated as follows section I clarify operation 

of cmos inverter, and its characteristics. Section II 

enlightens the operation GDI inverter. Performance & 

Implementation of Gate diffused input (GDI) sram in 

section III. In section IV explains the power analysis of 8T 

CMOS SRAM. power analysis of GDI 8T SRAM describes 

in section V. delay estimation of sram cmos is done in  

section VI.in section VII GDI delay estimation ids done.[1] 
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Fig.1: Technology Vs power relationship 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2: power Vs year correlation 

 

II. OPERATION OF CMOS INVERTER 

A basic component for the operating of kind logic of sop 

or  pos.The challenges of sub threshold memory design are 

compromised with inverter operation and shows the circuit 

diagram of static CMOS inverter circuit. Its operation is 

readily understood with the simple switch model of the 

MOS transistor, introducing in the transistor is nothing 

more than a switch with an infinite off mode resistance for 

|VGS| < |VT|, and a finite on-resistance for |VGS| > |VT|.  

 
Fig.3: cmos inverter inverter 

 

Performance of  the following operation. When input Vin 

is high and equal to VDD, the NMOS transistor is on state 

, while the PMOS is off condition . The  equivalent circuit 

of exists between Vout and the ground node, resulting in a 

steady-state value of 0 V. On the other hand, when the 

input voltage is low (0 V), NMOS and PMOS transistors 

are off and on, respectively. And as showed in fig 2. 

 
Fig.4 : characteristics of  cmos inverter 

 

As the transistor is Low power means operating the design 

at less than the threshold voltage or sub threshold without 

degrading the performance. Sub-threshold is one of the 

methods to achieve low power design. There are basically 

three Inversion regions:a)Strong inversion region (Vgs>Vt), 

b)Moderate inversion region (Vgs=Vt),c)Weak inversion 

region (0 < Vgs < Vt) operation.[2] 

The amount of leakage power and delay need to minimize, 

as the complexity of the circuit is increasing with respect to 

the technology .and also delay and power is minimized by 

considering VDD and VSS are also another inputs along 

with the input.   

 

III. OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS OF GDI CIRCUITS 

Gate Diffused Input (GDI) is one of the method and a new 

technique of digital low power circuit design is operation 

explained. It allows to reduction of power consumption, 

delay and area of digital logic circuits, by maintaining 

lower complexity of logic model design. Performance 

comparison of traditional CMOS and GDI were 

presented[3], to reduce layout area, number of logic cells or 

devices and also to estimate the delay and power, 

performance is as showed below.whre the gdi has the low 

swing operation. 

 
 

Fig.5: GDI Inverter 

The schematic diagram of  GDI cell is showed below and 

the input is applied as a train of pulse with the logic levels 

are 1 and 0.and another two inputs of vdd and vss are 

applied as DC signal. 
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Fig.6: schematic diagram of GDI Inverter 

 

The characteristics of the GDI inverter is as mentioned 

below. Most of functions are complex in CMOS, as well as 

in standard logic PTL implementations, but simple as only 

2 transistors / function) in GDI design method.[1] 

 
Fig.7: Functional characteristics of GDI pass transistor 

logic 

 

As GDI cell structure is different from existing Pass 

Transistor Logic techniques, it has some important features, 

allows to Improvements in design complexity, count of 

transistor, static power dissipation and low logic level 

swing. 

 
Fig.8: a cell view of representation is done  1 bit 

 

 
Fig.9: Functional characteristics of GDI inverter logic 

 

 
Fig.10: Dc Analysis 

An cell view representation is showed in the figure 8 and 

the dc voltage of  1.5v is applied as input to vdd and  

vss,and a dc voltage of 0.4v is applied as input to the 

inverter  logic circuit. 

 

IV. GDI BASED 8T SRAM 

 
Fig.11: schematic representation of 8T SRAM 
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Fig.12: Symbolic view of   8T SRAM 

 

Fig.13: characteristic of  8T GDI SRAM  

 

Power analysis of 8T CMOS SRAM 

Static power dissipation 

Fig.14: static   power Analysis 

Static power dissipation= 1.2621 uw 

 

Dynamic power dissipation 

 
Fig.15.Total power dissipation= 7.2593uw 

Dynamic Power=Total –Static Power=5.9962 uw 

 

V. POWER ANALYSIS OF 8T GDI SRAM 

Static power dissipation 

 
Fig.16: Static power dissipation= 0.668uw 

Fig.17: Total power dissipation= 4.073uw 

Dynamic Power=Total –Static Power=4.073uw 

 

VI. DELAY ESTIMATION  0F 8T SRAM CMOS 

 
Fig.18:  Rise Time  Time Delay 

 

 
Fig.19 : Fall Time  Delay 

 

VII. DELAY ESTIMATION  OF 8T SRAM GDI 

MODEL 

 
Fig.20: Rise & Fall Time Delay 
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Comparative Analysis 

The following representation indicates the analysis about 

the power and delay of 8T SRAM implemented in CMOS 

and GDI. 

Power analysis micro watts 

  CMOS GDI 

Static Power 1.2621 0.668 

Dynamic 

Power 
5.9962 4.073 

Total 7.2583 4.6672 

 

Delay analysis in Pico seconds 

Delay  in Ps CMOS GDI 

Rise Time 168 111 

Fall Time 111 9.6 

Total Delay 279 121 

 

Delay analysis 

 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Static Power is reduced by a factor 63  % dynamic Power is 

reduced by a factor of 46% and Approximately 55 % on 

total power but In GDI The Rise Time Is Reduced By 1.5 

% And Fall Time Is Decreased By 11%Approximately 6 % 

on total delay by maintaining the performance.Tolls used 

were  Synopsys Designer -implementation &  modelling 

,Custom Ic Designer performance and Custom Complier 

power and delay.  
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Abstract— Diesel being the main transport fuel, developing 

countries like India spends a lot of money to import 

petroleum and the use of petroleum based fuels increased in 

the recent years is the main contributor to the urban air 

pollution. Finding a suitable alternative to diesel is an 

urgent need. Biofuels are renewable, can supplement 

petroleum based fuels. Due to pressure on edible oils, non-

edible oils of Pongamia Pinnata (karanja) and Jatropa 

Curcas are evaluated as diesel fuel extender. Pongamia 

pinnata based bio-diesel (PBD) is receiving increasing 

attention in India because of its potential to increase the 

rural employment and relatively low impact on 

environment. Diesel engines running on PBD are found to 

emit higher oxides of nitrogen. In this work a single cylinder 

constant speed water cooled four stroke direct injection 

diesel engine is selected for the experimental investigations 

to model the performance and emission characteristics 

fueled with plain Diesel and Pongamia Bio-diesel blends 

PBD10 (10% Pongamia Bio-diesel and 90% Diesel) and 

PBD20 (20% Pongamia Bio-diesel and 80% Diesel) with 

different cooled EGR rates (0%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%). 

The performance parameters are analyzed include specific 

fuel consumption and brake thermal efficiency whereas 

exhaust emissions include nitric oxide (NO), carbon 

monoxide (CO) and smoke opacity. The results of the 

experiments in each case were used to model the 

performance and emission parameters. Multivariate non 

linear regression analysis is carried out in Minitab software 

to model the performance and emission parameters. The 

predicted values were compared with experimental data.  

Keywords— Bio-diesel, EGR, Pongamia Pinnata, Engine 

modeling, Multiple nonlinear Regression. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Share of diesel engine is consistently rising in vehicle 

market worldwide. New technologies and improvements 

made the diesel engine more fuel efficient.  The main 

advantage of the diesel engine compared to spark ignition 

engine is its fuel economy. Extensive usage of automobiles 

has some demerits and one of them is its negative effect on 

environment. 

Diesel exhaust is produced when an engine burns diesel 

fuel. It is a complex mixture of many of gases including 

carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of 

nitrogen (NOX), hydrocarbons (HC), sulphur dioxide (SO2), 

soot particles, etc,. Hence, stringent emission norms are 

continuously being imposed on diesel engines. To meet the 

future emission norms suitable measures need to be taken 

[1-3]. Bio-fuels  have  the  potential  to  meet  the  rapidly 

growing energy  demand  in  sustainable  way.  Bio diesels 

have almost  similar  energy  density,  cetane  number,  heat  

of vaporization  and  stoichiometric  air  fuel  ratio  

compared  to plain  diesel [4-5]. Using bio-diesel in diesel 

engine has reduced emissions of CO2, CO and HC. Most 

bio-diesels in diesel engine will increase the NOX emission. 

But pongamia pinnata based bio-diesel has also reduced 

NOX emission. NOX emission can be further reduced by 

various techniques like EGR, SCR, etc. 

Pongamia pinnata is a non-edible species capable of 

growing in almost all types of land. The annual production 

potential is about 9,000 kg per hectare. In India the 

estimated oil from seeds is about 50,000 tones. The yield 

from a single tree would be around 25 to 90 kg of seed 

containing around 27 to 50% of oil. The characteristics of 

these oils fall within a fairly narrow band and are quite close 

to those of diesel [4-5]. 

Raw pongamia oil has less calorific value compared to 

diesel. This is due to the oxygen content in their molecules. 

Previous research works show that using straight vegetable 

oil (SVO) in diesel engines leading to problems in pumping, 

atomization and gumming, injector fouling, piston and ring 

sticking and contamination of lubricating oils in the long 
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run operation due to its high viscosity, density, iodine value 

and poor non volatility [5]. Hence it is essential to reduce 

the viscosity of the pongamia by methods like preheating, 

thermal cracking and transesterification etc. 

Transesterification is the best way to convert the vegetable 

oils to suit for the use in diesel engines. So pongamia oil 

(SVO) is converted into bio-diesel through a 

transesterification process [6]. The obtained Pongamia bio-

diesel has properties close to diesel fuel and is found that it 

can be in engine without any modification. Pongamia bio-

diesel was mixed with diesel in varying proportions 10% 

and 20% by volume (PBD10 and PBD20) with the help of a 

stirrer. The blends were stirred continuously to achieve 

stable property values. Properties of diesel, PBD10 and 

PBD20 are shown in Table 1. 

Table.I: Properties of Fuel 

Properties Diesel PBD10 PBD20 

Density at 30 oC 0.832 0.836 0.841 

Calorific Value 

(kJ/kg) 
44000 42600 41500 

Viscosity (cSt at 30 

oC) 
3.02 3.5 4.3 

Flash Point (oC ) 60 68 75 

 

Diesel engines are more efficient than petrol engines. 

However, when compared to petrol engine, diesel engines 

have higher emissions of NOX and much higher emissions 

of particulate matter. The recycling of some of the exhaust 

back into the engine intake system, commonly known as 

exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) has become almost 

essential for achieving significant NOX reductions to meet 

the current and future diesel emission regulations [E,F,G]. 

Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) is a simple and most 

effective way of reducing NOX emissions from diesel 

engines [E]. EGR changes the diesel combustion process of 

engine because of three broadly defined effects [7-9, 11]. 

Thermal Effect: The recycled inert gases, predominantly 

carbon dioxide (CO2) and water vapor (H2O) increase the 

specific heat capacity of the intake charge, thereby lowering 

the temperatures during the compression and combustion 

processes.  

Dilution Effect: The replacement of intake oxygen with the 

inert gases dilutes the intake charge, results in a reduced 

excess-air ratio (k), increases the ignition delay and slows 

down the fuel burning rate due to the deceleration of the 

mixing between oxygen (O2) and fuel. Furthermore, the 

dilution effect contributes to the reduction of the oxygen 

partial pressure and thus affects the kinetics of the 

elementary NO formation reactions. 

Chemical Effect: The recycled gases also introduce free 

radicals such as O, H and OH in the cylinder charge, formed 

by the dissociation of CO2 and H2O that are believed to 

affect the combustion process and NOx formation. In 

particular, a reduction in the flame temperature is caused by 

the endothermic dissociation of H2O. 

The EGR (%) is defined as the mass percent of the re-

circulated exhaust (MEGR) in the total intake mixture (Mi). 

% EGR = (MEGR / Mi) * 100 

However, application of EGR also leads to penalties. In case 

of diesel engines, these penalties include higher specific fuel 

consumption and particulate matter emissions. Effectively, a 

tradeoff between NOX and soot is observed with the use of 

EGR [12-15]. The reduction in flame temperature reduces 

the rate of soot oxidation/re-burning. As a result, in EGR 

system, more soot is formed during combustion and it 

remains un-oxidized and eventually appears in the exhaust. 

The rise in smoke (soot) level of engine exhaust due to EGR 

affects the engine performance in various ways. Increased 

soot level causes considerable increase in the carbon 

deposits and wear of the various vital engine parts such as 

cylinder liner, piston rings, valve train and bearings. 

Regression analysis is a statistical method for estimating the 

relationships among variables. It includes many techniques 

for modeling and analyzing several variables, when the 

focus is on the relationship between a dependent 

variable and one or more independent variables. Regression 

analysis is used for prediction and forecasting [16]. Simple 

linear regression and multiple linear regression are related 

statistical methods for modeling the relationship between 

two or more variables using a linear equation. Simple linear 

regression refers to a regression on two variables while 

multiple regression refers to a regression on more than two 

variables. Linear regression assumes the best estimate of the 

response is a linear function of some parameters. Sometimes 

the true relationship is curved, rather than flat. To fit this 

type of curves, non-linear regression is used. 

In this work multivariable non linear regression is carried 

out using Minitab 16 to predict the engine performance and 

emission parameter. Gauss-Newton algorithm is used to 

solve the equations. In this work exponential and power 

model equations are selected for regression modeling.  

These non-linear equations can be put into a linear form by 

appropriate transformations of the either the dependent 

variable Y or some (or all) of the independent variables X1, 

X2,…, Xn. This leads to the wide utility of the linear model. 

Exponential model and power model equations and their 

linear form are given in equation (1) and equation (2). 

Exponential model equation, 

y = e β0 + β1x1+ β2x2+ β3x3+…                    (1) 

Linear form Y = β0+ β1X1+ β2X2+ β3X3+…  

Here, Y = ln y, X1= x1, X2= x2, X3= x3 

Power model equation, 

y = axb                                                     (2) 

Linear form: ln y = ln a + b ln x or Y = β0+ β1X 

Here, Y = ln y, X = ln x, β0= ln a, β1= b.  
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Here a, b and β0, β1, β2,... are coefficients, x, X1, X2,…are 

variables. 

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

The test rig used in this study is kirloskar single cylinder 

variable compression direct injection four stroke diesel 

engine. The specifications of the engine are listed in Table 

2. The EGR system consists of a piping system taken from 

the engine exhaust pipe, a heat exchanger to cool the 

exhaust gases, two control valves (CV1 and CV2) to change 

the quantity of gases being recycled. The schematic 

representation of the EGR system shown in Fig.1. 

The engine is loaded by an eddy current dynamometer. A 

computerized data acquisition system is used to collect all 

engine data and store it in a computer for off line analysis. 

The data acquisition system collects the following 

parameters: engine speed, torque, fuel flow rate, air flow 

rate, and coolant flow rate, temperature of 

air/coolant/exhaust gas before EGR cooler/exhaust gas after 

EGR cooler, cylinder pressure data and crank angle degrees. 

A computer software Engine Test Express V20.25 is used to 

collect the data and manage the system. The engine was run 

by using plain diesel and pongamia bio-diesel blends 

(PBD10 and PBD20) with different EGR rates. For all three 

fuels readings are taken in 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% 

load. The emissions like CO, NO and smoke opacity are 

measured using Endee portable gas analyzer.  

 
Fig.1: Experimental Setup 

 

Table.II: Specifications of The Engine 

Make Legion brothers, Bangalore, 

India Type Kirloskar, single cylinder, 

inline, vertical No. of strokes Four 
Bore/stroke 80 mm/110mm 
Rated rpm 1500 

Injection timing 23 deg btdc 
Type of ignition Compression ignition 

Method of loading Eddy current dynamometer 
Method of starting Manual crank shaft 
Method of cooling Water 
Injection pressure 200 bar 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Brake Thermal Efficiency 

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of brake thermal efficiency 

(BTE) for PBD10, PBD20 and diesel (DI) without EGR. 

BTE is almost comparable for bio-diesel blends and diesel. 

BTE is slightly increased with EGR at lower engine loads. 

This is presumably due to the re-burning of hydrocarbons 

that enter into the combustion chamber with the re-

circulated exhaust gas [10, 15]. At higher engine loads, the 

BTE slightly decreased by EGR. At full load condition % 

reduction in BTE over an EGR range of 0–20% is 3.8, 3.12 

and 3.5 for diesel, PBD10 and PBD20 respectively. The 

drop in BTE at 20% EGR level is possibly due to 

predominant dilution effect of EGR leaving more exhaust 

gases in combustion chamber. The non linear regression 

equation to predict the BTE in terms of load (W), EGR %, 

fuel density (FD) and heating value (CV) of fuel is given in 

equation (3). 

ln (BTE) = - 1.4 + 0.507 ln (W) + 0.00065 ln (EGR) + 0.36 

ln (CV) -0.13ln (FD)                                                        (3) 

BTE of  an  engine  depends  on  the  speed,  load,  heating  

value  of the fuel and EGR rate. The regression coefficient 

(R2), adjusted regression coefficient (R2 adj.) and standard 

error of estimate (SEE) for predicting equations are given in 

Table 3. In the  above  equation  the load and  heating value 

of fuel  having  larger  influence  on  predicted  BTE  of  the  

engine. EGR rate have very less influence on BTE. Fig. 2 

and Fig. 3 indicates the measured and predicted BTE of 

diesel (DI M-Diesel Measured and DI P-Diesel Predicted), 

PBD10 (PBD10 M-PBD10 measured and PBD10 P-PBD10 

predicted) and PBD20 (PBD20 M-PBD20 measured and 

PBD20 P-PBD20 predicted) with 15% EGR. At lower loads 

predicted and measured BTE are comparable. At full load 

condition predicted BTE shows 10.5 % of average deviation 

from the measured BTE. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Comparison of brake thermal efficiency (0% EGR) 
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Fig.3: Comparison of Measured and Predicted BTE with 

15% EGR 

 

Table.III: Statistical Results of Predicting Equations 

Parameter R2 R2 Adj. SEE 

BTE 95.3 94.9 0.06139 

BSFC 93.9 93.4 0.06672 

NO 96.8 96.6 0.10579 

CO 89.3 88.7 0.13199 

Smoke 95 94.7 0.15431 

 

B. Brake Specific Fuel Consumption 

Fig. 4 demonstrates the variation of brake specific fuel 

consumption (BSFC) with brake power for diesel, PBD10 

and PBD20. BSFC is found to be decreased with increase in 

brake power. This is due to higher percentage increase in 

brake power with load as compared to increase in the fuel 

consumption. BSFC of bio-diesel blends are slightly higher 

for all experimental range of EGR compared to 

corresponding BSFC of diesel fuel [10, 15]. This is 

presumably due to lower calorific value, higher boiling 

point and viscosity. PBD20 when used with the 20% EGR 

shows an average increase of 3.8% in BSFC compared to 

without EGR and 5.3% compared to neat diesel fuel.  This 

may be due to the penalty of exhaust gases containing CO2 

made the combustion difficult. The non linear regression 

equation to predict the BSFC in terms of load (W), EGR %, 

fuel density (FD) and heating value (CV) of fuel is given in 

equation (4). 

 

ln (BSFC) = - 18.9 - 0.481 ln (W) + 0.00164 ln (EGR) + 

1.85 ln (CV) + 6.68 ln (FD)           (4)   

 

 
Fig. 4: Comparison of BSFC (0% EGR) 

 

BSFC of  an  engine  depends  on  the  speed,  load,  heating  

value  of the fuel and EGR rate. Load applied is having 

more influence on specific fuel consumption. The 

comparison of measured and predicted BSFC for diesel, 

PBD10 and PBD20 with 5% and 15% EGR level are shown 

in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. At 15% EGR rate predicted BSFC of 

diesel, PBD10 and PBD20 shows average of 7%, 6.2% and 

5.9% variation from the measured BSFC respectively. 

 
Fig. 5: Measured and Predicted BSFC of Diesel and 

PBD20 with 5% EGR 

 
Fig. 6: Measured and Predicted BSFC of Diesel and 

PBD20 with 15% EGR 

C. Nitric Oxide (NO) 

Fig. 7 indicates the variation of NO emission with EGR % 

for diesel, PBD10 and PBD20. NO emission for all fuels 
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increases with the increase in brake power. The reason 

could be the higher average gas temperature, residence time 

at higher brake power. A greater reduction in the NO 

emission for both the bio-diesel blends as compared to 

diesel is noted. NO emission from bio-diesel at all loads, for 

all EGR rate, is lower compared to diesel under no EGR 

condition. At full load and 0% EGR condition NO emission 

level are 66 ppm for diesel, 59 ppm for PBD10 and 42 ppm 

for PBD20. This is due to the lower heating value of the 

bio-diesel blends. As EGR level increases NO emission 

decreases for all three fuels for all the operation range of 

engine brake power [10, 15, 17, 18]. The reason for the 

greater reduction in NO with EGR is the reduction of 

combustion temperature as a result of the addition of 

exhaust gases to the intake air which increases the amount 

of combustion accompanying gases mainly CO2 which 

reduces the combustion temperature. Even though 20% 

EGR is able to reduce NO by a large amount, reduction in 

BTE and large increase in smoke and CO emissions are 

observed. The  NO  emission  of  an  engine  is  determined  

by  peak  combustion  temperature, pressure and  oxygen  

concentration. The non linear regression equation to predict 

the NO in terms of load (W), EGR %, fuel density (FD) and 

heating value (CV) of fuel is given in equation (5).  

 

ln (NO) = - 16.1 + (0.126 W) – (0.0398 EGR) + (0.000241 

CV) + (10.3 FD)                    (5) 

 

The comparison of measured and predicted NO emission for 

diesel, PBD10 and PB20 blends with 0% and 15% are 

shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. 

 
Fig.7: Comparison of NO with EGR 

 

 
Fig.8: Measured and Predicted NO of Diesel and PBD20 

with 0% EGR 

 

 
Fig.9: Measured and Predicted NO of Diesel and PBD20 

with 15% EGR 

 

D. Carbon Monoxide (CO) 

Fig. 10 indicates CO variation with brake power for diesel, 

PBD10 and PBD20 with 0% EGR. CO emissions are found 

to be lower for bio-diesel blends compared to diesel with 

and without EGR. CO levels increases as EGR rate 

increases for all three fuels [10, 15, 17, 18]. The deficiency 

of oxygen with the increase in EGR % can be attributed to 

the rapid growth of CO. However, the excess oxygen 

content in bio-diesel blends can compensate for the oxygen 

deficient operation under EGR as a result of which bio-

diesel blends maintain a lower CO than diesel at a fixed 

EGR level. Dissociation of CO2 to CO at peak loads where 

high combustion temperatures and comparatively fuel rich 

operation exists, can also contribute to higher CO 

emissions.  The CO emission of an engine depends on 

oxygen content and temperature of the combustion 

chamber. The non linear regression equation for predicting 

CO emission is given in equation (6). 

 

ln (CO) = 178 + (0.0741 W) + (0.0318 EGR) – (0.000949 

CV) (166 FD)             (6) 
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In statistical analysis R2 value of CO is 89.3% which is not 

adequate. This is because of the unpredictable trend in CO 

emission curves.  The comparison of measured and 

predicted CO emission for diesel, PBD10 and PBD20 with 

10% and 20% EGR rate are shown in Fig.11 and Fig. 12. 

 
Fig.10: Comparison of CO (0% EGR) 

 

 
Fig. 11: Measured and Predicted CO of Diesel and PBD20 

with 10% EGR 

 
Fig.12: Measured and Predicted CO with 20% EGR 

 

E. Smoke Emission 

The smoke opacity of the exhaust gas is measured to 

quantify the particulate matter present in the exhaust gas. 

Figure 13 and figure 14 shows smoke variation with various 

EGR levels at no load and full load condition respectively.  

Higher smoke opacity of the exhaust is observed when the 

engine is operated with EGR compared to without EGR [3, 

10, 12, 15, 17]. The variations in the smoke opacity level at 

high loads are higher compared to that at lower loads. EGR 

reduces availability of oxygen for combustion of fuel, which 

results in relatively incomplete combustion and increased 

formation of particulate matter. Smoke emissions are lower 

for bio-diesel blends compared to diesel at all load 

conditions irrespective of EGR level. PBD20 shows 

25.75%, 13.5% average reduction in smoke compared to 

diesel fuel and PBD10 respectively. This is presumably due 

to good mixture formation and presence of oxygen in bio-

diesel blends.  The non linear regression equation for 

predicting CO emission is given in equation (7). 

ln (smoke) = 23.2 + (0.171 W) + (0.0307 EGR) – (0.00004 

CV) - (23.0 FD)             (7) 

The comparison of measured and predicted smoke emission 

vs EGR% for diesel, PBD10 and PBD20 at 25% load 

condition is shown in figure 15. Up to 15% EGR predicted 

and measured smoke are comparable for all three fuels. But 

at 20% EGR the variation is high, because at higher EGR 

level the oxygen deficiency inside the cylinder increases 

further which results in complete combustion and increased 

smoke emission. 

 
Fig.13: Comparison of smoke opacity with EGR (No load) 

 

 
Fig. 14: Comparison of smoke opacity with EGR (Full load) 
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Fig.15: Measured and Predicted smoke opacity (25% load) 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A four stroke water cooled single cylinder direct injection 

diesel engine was run successfully using Diesel and 

Pongamia Bio-diesel blends (PBD10 and PBD20) as fuel 

for various proportions of EGR. The performance and 

emission characteristics have been analyzed and compared 

to baseline diesel fuel. The following conclusions are made 

with respect to the experimental and modeling results, 

1. BTE of bio-diesel blends are found to be 

comparable with diesel, at all loads with and 

without EGR. At full load BTE of diesel, PBD10 

and PBD20 are 34.76%, 34.27% and 34.03% with 

no EGR. The optimum EGR for the maximum 

BTE and the minimum BSFC is found to be 15%.  

2. NO emission decreases with the increase in the 

percentage of EGR, but at a particular EGR 

percentage, NO decreases with the increase in the 

% of bio-diesel in the bio-diesel blend. 

3. CO emissions are found to increase with the 

increase in the percentage of EGR. However at a 

particular EGR percentage, with the increase in the 

% of bio-diesel CO are found to decrease. 

4. The increase in smoke at lower loads are 

insignificant with the increase in the percentage of 

EGR while at full load it also increases 

considerably with the increase in the percentage of 

bio-diesel. 

5. Increasing EGR percentage beyond 15% can 

reduce NO further, but it will increase CO and 

smoke emission which is not acceptable. However 

the bio-diesel blends show lower emissions than 

diesel at a particular EGR percentage.  

6. Multivariate non linear regression analysis is 

carried out to model the performance and emission 

parameters. Statistical analysis of these equations 

gives R2 almost nearer to 0.95 except CO. 

Predicted values were compared with experimental 

data.  

7. The performance and emission characteristics of 

diesel engine using similar fuel blends and EGR 

rates can be predicted without any expenses for 

experimentation with a correlation coefficient (R) 

in the range of 0.89-0.97. 
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Abstract— Following on from the results of measurements 

of hardness, magnetizing force and the speed of ultrasonic 

longitudinal waves of 09G2S steel samples at various 

cyclic operating time values, there is a phenomenon of 

transformation from the normal law of speed distribution 

of these parameters in power-mode distribution. It shows 

the submission of the behavior of metal as a complex 

system to the theory of the self-organized criticality. 

Keywords— Hardness, low-alloy steel, low-cycle loading, 

distribution, ultrasonic longitudinal waves. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the initial state of the metal (before the application of 

cyclic loads), its various structural parameters 

(mechanical, magnetic characteristics, velocity of 

ultrasonic waves, etc.) characterizing the structure of the 

material obey, as a rule, the normal distribution law. When 

investigating the cyclic damage of a metal, it is assumed 

that the laws of distribution of these parameters remain 

unchanged. Metal parts working in the machine, are a 

system in terms of different approaches. First, it is a 

system in terms of the existence of hierarchical levels of 

deformation and destruction, according to V. A. Panin [1]. 

Secondly, the presence of heterogeneities of local 

macrovolumes, comparable with grain sizes, having 

different local strength characteristics, causes a 

redistribution of stresses, deformations, energy in the 

volume of the metal between these microvolumes of the 

parts in an optimal way in accordance with the principles 

of synergetic. Thirdly, it is a system of "basic" metal and 

metal of the surface layer, which interact, carrying out 

information-energy exchange [2]. 

. 

II. TRANSFORMATION OF STRUCTURE 

PARAMETERS  

If we regard the metal parts as a system, it is logical to 

assume that when it approaches the limit state, it will 

undergo certain changes. To be exact - the changes 

characteristic of any complex system as it approaches a 

critical state or a catastrophe. It can be assumed that in this 

case the transformation of the distribution laws of 

parameters takes place, characterizing the attainment of the 

limiting state of a metal as a complex system. According 

to the theory of self-organized criticality [3, 4], the 

system's achievement of a limiting, critical state means a 

change in the laws of the distribution of its characteristic 

parameters, a transition to a power law of distribution. In 

our case, this can be the transformation of the normal 

distribution law of the structural parameters of the macro-

volumes of a metal into a power law. During the statistical 

processing of measurements of structural parameters, this 

transformation is not taken into account. A priori, it is 

assumed that the distribution law does not change in both 

the initial and limiting states of the material. 

 

III. INDENTATIONS AND EQUATIONS 

According to the theory of self-organized criticality [3, 4], 

the system's achievement of a limiting, critical state means 

a change in the laws of the distribution of its characteristic 

parameters, a transition to a power law of distribution. In 

our case, this can be the transformation of the normal 

distribution law of the structural parameters of the macro-

volumes of a metal into a power law. During the statistical 

processing of measurements of structural parameters, this 

transformation is not taken into account. A priori, it is 

assumed that the distribution law does not change in both 

the initial and limiting states of the material. As a result of 

the analysis of a large body of data on natural and man-

made disasters (earthquakes, floods, major accidents at 

industrial enterprises and transport, etc.), as well as shocks 

in economic, in particular, financial areas (stock crashes, 

default, market dynamics modeling of goods, etc.), the 

basic regularities inherent in these phenomena were 

determined, and a theory of self-organized criticality was 

created. The power law of the probability distribution 

(SSD) of probabilities when approaching the limiting state 

(a statistical image of catastrophic behavior) is a 

distinguishing feature of many complex systems [2]. The 

power distribution law has a probability density of the 

form  

 


1
)( xxf .   (1) 
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This law is an implication of Pareto distribution for which 

a distribution function is 

  xF
       

.10;10

;1;1

 



x

xx  

      (2) 

 

We carried out studies of the transformation of the 

statistical laws of hardness distribution HB, magnetic field 

strength H, and the speed of ultrasonic longitudinal waves 

V during the cyclic operating time of 09G2C steel in the 

low-cycle fatigue region. These studies and their 

subsequent statistical processing were carried out with the 

aim: 1. To obtain sets of uniform data of ultrasonic wave 

velocity measurements in the working zone along the 

thickness of the sample, with a fixed cyclic operating time. 

2. Conduct a statistical test of statistical hypotheses based 

on Pearson's criterion on the distribution of the general set 

both in accordance with the normal law and in accordance 

with the power law. 3. Determine which hypotheses about 

the distribution laws (normal or power law) are more 

acceptable in accordance with the Pearson criterion (for a 

given level of significance) for different values of the 

cyclic operating time of the samples. 4. To investigate 

whether the phenomenon of transformation of the normal 

law of velocity distribution of ultrasonic waves has a 

power law in the course of cyclic operating time up to 

destruction (this proves that the behavior of a metal as a 

complex system in a critical state close to destruction can 

be described by catastrophe theory). Investigation of 

fatigue life in the low-cycle region was carried out under 

cyclic elastoplastic loading. To increase the reliability of 

the results obtained, the study used samples of a thickness 

that correlated with the actual dimensions of the 

apparatuses of chemical production. Samples for tests on 

low-cycle fatigue were made according to GOST 25502-

79 from two plates of sheet metal welded by automatic 

welding under a layer of flux. The direction of cutting 

samples along the rolling was chosen from the loading 

conditions of the products and the technology for obtaining 

the material. The specimens were loaded on the original 

fatigue testing machine according to the scheme of pure 

symmetrical bending. The control of the size of the 

deflection was carried out with the aid of a special device 

with a dial gauge. Hardness measurements were made by 

ultrasonic hardness tester UZIT-3. The principle of 

operation of the device is based on the dependence of the 

resonance frequency of a magnetostrictive rod with a 

diamond pyramid at the end embedded in the surface of 

the controlled article with a specified force from the area 

of contact of the diamond with the surface of the article. 

The strength of the magnetic field was measured by a flux-

probe flaw detector FP. Measurements of the propagation 

velocity of ultrasonic longitudinal waves were performed 

using a 36 DL Plus ultrasonic thickness gauge from 

Panametrics with a D-709 separate-converting transducer 

at each predetermined level of fatigue damage 

accumulation. Beforehand, a 6 × 5 mm grid was applied to 

each sample, and in each cell, thickness measurement was 

carried out using a micrometer. The method of statistical 

processing consisted of the following stages.  

 A set of uniform data of measurements of the 

velocity of ultrasonic waves was transformed into a 

variational series. The variational series is necessary for 

constructing an empirical distribution. The values of the 

intervals were chosen in such a way that the total number 

of intervals was not less than 7-8. The intervals were 

chosen to be equal. Further, all calculations were carried 

out in the Microsoft Excel software. 

 The arithmetic mean of the variational series was 

found 

n

m

i
inix

x





1

,              (3) 

where  n – total number of measurement data,  ni – number 

of measurements taken in the interval, m – number of 

intervals.  

Dispersion of variation row was found (not shifted) 
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and mean square deviation  

         
2

ss   .             (5) 

The analytic expression for the normal distribution law 

(Gauss’ law) was determined from the found parameters of 

the variational series x  and s.  
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Theoretical probabilities pi were found for the random 

variable x (measured data) to fall into the i-th interval 

(equal to the theoretical frequencies of the intervals (ni/n) 

from expression (6) under the assumption of a normal 

distribution law. Then the corresponding theoretical 

frequencies of the intervals npi were found.  

The value of Pearson's criterion (criterion "Chi-square") 

was calculated by the formula 

 






m

i
inp

inpin

1

2
2

 .                    (7) 

For the selected significance level α, which was assumed 

to be 0.05 and the number of degrees of freedom 

1 rmk , 

where r - the number of parameters determining the 

distribution (for the normal distribution r= 2), the critical 
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value of the criterion was determined 
2

;k .  The values 

of the empirically determined value of the criterion 
2

  

and the corresponding critical value 
2

;k  of it were 

compared. If 
2

;

2

k   or 022

;   k
, the hypothesis 

of the normal distribution does not contradict the 

experimental data (that is, it is accepted), but if 
2

;

2

k   

or 022

;  k
, then the hypothesis is rejected (not 

accepted) at a given level of significance α  or reliability 

  1 . 

The difference 
22

;  k
can serve as an indicator of the 

closeness of the empirical distribution of a random 

variable to the theoretical distribution under consideration. 

The greater the value of this difference, the closer the 

empirical distribution to the theoretical one being 

considered, and vice versa. 

The acceptability of the power law of distribution was 

found 

     
Cxxf  ,                          (8) 

Where a and c are the parameters, x> 0, for the empirical 

variational series, or, in other words, whether it is possible 

to accept the hypothesis of the distribution of random 

variables (measurement data) in accordance with the 

power law. Since the power distribution is symmetric with 

respect to the mean (mean arithmetic variation series x ), 

only half can be investigated, for example, the region lying 

to the right of x . It is assumed that it is legitimate to 

transfer the values of x  lying to the left of x , in the 

range of values lying to the right of x , symmetrically 

relative to x . That is, if xxi  , then the new, 

"corrected" value of 


ix will be equal to ixix x 


2 . 

Or, more conveniently, you can simply combine the 

intervals lying at the same distance from x , and sum up 

the corresponding empirical frequencies of these intervals. 

This unification operation was carried out for all the 

variational series found. 

  

IV. MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS 

APPROXIMATION DIAGRAMS 

To ensure a high-quality product, diagrams and lettering 

must be either computer-drafted or drawn using India ink 

Point diagrams of empirical frequencies were constructed 

on the basis of "combined" variational series. Further, in 

each diagram a curve was constructed - the trend line 

corresponding to the power approximation, and parameters 

α and С  were found for this power curve, which 

correspond to the parameters of the corresponding 

regression equation. In Fig. 1, for example, the dependence 

of empirical frequencies on the speed of ultrasonic 

longitudinal waves of the samples after operating 2500 

cycles is an approximation of the power law of 

distribution. Figure 1 shows, as an example, a connection 

of empiric frequencies and ultrasonic wave speed of the 

samples after 2500 cycles loading – power law distribution 

approximation.  

 
Fig. 1: Ultrasonic wave rates empiric frequencies power 

approximation of samples after 2500 cycles of loading 

From dependence (8), substituting the corresponding 

parameters of a and C, the theoretical frequencies in each 

interval were determined.  

The value of Pearson's criterion (criterion "Chi-square") 

was calculated by the formula (7). In this case, the 

significance level of a was also assumed to be equal to 

0.05 and the parameter r in calculating the number of 

degrees of freedom was assumed equal to 2, since the 

power distribution also has two parameters. 

In a similar manner to that described in point 7, a 

comparison was made between the values of the 

empirically determined value of the criterion 
2

  and its 

corresponding critical value 
2

;k .  

Figure 2 shows the diagram of the hardness HB relative to 

the relative cyclic damage, where Np is the number of 

destruction cycles, Ni is the number of cycles for a given 

loading stage. 

 
Fig. 2: Brinell number (HB) dependences of deterioration 

degree  
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Figures 3, 4, 5 demonstrate the dependence difference 

2

;k -
2  of loading cycles for hardness HB, ultrasonic 

waves speed V and magnetizing force correspondingly.  

 

Fig. 3: Dependence the average difference 
2

;k - 2  of 

deterioration degree, hardness HB 

 

For each set of homogeneous measurement data on one 

face of the sample after a certain cyclic operating time, the 

differences 
2

;k -
2  were found, respectively, to test the 

hypotheses of the normal and power distribution laws.  

 

Fig. 4: Dependence of the average difference 
2

;k - 2  of 

deterioration degree, ultrasonic waves speed V 

 

 

Fig. 5: Dependence of the average difference 
2

;k - 2  of 

deterioration degree, magnetizing force 

On pictures 3-5 it can be seen that the difference  
2

;k -

2   when compared with the normal distribution law 

decreases, but when compared with the power distribution 

law increases. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

It shows that at during cyclic loading an empiric 

distributions of steel physical and mechanical parameters 

is less correspond to normal distribution law, but more 

corresponds to power distribution law.  The aerie higher 

the abscissa axis on the diagram mean the assumption of 

distribution law. An aerie lower means rejection of 

distribution law. In other words, a tendency of normal into 

power law distribution transformation have a place at 

cycling loading.  

On the base of experimental results and literature sources 

[2, 3] we come to a conclusion that we have special case - 

a multiplicative process, which defines the value of   

parameter much more than 2. 
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Abstract— Air pollution is an environmental issue 

studied worldwide, as it has serious impacts on human 

health. Therefore, forecasting its concentration is of great 

importance. Then, this study presents an analysis 

comprising the appliance of Unorganized Machines – 

Extreme Learning Machines (ELM) and Echo State 

Networks (ESN) – aiming to predict particulate matter 

with aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 m (PM2.5) and 

less than 10 m (PM10). The databases were from Kallio 

and Vallilla stations in Helsinki, Finland. The 

computational results showed that the ELM presented 

best results to PM2.5, while the ESN achieved the best 

performance to PM10. 

Keywords— air pollution, artificial neural networks, 

particulate matter. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Air pollution has always been an environmental issue 

studied worldwide. Therefore, its prediction comprises an 

important topic, mainly due to its impact on human 

health. Among urban air pollutants, particulate matter 

(PM) has been considered one of the most harmful ones, 

as it is related to hospital admissions for respiratory and 

cardiovascular problems, and even death [1, 2, 3]. Then, 

PM concentration forecasting is of great interest to 

government plans and to warn population regarding 

events of severe pollution levels. 

Therefore, the present study aims to show a brief 

comparative analysis of artificial neural networks 

performance, the well-known Unorganized Machines – 

Extreme Learning Machines (ELM) and Echo State 

Networks (ESN) – on predicting particulate matter with 

aerodynamic diameter less than 10 m (PM10) and 

particulate matter with aerodynamic diameter less than 

2.5 m (PM2.5). The database comprises Helsinki, 

Finland, air pollution from two distinct stations, Kallio 

and Vanilla from 2001 to 2003. 

II. PREDICTOR MODELS 

The Extreme Learning Machines (ELM) and the Echo 

State Networks (ESN) – collectively known as 

Unorganized Machines (UMs) – are artificial neural 

networks architectures characterized by a simple training 

process allied to good results [4]. The most important 

characteristic of these networks is their hidden layer 

stands untrained, allowing them to train only the output 

layer in a minimum mean square error sense, which 

confers a very fast adjust process to the networks [5]. 

The ELM, proposed by Huang et al. [6], are feedforward 

networks, quite similar to the traditional Multilayer 

Perceptron (MLP) [7]. The authors proved by a 

constructive approach that the output error of a signal 

could always be reduced inserting a new neuron in the 

hidden layer of a feedforward network. A condition have 

to be respected: the activation function of these neurons 

needs to be differentiable. By means of a rigorous 

mathematical demonstration, the authors proved that the 

structure have generalization capability and are universal 

approximators. Then, to predictions tasks, the ELM may 

present  adequate results even to unknown input data, 

when it is trained. The most common way to adjust the                 

output layer weights is the application of the Moore-

Penrose pseudoinverse operation, which guarantees the 

best solution, by means of a deterministic solution [5]. 

Unlike the ELM, the ESN are recursive networks 

endowed by feedback loops of information. It means 

some output responses are reinserted in the network input, 

generating an intrinsic memory. This characteristic may 

be good to solve problems in which the samples present 

temporal dependence. The ESN were proposed by Jaeger 

[8] and, as the ELM, are universal approximators with 

generalization capability [8, 9]. 

The main difficulty in classic recurrent neural networks 

application is the training process, as it is necessary to 

apply nonlinear optimization techniques. This procedure 

may lead to instability, local convergence and, in general, 

it has high computational cost. As mentioned, in the ESN, 
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the intermediate layer weights – called dynamic reservoir 

– remains unadjusted. The theoretical element that 

guarantees the presence of memory is the echo state 

propriety, which means the most recent historic of inputs 

rules the internal dynamic of the reservoir. The immediate 

consequence is the weights of this layer may be 

previously defined. Then, the adjustment process can be 

limited to the output layer training, in the same way of the 

ELM case [8]. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The data preprocessing is very important to the direct 

application of the neural networks. For this, the 

padronization described in Equation (1) is applied [10]: 

 



 i

i

d d
z , (1) 

where, i =1, ..., N is the index of each sample, d is the 

sample mean and  is the standard deviation. The new 

series, z, are stationary with zero mean and standard 

deviation equals to one. The used lags were defined by 

preliminary tests and the lags selected are 2, 3, 4, 5, and 9, 

to PM10 and, 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, and 10, to PM2.5. 

The adopted performance metrics were the Mean Square 

Error (MSE) and the Mean Absolute Percentage Error 

(MAPE), presented in Equations (2) and (3), respectively 

[10]: 
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1

1
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  ,  (3) 

where, N is the number of samples, yn the n-th data 

predicted and dn the desired response to the respective 

predicted data. 

IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

The prediction of PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations were 

held to Helsinki, Finland. To model and predict PM time 

series, the most common method comprises a weighted 

combination of the same variable observed data. The 

database consists of daily data from 2001 to 2003 to 

Kallio and Vallila Stations [11]. These stations are located 

in regions with distinct characteristics. Kallio is an urban 

background and Vallila is located in city downtown with 

influence of traffic. It means, population around Kallio 

station is less exposed to air pollution then Vallila ones, 

which are severely exposed to it. 

The computational results considered the forecasting with 

horizon of one-step ahead, and they are presented in 

Table 1, which shows the average of 30 simulations. The 

metrics used to evaluate the performance of the neural 

networks are MSE and MAPE to real domain (in the 

magnitude of the original data), and only MSE to 

padronized data. The label “NN” is the number of 

neurons in the intermediate layer of the neural networks 

that reached the best performance. The “K” label is 

related to Kallio station and “V” one is to Vallila station. 

The first observation is that there is no direct relation 

between performance and number of neurons (processor 

units). The ESN used always less neurons then the ELM. 

Interestingly, to PM10 forecasting, the ELM achieved the 

best performance, while to PM2.5, the opposite was 

verified, the ESN showing the best prediction. It may 

indicate which type of neural network – feedforward or 

recursive – is more suitable to solve the task. It is 

important to observe that the Friedman’s test [12] was 

performed to analyze the statistical significance of the 

results. The p-values found were close to zero, which 

allows assuming the hypothesis that changes in the 

predictor lead to distinct results. 

 

Table.1: Mean Square Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) of computational                                        

results to PM10 and PM2.5 using ELM and ESN to Kallio (K) and Vallila (V) stations 

 Metrics ELM ESN  ELM ESN 

K
- 

P
M

1
0
 NN 120 3 

K
- 

P
M

2
.5
 10 3 

MSE padron. 0.0052 0.0057 0.0065 0.0046 

MSE 33.1995 36.5808 21.1057 14.8165 

MAPE 32.5936 34.7290 42.7161 37.8863 

V
- 

P
M

1
0
 NN 70 3 

V
- 

P
M

2
.5
 70 3 

MSE padron. 0.0029 0.0034 0.0046 0.0033 

MSE 55.0645 64.0550 22.6697 16.4340 

MAPE 33.6415 43.3059 39.9475 35.7573 

        NN – number of neurons in the intermediate layer. 

Figure 1 presents the forecasting results in comparison to 

the observed data to the best cases found. It shows the 

results to PM10 from Kallio (a) and Vallila (b) stations 

and to PM2.5 from both stations (c, d), respectively. It is 

possible to observe that ELM and ESN fitted well to the 

observed data. 
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(a)   Kallio and PM10 

 
(b)   Vallila and PM10 

 
(c)   Kallio and PM2.5 

 
(d)   Vallila and PM2.5 

 

Fig. 1: Best predictions achieved by the          

unorganized machines in [µg/m3] 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The main reason to use ELM and ESN architectures is the 

good results in forecasting problems described in the 

literature, allied to a simple and efficient training process. 

The computational results showed that the ELM achieved 

the best performances to predict PM10 concentrations, 

while the ESN showed better results to PM2.5. These 

results could assist government with prediction tools that 

could help with mitigating measures. New researches can 

be done using regularized ELM and ESN with nonlinear 

output layers and, even applying variable selection 

techniques can increase the general performance of the 

models. 
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Abstract—The present research paper is aimed at 

determining water and sediment contents in crude oil by 

using centrifuge method in laboratory in which ASTM D 

4007-02 is used to analyze the samples. Furthermore, 

water and sediment contents in crude oil should be 

removed because for custody transfer process purchasers 

prefer to pay only for crude oil and want to minimize the 

quantity of water and sediment contents in crude oil. 

Presence of water and sediment contents in crude oil 

creates problems such as corrosion of equipment when 

dealt in oil industry along with the problem of oil viscosity. 

We examined sixteen samples. Four samples were taken 

from Guwayer oil site area and remaining four from 

Khurmalla oil site area. These samples were analyzed 

properly at MNR laboratory in Kurdistan Region-Iraq. 

The crude oils is considered as the best if it contains less 

water and sediment content and the vice versa is for the 

worst quality of crude oil .The method is easy and sharp to 

check the quantity of sediments and water in crude oil 

samples in lab and this quantity helps to tell the quality of 

crude oil. 

Keywords—Crude Oil, Sediment content, Centrifuge 

method, Guwayer and Khurmala, Kurdistan region. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Crude oil is naturally occurring underground mixture 

which mainly contains hydrocarbons with some 

compounds of Oxygen, Sulphur and Nitrogen. Crude oil is 

known as petroleum in which petros comes from Greek 

word meaning rock or stones and oleum comes from Latin 

language meaning oil. Crude oil and its byproducts 

arecommonly used for fuel purposes and sometimes in 

medicines. It is regarded as a viscous liquid which contains 

sediment contents and water. However sometimes one or 

both are not present in crude oil. In case if both are present 

then it becomes necessary to remove sediment contents 

and water from crude oil because it leads to corrosion of 

equipment when dealt in oil industry besides effecting he 

quality of crude oil. It is worth to mention that the 

properties of crude oil are seriously effected in the 

presence of sediment content and water. Crude oil is 

considered to be the best if it is completely free or has very 

little amount of water or sediment contents Furthermore, 

the determination of sediment contents and water quantity 

is important to measure true net volumes of actual oil 

content in custody transfers, taxation, sales and exchanges. 

In addition, crude oil is also known as black gold in the 

world because in many ways our daily life activities 

heavily depend on crude oil. There are some known 

techniques which are in practice to determine water and 

sediment contents in crude oil. The centrifuge method is 

one of these techniques which is used to determine water 

and sediment contents in crude oil precisely in both, field 

and in laboratory.  

Determining water and sediment content in crude oil either 

on site or inside laboratory is essential to custody transfer 

operations. The centrifuge method can be used on site and 

gives very accurate results if completed properly. The 

centrifuge method can also be used in side laboratory but 

handling or transporting samples may become more 

critical. (Williams,1990). 

API (American Petroleum Institute) gravity is a unit which 

is used to rank the value of crude oil. The relationship 

between API gravity and density of crude oil are inversely 

related.  More details about the relationship between API 

gravity, density and classification of crude oil (light, 

medium, heavy, and extra heavy) are shown in (Table 1). 

(Papavinasam, 2014). 

1.1 Hydrocarbons 

Basically, hydrocarbons are chemical species consisting 

only of hydrogen and carbon atoms. In addition, 

hydrocarbons occur naturally beneath the earth surface and  

are formed when organic matter such as the remains of 

animals or plants are compressed beneath the earth for a 
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long period of time at a very high temperature and 

pressure. Hydrocarbons may exist under the earth surface 

either as gas or as liquid. However, liquid hydrocarbons 

are known as a crude oil, and gaseous hydrocarbons are 

known as natural gas. There are several kinds of 

hydrocarbons that are classified chemically but with 

respect to oil industry, there are three types which are 

more relevant here: Alkanes, aromatic compounds, and 

cycloalkanes. (Papavinasam, 2014). 

1.2 Centrifuge machine 

It is a machine that is used to separate or 

determine sediment content and water in crude oil (Figure 

1), in which the separations appear as lines and can be seen 

easily. The machine consists of fourcone-shaped tubes 

which reads from 0 mL to 50 mL. Moreover, the 

separation lines usually startfrom water at the bottom to oil 

at the top of tubes and between water and oil contents of 

sediment as shown in (Figure 2).  

 

 

 
Fig.1: Centrifuge Machine 

 

 
Fig.2: Cone-Shaped Tube 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

In this part, Chemical and instrumental methods are used 

to separate sediment contents and water from crude oil. 

The centrifuge machine which known as (ASTM D 4007-

02) was used and the processes were carried out in the 

laboratory of MNR (Ministry of Natural Resources) 

Kurdistan, Iraq. All of samples were analyzed in 

laboratory. Prior to analyze, the samples should be mixed 

properly to bring it back to its original state because maybe 

the sample has been separated into layers while transported 

to laboratory. (Williams, 1990) .Each of these samples is 

analyzed by centrifuge technique which contains 25 mL of 

crude oil and 25 mL of Toluene with 4 or 5 drops of a 

demulsifier in centrifuge tubes, after heating water in 

beaker till the temperature reaches to 60 Celsius degree. 

The centrifuge tubes should be put in beaker of hot water 

with temperature of 60° C. After that, the temperature of 

crude oil samples reaches to 60°C and all centrifuge tubes 

are put in a centrifuge machine. Finally, each of these 

sixteen samples are separated from water, sediment 

contents and oil by measuring (or reading) from centrifuge 

tubes, and the separation lines between each component ( 

sediment, water and oil) can be seen easily. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Sixteen samples of crude oil (eight of them from 

Khurmalla and eight from Guwayer wells) were tested. 

After centrifugation of samples the data was obtained by 

measuring (or reading) the tubes level of each component 

in mLs. Water and sediment content appear below the 

tubes if present in crude oil. The first sample of crude oil is 

called “Slop (Khurmalla)”. Sediment content in this 

sample is nil, which means sediment content is not present 

in the sample. Water content is noted as 0.05 mL in Slope 

(Khurmalla) sample. The total sediment content and water 

in this sample is found to be 0.05 mL and the rest is crude 

oil. (Shown in Table 2)   

Table.1: Shows the result of crude oil samples after 

centrifugation at 60 C°. 

N

o 

Samples 

(Mean of 

four) 

Sedimen

t 

content 

(mL) 

Wate

r 

(mL) 

Total 

Water 

and 

Sedimen

t 

Content 

(mL) 

Crud

e oil 

(mL) 

1 

Slop 

(Khurmalla

) 

Nil 0.05 0.05 99.95 

2 

Crude oil 

(Khurmalla

) 

Trace 5.2 5.2 94.8 

3 
Guwayer-3 

well 
1.0 0.3 1.3 98.7 

4 
Guwayer-2 

well 
12.5 12.5 25 75 

 

Note: Each sample is the meanof four samples of same 

place.   

The quality of first sample was found very good because 

the amount of water and sediment content is very less, 

corrosion does not occur while transporting due to low or 

no water and sediment content. The percentage of free 
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crude oil is 99.95 mL with green color, which is very good 

to be sold in a high quality. 

The second sample collected from Khurmalla oil field 

known as “Crude oil (Khurmalla)” was also analyzed in a 

similar way. Sediment content in this sample after reading 

through centrifuge tubes is tracedin minute quantity. 

Despite having trace sediment content in the sample, 5.2 

mL water was also found in the sample. In conclusion , the 

total sediment content and water `in this sample is 5.2 mL 

and the rest is crude oil. (Shown  in table 1). 

The third sample collected from Guwayer oil site known 

as “Guwayer-3 well”was also analyzed. Water found in 

this sample in this sample after centrifugation is about 0.3 

mL and sediment content of 1 mL as per readings of 

centrifuge tubes. The total sediment content and water is 

noted 1.3 mL and the rest which is about 98.7 mL is crude 

oil (Shown in table l). 

The fourth and last sample collected from Guwayer oil site 

known as “Guwayer- 2 well” was also tested in a similar 

way. Water in this sample after centrifugation can be read 

as 12.5 mL and sediment content was found to be 12.5 mL. 

The total sediment content and water in this sample is 25 

mL and the rest which is 75 mL is crude oil free of water 

and sediment. (Shown in table 1) 

The difference in elevation is so clear due to high amounts 

of water and sediment content in crude oil. Sediment 

content is 12.5 mL and water is also 12.5 mL and they are 

in the same level. The total sediment content and water is 

becomes double (25 mL) and the line is rises up. At the 

end, free crude oil rises up and reaches up to 75 mL. This 

sample is definitely the worst one due to high amounts of 

water and sediment content and corrosion might occur if 

not handled properly.  

The percentage of this sample is totally different from 

other samples. There are huge amounts of water and 

sediment contents in crude oil of Guwayer-2 well. The 

purple color of crude oil without water and sediment 

content contains 75 percent of this sample. The blue color 

is water which is 12.5 percent and the red color is due 

sediment content which is 12.5 percent of this sample of 

crude oil. The green color showing total sediment content 

and water is 25 percent of Guwayer-2 well crude oil 

sample. The quality of this crude oil is the worst one if 

compared with other three samples. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

To sum up, the Centrifuge method has been used to 

separate the water and sediment content from crude oil in 

laboratory. The results thus obtained are more accurate 

than the results obtained through other methods used for 

the separation of sediment contents and waterfrom crude 

oil. Significant difference has been noticed between the 

samples collected from two different oil fields. In addition, 

the worst sample of crude oil containing more water and 

sediment content is named as Guwayer-2 well and the best 

sample containing less water and sediment content in 

crude oil in this process is named as Slop (Khurmalla).  As 

experienced from the procedure, the crude oils is 

considered as the best if it contains less water and 

sediment content and the vice versa is for the worst quality 

of crude oil. Therefore, to transport the crude oil through 

pipe lines, itis necessary to reduce the amount of water and 

sediment content from the crude oil in order to prevent 

corrosion. 
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Abstract— In wireless mobile communication systems, the 

radio spectrum is limited resource. However, efficient use 

of such limited spectrum becomes more important when the 

two, three or more cells in the network become hot - spot. 

The use of available channels has been shown to improve 

the system capacity. The role of channel assignment scheme 

is to allocate channels to cells in such way as to minimize 

call-blocking probability or call dropping probability and 

also maximize the quality of service. Different channel 

allocation schemes are in use for mobile communication 

systems, of which the Hybrid channel allocation (HCA) a 

combination of Fixed and Dynamic channel allocation 

schemes (FCA and DCA respectively) was effective. In this 

paper, the performance of three different channel allocation 

schemes FCA, DCA and HCA will be analytically compared 

and the results are presented. 

Keywords— HCA, DCA, FCA, call blocking probability, 

channel allocation, hotspot. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Technological advances and rapid development of handheld 

wireless terminals have facilitated the rapid growth of 

wireless communications and mobile computing. Taking 

ergonomic and economic factors into account, and 

considering the new trend in the telecommunications 

industry to provide ubiquitous information access, the 

population of mobile users will continue to grow at a 

tremendous rate. Another important developing 

phenomenon is the shift of many applications to multimedia 

platforms in order to present information more effectively. 

The tremendous growth of the wireless/mobile user 

population, coupled  

With the bandwidth Requirements of multimedia 

applications, requires efficient reuse of the scarce radio 

spectrum Allocated to wireless/mobile communications. 

Efficient use of radio spectrum is also important from a 

cost-of service point of view, where the number of base 

stations required to service a given geographical area is an 

important factor. A reduction in the number of base stations, 

and hence in the cost of service, can be achieved by more 

efficient reuse of the radio spectrum. The basic prohibiting 

factor in radio spectrum reuse is interference caused by the 

environment or other mobiles. Interference can be reduced 

by deploying efficient radio subsystems and by making use 

of channel assignment techniques. 

In the radio and transmission subsystems, techniques such 

as deployment of time and space diversity systems, use of 

low noise filters and efficient equalizers, and deployment of 

efficient modulation schemes can be used to suppress 

interference and to extract the desired signal. However, co-

channel interference caused by frequency reuse is the most 

restraining factor on the overall system capacity in the 

wireless networks, and the main idea behind channel 

assignment algorithms is to make use of radio propagation 

path loss characteristics in order to minimize the carrier-to-

interference ratio (CIR) and hence increase the radio 

spectrum re-use efficiency. The focus of this article is to 

provide an overview of different channel assignment 

algorithms and compare them in terms of performance, 

flexibility, and complexity. We first start by giving an 

overview of the channel assignment problem in a cellular 

environment and discuss the general idea behind major 

channel allocation schemes. Then we proceed to discuss 

different channel allocation schemes within each category 

.Here we made an simulation comparison of 

FCA,DCA,HCA in terms of blocking probability versus 

traffic load.  

 

II. CALL BLOCKING PROBABILITY 

Several metrics can be used to evaluate and compare the 

performance of the proposed algorithm. The call blocking 

probability is defined as the ratio of the number of new calls 

initiated by a mobile host which cannot be supported by 

existing channel arrangement to the total number of new 
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calls initiated. Call blocking probability (Pb) is given by the 

ratio of “number of calls lost by the system” to “the total 

number of new calls initiated”. 

 

III. FIXED CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT 

In the FCA strategy a set of nominal channels is 

permanently allocated to each cell for its exclusive use. 

Here a definite relationship is assumed between each 

channel and each cell, in accordance to co-channel reuse 

constraints. 

The total number of available channels in the system C is 

divided into sets, and the minimum number of channel sets 

N required to serve the entire coverage area is related to the 

reuse distance ‘s’. 

N = (1/3) ^2, for hexagonal cells. 

Here _ is defined as D/Ra, where Ra is the radius of the cell 

and D is the physical distance between the two cell centers 

[5]. N can assume only the integer values 3, 4, 7, 9 . . . as 

generally presented by the series, (i + j) 2 – i, j, with i and j 

being integers [5, 7]. ]. Figures 1(a) and 2(b) give the 

allocation of channel sets to cells for N = 3 (0 = 3) and N = 

7 (0 = 4.45), respectively. 

In the simple FCA strategy, the same number of nominal 

channels is allocated to each cell. This uniform channel 

distribution is efficient if the traffic distribution of the 

system is also uniform. In that case, the overall average 

blocking probability of the mobile system is the same as the 

call blocking probability in a cell. Because traffic in cellular 

systems can be non uniform with temporal and spatial 

Fluctuations, a uniform allocation of channels to cells may 

result in high blocking in some cells, while others might 

have a sizeable number of spare channels. This could result 

in poor channel utilization. It is therefore appropriate to 

tailor the number of channels in a cell to match the load in it 

by non uniform channel allocation or static borrowing. In 

non uniform channel allocation the number of nominal 

channels allocated to each cell depends on the expected 

traffic profile in that cell. 

Fig.1: Allocation of channel sets to cells for N =3 and N = 7 

respectively 

IV. DYNAMIC CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT  

Due to short-term temporal and spatial variations of traffic 

in cellular systems, FCA schemes are not able to attain high 

channel efficiency. To overcome this, DCA schemes have 

been studied during the past 20 years. In contrast to FCA, 

there is no fixed relationship between channels and cells in 

DCA. All channels are kept in a central pool and are 

assigned dynamically to radio cells as new calls arrive in 

the system. After a call is completed, its channel is returned 

to the central pool. 

In DCA, a channel is eligible for use in any cell provided 

that signal interference constraints are 

Satisfied. Because, in general, more than one channel might 

be available in the central pool to be assigned to a cell that 

requires a channel, some strategy must be applied to select 

the assigned channel. Based on information used for 

channel assignment, DCA strategies could be classified 

either as call by- call DCA or adaptive DCA schemes. In 

the call-by-call DCA, the channel assignment is based only 

on current channel usage conditions in the service area, 

while in adaptive DCA the channel assignment is adaptively 

carried out using information on the previous as well as 

present channel usage conditions. 

 

V. COMPARISON BETWEEN FCA AND DCA 

In general, there is a trade-off between quality of service, 

the implementation complexity of the channel allocation 

algorithms, and spectrum utilization efficiency. Under low 

traffic intensity, DCA strategies perform better. However, 

FCA schemes become superior at high offered traffic, 

especially in the case of uniform traffic. In the case of non 

uniform traffic and light to moderate loads, it is believed 

that the DCA scheme will perform better due to the fact that 

under low traffic intensity, DCA Uses channels more 

efficiently than FCA. In the FCA case channels are pre 

assigned to cells, so there are occasions when, due to 

fluctuation in traffic, calls are blocked, even though there 

are channels available in adjacent cells. In addition, a basic 

fact of telephone traffic engineering is that a server 

With capacity C is more efficient than a number of small 

ones with the same total aggregate capacity. That is, for the 

same average blocking probability a system with high 

capacity has higher utilization. FCA schemes behave like a 

number of small groups of servers, while DCA provides a 

way of making these small groups of servers behave like a 

larger server. Then it is observed that in Fig. 2, with low 

traffic intensity DCA uses channels more efficiently than 

FCA because of flexible channel assignment and shows 

good performance. But with high traffic intensity, DCA 
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does not show better performance Than FCA as stated 

above. 

 
Fig.2: Traffic intensity and blocking rate. 

 

A summary of the comparison between the fixed channel 

allocation schemes and dynamic channel allocation schemes 

is given in table (1): 

Table.1: Comparison between the fixed channel allocation 

schemes and dynamic channel allocation schemes 

FCA DCA 

Performs better under 

heavy traffic. 

Performs better under 

light/moderate traffic. 

Low flexibility in channel 

assignment. 

Flexible allocation of 

channels. 

Maximum channel 

reusability. 

Not always Maximum 

channel reusability. 

Sensitive to time and 

spatial changes. 

Insensitive to time and 

spatial changes. 

Not stable grade of service 

per cell in an interference 

cell group. 

Stable grade of service per 

cell in an interference cell 

group. 

High forced call 

termination probability. 

Low to moderate forced call 

termination probability. 

Suitable for large cell 

environment. 

Suitable in micro-cellular 

environment. 

Low flexibility. High Flexibility. 

Radio equipment covers all 

channels assigned to the 

cell. 

Radio equipment covers 

the temporary channels 

assigned the cell 

Low computational effort Moderate to high call set 

up delay 

Low call set up delay No frequency planning 

Complex. Labor intensive 

frequency planning 

 

Moderate to high 

implementation 

complexity 

Low implementation 

complexity 

 

Centralized, decentralized. 

Distributed control 

depending on the scheme 

VI. NON UNIFORM PROBABILITY 

DISTRIBUTION 

6.1. Poisson distribution   

Historically, the term process has been used to suggest the 

observation of a system over time. In our example with the 

copper wire, we showed that the Poisson distribution could 

also apply to intervals such as lengths. Figure (2.6) provides 

graphs of selected Poisson distributions. It is important to use 

consistent units in the calculation of probabilities, means, 

and variances involving Poisson random variables. The 

following example illustrates unit conversions. 

For example, if the average number of flaws per millimeter 

of wire is 3.4, then the average number of flaws in 10 

millimeters of wire is 34, and the average number of flaws in 

100 millimeters of wire is 340. 

If a Poisson random variable represents the number of counts 

in some interval, the mean of the random variable must equal 

the expected number of counts in the same length of interval. 

 
Fig.3: Poisson distribution for selected values of 

parameters. 

 

VII. HYBRID CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT 

Hybrid channel assignment schemes are a mixture of the 

FCA and DCA techniques. In HCA, the total number of 

channels available for service is divided into fixed and 

dynamic sets. The fixed set contains a number of nominal 

channels that are assigned to cells as in the FCA schemes 

and, in all cases, are to be preferred for use in their 

respective cells. The second set of channels is shared by all 

users in the system to increase flexibility. When a call 

requires service from a cell and all of its nominal channels 

are busy, a channel from the dynamic set is assigned to the 

call. The channel assignment procedure from the dynamic 
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set follows any of the DCA strategies described in the 

previous section. Variations of the main HCA schemes 

include HCA with channel reordering and HCA schemes 

where calls that cannot find an available channel are queued 

instead of blocked. The call blocking probability for an 

HCA scheme is defined as the probability that a call 

arriving to a cell finds both the fixed and dynamic channels 

busy. 

Performance evaluation results of different HCA schemes 

have been compared. Theoretical study has done for an 

HCA scheme with Erlang-b service discipline for uniform 

size and shape cells where traffic is uniformly distributed 

over the whole system. The measure of interest is the 

probability of Blocking as the load increases for different 

ratios of fixed to dynamic cells. For a system with fixed to 

dynamic channel ratio 3: 1, the HCA gives a better grade of 

service than FCA for load increases up to 50 percent. 

Beyond this load HCA has been found to perform better by 

case study... A similar pattern of behavior is obtained from 

the analysis where the HCA scheme employed uses the FA 

DCA scheme and Erlang-c service discipline (calls that 

cannot find an available channel are queued instead of 

blocked). In addition, the HCA scheme with Erlang-c 

service discipline has lower probability of blocking than the 

HCA scheme with Erlang-b service discipline. In order to 

simplify the analysis of HCA we approximate the call 

blocking probability as a product of random pool as fixed 

channel allocation blocking probability and non random 

pool as dynamic channel allocation blocking probability. In 

comparison with all those channel allocation schemes in 

terms of call blocking probability HCA performs better 

results by using hotspot notification and central pool .The 

main advantage of central pool is that when new call arrives 

in hotspot cell automatically a channel is assigned to that 

call from central pool as long as traffic in the cell goes to 

normal level. Channels in central pools are accessible to 

hotspot cells. HCA plays a major role to minimize call 

blocking probability and effects positively on performance 

of system due to increased tracking capacity. HCA designs 

to take advantages of both FCA and DCA. An attempt is 

made to reduce call blocking probability by using hotspot 

notification. 

 

VIII. HCA ALGORITHM  

It consists of two phases 

• Channel acquisition phase 

• Channel release phase 

 

8.1 Channel Acquisition Phase 

Set level (L = 0) at the beginning to indicate that the 

channel request can be accommodated from the first group 

(A) and there is no hot-spot cell in the network. 

1. When a mobile host wants to initiate a call, it has to send 

a channel request on the control channel to its related base 

station. 

2. If the base station has an available channel from first 

group (A), it will assign a channel to mobile host. 

3. If no channel from the first group (A) is available, then 

base station updates the value of (L) as shown in Fig (4). 

 
Fig.4: Cell no.3 is hot-spot cell, L=1 

L = L + 1 

L = 0 + 1 = 1 

L = max (L, M) 

4. The base station then sends a request to borrow a channel 

from the central pool located at MSC. It also includes the 

current value and maximum value of (L). 

 

8.2 Channel Release Phase 

1. The MSC, on receiving channel request from the base 

stations assign up to the (L) channels if available from 

dynamic pool. 

2. When the base station successfully acquires channel from 

the dynamic pool at MSC, it also adds a channel to its 

temporary pool (T). 

3. When a call terminates on a channel at a mobile host, the 

base station needs to find out which type of channel the call 

belonged to. 

4. If channel is belonged to dynamic pool at MSC the base 

station estimates current level of hot-spot (h) in the cell as 

shown in Fig (5): 

 
Fig.5: Estimation of current hot-spot level (h), cell no.1 and 

3 hot-spot cells, h=2 

5. If (h <= L) meaning that the congestion in the cell is 

same or easing, the base station checks its temporary pool 

(T) and retains up to (h) channels in random order and all 

the remaining channels in (T) are returned back to MSC. 
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6. If (h > L) meaning that the congestion in the cell is 

getting worse, the channel is retained in the cell. The 

channel is not returned back to MSC. 

7. If MSC is unable to assign even one channel, the call will 

be blocked. 

 

IX. SIMULATION  

9.1 Simulated result of FCA: 

B=A2/2/ (1+A+A2/2)…………. (1) 

 

The resultant performance curve in this case plotting the 

blocking probability’ B’ versus load 

Intensity of traffic by using above formula. 

 

 
Fig.6: blocking probability Traffic Load of FCA 

 

9.2 Theoretical result of HCA: 

The blocking probability (Pb) in HCA is given by as Eq 2: 

 

……… (2) 

Where A is given by A = l/μ, which is successive call time 

arrivals. In which, _ is the call arrival rate per second, μ is 

average call departure rate of users per second, and N is 

number of channels in the system 

 

 
Fig.7: blocking probability traffic load of HCA 

 

9.3 Simulated result of HCA: 

The simulation result is shown in Fig. 7, HCA simulates 

with dynamic pool, and MSC does not have fixed number 

of channels. There is no fixed relationship between channels 

and cells. It keeps changing randomly within the range 

(here it is 50). This simulation scenario, for channel 

allocated from pool due to the lack of channels in the   hot-

spot has. Therefore, MSC has less channels to lend to other 

base stations. This indirectly simulates the effect of hot-spot 

in the Network. 

 
Fig.8: Simulated blocking probability traffic load of HCA. 

 

X. SIMULATION TOOL 

In order to evaluate the performance of channel assignment 

schemes we simulate the FCA, DCA, and HCA in terms of 

blocking probability versus traffic load by using MATLAB. 

 

XI. CONCLUSION  

The Channel Assignment is very important process and the 

channel Assignment Algorithm mechanism should be 

related to the traffic types and customer distribution. The 

HCA has Avery good performance for traffic load less than 

200 erlang.    
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Abstract— This article describes the main aspects of the 

use of it technologies in the economy of the metallurgical 

industry, the Author emphasized the relevance of the 

study based on the current state of the Russian economy 

and the prospects of this direction. The article reveals the 

problems of assessing the possibilities of using IT 

technologies in the economy. And offered some solutions, 

which is of practical value.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The successful development of companies in the 

metallurgical industry of Russia which along with the fuel 

and energy sector is an important part of the domestic 

economy, it is currently impossible without the creation 

of a modern IT infrastructure. Using an arsenal of tools, 

the company considered both optimizes their business 

processes, which, in the final analysis, lead to a decrease 

in the level of operating costs. In the struggle to preserve 

the results achieved and increase its share in the global 

market enterprise in metallurgy industry systematically 

carry out the introduction of advanced technologies in 

both production and management [6]. The relevance of 

this study lies in the fact that those companies within the 

industry, which carried out the launch of modern 

production facilities Parallel with the introduction of 

modern information systems, according to the scientific 

community, will be able to take in the near future the 

leading position in the market. 

The term "information technology" should be understood 

set of production processes, methods, and software and 

hardware tools that are integrated into the process chain, 

ensuring the collection, processing, storage, distribution 

and display of information in order to reduce the 

complexity of the processes used information resources, 

improve their efficiency and reliability [ 1, C.111]. 

Bringing the above-mentioned concept of the economy of 

metallurgical industry it should be understood by IT - use 

of information technology in the economy of the 

metallurgical industry, which includes the collection, 

processing, transmission and storage of large amounts of 

economic data in the sector in question [3, C.183]. 

Among the factors shaping the modern trends in the use 

of IT technology in the metallurgical industry experts are 

the following: 

- Technological growth of market relations and the 

process of globalization of activity, i.e. 

participation of enterprises in the metallurgical 

industry in the global commodity chains, which 

makes it necessary to improve the quality of the 

processed information. The competitiveness of 

the enterprise in question depends largely on 

how the material resources, but to a greater 

extent on the availability of advanced means of 

communication links with partners and 

customers, the volume of each company staff 

accumulated industry knowledge and 

professional skills, as well as opportunities in 

their intensive use; 

- Sustainability and profitability of the business in 

the relevant field are largely determined by the 

speed of response to the changing needs of the 

end user. Claiming success requires industries 

subject faster than their competitors restructure 

its internal organization in order to maintain 

readiness to meet the emerging needs of the 

client; 

- Information requirements from the standpoint of 

accuracy, completeness, relevance and timeliness 

requirement supplemented its effective use at all 

levels of management. There is a tendency to 

integrate both services, and enterprise 

information systems into a single field with the 

aim of continuing to ensure economic 
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management of information about the position of 

the direct current affairs, as well as the 

opportunities available in the relevant market. 

In our turn, the nature of the use of IT technology in the 

industry is the processing of information economic plan in 

the industry, which takes place on specific and pre-laid 

algorithms that including you must be able to competently 

use, but above all, we should understand their purpose 

and the correct meaning. Storing this information may be 

produced in different amounts and different types of 

media. Thus, communication can be performed at a 

sufficiently long distance in a short time. 

In addition, a number of researchers are not groundless 

believes that today, "the world of thin technologies begins 

to rule the world of machines, that is the world of reality" 

[4]. In this context, the importance of acquiring the word 

"start" that can serve as a hint of some great opportunities 

of using IT technologies. In this aspect, a number of 

difficulties. 

Assume that the cost estimate is performed in several 

stages, namely: 

- A comparative analysis of IT spending in the whole 

group of companies in the metallurgical industry, 

which involves calculation of the following 

indicators: 

- At the IT costs that can be calculated as a 

percentage of income; 

- The proportion of employees of IT services 

in the total staff number of employees of the 

enterprise; 

- The number of PCs per 1 employee of the IT 

department; 

- PC software personnel by 100%. 

However, these figures do not allow to fully assessing the 

possibility of using IT technologies in the industry, as it 

does not contain complete information on the economic 

activity of the enterprise or group of enterprises relevant 

industry. If you give a more precise wording, this method 

takes into account only the costs [5, C.62]. 

The author Pergunova O.V "Assessment of the 

development and use of information and 

telecommunication technologies at the metallurgical 

enterprises of the Orenburg region" proposed approach to 

each of the enterprises of the industry individually, using 

individual assessment methods (see. Table 1) [2, c.250]. 

 

Table.1: Methods of evaluating the effectiveness of the use of ICT 

methods of assessment positive sides negative sides 

Traditional financial methods(Return 

on investment, Economic value 

Added, Total cost of ownership, 

Total Economic impact, Rapid 

economic justification) 

1) Methods, on the basis of a classic 

financial analysis and profitability 

concepts operate net present value 

internal rate of return. 

2)The effect of the application of 

information technology in the form 

of estimated cash equivalent. 

Methods are based on a 

comparison of income and 

expenditure, so it is important 

assess as the outgoing cash flows 

(costs). Incoming and (profit) 

.methods allow us to estimate the 

cost side and the quantity. 

Incoming cash flows to 

determine practically impossible. 

probabilistic methods(Real Options 

Valuation, Applied information 

economics) 

The ability to assess the probability 

of occurrence of risk and new 

possibilities with the help of 

statistical and mathematical models. 

Impossiblein today's economic 

environment to accurately predict 

changes in technical and 

economic indicators of the 

enterprise. 

Qualitative methods(Balanced 

scorecard, information economics, 

portfolio management, It scorecard) 

1) The ability to link the assessment 

of the effectiveness of IT projects 

with the corporate strategy of the 

company. 

2) Range of textures that characterize 

the effectiveness of IT remains with 

the specialists, which allows taking 

into account the specifics of the 

enterprise. 

1) For self-development of the 

system performance is 

significantly affected by the 

subjective opinion of specialists. 

2) The absence of the 

fundamental principles of 

prioritization of key performance 

indicators. 
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As can be seen from the table given, the three main types 

of methods: qualitative, probabilistic and traditional 

financial valuation techniques. Each method has its 

advantages and disadvantages. Some methods for 

evaluating the ability to provide for the prediction of 

certain changes in technical and economic parameters of 

the enterprise, while others do not allow the relevant 

forecasts. Thus, the assessment of the possibilities of 

using IT technologies in the economy, the metallurgical 

industry is difficult, as there is no single, universal 

approach in the assessment. 

The author of this article believes that in order to assess 

the feasibility of introduction of IT technologies 

necessary to the existence of a single differentiated 

system of indicators. Given the isolation of the enterprises 

need their unit to the appropriate group, depending on the 

volume of production. It is expected that the wider range 

and greater production volumes, the more important these 

enterprises play in the IT technology, respectively, the 

number of such enterprises should be a great indicator. 

The procedure for the calculation of indicators for 

assessing IT consists of the following steps: a) selection 

of the initial array of indicators (egg, the presence of the 

PC, PC upgrade, PC software employees, the number of 

computers connected to the global and local networks); b) 

on the basis of the indicator index, which can be 

determined by dividing the achieved value baseline Xi to 

basic / standard value Xbi; g) the calculation of the 

integral indicator of the use and development of 

information technology resources in an industrial plant or 

a group of industrial enterprises in the industry. 

To optimize the calculations necessary to develop a 

national IT platform, allows you to enter the initial data, 

followed by the construction of charts and predictions. 

Thus, IT-technology, used in the metallurgical industry 

will reduce the risks for individual companies and provide 

optimal operation in the economic crisis. 
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Abstract— In the recent years the number of vehicles on 

road increases at high speed. A lot of road accidents and 

traffic congestion emerges. So to control it vehicular ad-hoc 

network came in picture. In the last few years many 

protocols were proposed to route the packets efficiently and 

correctly. But no one was capable of routing the packets in 

case of cross links. So, a protocol named GEOCROSS was 

proposed. The introduction of MANETs, VANETs, their 

routing protocols, protocol structure of VANET, how 

broadcasting takes place in VANET, how information is 

disseminated in VANET and VANET communication & 

routing protocols like vehicular collision warning 

communication (VCWC), vehicle heading based routing 

protocol (VHRP) and GEOCROSS routing protocol will 

discussed in this paper. 

Keywords— MANET, VANET, routing protocols. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

MANET is a self-configured wireless ad-hoc network of 

mobile nodes. The MANET organization depends upon the 

location of nodes, their connectivity, their service discovery 

capability & their ability to search and route messages using 

nearest nodes or nearby nodes. The properties of MANETs 

are data routing abilities, neighbor discovery for data 

reception and transmission, variable routing paths, flexible 

network architecture, no access point requirement, peer-

peer connectivity, limited wireless connectivity range, data 

caching saving and aggregation and requirement to solve 

exposed or hidden terminal problem.  

VANET belongs to wireless communication networks area. 

VANET is the emerging area of MANETs in which 

vehicles act as the mobile nodes within the network. The 

basic target of VANET is to increase safety of road users 

and comfort of passengers. VANET is the wireless network 

in which communication takes place through wireless links 

mounted on each node (vehicle) . Each node within 

VANET act as both, the participant and router of the 

network as the nodes communicates through other 

intermediate node that lies within their own transmission 

range. VANET are self organizing network. It does not rely 

on any fixed network infrastructure. Although some fixed 

nodes act as the roadside units to facilitate the vehicular 

networks for serving geographical data or a gateway to 

internet etc. Higher node mobility, speed and rapid pattern 

movement are the main characteristics of VANET. This 

also causes rapid changes in network topology . 

VANET is a special type of MANET, in which vehicles act 

as nodes. Unlike MANET, vehicles move on predefined 

roads, vehicles velocity depends on the speed signs and in 

addition these vehicles also have to follow traffic signs and 

traffic signals. There are many challenges in VANET that 

are needed to be solved in order to provide reliable services. 

Stable & reliable routing in VANET is one of the major 

issues. Hence more research is needed to be conducted in 

order to make VANET more applicable. As vehicles have 

dynamic behavior, high speed and mobility that make 

routing even more challenging.  

VANET routing protocols history starts with traditional 

MANET protocols such as AODV (Ad hoc on Demand 

Distance Vector Routing) and DSR (Dynamic Source 

Routing) . AODV and DSR have been considered efficient 

for Multi hop wireless ad hoc networks. 

 

II. BASIC CONCEPTS AND BACKGROUND 

Ad-hoc networks are self-organized, wireless and 

decentralized systems that form temporary networks. 

Wireless technology is becoming the dominant one because 

of mobility, accessibility and flexibility in information 

dissemination. Cellular phones, wireless internet like Wi-Fi, 

satellite televisions etc. are well known applications of 

wireless technologies. It is a well growing area for research. 

The two main reasons of rapid growth of mobile computing 

are lower prices and higher data rates. 

MANET (Mobile ad hoc network) is an infra-structure less 

IP based network of mobile and wireless machine nodes 

connected with radio. In operation, the nodes of a MANET 

do not have a centralized administration mechanism. It is 

known for its routable network properties where each node 

act as a “router” to forward the traffic to other specified 

node in the network. MANET (Mobile ad hoc network) is a 

temporary self organizing system formed by a collection of 

nodes, which are connected with wireless links. In the 
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network, nodes may be disappeared or new nodes may be 

appeared over the time due to node mobility.  

 

Ad Hoc Networks 

A wireless ad hoc network is a multi hop network that is a 

collection of mobile or sometimes stationary nodes 

connected with bandwidth constrained wireless links i.e. 

every node should have wireless interfaces and thus have 

their own transmission ranges, forming a decentralized ad 

hoc network. Laptop computer or Personal Digital 

Assistance (PDA) can be the example of the nodes in a 

wireless ad hoc network. A node can leave the network or 

enter into the network whenever it wants. There is no 

central administration and for that, each node forwards 

packets according to a routing protocol. A node in an ad hoc 

network is a host as well as a router. An ad hoc network is a 

network capable of adjusting itself in the change of routing 

topology in time. If any route is disturbed by the link failure 

or something, the station calls a route discovery function to 

find out an alternative route and forward the packet in the 

way of that route. To find out the way, a packet should be 

forwarded. Different routing protocols are available but 

only one protocol should be fixed before the network 

becomes operational. 

 
Fig.1: Ad-hoc network architecture 

 

In the figure 2, a typical ad hoc network with three 

participating nodes is shown, where node1 cannot send 

packets directly to the node3 because they are not in the 

same transmission range. Node1 first sends the packet to 

node2 and node2 acts as a router, forwards the packet to 

node3 as they are on the same transmission range. There is 

no central administration and according to the figure 2, it is 

a clear that change of node mobility changes the routes. 

 
Fig.2: A Typical Ad hoc Network 

Types of MANET 

There are different types of MANETs including: 

• InVANETs – Intelligent vehicular ad hoc networks 

make use of artificial intelligence to tackle 

unexpected situations like vehicle collision and 

accidents. 

• Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) – Enables 

effective communication with another vehicle or 

helps to communicate with roadside equipments. 

• Internet Based Mobile Ad hoc Networks 

(iMANET) – helps to link fixed as well as mobile 

nodes. 

 

MANET Characteristics 

• In MANET, each node act as both host and router. 

That is it is autonomous in behavior.  

• Multi-hop radio relaying- When a source node and 

destination node for a message is out of the radio 

range, the MANETs are capable of multi-hop 

routing. 
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• Distributed nature of operation for security, routing 

and host configuration. A centralized firewall is 

absent here. 

• The nodes can join or leave the network anytime, 

making the network topology dynamic in nature. 

• Mobile nodes are characterized with less memory, 

power and light weight features. 

• The reliability, efficiency, stability and capacity of 

wireless links are often inferior when compared 

with wired links. This shows the fluctuating link 

bandwidth of wireless links. 

• Mobile and spontaneous behavior which demands 

minimum human intervention to configure the 

network. 

• All nodes have identical features with similar 

responsibilities and capabilities and hence it forms 

a completely symmetric environment. 

• High user density and large level of user mobility. 

• Nodal connectivity is intermittent. 

 

VANET : VANET is the short form of Vehicular Adhoc 

Network. It is subclass of network of MANET type. 

The routing protocols of MANET are not feasible to be 

used in the VANET network. If they are used then also they 

will not be able to deliver required throughput as it has fast 

changing adhoc network. 

 
Fig.3: combination of both infrastructure and adhoc networks 

 

In VANET, the communication nodes are moving on pre-

defined roads as finalized initially. 

The VANET architecture consists of three type of 

categories as mentioned below: 

• cellular and WLAN network 

• Pure Ad hoc (network between vehicles and fixed 

gateways) 

• hybrid(combination of both infrastructure and 

adhoc networks), as shown in figure. 

 

In the first type, fixed gateways and WiMaX/WiFi APs are 

used at traffic junctions to connect with the internet, to 

obtain traffic information and used for routing.The VANET 

nodes are not subject to storage and power 

limitation.Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) is a 

subclass of mobile Ad Hoc networks (MANETs). These 

networks have no fixed infrastructure and instead rely on 

the vehicles themselves to provide network functionality. 

These networks offer several benefits to organizations of 

any size. While such a network does pose certain safety 

concerns but this does not limit VANET’s potential as a 

productivity tool. GPS and navigation systems can benefit, 

as they can be integrated with traffic reports to provide the 

fastest route to work. 

 

III. PROPERTIES OF AD-HOC ROUTING 

PROTOCOLS 

The properties that are desirable in Ad-Hoc Routing 

protocols are: 

i). Distributed operation: The protocol should be 

distributed. It should not be dependent on a 

centralized controlling node. This is the case even 

for stationary networks. The dissimilarity is that the 
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nodes in an ad-hoc network can enter or leave the 

network very easily and because of mobility the 

network can be partitioned. 

ii). Loop free: To improve the overall performance, the 

routing protocol should assurance that the routes 

supplied are loop free. This avoids any misuse of 

bandwidth or CPU consumption. 

iii). Demand based operation: To minimize the control 

overhead in the network and thus not misuse the 

network resources the protocol should be reactive. 

This means that the protocol should react only when 

needed and should not periodically broadcast control 

information. 

iv). Unidirectional link support: The radio environment 

can cause the formation of unidirectional links. 

Utilization of these links and not only the bi-

directional links improves the routing protocol 

performance. 

v). Security: The radio environment is especially 

vulnerable to impersonation attacks so to ensure the 

wanted behavior of the routing protocol we need 

some sort of security measures. Authentication and 

encryption is the way to go and problem here lies 

within distributing the keys among the nodes in the 

ad-hoc network. 

vi). Power conservation: The nodes in the ad-hoc 

network can be laptops and thin clients such as 

PDA‘s that are limited in battery power and 

therefore uses some standby mode to save the power. 

It is therefore very important that the routing 

protocol has support for these sleep modes.  

vii). Multiple routes: To reduce the number of reactions 

to topological changes and congestion multiple 

routes can be used. If one route becomes invalid, it is 

possible that another stored route could still be valid 

and thus saving the routing protocol from initiating 

another route discovery procedure. 

viii). Quality of Service Support: Some sort of Quality of 

service is necessary to incorporate into the routing 

protocol. This helps to find what these networks will 

be used for. It could be for instance real time traffic 

support. 

 

IV. ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN VANET 

The routing protocols of VANETs fall into two major 

categories of topology-based and position-based routing. 

There are many advantages and disadvantages of these 

routing protocols. We explore the motivation behind their 

design and trace the evolution of these routing protocols and 

analyze their efficiency with respect to MANETs as there 

are countless numbers of routing protocols [9, 14, 15] 

developed in MANETs, but they do not apply well to 

VANETs which represent a particularly challenging class of 

MANETs. They are distributed, self-organizing 

communication networks as described before. 

 
Fig.4: Classification of VANET Routing Protocols 

 

The detailed coverage of relevant routing protocols and 

their impact on overall VANET architecture is incomplete 

without discussion of VANET topics and applications. The 

different types of VANET architectures can be as shown 

above in the figure. There are a number of MANET routing 

protocols and surveys written on them, we will therefore 

only restrict our attention to MANET routing protocols used 

in the VANET context. Broadcast routing is frequently used 

in VANET for sharing, traffic, weather and emergency, 

road conditions among vehicles and delivering 
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advertisements and announcements. Broadcasting is used 

when messages need to be disseminated to the vehicles 

beyond the transmission range when multi hops are used. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The study of the various routing protocols considered under 

MANET and VANET on the basis of their architectures and 

their performance analysis provides that the protocols which 

are feasible for a MANET will be feasible in the VANET 

too but there performance varies with varying traffic 

conditions and densities. If we look for the best out of the 

existing protocols then we find that the Reactive protocols 

will be the best if we want to use the same set of rules in 

both the VANET and MANET. Moreover AODV results to 

be the best among the various reactive protocols for both 

MANET and VANET based on previous research works 

and studies. 
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Abstract— Power quality is becoming a major concern for 

many electrical users. The high power non linear loads 

(such as adjustable speed drives, arc furnace, static power 

converter etc) and low power loads (such as computer, fax 

machine etc) produce voltage fluctuations, harmonic 

currents and an inequality in network system which results 

into low power factor operation of the power system. The 

devices commonly used in industrial, commercial and 

residential applications need to go through rectification for 

their proper functioning and operation. Due to the 

increasing demand of these devices, the line current 

harmonics create a major problem by degrading the power 

factor of the system thus affecting the performance of the 

devices. Hence there is a need to reduce the input line 

current harmonics so as to improve the power factor of the 

system. This has led to designing of Power Factor 

Correction circuits. Power Factor Correction (PFC) 

involves two techniques, Active PFC and Passive PFC. An 

active power factor circuit using Boost Converter is used for 

improving the power factor. This thesis work analyzes the 

procedural approach and benefits of applying Bridgeless 

Boost Topology for improving the power factor over Boost 

Converter Topology. A traditional design methodology 

Boost Converter Topology is initially analyzed and 

compared with the Bridgeless Boost topology and the 

overall Power Factor (PF) can be improved to the 

expectation. Method of re-shaping the input current 

waveform to be similar pattern as the sinusoidal input 

voltage is done by the Boost converter and the related 

controls that act as a Power Factor Correction (PFC) 

circuit. Higher efficiency can be achieved by using the 

Bridgeless Boost Topology. In this paper simulation of Boost 

Converter topology and Bridgeless PFC boost Converter is 

presented. Performance comparisons between the 

conventional PFC boost Converter and the Bridgeless PFC 

Boost Converter is done. 

Keywords— THD, Power Factor Correction (PFC), PFC 

Boost Converter, Bridgeless PFC Boost Converter. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In this paper the power factor correction of a system using 

Bridgeless Boost Topology. Power Factor is an important 

performance parameter of a system and improving power 

factor is very much essential for the better and economical 

performance of the system. If the power factor of a system at 

a given power requirement is poor, then large value of Volt-

Amperes or large amount of current is required by the 

system which is drawn from the supply. Hence it is seen that 

various measures are taken to improve the power factor of a 

system.  The use and study of a Boost Converter Topology 

for the Power Factor Correction is described. It also 

describes the use and study of Bridgeless Boost Topology 

for power Factor Correction. The basic purpose of a Power 

Factor Correction circuit is to make the line current follow 

the waveform of the line voltage so that the input to the 

power supply becomes purely resistive and hence to improve 

the power factor. Bridgeless Boost Topology is used in the 

Power Factor Correction circuit to improve the power factor. 

The paper shows the study and analysis of power factor of a 

system by doing simulations on MATLAB (R2009a) 

Software using full wave rectifier in the beginning. After 

studying and analyzing the input current and voltage 

waveforms and the power factor of the system using 

Rectifier circuit, the Boost Converter is introduced in the 

circuit and then analyzed its effect in improving the power 

factor of the system. Then Bridgeless Boost Topology is 

implemented which gives better results and improved power 

factor. 

 

II. POWER FACTOR 

Power factor can be defined as the ratio of active or real 

power to the apparent power.  

Power Factor = Real Power ⁄ Apparent Power          (1) 

     𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑃 ÷ (𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠  ×  𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠)                  (2) 

 

Where Vrms Root Mean Square Voltage of Load  Irms Root 

Mean Square Current of Load If the load is purely resistive, 

then the real power will be same as Vrms*Irms. Hence, the 

power factor will be unity. And if the load is not purely 

resistive, the power factor will be below unity. Assuming an 

ideal sinusoidal input voltage source, the power factor can 

be expressed as the product of two factors, the distortion 

factor and the displacement factor, as given 

  

                             PF = KdKθ                                            (3)   
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The distortion factor Kd is the ratio of the fundamental RMS 

current to the total RMS current. The displacement factor, 

Kθ, is the cosine of the displacement angle between the 

fundamental input current and the input voltage fundamental 

RMS current. 

          Kd =
I1rms

Irms
                                                    (4) 

 

           Kθ = cosθ1                                                 (5) 

Where the fundamental component of the line is current, is 

the total line current and is the phase shift of the current 

fundamental relative to the sinusoidal line voltage. The 

distortion factor is close to unity, even for waveforms with 

noticeable distortion; therefore, it is not a very convenient 

measure of distortion for practical use. The distortion factor 

is uniquely related to another figure of merit; the total 

harmonic distortion (THD). 

           THD = √
Irms
2 −I1rms

2

I1rms
2

2
                              (6) 

                 Kd = √
1

1+THD2

2
                               (7) 

Power factor correction circuits are developed so that the 

power factor is improved which means it tries to make the 

input to a power supply behave like purely resistive. This is 

done by trying to make the input current in response to the 

input voltage, so that a constant ratio is maintained between 

the voltage and current. This would ensure the input to be 

resistive in nature and thus, the power factor to be 1.0 or 

unity. When the ratio between voltage and current is not 

constant i.e. the load is not purely resistive, or the input to 

the power supply is not resistive, then the input will contain 

phase displacement and harmonic distortion, both of which 

will severely affect and degrade the power factor [1,2]. 

 

                     𝐾𝑝 =
1

√1+(𝑇𝐻𝐷𝑖) 2
                          (8) 

 

                     𝑇𝐻𝐷𝑖 =
√∑ 𝐼𝑛 𝑟𝑚𝑠2∞

𝑛=1

𝐼1𝑟𝑚𝑠
                     (9)         

      

III. EFFECTS OF HARMONICS 

The non-linear loads result in production of harmonic 

currents in the power system. These harmonics in turn result 

in various undesirable effects on both the distribution 

network and consumers.  

In transformers, shunt capacitors, power cables, AC 

machines and switchgear, they cause extra losses and 

overheating leading to their premature aging and failure.  

In a three-phase four-wire system, excessive current flows in 

the neutral conductor. This is due to odd triple-n current 

harmonics (triple-n: 3rd, 9th, 15th, etc.) and eventually they 

cause tripping of the protective relay due to overheating of 

the neutral conductor. By interaction with the system 

components resonances take place in the power system. This 

causes huge increase in amplitude of peak voltages and 

RMS currents [3]. The line voltage that gets distorted due to 

the harmonics may affect other consumers connected to the 

electricity distribution network. The power factor gets 

reduced. Due to this the active power that is available is less 

than the apparent power supplied. Other effects include - 

telephone interference, extra audio noise, cogging and 

crawling of induction motors, errors observed in metering 

equipments. 

 

IV. STANDARS FOR LINE CURRENT 

HARMONICS 

For limiting the line current harmonics in the current 

waveform standards are set for regulating them. One such 

standard was IEC 555-2, which was published by the 

International Electro-technical Committee in 1982. In 1987, 

European Committee for Electro-Technical Standardization 

– CENELEC, adopted this as an European Standard EN 

60555-2. Then standard IEC 555-2 has been replaced by 

standard IEC 1000-3-2 in 1995. The same has been adopted 

as an European standard EN 61000-3-2 by CENELEC. 

Hence, these limitations are kept in mind while designing 

any instrument. So that there is no violation and the negative 

effects of harmonics are not highly magnified [4]. 

 

V. CONVERTER TOPOLOGY 

Boost Converter 

It is a type of power converter in which the DC voltage 

obtained at the output stage is greater than that given at the 

input. It can be considered as a kind of switching-mode 

power supply (SMPS). The inductor has this peculiar 

property to resist any change of current in them and that 

serves as the main principle which drives a boost converter. 

The inductor acts like a load (like resistor) when it is being 

charged and acts as a source of energy (like battery) when it 

is discharged  

 
Fig.1: Boost converter 

The input current and the inductor current are the same. 

Hence as one can see clearly that current in a boost 

converter is continuous type and hence the design of input 

filter is somewhat relaxed or it is of lower value.  

Among different PFC topologies, the single switch 

conventional PFC is the most widely used topology because 

of its simplicity. The circuit topology is shown in Figure 2. 

A Conventional Boost PFC is considered to be the best 

choice for designing the power stage of the active power 

factor corrector. The boost converter can operate in two 
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modes, continuous and discontinuous.  The conventional 

input stage for single phase power supplies operates by 

rectifying the ac line voltage and filtering with large 

electrolytic capacitors. This process generates a distorted 

input current waveform with large harmonic content. Thus, 

the resulting power factor is very poor. The reduction of 

input current harmonics and high power factor operation are 

important requirements for power supplies. In these 

applications, ac-dc converters featuring almost unity power 

factor are required.[5]  

 
Fig.2:  Conventional PFC boost converter 

 

The technique usually employed to correct power factor of 

single-phase power supplies consists of a front-end full-

bridge diode rectifier followed by a boost converter. The 

circuit is constructed by an uncontrolled diode-bridge 

rectifier and a Boost DC/DC stage. By adjusting Boost 

converter duty cycle, input current shape can be controlled 

and meets the current harmonic standard requirement.  

Bridgeless Boost Topology 

The basic Bridgeless PFC converter is shown in figure 3. 

Comparing to the traditional most popular Boost type PFC 

this smart concept improves PFC's efficiency by removing 

the bridge rectification system in front of it. Compare to the 

conventional Boost PFC the most important advantage of it 

is that it doesn't need four line frequency diodes operating as 

voltage rectifier.  

 
Fig.3: Bridgeless Boost Topology 

 

VI. CONTROL TECHNIQUE OF CONVERTER 

Converter provides a regulated dc output voltage under 

varying load and input voltage conditions. The converter 

component values are also changing with time, temperature 

and pressure. Hence, the control of the output voltage should 

be performed in a closed-loop manner using principles of 

negative feedback. There are many control techniques 

discussed below [6-8]. 

 

Peak current control 

In the basic scheme of the peak current controller the switch 

is turned on at constant frequency by a clock signal, and is 

turned off when the sum of the positive ramp of the inductor 

current (i.e. the switch current) and an external ramp 

(compensating ramp) reaches the sinusoidal current 

reference. This reference is usually obtained by multiplying 

a scaled replica of the rectified line voltage vg times the 

output of the voltage error amplifier, which sets the current 

reference amplitude. In this way, the reference signal is 

naturally synchronized and always proportional to the line 

voltage, which is the condition to obtain unity power factor.  

 

Advantages 

 Constant switching frequency. 

 Only the switch current must be sensed and this can 

be accomplished by a current transformer, thus 

avoiding the losses due to the sensing resistor. 

 No need of current error amplifier and its 

compensation network. 

 Possibility of a true switch current limiting. 

 

Disadvantages 

 Presence of sub harmonic oscillations at duty cycles 

greater than 50%, so a compensation ramp is needed. 

 Input current distortion which increases at high line 

voltages and light load and is worsened by the 

presence of the compensation ramp. 

 Control more sensitive to commutation noises. 

 

The input current distortion can be reduced by changing the 

current reference wave shape, for example introducing a dc 

offset or by introducing a soft clamp. Moreover, if the PFC 

is not intended for universal input operation, the duty-cycle 

can be kept below 50% so avoiding also the compensation 

ramp.  

 

Average Current Mode Control 

Another control method, which allows a better input current 

waveform, is the average current control represented in 

Figure 4. 
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Fig.4: Average current control scheme 

 

Here the inductor current is sensed and filtered by a current 

error amplifier whose output drives a PWM modulator. In 

this way the inner current loop tends to minimize the error 

between the average input current ig and its reference. This 

latter is obtained in the same way as in the peak current 

control. The converter works in CICM, so the same 

considerations done with regard to the peak current control 

can be applied [9-12]. 

 

Advantages 

 Constant switching frequency. 

 No need of compensation ramp. 

 Control is less sensitive to commutation noises, due 

to current filtering. 

 Better input current waveforms than for the peak 

current control since, near the zero crossing of the 

line voltage, the duty cycle is close to one, so 

reducing the dead angle in the input current. 

. 

Disadvantages 

 Inductor current must be sensed. 

 A current error amplifier is needed and its 

compensation network design must take into account 

the different converter operating points during the line 

cycle. 

. 

Hysteresis Control 

In this type of control two sinusoidal current references are 

generated, one for the peak and the other for the valley of 

the inductor current. According to this control technique, the 

switch is turned on when the inductor current goes below the 

lower reference and is turned off when the inductor current 

goes above the upper reference, giving rise to a variable 

frequency control. Also with this control technique the 

converter works in CICM. 

 

Advantages 

 No need of compensation ramp. 

 Low distorted input current waveforms. 

 

Disadvantages 

 Variable switching frequency. 

 Inductor current must be sensed. 

 

In order to avoid too high switching frequency, the switch 

can be kept open near the zero crossing of the line voltage so 

introducing dead times in the line current . 

The boost converter input current is forced to be 

proportional to the input voltage waveform for power factor 

correction. Feedback is necessary to control the input 

current. The average current mode control (ACMC) 

technique is applied.  

 

VII. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

Firstly, simulation of Full bridge rectifier is done. For Full 

Bridge rectifier circuit, RLC load has been used and the 

variations in the input and output voltages and currents and 

the amount of distortions present in them. Further, 

improvement of power factor is taken care of in the 

successive circuits. First Conventional Boost Topology is 

simulated and power factor is improved up to an extent then 

the Bridgeless Boost Topology is simulated for getting better 

and improved power factor. 

 

Full Bridge Rectifier  

The Full Bridge Rectifier is shown in figure 5. The 

corresponding AC input voltage and output voltage 

waveforms are shown in figure 6. DC input current is shown 

in figure 7. DC output current is shown in figure 8. FFT 

Analysis of Full Bridge Rectifier is shown in figure 9 having 

a THD of 28.32 %. 

 

 
Fig.5: Circuit diagram of Full Bridge Rectifier 

 

 

 

Fig.6: Input Voltage and Output Voltage waveform of 

Full Bridge Rectifier 
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Fig.7: Input Current waveform of Full Bridge Rectifier 

 

 
   Fig.8: Output Current waveform of Full Bridge Rectifier 

 

 

 

Fig.9: THD of Full Bridge Rectifier  

 

 

 

Fig.10: Closed Loop Conventional Boost PFC 

 

The closed loop conventional boost converter is shown in 

figure 9. The corresponding AC input voltage and current 

waveforms are shown in figure 10. DC output voltage is 

shown in figure 11. DC output current is shown in figure 12. 

FFT Analysis of closed loop Conventional Boost Converter 

is shown in figure 13 having a THD of 18.84%. 

 
Fig.11: Closed Loop Conventional Boost PFC 

 

 
Fig.12: Input Voltage and Current waveform of Closed 

loop Conventional Boost PFC 

 

 
Fig.13: Output Voltage waveform of Closed loop 

Conventional Boost PFC 

 

 Fig.14: Output Current waveform of Closed loop 

Conventional Boost PFC 

 

 
Fig.15: FFT Analysis of Conventional Boost Converter 
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Bridgeless Boost PFC 

The Bridgeless boost PFC converter is shown in figure 14. 

The corresponding AC input voltage and current waveforms 

are shown in figure 15. DC output voltage is shown in figure 

16. DC output current is shown in figure 17. FFT Analysis 

of Bridgeless boost PFC Converter is shown in figure 18 

having a THD of 5.44 %. 

 
Fig.16: Bridgeless Boost Topology 

 
Fig.17: Input Voltage and Output Voltage waveform of 

Bridgeless Boost Topology 

 
Fig.16: Output voltage waveform of Bridgeless Boost 

Topology 

 
Fig.18: Output Current waveform of Bridgeless 

And FFT Analysis of Bridgeless Boost Topology 

TABLE I.   

PFC Convertor 
Conventional 

PFC 
Bridgeless PFC 

Slow Diode 4 0 

Fast Diode 1 2 

Switch 

(MOSFET) 
1 

2 

 

 

Conduction Path 

On/Off 

2 slow diode 

and 1 

MOSFET/ 2 

slow diode and 

1 fast diode 

1 diode and 1 

MOSFET/ 1 

MOSFET and 1 

diode 

 

VIII.  CONCLUSION 

The distortion produced in the line current in the electronic 

devices used for industrial and domestic applications due to 

harmonics and phase displacement caused by the non-

linearity can be nullified by implementing bridgeless boost 

topology. A Conventional PFC Boost Converter is 

simulated. The Bridgeless PFC Boost Converter is simulated 

and compared to the Conventional PFC Boost Converter, 

generally, improves the power factor. The simulation studies 

indicate that the power factor is nearly unity by employing 

Bridgeless PFC Converter. Bridgeless PFC Converter has 

advantages like reduced hardware, high performance and 

better power factor.  
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Abstract—In order to track and detect continuous 

natured objects in wireless sensor networks, large 

number of sensor nodes are involved. These continuous 

objects like bio-chemical diffusions, forest fires, oil spills 

usually spread over larger area. The nodes that sense the 

phenomena need to communicate with each other for 

exchanging the information and also send sensing 

information to sink, possibly by passing through many 

intermediate nodes. In this paper, we have reviewed 

boundary detection in 2-D wireless sensor networks as 

well as in 3-D wireless sensor networks. A comparative 

study between the both has also been shown. The various 

challenges encountered in 3-D wireless sensor networks 

have also been discussed. 

Keywords— Boundary detection, Delaunay 

Triangulation, Event Boundary, Network Boundary. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Boundary detection plays a crucial role in information 

fusion and dissemination in 2D and 3D Wireless Sensor 

Network (WSN) applications such as target tracking, 

plume tracking, forest fires, animal migration, underwater 

WSNs and surveillance applications. It is also often 

important for self-organization of networks. A network 

has a specific embedding and can have three different 

types of boundaries which the scheme presented in this 

paper aims at detecting. 

First is network’s outer boundary which consists of a 

unique subset of nodes. Second is an inner boundary. The 

last type of boundary is an event boundary. For example 

events such as mobile targets or forest fires have highly 

dynamic event boundaries while an underground 

chemical plume may have boundaries that change 

gradually over time. 

Currently available boundary detection schemes that have 

been targeted exclusively at 2D networks can be broadly 

categorized as physical information-based and 

topological/connectivity information-based [2][5] 

schemes. The former uses physical position of nodes to 

identify the boundary while the latter uses 

topological/connectivity information of the network. 

Physical domain schemes rely on node location or 

physical position information obtained using localization 

algorithms or GPS. Providing nodes with GPS is 

expensive and infeasible for many applications. 

Localization based on parameters such as RSSI/time 

delay is error-prone even for 2D networks of modest size, 

is susceptible to interference, multipath and fading, which 

makes it impractical in many environments. Future sensor 

networks may have thousands or even millions of sensors, 

and hence distributed strategies that do not accumulate 

errors, and scalable in cost and complexity are of 

significant interest. 

An alternative approach is connectivity based boundary 

detection [19-20]. A connectivity domain description of a 

network can have more than one valid embedding 

(configurations) [20] in physical domain, even though 

only one of them corresponds to the physical network. 

The actual embedding is one out of the many, but 

identifying the correct embedding solely based on the 

connectivity information is challenging. Hence, 

connectivity information based boundary identification 

captures a union of boundary nodes in every embedding. 

As a result the actual set of boundary nodes is a subset of 

it which leads to identifying a band of nodes as boundary 

nodes [20]. Due to such difficulties there is no 

connectivity based approach available to identify 

boundaries on 3D surfaces to the best of our knowledge. 

Boundary detection in connectivity domain requires two 

steps:  

(1) Identifying the correct embedding, and  

(2) Detecting boundary.  

 

A novel two step connectivity based approach for 

boundary detection is proposed. It produces highly 

accurate results by overcoming the ambiguity of network 

boundary due to multiple embedding in connectivity 

domain. It uses a Virtual Coordinate System (VCS) to 

generate a Topology Preserving Map (TPM) that 

identifies the correct physical embedding. In VCS, a 

subset of nodes is selected as anchors. Then all the nodes 

in the network including anchors estimate their shortest 

path hop distance to the anchors and use those values as 

virtual coordinates. Number of anchors is the cardinality 

of the coordinates. TPM is simply a map of the original 

network, in the original physical dimensionality, in which 

the neighbourhood is preserved. 2D topology preserving 

map (TPM) generation based on virtual coordinate system 
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(VCS) is discussed in [2]. The technique does not involve 

measuring signal strengths or time delays, which are 

costly and often impractical to implement in large scale 

networks. 

Emerging technologies point to many applications for 

such networks. For example, an oil pipeline, a boiler or a 

bridge that needs to be monitored for corrosion, 

temperature distribution, or structural integrity. Tiny 

nano-sensors capable of wireless communication and 

minimal computation capability can be deployed in 

massive quantities on their surfaces. 

 

II. BOUNDARY DETECTION 

1. Detection of Event Boundary  

The research on boundary detection started from the 

estimation and localization of events in sensor networks. 

The spatially distributed sensors usually report different 

measurements in respond to an event. For instance, in 

case of fire, the sensors located in the fire are likely to be 

destroyed (and thus resulting a void area of failed nodes), 

while the sensors close to the fire region measure higher 

temperature and smoke density than the faraway sensors 

do. Boundary detection is to delineate the regions of 

distinct behavior in a sensor network [1]. 

Achieving accurate detection of event boundary is 

challenging because the sampling density is limited, the 

sensor readings are noisy, the delivery of sensor data is 

unreliable, and the computation power of individual 

sensors is extremely low [1], [2]. To this end, a series of 

studies has been carried out to explore efficient 

information processing and modeling techniques to 

analyze sensor data in order to estimate the boundary of 

events [1]–[5]. 

Due to unavoidable errors in the raw sensor data, these 

approaches do not yield precise boundary. Instead, they 

aim at a close-enough estimation that correctly identifies 

the events frontier, based on either global or local data 

collected from a set of sensors. 

 

2. Detection of Network Boundary 

Besides the research discussed above that is mainly from 

the data processing perspective, interests are also 

developed to precisely locate the boundary of the network 

based on geometric or topology information of a wireless 

network. Noise in sensor data is no longer a concern here 

because such boundary detection is not based on sensor 

measurement. Nevertheless, various challenges arise due 

to the required precision of the required boundary, 

especially in networks with complex inner boundary (i.e., 

“holes”) or in high-dimensional space. 

Most proposed network boundary detection algorithms 

are based on 2-D graphic tools. For example, Voronoi 

diagrams are employed in [6] and [7] to discover 

coverage holes in sensor networks. Delaunay 

triangulation is adopted in [8] to identify communication 

voids. In contrast to [6]–[8] that exploit sensor locations, 

other two distributed algorithms are proposed in [9] by 

utilizing distance and/or angle information between nodes 

to discover coverage boundary. 

In [10], an algebraic topological invariant called 

homology is computed to detect holes. The algorithm is 

generally applicable to networks in any dimensional 

space. However, it is a centralized approach, and there is 

significant challenge to decentralize its computation as 

pointed out in [10]. In [11], the isosets (each of which 

consists of nodes with the same hop distance to a beacon 

node) are identified. The disconnection in an isoset 

indicates the boundary nodes of holes. Multiple beacons 

can be employed to locate the boundary nodes at different 

directions of a hole. This approach does not guarantee to 

discover the complete boundary of every hole. Higher 

accuracy can be achieved if more beacons are employed 

or when the network is denser. Reference [12] introduces 

a deterministic algorithm for boundary detection. It 

searches for a special subgraph structure, called m-flower, 

which is bounded by a circle. Once an m-flower is 

identified, the algorithm can subsequently find the 

boundary nodes through a number of iterations of 

augmentation of the circle. However, not every graph has 

an m-flower structure. Therefore, the algorithm may fail 

especially when the nodal density is low. In [13], a 

shortest path tree is built to find the shortest circle, which 

is then refined to discover the tight boundaries of the 

inner holes. 

All of the network boundary detection approaches 

discussed above are developed for networks in 2-D space. 

Except for [10], which is centralized, none of them can be 

readily applied to 3-D networks since higher-dimension 

space introduces significant complexity in searching for 

boundaries, and many topological and geometrical tools 

cannot be extended from 2-D to 3-D. 

 

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN 2-D AND 3-D WSN 

A wireless sensor network is built upon a large number of 

low cost sensor nodes. Although a two-dimensional (2D) 

planar setting is assumed in most earlier studies on 

wireless sensor networks, there have been increasing 

interests in deploying sensors in three-dimensional (3D) 

space for such applications as underwater reconnaissance 

and atmospheric monitoring [1]– [12]. While the third 

dimension appears irrelevant to network communication 

and management protocols at the first glance, surprising 

challenges are observed in efforts to extend many 2D 

networking techniques to 3D space. 
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This work focuses on boundary detection in 3D wireless 

sensor networks. Boundary is a key attribute that 

characterizes a sensor network, providing salient 

information for understanding environmental data and for 

efficient operation of the network itself, especially in 

geographic exploration and monitoring tasks. Due to the 

lack of precise nodal deployment and the 

nondeterministic sensor failures and channel dynamics, 

many wireless sensor networks exhibit substantial 

randomness, with their final formations heavily dependent 

on underlying environment. Consequently, the boundaries 

are often unknown before network deployment, calling 

for distributed and autonomous algorithms for efficient 

boundary detection. 

 

1. Challenges in Connectivity-Based 3D Boundary 

Detection 

Let’s first look back upon the development of boundary 

detection algorithms in wireless sensor networks, which 

offers a full-spectrum understanding of the boundary 

detection problem and the limitation of existing boundary 

detection solutions. 

 

2. Boundary Detection in 2D Sensor Networks 

The problem of boundary detection has been extensively 

studied in 2D wireless sensor networks, covering the 

detection of eventboundariesand network boundaries. 

Events are reported according to sensor readings. A 

sensor is called an event sensor if it detects the target 

event based on its measurement (e.g., high temperature 

and smoke density upon a fire). An event sensor declares 

itself on the event boundary if it has non-event sensors in 

its neighbourhood. While the basic idea appears 

straightforward, event boundary detection is challenging, 

due to limited sampling density, noisy sensor readings, 

lossy data delivery, and low computation power of 

individual sensors [13], [14], calling for efficient 

information processing and modeling techniques to 

analyze sensor data, in order to estimate the boundary of 

events [13]–[17]. 

The detection of network boundary is to locate the 

outmost nodes in a sensor network, irrespective of sensor 

data or events. Without the facilitation of neighbouring 

sensor readings, a sensor node depends on geometric or 

topological information to determine if it is on a 

boundary. The geometry-basedapproachesrequire the 

knowledge of location or distance for localized boundary 

detection [18], [19]. On the other hand, the topology-

based schemesachieve location/distance-free by 

exploiting topological characteristics of the network 

[20][22]. 

 

3. Hurdles to Extending Topology-Based Schemes to 3D 

Topology-based boundary detection is intrinsically 

challenging in 3D wireless sensor networks, because 

higher dimension space introduces significant complexity 

in searching for boundaries and many topological tools 

cannot be extended from 2D to 3D, rendering none of the 

available topology based schemes [19]–[20] readily 

applicable for distributed and autonomous boundary 

detection in 3D sensor networks. 

For example, the fundamental group persevering (FGP) 

transformation is adopted in [20] to produce a reduced 

topology graph with all holes preserved. It can effectively 

identify fine-grained boundaries, but the transformation 

and further refinement techniques are usable on 2D plane 

only. 

The algorithm in [22] exploits the fact that, on a 2D plane 

with holes, the branches of a shortest path tree belong to 

different homotopy types, which cannot be continuously 

deformed from one to another. Thus two paths with 

distinct homotopy types are connected to form a circle 

around an inner hole, which is further refined to discover 

tight boundaries. However, similar concept no longer 

holds in 3D, where the shortest paths around a hole are 

homotopy equivalent. Similarly, the m-flower structure 

employed in [20] is effective in 2D only. 

In [20], isosets are identified for boundary detection. An 

isoset consists of nodes with the same hop distance to a 

beacon node. The disconnection in an isoset indicates a 

boundary. 

While similar ideas can be applied in 3D, it becomes 

nontrivial to test disconnections in 3D isosets, and 

moreover the scheme does not guarantee to discover 

complete boundaries. 

Finally, a whole detection algorithm based on homology 

is proposed in [20]. It is generally applicable to networks 

in any dimensional space, but it is a centralized approach 

and there exists significant challenge to decentralize its 

computation. 

 

4. 3D Open Research Challenges 

Although the sensor nodes are located in a 3D 

environment in real UWSNs and AANETs applications, 

most of the existing studies assume 2D wireless network 

topology structures. The characteristics of the physical 

layer affect the design of the other layers and the overall 

3D wireless ad hoc and sensor networks performance 

directly. So a key research is required in the physical 

layer and antenna propagation for 3D environments. 

Another challenge is the MAC layer which faces link 

breakage and poor quality due to the high mobility and 

longer distances between nodes of the 3D networks. 

There are very few studies available in the area of MAC 
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layer in 3D environment. Therefore, 3D UWSNs and 

AANETs call for efficient research on testbeds and 

directional antennas. Furthermore, location estimation of 

the nodes and sharing of information are vital issues for 

directed antenna based MAC layers, and they are more 

challenging for AANETs especially because of highly 

mobile nodes, such UAV. 

 

As discussed previously that routing is one of the most 

challenging issues for 3D UWSNs and AANETs due to 

the unique 3D wireless networks characteristics, the 

existing 3D wireless networks routing solutions are 

limited and have a lot of drawbacks. LOS communication 

is essential for collaborative coordination and collision 

avoidance between the nodes of UWSNs and AANETs. 

Thus, developing novel routing algorithms that can 

support LOS communication and manage huge traffic is 

still an open issue. Reliability is a critical issue for 3D 

wireless ad hoc and sensor networks transport layers. 3D 

applications use different types of data such as target 

images, acoustic signals, or video captures of a moving 

target. These applications require different high levels of 

reliability. Such reliability is not fulfilling with the 

existing transport layer protocols. 

During the packet delivery in AANETs, the changes of 

aircraft trajectory will affect the accuracy of routing 

protocol. Thus, the accuracy of aircraft mobility is very 

important because all traffic advisories are based on the 

current state estimates of the aircraft. Clearly, a major 

challenge in aircraft tracking is thus to provide accurate 

state estimates of aircraft. However, it is difficult to 

obtain precise aircraft state estimates when the aircraft 

changes a flight mode. Due to high speeds nodes, the 3D 

network is highly dynamic with constantly changing 

topology. Furthermore, a severe bandwidth constraint 

occurs in the network, due to the high volume of data that 

needs to be transfer in a limited allocated spectrum. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

With the growing 3D applications, new 3D UWSNs 

(Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks) and AANETs 

(Airborne Ad Hoc Networks) have been developed and 

deployed in recent years. Due to the distinctive features of 

3D wireless ad hoc and sensor networks and the complex 

deployment environment in 3D ocean spaces and sky 

spaces, various efficient and reliable 3D communication 

and networking protocols have been proposed. In this 

paper, 2D wireless sensor networks, 3D wireless sensor 

network, boundary detection and issues related to 2D and 

3D networks have been surveyed as a separate network 

family for efficient communication. Furthermore, we 

present an overview of the challenges faced during 

boundary detection in 3-D wireless sensor networks. We 

have a strong belief that more promising developments 

and significant improvements of 3D wireless networks 

will be achieved in the near future. This will greatly 

enhance human’s abilities in investigation and 

manipulation of the 3D environment. 
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Abstract—Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET) is a 

subclass of Mobile ad hoc networks which provides a 

distinguished approach for Intelligent Transport System 

(ITS). VANET’s provide communication between vehicles 

moving on the roads.Many protocols have been adopted 

to serve different topology and scenarios. We introduce 

and reviewPosition based Routing Protocols, Broadcast 

based routing protocols, Multicast/Geocast routing 

protocols, Cluster based routing protocols. The survey of 

routing protocols in VANET is very essential and 

necessary for smart ITS. This paper also discusses the 

advantages / disadvantages and the applications of the 

above mentioned routing protocols for vehicular ad hoc 

networks. The challenges and perspectives of routing 

protocols for VANET’s are finally discussed. 

Keywords– Delay-bounded routing, MANET, Routing 

protocols, VANET. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

MANET (mobile ad hoc network) is a network that has no 

infrastructure and it has the ability to configure itself to 

connect mobile devices using wireless channels. It is used 

to supply each device to ceaselessly maintain the 

information required to correctly route traffic [1]. Apart 

from the safety applications, VANET’s broadcast 

valuable, real-time information to the users such as transit 

systems, weather information, mobile e-commerce, 

internet access and other multimedia applications. 

[5][6]Routing in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks is a 

challenging task due to the unique characteristics of the 

network such as high mobility of nodes, dynamically 

changing topology and highly partitioned network.[2] The 

performance of routing protocols depends on various 

internal factors such as mobility of nodes and external 

factors such as road topology and obstacles that block the 

signal. [3] This demands a highly adaptive approach to 

deal with the dynamic scenarios by selecting the best 

routing and forwarding strategies and by using 

appropriate mobility and propagation models.  

 

 

II. ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN VANET 

 
Fig. 1: Routing Protocols in VANET 

 

Vehicle to Vehicle data transfer is one of the main 

challenges within the design of VANET because it needs 

to design a dynamic routing protocol. [4] Routing in 

traditional MANET is different to the VANET routing 

because of extremely dynamical topologies. Routing in 

VANET can be classified into following major categories: 

 

1. Position based Routing Protocols 

In position based protocols, the routing decisions are 

based on geographic position of the vehicles. [7][9] This 

does not require establishment or maintenance of routes, 

but requires location services to determine the position of 

the destination. Some of the commonly used location 

services include Global Position System (GPS), DREAM 
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Location Services (DLS), Reactive Location Services 

(RLS) and Simple Location Services (SLS).[1] With the 

advancement of GPS based location services, position 

based routing protocols are gaining importance.  

PROS: 

 Good performance in highway environment   

 Need of global route not required. 

 With high mobility in environment stability 

increases. 

CONS:  

 It needs global positioning system position (GPS).  

 GPS device stop working in tunnel.   

 Location server sometime goes into deadlock state. 

 

2. Broadcast based routing protocols 

This is the most commonly used routing protocol in 

VANETs, particularly in safety related applications.[7] In 

broadcast mode, a packet is sent to all (even unknown or 

unspecified) nodes in the network and in turn each node 

re-broadcasts the message to other nodes in the network. 

Flooding is a prominent technique used in broadcast 

routing protocols. [8] However, blind flooding results 

inbroadcast storm problem. A broadcast storm can 

overload the limited channel capacity, causing channel 

congestion that reduces communication reliability.[2] 

Broadcast routing is frequently used in VANET for 

sharing, traffic, weather and emergency, road conditions 

among vehicles and delivering advertisements and 

announcements.[6] The various Broadcast routing 

protocols are BROADCOMM, UMB, VTRADE, and 

DV-CAST. 

 

PROS: 

 Since packet is delivered via many nodes so the 

packet transmission is reliable. 

 Minimize overhead by occurrence of broadcast 

storms 

CONS: 

 Consume the large amount of network bandwidth. 

 

3. Multicast/geocast routing protocols 

Multicast routing enables dissemination of messages from 

single source to a group of starting point nodes of 

interest.[5][7] Geocast routing is basically a location 

based multicast routing, which aims to deliver 

information from a source node to all other nodes within a 

specified geographical region called a Zone of Relevance 

(ZOR). A Zone of Forwarding (ZOF) is demarcated, 

inside which the packets are directed instead of simply 

flooding the packets everywhere in the network. In Geo 

cast routing vehicles outside the ZOR are not alerted to 

avoid unnecessary hasty reaction. [5][6] Geo cast is 

considered as a multicast service within a specific 

geographic region. It normally defines a forwarding zone 

where it directs the flooding of packets in order to reduce 

message overhead and network congestion caused by 

simply flooding packets everywhere [1]. 

PROS: 

 Reduced network overhead and congestion.   

 Reliable packet delivery in highly dynamic topology. 

CONS: 

 Packet transmission delay due to network 

disconnection. 

 

4. Cluster based routing protocol 

Clustering in vehicular ad hoc network can be defined as 

the virtual partitioning of the dynamic nodes into various 

groups. [1][9][10] A group of nodes identify themselves 

to be part of a cluster. A special node, designated as 

cluster-head is responsible for routing, relaying of inter 

cluster traffic, scheduling of intra-cluster traffic and 

channel assignment for cluster members. Cluster based 

routing is preferred in clusters. [5] A group of nodes 

identifies themselves to be a part of cluster and a node is 

designated as cluster head will broadcast thepacket to 

cluster. Good scalability can be delivered for large 

networks but network delays and overhead are 

experienced when forming clusters in highly mobile 

VANET. In cluster based routing virtual network 

infrastructure must be created through the clustering of 

nodes in order to provide scalability [1].  

PROS: 

 It has good scalability of large networks.   

 Delays in highly dynamic networks. 

CONS:  

 Network overhead is increased. 
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III. COMPARISION BETWEEN VARIOUS ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

Table.1: Comparison of various routing protocols based on different parameters. 

  

Protocols 

  

Position Based 

Protocols 

  

Broadcast Based 

Protocols 

  

Geocast Based 

Protocols 

  

Cluster Based Protocols 

Prior Forwarding 

Method 

 Heuristic 

method 

Wire less 

multi hop 

Forwarding 

 Wire less 

multi hop 

Forwarding 

Wireless 

Multi hop 

Forwarding 

Digital Map 

Requirement 

No 

  
No No Yes 

Virtual 

Infrastructure 

Requirement 

 No  No  No  Yes 

Realistic Traffic 

Flow 
 Yes  Yes  Yes  No 

Recovery Strategy 
 Carry & 

Forward 

 Carry & 

Forward 
 Flooding 

 Carry & 

Forward 

Scenario Urban Highway Highway Urban 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Conniving effective routing protocols for VANET is one 

of the biggest challenges to be addressed in order to 

leverage the benefits of the VANET technology in day-to 

day life. Performance of routing protocol for VANET’s 

depends drastically on the mobility of nodes, vehicular 

density and several external factors such as driving 

environment; [4] But a universal routing solution for all 

the VANET’s application scenarios may not be practical; 

we need to design specific routing protocol and mobility 

model to fulfill the specific QoS requirements of each 

application[1][5]. 

This paper reviews the literature concerning four most 

common protocols Position based Routing Protocols, 

Broadcast based routing protocols, Multicast/geocast 

routing protocols, Cluster based routing protocols, that 

areused to route data between communicated vehicles in 

VANET.[7] This work comes to address how a routing 

protocol performs in high node density VANET for 

different mobility models. 

Position based routing contains class of routing algorithm. 

[8][9] They share the property of using geographic 

positioning information in order to select the next 

forwarding hops. Broadcast routing is frequently used in 

VANET for sharing, traffic, weather and emergency 

etc.[1] Multicast routing enables dissemination of 

messages from single source to a group of destination 

nodes of interest. In Geo cast routing vehicles outside the 

ZOR are not alerted to avoid unnecessary hasty reaction. 

Cluster based routing is preferred in clusters. 
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Abstract— In the present study, the quality of 

groundwater samples was evaluated in terms of certain 

water quality parameters. The 24 groundwater samples 

were collected from the villages located along the 

Krishna river in Krishna district of Andhra Pradesh. Nine 

most significant quality parameters were determined for 

all the water samples collected. Water quality index 

values were calculated by incorporating data of quality 

parameters in to mathematical equations. Based on the 

water quality index values, the quality of water is 

assessed. From the results, it is found that all the water 

samples are of good quality and suitable for 

drinking/domestic purpose. 

Keywords— Water quality index, Krishna river, 

Groundwater, Krishna district, Villages. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is believed that groundwater is polluted to a lesser 

extent when compared with any surface water. This is the 

reason for usage of groundwater for several applications 

including domestic, agricultural and industrial purposes. 

But, groundwater has also been polluted gradually 

because of natural and anthropogenic activities including 

continuous dumping of waste water from industries and 

domestic sewage and it is continuously becoming harmful 

for human health. Water resource management involves 

several aspects including study of water quality of 

groundwater at different intervals of time. However, it is 

difficult task to study and evaluate for larger number of 

samples. Further, each sample has several parameters and 

each parameter is very significant in assessing the 

suitability of water for a particular purpose [1]. The 

complexity in water quality assessment is mainly due to 

complexity of parameters that significantly affect water 

quality, and the large variability of parameters used to 

indicate the quality of water resources [2].  

In order to minimize the complexity in expressing water 

quality, a dimensionless number was proposed, by name 

water quality index (WQI). Using WQI, it is possible to 

indicate quality of water in a simple form by the 

aggregation of the measurements of the selected 

parameters. Considering the easiness of the use of WQI 

and their scientific basis, WQIs became important and 

popular tool for the assessment of water quality of water 

bodies [3]. WQI attempts to provide a mechanism for 

presenting a cumulatively derived numerical expression 

defining a certain level of water quality [4]. There are 

several reports in literature in which WQI was determined 

in order to assess the quality of water at different places 

and different sources [5-13]. The present investigation of 

the quality of groundwater from various villages of 

Krishna district of Andhra Pradesh state has been carried 

out, based on the above background. All the 24 

groundwater samples were collected from the villages 

located adjacent to the river. For each sample of 

groundwater, nine quality parameters were determined 

from which water quality index was calculated. Based on 

the WQIs, the water quality status of each location is 

presented. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In order to determine water quality indices, the 

groundwater samples were collected from 24 sampling 

locations, all of them being in villages located adjacent to 

the Krishna river in Krishna district of Andhra Pradesh, 

India. The map indicating the selected villages and the 

sampling locations are shown in Fig. 1. The names of the 

locations with the corresponding sample numbers are 

listed in Table 1. The samples were collected in clean 

brown glass bottles with all the necessary precautions. All 

the chemicals used belong to AR grade purity. 
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Fig.1: Map indicating the location of sampling sites 

 

Table.1: Names of sampling villages and corresponding sample numbers 

Name of village Sample 

number 

Name of village Sample 

number 

Name of village Sample 

number 

Name of village Sample 

number 

Vedadri 01 Kodavatikallu 07 Surayapalem 13 Bhadrirajupalem 19 

Katrenipalle 02 Veladi 08 Kasaranenivaripalem 14 Devarapalli 20 

Ramanapeta 03 Chevitikallu 09 Madduru 15 Iluru 21 

Ustepalle 04 Damuluru 10 Royyuru 16 Inapuru 22 

Kasarabada 05 Ferri 11 Vallurupalem 17 Srikakulam 23 

Pokkunuru 06 Tummalapalem 12 Thotlavalluru 18 Nimmagadda 24 

 

Table.2: Water quality parameters, their units and analytical methods/instruments used 

Parameter Analytical method/ 

Instrument 

Parameter Analytical method/ 

Instrument 

Chlorides (Cl–) (mg/L) Volumetric – Argentometry  Electrical conductivity (EC) (µS/cm )  Digital conductivity meter 

Total alkalinity (mg/L) Volumetric – Neutralization Dissolved oxygen (DO) (mg/L) Winkler’s method 

Total hardness  (mg/L) Volumetric – EDTA method Turbidity (NTU) Nephelometer 

Total dissolved solids 

(TDS) (mg/L) 

Gravimetric method Fluorides (F–) (mg/L) SPADNS method–UV-vis 

spectrophotometer 

pH Digital pH meter   
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Double distilled water was used for preparation of the 

solutions and reagents. The water samples were analysed 

for various water quality parameters as per the standard 

procedures [14, 15] given in Table 2. The experimental 

values of water quality parameters were compared with 

the standard values recommended by the Indian Council 

for Medical Research (ICMR) and Bureau of Indian 

Standards (BIS) [16] given in Table 3. In order to 

calculate water quality index, 9 important parameters 

such as chlorides, total alkalinity, total hardness, total 

dissolved solids, dissolved oxygen, pH, electrical 

conductivity, turbidity and fluoride concentration were 

selected. The subindex (qi) corresponding to ith parameter 

is a number reflecting the relative value of this parameter 

in water with respect to its standard permissible value. qi 

value is obtained from the following expression [13]. 

qi = 100 x [Vi – Vo] / [Si – Vo] 

 

qi = subindex for the ith water quality parameter 

Vi = Estimated value of the ith parameter at a given 

sampling location 

Si = Standard permissible value of the ith parameter 

Vo = Ideal value of the parameter in pure water 

(For pH and DO, Vo = 7.0 and 14.6 mg/L respectively, 

and for all other parameters Vo = 0) 

Unit weight was calculated by a value inversely 

proportional to the recommended standard value Si of the 

corresponding parameter [13]. 

Wi = k / Si 

Wi = Unit weight for the ith parameter 

Si = Standard value for the ith parameter 

k = Proportionality constant 

Finally, the overall water quality index was calculated by 

aggregating the subindex with the unit weight linearly 

[13]. 

WQI = qiWi / Wi 

 

Table.3: Standard values of drinking water quality 

parameters, recommending agencies and unit weights 

Parameter Standard 

value 

Recommended 

by 

Unit 

weight 

Chlorides 250 mg/L ICMR/BIS 0.00260 

Alkalinity 120 mg/L ICMR 0.00542 

Hardness  300 mg/L ICMR/BIS 0.00217 

TDS 500 mg/L ICMR/BIS 0.00130 

DO  5.0 mg/L ICMR 0.12998 

pH 6.5-8.5 ICMR/BIS 0.07646 

EC 300 µS/cm ICMR 0.00217 

Turbidity  5.0 NTU BIS 0.12998 

Fluorides 1.0 mg/L BIS 0.64992 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The physicochemical parameters for all the groundwater 

samples are listed in Table 4. From the Table, it can be 

stated that the quality parameters namely fluorides, 

turbidity, pH and DO are within the permissible standard 

limits described by ICMR and BIS. The other variables 

namely chlorides, alkalinity, hardness, TDS and electrical 

conductivity are found to exceed the limits. The presence 

of very low levels of suspended and colloidal impurities 

in all the water samples is inferred by the extremely low 

turbidity values even compared with the maximum 

permissible limit of 5.0 NTU. Conductivity of water is 

said to be a direct function of its TDS [17]. Thus, it is an 

index to the total concentration of soluble salts in water 

[18]. In the present study, electrical conductivity of 

groundwater samples varied between 359 µS/cm and 

2570 µS/cm. The TDS values are in the range 357-3024 

mg/L, while the permissible limit of TDS is 500 mg/L. A 

few samples are found to contain very high levels of TDS 

and EC. As far as TDS and EC are concerned, the water is 

not preferable for drinking purpose. High TDS values in 

groundwater affect people who are suffering from kidney 

and heart diseases [19].  

Concentration of chloride was observed to be within the 

permissible limit of 250 mg/L in most of the stations. It 

was found to exceed the limit at locations 9, 10 and 11. 

Soil porosity and permeability have important role in 

increasing the chloride concentration [6]. Fluoride limit as 

per the ICMR and BIS are 1.0 mg/L, while it is 1.5 mg/L 

as per the WHO standards [20]. The concentration of 

fluoride in the study area is found to be less than 1.0 

mg/L. Total alkalinity values of all the samples are found 

to exceed the limit of 120 mg/L. The high alkalinity of 

groundwater sample is due to release of ions like 

hydroxide, carbonate and bicarbonate from carbonate-rich 

soils, limestone, sedimentary rocks as well as domestic 

solid waste [21]. Hardness is one among the important 

water quality parameters. Its excess beyond the above 

limit causes gastrointestinal irritation [22]. The total 

hardness values were found to be within the limit of 300 

mg/L at 17 locations, while the higher values were 

obtained at remaining 7 locations. Table 4 also infers that 

the variables like chlorides, alkalinity, TDS and EC are 

extremely high when compared with the standard values 

in case of the samples 9, 11 and 19. The water quality 

index (WQI) values and corresponding water quality 

status [12] are shown in Table 5. The WQI values 

obtained for all the water samples in the present study are 

shown in Fig. 2. The figure shows that three water 

samples (from Katrenipalle, Kasarabada and 

Kasaranenivaripalem) exhibited WQI less than 25 

indicating that these samples are of excellent quality and 

suitable for domestic purpose [12]. The water samples 
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from Royyuru and Devarapalli have the WQI value of 

25.1 and hence they also can be treated suitable for 

domestic usage. The samples from the villages namely, 

Ramanapeta, Veladi, Chevitikallu, Ferri, Tummalapalem, 

Madduru, Inapuru and Srikakulam exhibited WQI values 

in the range 27-30, which indicates that these 

groundwater samples are also of good quality. However, 

the remaining 11 water samples were found to exhibit 

WQI values from 30 to 40. As per the standards, these 

samples are also good in quality and can be used for 

domestic purpose. The highest value of WQI (= 36.8) was 

exhibited by the groundwater sample of Pokkunuru 

village. The sample from the station, Mullapadu exhibited 

the WQI value of 36, which indicates the water as good 

quality water. The higher value of WQI for the water at 

this station is due to higher values of many parameters 

namely EC, TDS, hardness, chlorides, etc.  

 

Table.4: Physicochemical parameters of groundwater samples collected at 24 sampling locations

Sample no. [Cl–] Alkalinity Hardness TDS DO pH EC Turbidity [F–] 

1 105 189 226 743 6.9 7.89 450 0.45 0.28 

2 88 254 228 588 6.7 7.05 540 0.56 0.11 

3 134 298 367 358 7.9 7.55 823 0.49 0.18 

4 113 214 245 593 7.3 7.55 928 0.78 0.27 

5 117 196 252 584 7.7 7.23 506 0.84 0.14 

6 109 281 275 778 7.1 7.89 750 0.37 0.29 

7 158 232 317 804 8.0 7.9 954 0.58 0.27 

8 122 291 198 829 7.7 8.11 1089 0.64 0.13 

9 369 225 503 3024 7.2 7.3 2570 0.17 0.17 

10 287 321 355 672 7.5 7.81 556 0.68 0.22 

11 295 371 256 1736 7.9 7.59 1425 0.15 0.19 

12 186 288 381 955 6.8 7.23 870 0.46 0.21 

13 144 267 245 812 7.4 7.58 1046 0.74 0.22 

14 98 214 266 692 7.5 7.46 856 0.39 0.15 

15 77 295 175 394 7.1 7.49 359 0.25 0.19 

16 129 198 371 813 6.9 7.44 888 0.94 0.12 

17 95 352 229 357 6.5 7.89 412 0.81 0.25 

18 119 331 274 952 6.8 7.29 1566 0.68 0.21 

19 138 591 295 1354 5.9 8.33 1197 0.93 0.10 

20 128 348 298 542 7.8 7.86 546 0.24 0.13 

21 98 268 311 881 8.0 8.23 1222 0.82 0.25 

22 110 378 293 555 7.7 8.44 814 0.62 0.12 

23 94 597 176 619 7.4 8.59 572 0.97 0.09 

24 74 319 238 452 7.3 8.15 511 0.54 0.26 

 

Table.5: Water quality index (WQI) range and corresponding water quality status [12] 

WQI range Water quality status WQI range Water quality status 

0 – 25  Excellent water quality 51 – 75  Poor water quality 

26 – 50  Good water quality 76 – 100  Very poor water quality 

 100 Unsuitable for drinking purpose   
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Fig. 2: Water quality index (WQI) values of groundwater samples 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

1. The quality parameters viz., fluorides, turbidity, 

pH and DO are within the permissible standard 

limits described by ICMR and BIS.  

2. The chlorides, alkalinity, hardness, TDS and 

electrical conductivity are found to exceed the 

limits.  

3. Concentration of chloride was observed to be 

within the permissible limit of 250 mg/L in most 

of the stations. Total alkalinity values of all the 

samples are found to exceed the limit of 120 mg/L.  

4. Chlorides, alkalinity, TDS and EC are extremely 

high when compared with the standard values in 

case of the samples at Chevitikallu, Ferri and 

Bhadrirajupalem.  

5. The water samples from Katrenipalle, Kasarabada 

and Kasaranenivaripalem are of excellent quality 

and suitable for domestic purpose as inferred from 

very low values of WQI.  

6. The groundwater sample from Pollunuru village 

has the WQI value of 36.8, which is highest value 

among all the water samples collected in the 

present study.  

7. All the water samples considered in the present 

study are suitable for domestic/drinking purpose, 

as per the WQI values. However, it is desirable 

that the water samples containing very high values 

of TDS, hardness and EC may be treated before 

the water is consumed for drinking purpose. 
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Abstract— As a civil engineer and human being it’s our 

prime duty prime to save environment, because lack of 

water absorption and air permeability of common 

concrete pavement, rain water is not entered in to the 

ground directly. It will reduce ground water table, plants 

are difficult to grow normally, difficult to maintain 

temperature and humidity of earth. To minimize such 

affects, the research on pervious concrete pavement 

widely done for road way application. In this study, 

determine compressive strength, porosity test on pervious 

concrete. The compressive strength is relatively low 

because of its porosity but at the same time we increase 

water absorption quality. Due to low strength we cannot 

be used as a road pavement. The pervious concrete can 

only be applied to footpaths, parking and where low 

strength is required.       

Keywords— Compressive Strength, Pervious Concrete, 

Porosity etc. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a day’s concrete pavement are widely used to 

enhance comfort for all citizens. But at the same we want 

to study about environment, because lack of water 

absorption and air permeability of common concrete 

pavement, rain water is not entered in to the ground 

directly. It will reduce ground water table, plants are 

difficult to grow normally, difficult to maintain 

temperature and humidity of earth. Many advantages of 

pervious concrete are as follows – 

1. The rain water quickly filtered in to the ground, so 

ground water table can increase. 

2. As the Pavement is air permeable and water 

permeable, the soil underneath can be kept wet. It 

improves the environment of road surface. 

Pervious concrete have holes that can cumulate heat. Such 

pavement adjust temperature and humidity of earth 

surface 

II. APPLICATIONS OF PERVOUS CONCRETE 

1. Pervious Concrete as a Road pavement (Foot path, 

Parking area) 

2. Residential roads and driveways  

3. Parking lots  

4. Noise barriers  

5. Slope stabilization  

6. Swimming pool decks 

 

III. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The initial use of porous concrete was in the United 

Kingdom in 1852 with the construction of two residential 

houses and a sea groyne. Cost efficiency seems to have 

been the primary reason for its earliest usage due to the 

limited amount of cement used. It was not until 1923 

when porous concrete re surfaced as a viable construction 

material. This time it was limited to the construction of 2-

story homes in areas such as Scotland, Liverpool, London 

and Manchester. Use of porous concrete in Europe 

increased steadily, especially in the World War II era.  

 

IV. COMPRESSIVE TEST ON PERVIOUS 

CONCRETE  

(A) Sample Preparations 

Table. 1: Samples 

Sa

mpl

e’s 

Size of 

Aggre

gate 

mm 

Cemen

t 

Kg 

Coarse 

Aggregat

e 

Kg 

Water 

Kg 

Admix

ture(1 

%Of 

Cemen

t) 

A 10 440 1720 156.97 - 

B 20 531.42 1735.69 182.46 - 

AA 10 440 1720 156.97 4.4 

BB 20 531.42 1735.69 182.46 5.31 

 

Where A & B is a sample without admixture 

Where AA& BB is a sample with admixture 
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1. Compressive strength (Conventional) 

Table.2 

Sam

ple 

Size 

of 

Aggre

gate 

Compre

ssive 

strength 

(7 days) 

MPa 

Avg. 

Compre

ssive 

strength 

(7 days) 

MPa 

Compre

ssive 

strength 

(28 

days) 

MPa 

Avg. 

Compre

ssive 

strength 

(28 

days) 

MPa 

B 20 

mm 
15.2 

 

14.06 

20.1 

 

19.53 

B 20 

mm 
14 19.6 

B 20 

mm 
13 18.9 

 

2. Compressive strength Results of Pervious concrete 

Table.3 

Sam

ple 

Size 

of 

Aggre

gate 

in mm 

Compre

ssive 

strength 

(7 days) 

MPa 

Avg. 

Compre

ssive 

strength 

(7 days) 

MPa 

Compre

ssive 

strength 

(28 

days) 

MPa 

Avg. 

Compre

ssive 

strength 

(28 

days) 

MPa 

A 10 8.1 

7.83 

12.4 

11.36 
A 10 7.8 11.6 

A 10 7.6 10.1 

B 20 8.4 

7.70 

11.6 

11.13 B 20 7.8 10.8 

B 20 6.9 11 

AA 10 8.7 

8.06 

10.6 

15.30 AA 10 7.9 14 

AA 10 7.6 15.3 

BA 20 2.9 

3.73 

5.9 

7.90 BA 20 4.6 9.9 

BA 20 3.7 7.9 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: Cube for Testing 

 

3. Results 

 
Graph 1: A and AA Sample Compressive Strength at 7 

days 

 

 
Graph 2: B and BB Sample Compressive Strength at 7 

days 

 

 
Graph 3: A and AA Sample Compressive Strength at 28 

days 
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Graph 4: B and BB Sample Compressive Strength at 28 

days 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

From results obtained following conclusion may are- 

1. The pervious concrete is suitable only for low 

volume road pavement like foot path, parking 

slots. Due to voids in pervious concrete it is 

difficult obtained required compressive strength.  

2. Using smaller size aggregate (10 mm) can enhance 

the compressive strength of pervious concrete than 

bigger size aggregate (20mm).  

3. Compressive strength can be increase by using 

proper admixtures also. 

4. Water absorption, abrasion resistance are good 

property of pervious concrete. 

5. It is an eco friendly concrete material.  
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Abstract— In this paper, optical analysis of spherical 

concentrator is made to determine the local and the 

global geometric concentration, as knowing the geometric 

concentration of a system can help predict what 

temperatures can possibly be obtained with it.This leads 

to conclude that spherical collectors may produce higher 

temperatures than parabolic trough, and they could even 

be sharply improved by using a mixt cylindrical and 

cavity (or flat) absorber. 

A craft prototype of a steady spherical concentrator made 

with concreteand having a smooth inner surface mapped 

with mirror tape is presented. Its absorber is made with 

blacken steel sheets and shaped like a moon crescent to 

be aligned with the declination plan and to avoid 

motorization for the tracking of the sun from East to West. 

Experimental measurements lead to temperatures 

reaching 686°C on the curve of the least diffusion, and 

252°C in the absorber oven-like reservoir. Overall, the 

resultsuggests higher potentialities of spherical 

collectors,which also show possibility of use with much 

reduced tracking system and less vulnerability to bad 

weather. 

Keywords—Fixed Mirror Distributed Focus-FMDF, 

Mixt conical and cavity absorber. Optical analysis, 

Spherical collector, Solar Bowl. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cooking bread requires temperatures between 250°C and 

300°C. To do so with solar systems, we need a 

concentrator that tracks the sun.Scheffler systems 

(Muniret al., 2010[1]) are designed for developing 

countries as less heavy in care, and use hot air for cooking 

bread. Even so, Schefflersystems installed in Burkina 

Faso-West Africa had shown poor resistance to bad 

weather and a quite dependency to the daily presence of a 

mechanic to adjust the plant concentrators fortracking the 

declination. 

A recent study made by Mahdi and Bellel 2014 [2] tends 

to suggest that hemispherical concentrator has interesting 

mean concentration ratio, because it is used for focusing 

in one spot. This also had been studied by Kyet al., 2015 

[3] who proposed the use of hemispherical concentrator to 

replace Scheffler systems. The geometric mean 

concentration of the hemispherical concentrator had been 

restudied to best locate the plan of the least diffusion and 

to determine the size of the cavity absorber to be 

disposed. For a record, the geometric mean concentration 

is advocated when the target is a flat or cavity absorber. 

In this paper, we study the geometric concentration of a 

hemispherical concentrator and determine the size of the 

absorber to dispose along the axis of reflection. Knowing 

the geometric concentration of a system can help predict 

what can possibly be obtained as temperatures. Then, a 

prototype using crescent-shaped absorber is studied. That 

absorber is placed in the plan of declination so that it can 

be easily rotated for adjustment, and works without any 

motorized system for tracking the sun from East to West. 

 

II. GEOMETRIC CONCENTRATION OF A 

HEMISPHERICAL CONCENTRATOR 

The hemispherical concentrator does not focus on one 

point. It focuses on the axis parallel to the solar rays and 

passing through the center of the sphere. It is on this axis 

that anabsorber (or receiver)needs to be placed (Fig.1). A 

study shows that the reflection position on the axis is 

obtained by the following formula (El-Refaie, 1987 [4], 

Ng et al., 2012 [5], Bouguetaia, 2013 [6]), 

2 sin
( , ) 1 ( 1) cot(2 )

sin(2 )

nY n R R n
n


 


    

      (1) 

With the ratio R equal the radius of the cylindrical axis of 

the absorberRaaon the radius of the hemispherers, 
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aa

s

R
R

r
     (2) 

and s  the half-angle of the area of sun ray reflecting to 

the absorber from the concentrator. For a half-angle

60s   the solar ray knows multiple reflections before 

reaching its target. It is however always projected along 

the axis. The number of reflections in relation to the angle 

of incidence of the ray was given by (Ng et al., 1012. 

P.286, El-Refaie, 1987, P.167), 

 

1sin
1

180 2

R
n





 
  

 
    

      (3) 

 

 
Fig. 1: Optical characteristics 

One equation to determine Rcharacterizing the cylindrical 

absorber to dispose on the concentrator axisis (Ng et al., 

1012 P.286, El-Refaie, 1989), 

3

3

sin(2 ) sin((2 1) )
4,65.10 sin(2 ) ( 1)

sin sin(2 )

sin(2 ) ( 1) 4,65.10n

n
n n

n
R

n

 


 







 
  

 
 

     (4) 

We can perceive the desireto optimize the cylindrical 

absorberby taking into account the half angle 

34,65.10s
 rad characterizing the radius of the 

optical image of the sun, and by adopting the maximum 

ratio of R where the optical image is widest.However, if 

we refer to the optical images formed along the axis, we 

find that the distance between the reflection point on the 

concentrator and the reception point on the absorber 

varies from 
2

sr to sr  (Fig.2). 

 

Fig. 2: Relation between Ra and y 

- For an optimization of the absorber and by considering a 

change in its cross section according to the projection 

distance, it is found that the axis-shapedabsorber must be 

in the form of a truncated cone with the bottom closed to 

the hemispherical surface and the top at the half-radius of 

the hemispherical concentrator. We obtain so the absorber 

characteristics as a truncated cone. This is also stated by 

Steward and Kreith 1975[7]. By considering the half 

angle of the sun image projection
34,65.10s
 , we 

obtain: 

- 
1 sin

2

s
a s

r
R  the upper radius of the cone closed to 

the half-radius of the hemisphere. 

- 2 sina s sR r  the lower radius ofthe cone closed to the 

surface of the concentrator. 

- 
2

srh  the height of the cone. 

An equation that expresses the absorber 

radiusRaaaccording to the optical image of the sun can be 

established as follows, 

sin
( , ) ( 1) sin

sin(2 )

n

aa s sR n r
n


 


     

      (5) 

  ,aaR n  depends of ( )n  . We must redefine ( )n  : 

2.1. Redefining ( )n   : 

( )n  which is independent to  ,aaR n can be 

writtenfrom (equation (3)), 

( ) . 1
180 2

n Lower round





  
   

  
 

      (6) 

2.2. Redefining Y (φ, n): 
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The optical image is proportional to the radius of the 

absorber sincethe optical spot covers the absorber. Fig.2 

shows a relationship between 
aaR  and y. 

(1 )sinaa
s

s

R
y

r
  for

s

Y
y

r
 . So ( , )Y n  can be 

defined using equations (5) and (6), 

sin
( , ) 1 ( 1)

sin(2 )

n

sY n r
n






 
   

 
  

      (7) 

  

2.3. Definition of the geometric concentration  _ 3g Cir D
C : 

We will define a local geometric concentration (or local 

geometric concentration ratio)  _ 3g Cir D
c  as the variation 

of concentration along the absorber for any half angle ; 

it is the concentration of a partial area projected to the 

corresponding partial area of the absorber. This will allow 

to determine the way temperature are distributed along the 

conical absorber.  

We will also define a global geometric concentration 

 _ 3g Cir D
C asthe concentration of an entire area of the 

concentrator to its entire corresponding absorber for an 

aperture half angle
s . 

In the following optical study, we will consider the 

frontalarea of the spherical concentrator always facing the 

sun and all the rays projected on the conical absorber. The 

landmark will be with the origin at the junction between 

the absorber and the concentrator and the y axis going 

toward the center of the sphere. 

The local geometric concentrationalong the absorber

 _ 3g Cir D
c  is the interpolation of the ratios of the 

elementary surface of reflection from the hemispheric 

concentrator on the elementary surface of projection on 

the absorber. These surfaces may be defined as follows 

(Fig. 3): 

* The elementary surface reflected by the concentrator, 

     2 2 2

1 1sin sinsph i i s i iS r     
      

      (8) 

 * The elementary surface of projection on the absorber 

using equations (5) and (7), 
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1 1
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2

aa i aa i

rec i i i i

R n R n
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   (9) 

* The elementary (or local) geometric concentration is 

obtained using equations (8) and (9) as, 
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,
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  with:  
 

sin
,

sin 2
A n

n





  (10) 

 
Fig. 3: Elementary surfaces for geometric concentration 

calculation 

 

   1_3
,i ig Cir D

c n     is an algorithm that determines 

the geometric concentration in any location of the 

absorber (ie the local geometric concentration) as well as 

the global geometric concentration. The parameter i varies 

in the range ;90s      depending on the chosen step 

of discretization (Fig.3). 

We used MATLAB program to define a new function 

based on y (with

s

Y
y

r
 and 0 0,5 sin sy    ) rather 

than , so the curve of the localgeometric concentration 

along the absorber can be drawn (Fig.4). 

The curves show a maximum of 860 reached for 

sin s  (or 0,5 sin sy   )that progressively 

decrease to 76 (for sin s  or 0,08y  ). Then we 

notice multiple reflections. 
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 . 

Observations: 

* Multiple reflections generate concentration peaks in the 

vicinity of the lower end of the conicalabsorber, thereby 

creating a zone of heat very close to the surface of the 

concentrator.  

 
Fig.4: Curves of local geometric concentration along the absorber depending on Φ or y 

* The second curve of Fig.4 is fairly concise in 

comparison withthe optical concentration ratio values 

measured on a similar system in Texas (Stine et al.,1986 

[8]) (Fig.5). The curve of the Texas system, however, 

shows a rise of concentration near the contact zone 

between the concentrator and absorber. This is due to the 

superposition (overlapping) phenomenon of optical 

images of the sun generated by multiple reflections. 

 

 
Fig.5: Flux distribution along the absorber of a FMDF 

collector. (Stine et al., 1986) 

 

Taking into account the superposition phenomenon will 

bring us to sum all local geometric concentrations 

depending on the number of reflections. Equation to use 

is, 

       
2 1

_3 _3
1

, ( )
n

g Cir D g Cir D
j

c y c y n j




   

      (11) 

That gives the following curve using MATLAB program 

(Fig. 6). 

 
Fig.6: Local geometric concentration considering the 

superposition phenomenon 

 

Studying the local geometric concentration allows to 

understand the way the absorber is used. Usually, the 

fluid flows from bottom to top, because it flows from the 

part with law local concentration (meanwhile lesser heat) 

to the part with higher concentration (higher heat). 

The FMDF absorber is also shaped as a cone and water 

inlet is from the lower part (Fig. 7). 
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Fig.7: Schematic diagram of the absorber for FMDF collector. Courtesy of Santia National Laboratories. Built at 

Crosbyton-Texas-USA. 

 

2.4. Linearization of the function
   1_3

,i ig Cir D
c n  

: 

Since all geometric concentrationsare determined directly 

as a function of  parameter, the function 

   1_3
,i ig Cir D

c n   can also be expressed likewise. 

This linearization is obtained for n = 1, ieby excluding the 

multiple reflections and focusing exclusively on the 

interval  0;60s   (or on the interval

 0;0,5 sin sy   ). We obtain the following 

functions as linearization of equation (10) with their plots 

(Fig.8), 

    4

_ 3

4
cos

sin
g Cir D

s

c  


                 (12) 

and
   

 
_3 4

1

4 1 sin
g Cir D

s

c y
y 




  (13) 

 
Fig. 8: Linearization of local geometric concentration depending on Φ and y 

2.5. Validationdomain for  _ 3g Cir D
c  : 
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This equation is meaningless for small values of . 

Indeed, the sunspot covers almost the entire surface of the 

absorber for these small values. However, it is very 

precisefor the side rays. Moreover, the equation considers 

the homogeneous sunspot in one hand, and the 

juxtaposition effect of the sun rays rather than the 

superposition effect on the other hand. (Veynant, 2011) 

[9]. 

2.6. The global geometric concentration  _ 3g Cir D
C . 

The global geometric concentration (which is usually 

called geometric concentration)  _ 3g Cir D
C  is determined 

by using the equation (10) and by fixing i to 0° and 

1i  to s . The equation therefore becomes, 

    2

_ 3

4
cos

sin
s sg Cir D

s

C  


 for 60s          (14) 

This equation concretely shows the increase of the size of 

the conical absorberwith the half angle s  till it reaches 

its limits to 
2

srh  when 60s   (Fig.9). Then, since 

the size of the absorber will not increase any longer while 

the projected area of the concentrator is still increasing 

and projecting towards the conical absorber, the equation 

(14) of the global concentration shifts to, 

    2

_ 3

4
sin

3sin
s sg Cir D

s

C  


 for 60s    (15) 

 
Fig.9: Concentrator projecting to its conical absorber. The wider the circle’ radius (L/2), the higher the cone until 

60s  when h is maximum. Afterwards, multiple projections continue to reach the conical absorber. 

 

The plot of equations (14) and (15) is given on the following fig. 10 
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Fig. 10: Global geometric concentration depending on
s .With the increase of the size of the absorber, the geometric 

concentration sharply decreases from 860 to 215. Then since the absorber size no longer evolves, the geometric 

concentration increases to 287. 

 

The global concentration can also be defined to express the change of the height h of the conical absorber by the equation: 

   
 

_3 2

1

1 sin
g Cir D

s s

C y
y 




        (16) 

sosetting 
1

2
s

s

h
y

r
   leads to 

 _3 2

1

1
sin

2

g Cir D

s

s

s

h
C

r h

r


 
 
  

 
 

with
1

sin ;
2

s

s

h

r


 
 
 

  (17) 

The plot of equation(17) is given on the following fig. 11: 
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Fig. 11: Global geometric concentration depending on

s

h

r
. The conical absorberstarts from sin s

s

h

r
 . This is where the 

cone begins to grow while the geometric concentration is at its maximum (860). Then, the conical absorber has its full height 

at 0,5
s

h

r
 , and the geometric concentration had decreased from 860 to 215.  

 

Multiple reflections are not taken into account in the 

equation (17) and fig. 11. 

2.7. Real global geometric concentration of the system: 

If the concentrator system studied above is designed using 

flat mirrors tiles of 5 cm x 5 cm for example, it is possible 

to introduce l , characterizing the linear dispersion 

caused by such tiles. Using equations (16) and (17), we 

obtain, 

    2

_ 3

4
cos

sin
s sg Cir D

s

C
l

 



 

for 60s   (18) 

and     2

_ 3

4
sin

3( sin )
s sg Cir D

s

C
l

 



 

for 

60s        (19) 

Note: A dispersion is generally represented by a half-

angle  . In this case,  sin sl    should be replaced 

by  sin s    in the preceding equations (18) and 

(19). 

2.8. Comparisons between hemispheric global geometric 

concentration  _ 3g Cir D
C and geometric mean 

concentration  _ 3gmed Cir D
C . 

From the previous results on the geometric concentration 

reachable for a parabolic trough (215), we can consider 

that using a hemispherical concentrator already 

guarantees a higher temperature in comparison with the 

parabolic trough. But when we also use the result of 

geometric mean concentration of a hemispherical 

concentrator known from previous publications (Kyet al., 

2015, Bernard et al., 1980[10]), we notice that for the 

values of angle
s  bellow 23° (angle taken from the 

center of the sphere), a cavity (or flat) absorber is more 

suggested to be used, for the curve of geometric mean 

concentration is above that of the geometric concentration 

as we can see onfig. 12. This geometric mean 

concentration reaches a maximum at 11s    to a value 

of 2.964.Actually, the hemispheric concentrator is one of 

the concentrators with a geometric mean concentration 
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higher than its geometric concentration. Beyond 23°, a use of conical absorber is compulsory. 

 
Fig. 12: curves comparing global geometric concentration and geometric mean concentration of a hemispherical 

concentrator.We see that   ( _ 3 )_ 3 g Cir Dgmed Cir D
C C for angle 23s    suggesting the use of a cavity absorber in that 

zone. When beyond that value, it would be compulsory to use a conical absorber. 

 

It is quite common to see a mixt use of cavity and conical absorber on the same hemispherical concentration system. That 

will be a good solution to optimize the system by having the fluid admitted from the lower inlet of a conical receiver to the 

upper outlet in a cavity absorber. The cavity absorber will best contribute if the area projecting into ithas a half angle 

1 23s   as shown in fig. 13.As a matter of fact, Sulaimanet al., 1997 [11] used this particularity of FMDF collector to 

suggest a hybrid photovoltaic and thermal receiver to dispose. 

 
Fig.13: Hemispherical concentrator with a mixt conical and cavity absorber 

 

III. THERMAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS ON A PROTOTYPE 

The spherical concentrator was conceived with concrete to get a smooth inner surface. A taping film of mirror was used to 

get the reflective surface. The circular frontal area has a diameter of 1,14m. The sphere inner diameter is 1,18m (Fig. 14). 
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Fig.14: Image of the prototype - Concrete hemispherical concentrator with it moon crescent-like absorber. 

 

The absorber is made of steel sheet painted in black. It has a closing reservoir, and we are concerned in having the air 

temperature inside the reservoir. The absorber has a lip at its bottom that is designed to be in the curve of the least diffusion, 

meanwhile, the bottom part of the reservoir receives sunlight as a plate corresponding to a geometric mean concentration 

with a half angle of 22°C (Fig.15).   

 
Fig.15: Schematic design of the prototype with its reservoir and plate absorber aligned in the declination plan. 

 

There is also a plate in the middle that receives sunlight in 

the place of a conical absorber. After all, the absorber was 

design shaped like a moon crescent to be positioned in the 

plan of declination such that there will be no need to track 

the sun from East to West, and the tracking for the 

declination is obtained by a rotation of the absorber along 

an axis passing through the center of the sphere. 

3.1. Materials and methods. 

Following materials and methods were used to get our 

results: 
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- A data logger type Midi LOGGER GL200A of 

GRAPHTEC brand. 

- Probes A and B are placed against bottom lip of the 

receiver in both sides (North and South) to measure the 

temperature in the focal point. To do this, we follow the 

light spot indicating the reflection of the sun to search for 

the highesttemperature. We followthe sun's path every 5 

minutes. 

- Probes C and D are placed inside the reservoir in both 

side East and West 10 cm from the closet. They will get 

the inner air temperature, so they are not in contact with 

any surface. 

- Probes Amb.reports the ambient temperature. 

- A type SL100 and brand KIMO solarimeter is used to 

measure solar radiation. 

3.2. Results and discussions about the measurements of 

June 06, 2016: 

The curves A and B (Fig. 16) grow progressively till 

11.a.m. when they reach a pic of 686°C. This follows at 

some point the irradiation curve of the day which had an 

average of 750 W.m-2 (Fig. 17). The curves of probes A 

and B not being continuous indicates the difficulty to get 

the focal points. 

 
Fig.16: temperature curves on June 06, 2016. 

 
Fig.17: Irradiation curve on June 06, 2016. 
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Temperatures above 500°C are already reached around 

9.30.a.m. and are also kept till 2.10.p.m, which allow us 

to state that if the absorber was perfectly aligned with the 

declination plan, temperatures well above 500°c will be 

maintained from 9.30 a.m. to 2.10 p.m. 

Temperatures inside the absorber, considering maximum 

reached by probes C and D, are ranged between 97°c and 

252°C. To some points, these temperatures could have 

been improved if the reservoir’s North and South sides 

were better prepared to limit heat losses. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have made an optical analysis of a hemispherical 

concentrator, showing how the local concentration 

evolves along an axis absorber which is conical. A global 

geometric concentration curve had been also drawn for 

comparison with geometric mean concentration.  

From this analysis, we notice that the geometric 

concentration of a hemispherical concentrator is always 

higher than that of a parabolic trough, telling us that the 

hemispheric system gives higher temperature than 

parabolic trough. Moreover, the hemispherical 

concentrator could do better if it is used with mixed 

conical and cavity (or plate) absorber with respect to the 

projection angles of the sunlightsizing the cavity. 

From the prototype, high temperatures could be obtained 

with a hemispherical concentrator: 686°Cmaximum at the 

focal lip, and 252°C maximum for the air inside the 

absorber reservoir. This is still less than what was 

obtained by the Crosbyton courtesy in Texas-USA (540°C 

of steam generated by an only conical absorber), but 

suggests higher potentialities of hemispherical 

concentrators,which additionally show possibility of use 

with much reduced tracking system and less 

vulnerabilityto bad weather. 
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Abstract— Nowadays Bioinformatics, proteomics and 

Genomics are the most intriguing sciences to understand 

the human genome and diseases. Several hereditary genetic 

diseases like Retinoblastoma involve a sequence of complex 

interactions between multiple biological processes. With 

this paper, genetic similarities were found within a selected 

group of patient’s DNA sequences through the use of signal 

processing tools. DNA, RNA and protein sequences have 

similarities in structure and function of the gene with their 

location. In this paper, we introduce a novel method using 

scoring matrix and wavelet windowing, for the integrative 

gene prediction. The proposed methods not only integrate 

multiple genomic data but can be used to predict gene 

location, gene mutation and genetic disorder from the 

multi-block genomic data. The performance was assessed 

by simulation. 

Keywords— Gene, scoring matrix, WWM. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Retinoblastoma is a malignant cancer of the increasing 

retinal cells caused in the majority cases by mutations in 

both copies of the RB1 gene.  The RB1 gene is a tumor 

suppressor gene, located on the genetic material, 

chromosome 13q14 and is the first cloned human cancer 

gene. The gene codes for the tumor suppressor protein 

pRB, which by binding to the transcription factor E2F, 

inhibits the cell from entering the S-phase during mitosis.  

Latest facts about retinoblastoma suggests that post-mitotic 

cone precursors are uniquely sensitive to pRB depletion and 

may be the cells in which retinoblastoma originates. The 

occurrence and viability of retinoblastic cells may be more 

complex than suggested by simple loss of function of 

the RB1 alleles.  Hereditary retinoblastoma demonstrate 

close relation of the gene for this cancer with genetic locus 

for esterase D. Data are presented here in support of the 

hypothesis that at least one disease, the retinoblastoma 

observed in children is caused by two mutational events. 

 
Fig.1: Healthy eye 

 

 
Fig.2: Retinoblastoma affected eye 

 

 
Fig.3: Flow graph of gene mutation in Eye 
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In 5% of retinoblastoma cases with germline mutations the 

ancestor history is positive. The risk for developing bilateral 

and multifocal retinoblastoma is high and the age of 

inception is around 15 months.  The mean number of 

tumors is about 5 in the two eyes.  The offspring of a parent 

with bilateral retinoblastoma have a 50% probability of 

developing a tumor and 50% possibility of inheriting the 

germline mutant allele.  Reduced reentrance of 10 to 15% 

lowers the estimated occurrence of disease from 50% to 

25%. Individuals who have mutations in both alleles 

somatically do not have a mutation in their germ cells and 

therefore usually transfer no tumor risk to their offspring. 

 

II. DNA SEQUENCE 

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA) 

are consisting of a nucleobases, a pentose sugar and a 

phosphate group.  DNA nucleobases are Cytosine (C), 

Guanine (G), Adenine (A) and Thymine (T) and RNA 

nucleobases are Cytosine (C), Guanine (G), Adenine (A) 

and Uracil (U)[1]. In recent years huge databases available 

for genetic information as open source which lead to a huge 

progress in bioinformatics; if a genetic sequences are 

known then this information could be a very important in 

early disease diagnosis, drug discovery for it.[2] It leads to 

Biological sequence alignment a field of Bioinformatics and 

Computational Biology. It’s aim analyzing similarities 

between DNA, RNA or protein sequences, to predict the 

genetic relationship between organisms and structural or 

functional relationships.  

Each segment in DNA is called a gene. Genes control the 

protein synthesis and regulate most of the activities inside a 

living organism. All the genetic information is copied when 

a cell divides.  When a change occurs in the base sequence 

of a DNA strand, it is called a mutation. These mutations 

can lead to diseases or the death of a cell. 

 

PROMOT

OR 

RNA CODING 

REGION 

TERMINA

TOR 

 

 

Intron Exon Intron Exon Intron 

 

 

 

5 UTR PROTEIN CODING REGION 3UTR 

 

Fig.4: Gene structure 

The numerical representation of DNA sequences becomes 

very essential as almost all DSP techniques require two 

parts: mapping the symbolic sequence into a numeric and 

calculating a kind of transform of the resultant numeric 

series [2]. Most of the numerical representations associate 

one numerical value to one position in the sequence using 

numerical values related to each nucleotide and, finally, 

reveal the existence or the nonexistence of a certain 

nucleotide in a specific position [3]. Another approach 

could be to include information about the number and type 

of repeated nucleotides to generate only one numerical 

value for each DNA subsequence which may be associated 

with a recur. This representation needs a mapping algorithm 

which use distances to determine similar subsequences and 

then evaluate a consensus sequence for these subsequences 

to generate candidates. 

 
Fig.5: DNA Helical Structure 

 

III. GENE PREDICTION 

Gene Prediction refers to detect the locations of the protein-

coding regions of genes in a lengthy DNA sequence. Signal 

processing techniques offer a huge guarantee in analyzing 

genomic data because of its digital nature. Signal processing 

analysis of bio-molecular sequences is stalled by their 

representation as strings of alphabet characters.  

Table.1: Genetic code 
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IV. NUMERICAL REPRESENTATION 

The arithmetical depiction of a DNA sequence is given as a 

chain of integers derived from a unique graphical 

representation of the regular hereditary code. This 

numerical representation is appropriate for the quantitative 

analysis of the sequences. 

4.1 LD matrix  

LD matrix is used to calculate linkage disequilibrium 

values."composite" for LD composite measure, "r" for R 

coefficient (by EM algorithm), "dprime" for D', and "corr" 

for correlation coefficient. The method "corr" is equivalent 

to "composite", when SNP genotypes are coded as: 0 – BB, 

1 – AB, 2 – AA. Matrix elements adjacent to the main 

diagonal represent the extent of the line segments producing 

the line.  

4.2 Transition matrix  

Transition matrix is used for transitions from one kind of 

base to another. For a given DNA sequence ‘s’ it can 

construct a 4×4 matrix A = (tij), where tij means the number 

of times a given base being succeeded by another in the 

sequence. A is called the transition frequency matrix of s. 

We can construct a matrix P = (Pij) by dividing each 

element by the total of all entries in A. Such a matrix 

represents the relative frequency of all the possible types of 

transitions, and is called the transition proportion matrix of 

s. The initial mapping of DNA to binary which represents 

DNA with four binary indicator sequences showing the 

presence ‘1’ and absence ‘0’ of the relevant nucleotides at 

locations 'n'.  

4.3 Complex representation  

The complex representation is based on the assumption that 

coefficients of the four 3-D tetrahedron vectors representing 

each DNA letter are either +1 or -1. The dimensionality of 

the resultant bipolar representation can be condensed to 

two. 

 

V. DSP TECHNIQUES 

A. DFT 

Fourier transform is used to detect the likely coding regions 

in DNA sequences, by computing the amplitude profile of 

this spectral component which is a sharp peak at frequency f 

= 1/3 in the power spectrum. The strength of the peak 

depends obviously on the repetition of gene. This gives 

relatively good results but it is dependent on DNA sequence 

and thus requires computation before processing of the 

mapping scheme for gene prediction. The DNA sequence to 

be generated from a white random process through an all 

pole system and thus used Auto-Regressive modeling to 

replace Fourier analysis for exon prediction. 

 

B.STFT 

In non-stationary signals, The Short Time Fourier 

Transform (STFT) is an algorithm frequently used for the 

DFT-based spectral analysis. In the STFT, the time signal is 

divided into short segments and a DFT is calculated for 

each one of these segments. Spectrogram, a three 

dimensional graph called is obtained by plotting the squared 

magnitude of the DFT coefficients as a function of time.  

 

C. DWT 

The Discrete Wavelet Transform is a mathematical tool that 

can be used very effectively for non-stationary signal 

analysis. The DWT, for which an algorithm called Fast 

Wavelet Transforms (FWT) allows a very efficient 

calculation. Methods based on a modified Gabor-wavelet 

transform (MGWT) for the identification of protein coding 

regions also exists. 

 

VI. WAVELET WINDOW METHOD 

A Wavelet Transform Modulus Maxima (WTMM) is 

defined as a point (x0, t0) such that 

lW x0, tl ≤ lW x0, t0l 

when t belongs to either a right or the left neighbourhood 

of t0, and 

lW x0, tl ≤ lW x0, t0l 

when t belongs to the other side of the neighbourhood of  t0. 

We describe maxima line, any connected curve in the scale 

space (x, t) along which all points are WTMM. 

 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
Fig.1: Best of DNA seq 
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Fig.2: Fourier spectrum of DNA sequence 

 
Fig.3: Power spectrum SNR of DNA sequence using WWM 

 

 
Fig.4: Spectrum analysis of normal and abnormal DNA 

sequence 

 
Fig.5: PDF of given sequence 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this work, a new analyzing wavelet window and scoring 

matrix method for the prediction of protein coding regions 

has been proposed. The wavelet window method can be 

applied to predict different coding regions of different 

lengths. The selection of the value of the window length has 

always been a problem in DSP based methods as it has an 

effect on the gene prediction. Future work can focus on 

integrating this technique to refine the predicted location of 

gene and protein coding regions. 
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Abstract—The work on “Development of automated room 

security system” using Microcontroller is a reliable circuit 

that takes over the task of security of a room very accurately. 

When somebody enters into the room then the count will be 

incremented by one and the set limit is checked, if the count 

is less than the set limit then the door opens and the person is 

granted access.  When any one leaves the room then count 

will be decremented by one. If the total count exceeds the set 

limit then the buzzer is sound and the image of the person 

trying to enter the room is captured via a camera. The 

microcontroller does the above job. It receives the signals 

from the sensors, and this signal is operated under the 

control of software which is stored in ROM. 

89s51Microcontroller continuously monitor the sensors, an 

IR Sensor sends signal to the microcontroller , to increment 

or decrement the count accordingly. The system includes IR 

sensor, microcontroller, LCD, display, buzzer, camera and a 

12v power is supplied to run the system. The system uses a 

compact circuitry built around 89s51 microcontroller 

programs are developed in Embedded C.  

Keywords—89s51 microcontroller, Infrared sensors (IR 

sensors), LCD display, Embedded C. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Concept of this project is very useful in all modern 

classrooms, auditorium, where we want to restrict the 

number of person to enter in the room. Just insert the 

maximum count and leave all the work for smart 

microcontroller system. 

Microcontroller system not only display the total person in 

the room but also the maximum limit .As the limit is over 

connected door is closed and buzzer turns on for a time when 

any person tries to enters in the room. Add on feature of this 

project is to show the image of the person entering the room 

via a camera .Moreover there will be an automatic light 

detecting sensor as whenever a person is inside the room the 

lights and fan would be switched on automatically .There 

will be additional fire detector in order to detect fire for 

safety reasons .Logic behind this project is to count the total 

person entering and exiting from the room with the help of 

the infra-red interruption sensor. In this project we use 89s51 

controller with one 2by 16 lcd and wire CCTV camera. 

II. PROPOSED DESIGN 

In this system, the traffic or agents or human follow a certain 

route or door or some threshold to enter into and to exit from 

the place. While entering to the system, there are two sensors 

are installed which are connected with each other via infra 

red network. While a visitor crosses the infrared bar or line, it 

is disconnected and at that time microcontroller increases its 

count by one. The count is shown on the lcd. When someone 

crosses the bar in opposite direction, the infrared line is again 

interrupted and then microcontroller decreases its count by 

one to signify that one visitor is entered and one is get away 

from the place. 

 
Fig.1: Block diagram of Bidirectional Visitor Counter 

 

In the above figure, the person at place 1, first crosses the 

infrared line and when crosses, it breaks. The count is then 

shown on 7-Segment display like follows: 

 

 
Fig.2: Count Increment 

 

When person at place 2, crosses the infrared network or 

when the first person goes and breaks it, the count is 

decreased by one and the output is shown below: 
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Fig.3: Count Decremented 

 

After the increment decrement of the counter there is 

automated light control system using IR Sensor and 

microcontroller .This system is designed by using two sets of 

IR transmitter and receiver. As the microcontroller receives 

the output from the IR sensor, the current value of the 

persons inside the room gets altered, and accordingly if the 

current value of the persons inside the room is greater than 0 

then the lights and fan are turned on else the lights and fan 

are switched off. 

An additional feature to ensure safety along with the security 

fire detector system is used .Here we use a thermistor, whose 

resistance is dependent on the temperature. The thermistor is 

connected to a voltage comparator, in case of fire the 

resistance of the thermistor decreases and the output of the 

voltage comparator goes active low. The microcontroller on 

receiving an active low signal from the comparator , activates 

the alarm and the door is opened.   

 
Fig.4: Thermistor 

 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

The following figure shows the block diagram for automated 

room security system, thereby giving a vivid sequence of the 

hardware parts connected. 

 
     Fig.4: Block Diagram 

 

IV. SOFTWARE IMPEMENTATION 

For software realization in this research work, software 

named Keil is used. µVision4 incorporated improvement 

atmosphere that summarized a development supervisor, built 

capability, device design, editor and a grateful debugger. 

µVision4 is used to write down and assemble the programs 

via the apparatus. It could move the assembly language as 

well as C code into the hex file. . Keil software consists of 

the following: Linker Control File – It is a text file that 

µVision surpasses to the linker. The control file consists of 

all information, names of object files and library files to 

comprise in the output file. Map File – The map file is a 

listing file created by the linker. Project Target – In an 

assignment, a target is an executable program that is 

generated. A project may create an aim that runs on an 8051 

family. Plans might be produced to build with no 

optimization and to make with entire optimization. Source 

File Group – In a scheme, a group is a number of source files 

that compose the project target. Although we may 

individually specify the toolset options for a file, a group lets 

us to apply the same options to a group of source files. The 

choice for a set might be various since the choice for the aim. 

Toolsets – A toolset consist of an assembler, compiler, 

linker, HEX converter, debugger and the other related tools 

for a picky device family like the 8051. Every tool or 

program in a toolset is dedicated to build mark code for a 

detailed family of chips. To guesstimate the software for 

correct method, the case was planned hooked on the 

microcontroller on the significant maturity board. Encoding 

of the microcontroller is accomplished via the Universal 

Programmer. It is a handy serial programmer. These accede 

to hexadecimal files to be burdened into the microcontroller. 

Mainly the microcontroller is planned by exterminating it 

since the hole on the board and bringing in it into the multi-

pin hole on the programmer. Microcontroller next to with it’s 

an assortment of edges rivet software to work on. 

https://dx.doi.org/10.22161/ijaers.4.4.39
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Fig.5: Flowchart 

 

V. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

The below shows the circuit diagram of the proposed system. 

 
 

Fig.6: Circuit Diagram 

 

The following are the hardware requirements: 

1) Microcontroller: The AT89S52 is a low-power, high-

performance CMOS 8- bit microcontroller with 8KBytes of 

in-system programmable Flash memory. The appliance is 

feigned using Atmel’s high-density non-volatile memory 

skill and is companionable with the industry-standard 80C51 

training set and pin out. The on-chip flare permits the 

program memory to be reprogrammed in-system or by a 

conventional non-volatile memory programmer. By 

combining a versatile 8-bit CPU with in-system 

programmable Flash on a monolithic chip, the Atmel 

AT89S52 is a powerful microcontroller which provides a 

highly-flexible and cost-effective solution to many embedded 

control applications. The AT89S52 provides the following 

standard features: 8K bytes of flash, 256 bytes of RAM, 32 

I/O lines, Watchdog timer, two data pointers, three 16-bit 

timer/counters, a Six-vector two-level interrupt architecture, 

a full duplex serial port, on-chip oscillator, Down to zero 

frequency and supports two software selectable power saving 

modes: Low-power Idle and Power down Modes. 

 
Fig.7: Microcontroller 

 

2) IR Sensor: It is the device which is utilized to detect the 

nearness, nonappearance, separation of the protest or 

intrusion. There are two sections the IR photoelectric sensor 

named light transmitter and photoelectric receiver. IR sensor 

detects the question by utilizing infrared beams between light 

transmitter and photoelectric receiver. These sensors as 'non-

normal eyes' are natural to the computerization innovation. 

These sensors are mounted in side design in the project. The 

working guideline of the utilized sensor is that when the 

beam transmitted by the producer is blocked or mostly 

reflected by the object, the bar recipient whereby makes a 

judgments and responds. 

 
Fig.8: IR LED (Tx & Rx) 

 

VI. WORKING OT THE PROJECT 

Automated room security system is basically an automated 

movable barrier which is installed at the entry of an 

authorized room where unauthentic entry are restricted. The 

project is basically made with the help of AT89s52 

microcontroller .In this gear mechanism is used followed by 

L293D motor driver and dc gear motor of 60rpmare used to 
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provide ease of opening as well as closing the door. In order 

to sense the presence of person bidirectional infrared sensor 

are used followed by the counter in order to count the 

presence of people inside the room and display the same with 

the help of LCD installed in the project. This system works 

on the principle of breaking an infrared beam of light, sensed 

by a photodiode. It consists of two transmitting infrared 

diodes and two receiving photodiodes. The first one is when 

someone coming in and the second one is used someone 

going out of the room. The photodiodes are connected to 

comparators, which give a lower output as soon as the beam 

is broken and high output when they are transmitting 

normally. Along with security optimum energy usage has 

also being done with the help of IR sensors counter. As light 

and fan will automatically start working as soon as it will 

sense any presence and will automatically switch off if no 

presence will be detected. Apart from this Thermistor 

NTC103 has being used for fire safety purpose, as soon as it 

will detect heat the automated door will open for easy and 

fast evacuation and a buzzer of 3v is switched on used for 

awareness purpose. To monitor the whole ongoing process a 

CCTV has also being used for survelliance thus ensuring 

more security. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The framework proposed in this paper is presently under 

research for the improvement in future understanding. The 

most vital parts of the framework are the remote numbering 

and the forefront security. These two elements makes the 

framework idealize, also the cost will low as no expensive 

parts are utilized for the development of the framework. 

 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE   

 Keeping in mind the end goal to expand the security of this 

proposed mechanized room security framework the remote 

camera with GSM framework could be joined in which the 

unapproved people data would straightforwardly be send to 

the worry division ,subsequently expanding greater security. 
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Abstract—Failure patterns of mechanical components and 

materials can be observed by surface deformations. 

Preventive maintenance always minimizes the failure 

patterns and here is a method proposed which not only 

minimizes the failures but also analyses the life expectancy 

of such components and materials. Image processing using 

Matlab Tool Boxes is emerging as a perfect simulation 

platform and by writing simple codes one can see its effect 

which can be analyzed by ease. The paper proposes a 

robust image processing technique and is developed on 

Matlab platform. 

Keywords—Light Interferometer, Non-Destructive 

Techniques, Optical NDT, Surface Deformation, SVD. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Failure analysis is thought to be finite elemental analysis as 

far as mechanical components and materials are considered. 

Added to it is non-destructive technique which ways back to 

1879 and since then the topics evolved into a necessity in 

industry for quality, quantity analysis and valuations. 

Nondestructive testing (NDT) is the process of inspecting, 

testing, or evaluating materials, components or assemblies 

for discontinuities, or differences in characteristics without 

destroying the serviceability of the part or system. 

Today modern nondestructive tests are used in 

manufacturing, fabrication and in-service inspections to 

ensure product integrity and reliability, to control 

manufacturing processes, lower production costs and to 

maintain a uniform quality level. During construction, NDT 

is used to ensure the quality of materials and joining 

processes during the fabrication and erection phases, and in-

service NDT inspections are used to ensure that the 

products in use continue to have the integrity necessary to 

ensure their usefulness and the safety of the public. 

A four step process is usually popular in the field of 

Structural Health Monitoring and damage detection. The 

first three steps are connected and involve the detection of 

the presence, the location and the severity of damage, while 

the fourth step, related to the prediction of service life is 

usually a separate problem by itself. 

Machine vision systems provide quality control and real-

time feedback for industrial processes, overcoming physical 

limitations and subjective judgment of humans. In this 

paper, the image processing techniques for developing low-

cost machine vision system for surface deformation 

inspection is explored. By developing image processing 

techniques, and minimal hardware, a low-cost flexible 

system is developed. The system acquires the image data 

and this image isprocessed and then a custom classification 

system algorithm accepts or rejects the mechanical element 

or material. 

 

II. METHODOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) [1] is defined as the 

determination of the physical condition of an object without 

affecting that object’s ability to fulfill its intended function. 

Non-destructive testing techniques typically use a probing 

energy form to determine material properties or to indicate 

the presence of material discontinuities (surface, internal or 

concealed). The methods and techniques used in NDT 

measure physical properties or non-uniformity in physical 

properties of materials as well. Variations or non-

uniformities in physical properties may or may not affect 

the usefulness of a material, depending upon the particular 

application under consideration. Nondestructive testing is 

the testing of materials, for surface or internal flaws or 

metallurgical condition, without interfering in any way with 

the integrity of the material or its suitability for service. The 

technique can be applied on a sampling basis for individual 
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investigation or may be used for 100% checking of material 

in a production quality control system. The common NDT 

methods are: 

Visual and opticalTesting:  Visual inspection is particularly 

effective detecting macroscopic flaws. 

UltrasonicTesting: This technique is used for the detection 

of internal and surface (particularly distant surface) defects 

in sound conducting materials. The principle is similar to 

echo sounding. 

ElectromagneticTesting: The main applications of the eddy 

current technique are for the detection of surface or 

subsurface flaws. 

ThermographicTesting: Infrared Thermography is the 

science of measuring and mapping surface temperatures. 

RadiographicTesting: radiography provides a permanent 

reference for the internal soundness of the object. 

Liquid PenetrationTesting: LPI is used to detect casting, 

forging and welding surface defects such as hairline cracks, 

surface porosity, leaks in new products, and fatigue cracks 

on in-service components. 

Magnetic particleTesting: This method is suitable for the 

detection of surface and near surface discontinuities in 

magnetic material, mainly ferrite steel and iron. 

Acoustic Emissiontesting: Used to measure small surface 

displacement of a material produced due to stress waves 

generated when the energy in a material or on its surface is 

released rapidly. 

Magnetic Resonance ImagingTesting: medical imaging 

technique used in radiology to visualize internal structures 

of the body in detail. 

Near-InfraredSpectroscopy: it is very useful in probing bulk 

material with little or no sample preparation. 

Optical MicroscopeTesting: Purely digital microscopes are 

now available which use a CCD camera to examine a 

sample, showing the resulting image directly on a computer 

screen without the need for eyepieces.  

The use of statistical pattern recognition dates from 1950s 

and, although it is not one of the main topics of image 

processing research, it provides an important background - 

especially in the area of automated visual inspection where 

decisions about the adequacy of the products have to be 

made constantly [2]. On the other hand, real industrial 

applications of texture description and recognition are 

becoming more and more common [3, 4] 

During the last two decades, the improvement in image 

processing with microcomputers has caused non-contact 

measurement techniques to become more and more popular 

in the experimental mechanics community. Some full-field 

measurement techniques like moire´, interferometry or 

photo elasticimetry were known and used beforehand. 

These techniques suffered however from the non-automatic 

processing of the fringe patterns they provided, leading to 

some heavy, boring and unreliable by-hand manipulations 

before obtaining relevant information in terms of 

displacement or strain. In the recent past, thanks to the 

dramatic advances in microcomputer and camera 

technology, many research groups devoted to optics, 

experimental mechanics or data processing have been 

developing suitable techniques based on the use of optical 

devices, digital cameras, algorithms and software’s which 

automatically process images. These techniques directly 

provide displacement or strain contours onto specimens 

under testing. Temperature fields are also available thanks 

to infrared scanning cameras. Such measurements constitute 

in fact a new type of tool for researchers in mechanics of 

solids, which is especially interesting in the field of 

composite material characterization. Indeed, composites 

present some features like heterogeneities at different scales 

which render such full field measurements very attractive 

[5]. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

One of the most important problems, perhaps the most 

urgent from the point of view of industry productivity and 

competitiveness, is automatic inspection. Early detection of 

defects in the production means lower costs and faster 

feedback on the production line in order to eliminate the 

causes of defects, overcomes physical limitations and 

subjective judgment of humans. In industry, zero defect 

quality is highly required in competitive markets. So, a very 

cost effective, high throughput and reliable quality 

inspection method is important in the industry. 

The paper proposes a robust Image processing technique [6-

12] wherein the image is acquired, preprocessed, features 

are extracted and then test images are classified as go or no-

go decision based on comparison. The preprocessing step 

reduces the image to a processing compatible format and 

the most popular and robust Singular Value Decomposition 

Algorithm is used to extract the image features. 

Classification decision is based on the comparison with 

standard values which are served as thresholds. Near 

comparison is done by using the Euclidian distance. 

The various steps and the block schematics are depicted as 

below: 
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Object Not Selected          Object Selected 

 

 

  Selected 

 

 Object 

    Not 

Fig. 1: Proposed system. 

 

To acquire the image either Digital Camera or Phenomenon 

of Light Interferometer techniques are used. The image is 

then made processing compatible by reducing the size to 

128x128 pixels, the color images are converted into gray 

and 3D images are converted into 2D image. 

The feature Extraction Algorithm runs the Singular Value 

Decomposition Algorithm and calculates the S, U and V 

matrices. Comparing the weights of the object under test 

with the known weights of the standards performs 

identification. Mathematically, a score is found by 

calculating the Euclidian norm of the differences between 

the test and known set of weights, such that a minimum 

difference between any pair would symbolize the closest 

match.The classifier gives out select or reject as the output. 

 

IV. ALGORITHM AND SIMULATION RESULT 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is statistical tool and 

found application in digital image processing since it is 

assumed that every image matrix is having a well-known 

SVD. It is based upon covariance matrix property to reduce 

image dimensions. The dimension of the data is reduced by 

finding a few orthogonal linear combinations of the original 

variables with the largest variance. The singular value 

decomposition is an outcome of linear algebra. It plays an 

interesting, fundamental role in many different applications. 

One such application is in digital image processing. SVD in 

digital applications provides a robust method of storing 

large images as smaller, more manageable square ones. This 

is accomplished by reproducing the original image with 

each succeeding nonzero singular value. Furthermore, to 

reduce storage size even further, images may approximate 

using fewer singular values [17- 20] 

The singular value decomposition of a matrix A of m x n 

matrix is given in the form,  

 

------------- (1) 

Where U is an m x m orthogonal matrix; V an n x n 

orthogonal matrix, and  is an m x n matrix containing the 

singular values of A along its diagonal. 

------------ (2) 

An SVD operation breaks down the matrix A into three 

separate matrices. 

 
 

 
Because 

are equal to zeros.  

 

The center matrix known as the diagonal matrix which can 

be treated as a defect indictor. 

 

For result simulation let us consider a mechanical object 

viz., tire with no surface deformation and one with 

deformation.  

Case 1: Tire with no deformation: 

Original Query Image    

  
Fig. 2: Tire Image with no deformation 

The algorithm classifies the query image as selected and 

generates its related Singular Values which are in close 

proximity with the standards 

60.962 0 0 0 0 0 

0 15.402 0 0 0 0 

0 0 7.6051 0 0 0 

0 0 0 6.7205 0 0 

0 0 0 0 4.2795 0 

0 0 0 0 0 4.0941 

Fig. 3: Generated singular values for query image 1 

Case 2: Tire with Deformation 

Image 

Acquisition 

Pre-

Processing 

Feature 

Extraction 
Classifier 

Standards 
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Original Query Image 

Fig. 4: Tire Image with deformation 

The figure shows the tire with surface deformation and the 

SVD algorithm classifies it as not selected and generates its 

singular values which are far below the standards. 

Fig. 5: Generated singular values for query image 2 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Image processing aspects in this paper and in general are 

seen as pattern recognition problem. Much of the work on 

non-destructive techniques particularly in the area of failure 

analyses of mechanical or for that matter any industrial 

product is largely based on heavy testing equipment’s or 

methods but, this paper proposes a more reliable and easy 

process through which one can assess the usefulness of the 

material or the element under question quickly. Light 

interferometry or shearography combined with Image 

processing can be useful for analyzing the mechanical 

aspects of the material or the elements.  
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Abstract— A novel humidity optical sensor was fabricated 

based on adsorption of water vapor via the hydrochromic 

reflective filtration behavior of conjugated Salen polymer, 

immobilized on the surface of a glassy carbon (GC) 

electrode by cyclic voltammetry (CV). This process was 

attributed to the hydrophilic behavior of the electro-

synthesized conjugated Salen-based polymer when 

contacting with water vapors especially during 

coordination with K+ through the electro-synthesis process. 

Optical image of the hydrochromic reflective filter was 

considered as appropriate detection system for relative 

humidity (RH) sensing purpose. The mechanism of the 

change in the color intensity was evaluated via optical 

filtration of a white laser diode as polychromatic optical 

source via filtration by the conjugated polymer during its 

reflection from a smooth surface such as GC. The GC 

electrode therefore acted as both i) the working electrode 

during the electrochemical synthesis by CV, and ii) light 

reflector (mirror) during the light radiation. In this study 

the electrochemical and optical properties of the GC was 

compared to a graphite or metal electrode. Parameters 

such as linearity, rise/fall time, sensitivity, and selectivity of 

each the fabricated humidity optical sensor were evaluated. 

Also, dependency of humidity sensor to temperature was 

investigated. The intensity of the blue component was 

linearly increased over a wide range of RH between 5 - 

80%. The fabricated optical sensor had improved detection 

limit (0.17% RH), standard saturated limit (>80% RH), 

accepted relative standard deviation (RSD= 3.6%, n=3), 

short rise time (~9.5 s compared to the commercial RH 

sensor), good linearity (R=0.9971) and maximum~7.5 % 

RH hysteresis. Effects of interferences such as H2, CO, CO2, 

NOx, He, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) were 

also considered. Results showed no noticeable interfering 

effects. This sensor was applicable for selective and reliable 

detection of %RH in different environmental samples 

without having any significant interferences. 

Keywords— Electro-synthesis; Conjugated Salen polymer; 

Hydrochromic reflective filter; Humidity sensor.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Humidity quantity is considered as one of the most 

important scientific topics in different branches of fields 

such as food industry, biology, chemistry, medicine, drug 

delivery, agriculture, automobiles, etc. According to the 

literature, humidity detection methodology, relative 

humidity (RH), Dew/Frost point (D/F point) and “parts per 

million” (ppm) are the most common techniques [1]. RH is 

defined as the fractional pressure of water vapors in air that 

implies the saturated vapor pressure. This term is 

powerfully attributed to the moisture content (absolute 

humidity), temperature and pressure. The RH value is often 

adopted while the rate of water evaporation is significant. 

Dew point is also attributed to the temperature upon which 

water vapors are concentrated to the water. This term 

designates the quantity of RH. The higher the relative 

humidity, the smaller difference is existed between the dew 

point and the air temperature. The phrase “ppm”, as a new 

absolute measurement has widespread functions in industry, 

particularly for the trace moisture detection [2]. Among 

these units, RH that studied in this work, is commonly used 

with medium or ambient levels of the humidity. 

Consequently, powerful, economical, consistent, receptive 

and specific humidity sensors is very focal subject [3]. 

During the last decades, different sensing technologies 

based on change in the intensity of electromagnetic waves 

[4], or via recording the changes in the electrical properties 

such as impedance [5], capacity [6], or the frequency of 
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surface acoustic waves (SAWs) [7], inter-digitated 

circuit[8], electronic devices such as field effect transistors 

(FETs) [9-11], quartz crystal microbalance [12-15] and 

optical detection system [16], have been investigated for 

humidity detection and determination. However between 

these ranges of sensing methods, optical sensing has been 

selected in this study, because of its significant advantages 

such as improved detection system, fast response time, high 

sensitivity and its wide linear response [16]. 

In the fabrication of the optical sensing devices, often 

conductive polymers are adopted [6]. Briefly conductive 

polymers as metal conductive materials or semiconductors 

are selected as organic polymers that conduct electricity. 

These conductive polymers are fabricated using different 

chemical or electrochemical methods [3]. 

Among the introduced synthetic methods for the generation 

of conductive polymers, electros-synthesis is considered as 

selective techniques that often lead to have polymer with 

defined morphology and acceptable purity. Along with the 

introduced conductive polymers such as polyphenylenes, 

polypyrenes, polypyrroles, etc. [17], Salen-based polymer is 

considered as polymer with partial conductivity [18]. Based 

on the literate, a new electroactive and sometimes 

conducting polymers based on metal-Salen containing units 

has been prepared by electro-oxidation of mononuclear 

transition metals ion complexes and found to exhibit the 

electrochemical features of the metal system, associated 

with the reversible oxidation of the ligand [18]. However in 

spite of the great developments of the optical-based sensors, 

but to the best of knowledge no reliable humidity-based 

optical sensors have been introduced. This problem is 

probably attributed to some major challenges such as 

limited sensitivity of conductive polymer during interaction 

with water molecules, high cost of the general optical 

sensors, etc. To solve these problems hereby in this work, a 

simple method is introduced for fabrication of humidity 

sensor using electro-synthetic conductive polymer using 

Salen molecule. 

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Reagents and Materials 

All the chemical reagents were from their analytical grades. 

Inorganic salts such as KCl, NaCl and LiCl with >99% 

purity percentage were all from Merck Company. 

Analytical grades of non-aqueous solvents such as CH3OH 

(purity: 99.9 %, GMW= 32.04 g mol-1), C2H5OH (purity: 

99.5 %, GMW= 46.07 g mol-1), C3H8OH (purity: 99.5 %, 

GMW= 60.1 g mol-1), DMF (purity: 99.8 %, GMW= 73.09 

g mol-1), DMSO (purity: 99.9 %, GMW= 78.13 g mol-1), 

and acetone (purity: 99.5 %, GMW= 58.08g mol-1) were 

purchased from Merck company. Deionized water 

(conductivity: 1 micro-Zimens) was also adopted as water 

solvent. To synthesize the Salen monomer, salicyle 

aldehyde (Analytical grade, purity: >99 %, GMW= 122.12 

g mol-1) and ethylene diamine (Analytical grade, purity: >99 

%, GMW= 60.10 g mol-1) were from the Merck company. 

Also potassium salts of Fe(CN)6
3-/4-were from Merck 

company. The pH of the electrolyte was controlled using 

HCl (purity: 32.0 %, w/w, Merck), and NaOH (purity: >99 

%, Merck). 

 

2.2. Apparatus 

The three-electrode system included GC as working 

electrode, Ag/AgCl (sat’d Cl-) as reference electrode and a 

Pt rode as counter electrode. The cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

was performed with a Potentiostate–Galvanostate, µAutolab 

type Ш. All the experiments were conducted at 25±2 °C. 

Also a fluorescence optical microscopy (model: CETI-

Magnum T) was adopted for imaging the synthesized thin 

film polymer. Photographic images from the electrode 

surfaec were captured using a digital Camera (model: 

AGPtek, magnifying ratio: X 800). The morphology of the 

synthesized polymer was also evaluated using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM, KYKY-EM3200). A chamber 

with 1500 mL volume was made of glass plates that 

assembled all the components of Humidity sensor system. 

This system included a reference humidity sensor (Model: 

Lutron GCH-2018), a glassy carbon (GC) electrode 

deposited polymer as probe, a thermometer, a tiny fan, an 

infra-red (IR) source (model: HG-IR1XYJ-F-1W), air 

input/output ports, and a camera for capturing the surface of 

the probe. All these components were assembled to a fixed 

position on the glassy chamber. The chamber was covered 

by a black coverage to prevent exposing the light in 

chamber. Required light was supplied for the imaging 

process by the camera.  

 

2.3. Synthesis of Salen and Salen-Based Polymer 

To synthesize the Salen, 200 mL dried ethanol was added to 

0.10 mole (GMW= 122.12 g mole-1, V=10.6 mL) of 

salicylealdehyde and stirred at room temperature according 

the procedure reported in Ref. [19]. After that 0.05 mole 

(V= 3.3 mL) ethylenediamine was slowly added. After 

about several seconds, a yellow precipitation was observed. 

To complete the reaction, the solution was stirred for ~30 

min at room temperature. Then the temperature of the 

suspension was set to around zero temperature using an ice 

bath. The precipitation was then separated via filtration 
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through a paper filter (mesh: 300). The precipitation was 

then washed using 200 mL cooled ethanol-water (50% V/V) 

for three times. Finally the precipitation was dried at 50 oC 

using an oven. 

To electro-synthesize the Salen-based polymer, the potential 

window was set from -1.0 to +2.25 V (vs. Ag/AgCl ) at 

scan rate of 100 mV s-1on the surface of the GC as working 

electrode. This process led to have anodic polymerization 

process during observation of an anodic peak current at 

potential ~+0.70 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) during formation of 

complex between polymeric Salen and K+. Then during 

sweeping the potential to a negative potential such as (-1.0 

V, vs. Ag/AgCl ), three independent anodic peaks were 

observed at potential of ~ +0.5, +1.25 and +1.75 V (vs. 

Ag/AgCl), respectively during formation of conjugated 

Salen-based polymer on the surface of the GC electrode. 

Then the surface of the electrode was washed with 

distillated water and dried in air atmosphere. The modified 

electrode was finally adopted for evaluation of its 

application for the humidity sensing purpose.  

 

2.4. Apparatus  

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the designed apparatus for 

humidity detection and measurement. To evaluate the 

capability of the electro-synthesized Salen-based polymer 

on the surface of the carbon electrode, a glass cubic cell 

with volume to around 1500 mL (dimension: 10×10×15 cm) 

was fabricated. Then the modified GC electrode was 

introduced from one side of the cell. Also from the 

opposite, side a white light LED, as well as a digital camera 

(model: AGPtek, magnifying ratio: X 800) were positioned 

with angle between 10-20o versus the GC carbon electrode. 

Also to remove the hysteresis of the GC electrode from any 

adsorption and diffusion of humidity, an IR light source was 

positioned next to the GC electrode to eliminate the 

memory effect. In addition, N2 gas (purity: 99.995) was 

selected as solvent during making the humidity standard 

solutions. To introduce the humidity to the cell, an 

ultrasonic source was assembled in a glassy box for 

introduction of transmitted humidified air to the cell. The 

standard humidity solutions were also standardized using a 

Ref. humidity sensor (model: Lutron GCH-2018). To 

prevent arrival of the stray light, the cell was positioned in a 

dark room via painting the external surface of the glass cell 

with black color. 

 

2.5. Procedure  

Before starting the humidity detection process, the memory 

effect of the sensors was eliminated via radiation of the 

Salen-based electrode system with the IR light for ~0.5 min. 

Also the space inside the glass cell was cleaned from any 

water vapor (humidity) via purging N2 gas as inert gas 

solvent for ~ 1 min with flow rate of ~2 L min-1. Then the 

humidifier (humidity generator) was turned on for essential 

time to introduce water aerosols to the glass cell by the use 

of N2 as both gaseous solvent and carrier gas. The 

standardization of the standard humidity concentrations was 

achieved using the humidity Ref. sensor. After cooling the 

Salen-based GC support to the room temperature, the white 

light (optical source) was turned on and the optical changes 

in the color was imaged during filtration by the Salen-based 

GC support along 5 s time interval at ~ 25 oC temperature 

and ambient pressure as standard temperature and pressure 

(STP). After saving the optical images in a PC, the images 

were processed using Photoshop software (version: CC 

16.1.2). The schematic of the analysis using the software 

has been shown in Sc hem. 1. For this purpose combination 

of the blue or green component of each image was selected 

as humidity measuring probe. 

 

2.6. Real sample analysis 

The reliability of this sensor was evaluated via analyses of 

different real samples such as the air atmosphere of the 

urban tunnel, lab air, automobile exhaust air, etc. For this 

purpose, each sample was accumulated in a plastic balloon 

(~2 L) using a membrane pump (model: Tornado AC580). 

After cleaning the glass cell as well as elimination of any 

probable memory effect from the previous analysis using 

the procedure reported in the previous section, each sample 

was introduced to the cell directly with ~1.0 L min-1 flow 

rate for ~ 1 min time interval and the images were 

processed according to the recommended procedure. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Salen is considered as the family of Schiff bases, derived 

from ethylenediamine and ortho-phenolic aldehydes (N, N’- 

ethyleneis(salicylideneiminato) Salen). In these polymers to 

enhance their electrical conductivity as well as to control 

their polarity, they are often coordinated with metal ion 

species such as Al, Ce, Co, Cu, Cr, Fe, Ga, Hg, Mn, Mo, Ni, 

and V [20]. This relationship often lead to have more 

conductive polymer, which is suitable for various catalytic 

purposes such as electro-catalyst in the electrochemical 

processes [21]. In these complexes, the conductivity is 

majorly attributed to the metal ion species, compared to the 

Salen monomer or polymer, which possessed small 

dielectric constant. In another word, the polarity of the 

Salen-based complex is promoted during coordination with 
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metal species [22]. All of these characteristics have made 

the current Salen-based sensors to be considered as metal-

based sensors.  

 

3.1. Electro-synthesis of Salen polymer, successive cyclic 

voltammetry 

The continuous CV of Salen monomer during the electro-

synthesis of Salen (0.04M) at potential ranging between -

1.0 - +2.25 V and scan rate of 100 mV s-1 has been shown 

in Fig. 2.A. As shown, observation of a strong peak in the 

first scan of potential at ~+0.70 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) was 

related to the anodic electro-synthesis of the Salen polymer. 

However, during the continuous CV from the second scan, 

significant decrease was observed in the peak intensity 

(anodic peak current). As clearly evaluated, the higher the 

number of cycles, the lower was the anodic peak intensity 

after the first CV cycle. This phenomenon was related to the 

non-conductivity of the synthesized Salen polymer. This 

problem has been considered as serious challenge for 

fabrication of various electrochemical probes during 

modification of the working electrode by Salen polymer. 

However to the best of knowledge from the earliest 

literature review, all the reports have focused on the use of 

metal/Salen instead of free Salen monomer [23]. This 

technique therefore led to have a conductive polymer via 

evaluation of the redox behavior of coordinated metal ions. 

But in this study for this first time it has been reported that, 

continuous CVs lead to have three independent anodic 

peaks. This observation clearly pointed to the effective role 

of the proposed procedure for formation of new type of 

Salen-based polymer using Salen as monomer. 

 

3.2. Effect of solvent 

Based on the literature, the electro-synthesis of Salen-based 

polymer was provided inside organic solvents such as 

DMF, DMSO, etc. The choice of organic solvent was based 

on the solubility of metal/Salen complex. In this study from 

one side, Salen monomer was adopted and from the other 

side the electrical charge enhanced its solubility inside 

partially polar solvents such as H2O, alcohol, acetone, etc. 

Therefore, in this study it was focused on less toxic and 

greener solvents. In addition, higher polarity of these 

solvents simply decreased the ohmic potential of the 

electrolyte, resulting in the need of less positive electrical 

potential for the electro-synthesis of the conjugated Salen 

polymer. Effect of different solvent such as propanol, 

sulfolane, methanol, dimethyle formamide (DMF), acetone, 

ethanol, diethylether, 1-butanol, and isobutanol has been 

evaluated according to the CVs shown in Fig. 2.B. Some 

solvents such as diethylether, 1-butanol and isobutanol did 

not produce a single-phase and transparent solution. 

Therefore acetone was selected as solvent during the 

electro-synthetic process. 

As shown (Fig. 2.B), significant enhancements were 

observed in the anodic peak currents during using solvents 

such as CH3OH, C2H5OH and acetone. More sensitive 

signals were observed when using acetone in comparison 

with alcohols. Therefore, acetone was selected as 

appropriate solvent. Based on the results, maximum sensitivity was evaluated to the acetone: water (80:20, V/V). Fig. 3 shows the CVs of Salen (0.04 M) at different ratios of acetone: water such as 80:20, 70:30, and 60:40 (V/V). According to the results, the highest anodic peak current was observed for acetone: water with volume ratio of 80:20 (V/V). Therefore, this amount was selected as 

optimum ratio. 

 

3.3. Effect of pH and ionic strength  

Mixture of acetone:water as electrolyte from one side was 

miscible inside each other and from the other side provided 

the possibility to control the basicity and the ionic strength 

of the electrolyte. As explained no Salen-based polymer 

was generated under the acidic conditions due to the 

decomposition of the Salen monomer. Therefore, the 

optimization process was evaluated at different pH values 

between ~7 to above 13. Fig. 4 shows the CVs during the 

electro-synthesis using Salen (0.04 M) at 100 mV s-1 scan 

rate at various pH values using different concentrations of 

KOH and HCl. Based on the results (Fig. 4), the higher the pH values, the more sensitive signals (the more amount of Salen-based polymer) was synthesized. Therefore, it was recommended to electro-synthesize the conjugated polymer at strong basic condition such as pH values higher than ~13. At this condition high enough ionic strength was provided for the electro-polymerization process. 

 

3.4. Kind and concentration of cation 

To evaluate the effect of cations during the polymerization 

of Salen polymer, the effect of various cations such as K+, 

Na+, Li+, Ca2+, Ba2+, Mg2+, Al3+, etc. were evaluated in 

detail. Insoluble precipitations were observed during 

formation of complexes of Salen with Ca2+, Ba2+, Mg2+, 

Al3+, etc. As cations with two or three capacities were 

insoluble inside the solvent, therefore it was only focused 

on the cations with one capacity such as K+, Na+ and Li+. 

Fig. 5 shows the CVs during the electro-polymerization of 

polymer using Salen (0.04 M) at scan rate of 100 mVs-1 at 

strong basic condition controlled using the same 

concentrations of each LiOH, NaOH and KOH under 

similar conditions. The sequence of sensitivity of the anodic 

peak currents were as follows: K+>Na+>Li+. Therefore, the 

higher the diameter of the cations, the more conductive 

polymer was synthesized. This effect was further evaluated 

via image processing the Salen polymer-modified GC 

electrode at an environment with ~40% humidity. 

Based on the images (Fig. 6), the same correction was 

observed between the color of the polymer with the atomic 

spectrum during analysis of K+, Na+ or Li+. Whereas no 

clear color was observed during narrowing the potential 

window ranging from -1.0 to 2.25 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). This 
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observation from one side pointed to the coordination of 

cations at the negative potentials and from the other side 

revealed the hydrophilicity of the synthesized Salen-based 

polymer. In this study due to the availability of KOH, this 

reagent was selected for controlling the pH of the 

electrolyte. This effect was again evidenced via addition of 

different concentrations of KCl. Further concentrations of 

K+ were optimized during addition of different 

concentrations of KCl between 0.00 and 0.05 M as shown 

according to the CVs in Fig. 7. As shown, although the 

ionic strength of the electrolyte was high enough during 

setting the pH higher than ~13, but K+ had enhancing effect 

on the sensitivity of the anodic peak current. Concentrations 

above 0.05 M KCl made a two-phase solution and 

precipitation. Therefore optimum concentration of KCl was 

estimated to 0.05 M. 

 

3.5. Characterization of conjugated Salen-based polymer 

Fig. 8.A shows the SEM image of the conjugated thin film. 

Based on the images, the thickness of the film was 

estimated to be 91±1 nm. Consequently, besides the green 

nature of water, this effect was considered as another 

advantageous of the use of water as a fraction of electrolyte. 

Fig. 8.B shows the FT-IR spectra of the synthesized 

conjugated Salen-based polymer. However the same 

behavior was observed during evaluation of the FT-IR 

spectra of the synthesized Salen-based polymers at two 

reported scan rates, but observation of an absorption peak at 

frequency of ~1385 cm-1 pointed to the C=C bond of the 

benzene cycle [24], whereas formation of aliphatic C=C 

bond was evidenced according to the absorption peak 

positioned at ~1442 cm-1, which were in good agreement 

with the vibrational frequencies estimated for the C=C 

based on Ref. [24]. 

Fig. 8.C shows the XPS spectra of free Salen and the 

electro-synthesized conjugated Salen-based polymer. Based 

on the XPS spectra of Salen, the sharp peak positioned at 

284.8 eV was attributed to the C1s of the C-C bond. 

Whereas the peak positioned to the 281.2 eV was related to 

the C1s of the C=C bond. In addition, the C1s of the C-N 

bond was positioned at ~288.3 eV. As clearly shown 

according to the XPS spectra of the synthesized conjugated 

Salen-based polymer, the peak related to the C-C bond was 

completely disappeared. Whereas the peak related to the 

C=C bond was majorly enhanced. In addition, major 

decrease was observed in the C-N bond that pointed to the 

formation of conjugated polymer that acted like a novel 

molecular wire through the electrochemical process. 

  

3.6. Hydrophilicity of conjugated Salen-based polymer  

As explained in detail, the formation of C=C bond in the 

Salen-based polymer led to have conjugated polymer that 

behaves as molecular wire. The schematic of the reactions 

during the formation of conjugated polymer has been shown 

in the Scheme. 2. In this study, UV-Vis. Spectroscopy was 

adopted to estimate the ratio of Metal+/Salen during 

formation of the complex.  

According to the results, the ratio of K+/Salen during 

formation of coordination compound between K+ and Salen 

monomer was estimated to be 5.3: 1. Also the same results 

were estimated during analysis of other alkali meters such 

as Na+, K+ and Li+. This result pointed to the great capacity 

of the Salen-based polymer for binding with the alkali 

species. Therefore, high hydrophobicity was expected for 

the conjugated Salen-based polymer during the electro-

synthesis process. All these results clearly revealed the 

capability of the fabricated Salen-based polymer for playing 

role as suitable optical humidity sensor. 

 

3.7. Figures of merit  

The trace of the Salen-based optical sensor ranging from 0.0 

to 93.0 % RH has been shown in Fig. 9. The same behavior 

was observed during reversing the humidity trend. Also Fig. 

10 shows the linearity of the blue component vs. different 

%RH values. The results showed good linearity for the blue 

component (correlation coefficient, R2,=0.9943) from 5 to 

~80% RH. The rate of the change in the humidity of the 

chamber was controlled for having enough time to stabilize 

the response of the sensor during sweeping the humidity. 

Based on comparison to the reference probe, 90% of 

maximum response time (t90 of reference sensor: ~8 s), the 

response time of the fabricated RH sensor was estimated to 

be 9.5 s. Also the recovery time of the sensor based on 90% 

of minimum response (t90) was estimated to be below 10 s. 

Short rise time (~9.5 s) was also estimated for the fabricated 

optical humidity sensor. The hysteresis during rapid and 

alternative contacting the optical; RH sensor to 25 and 60 % 

RH, during at least 4 times was shown in Fig. 11. In this test 

the white laser was only used for removing the memory 

effect during each analysis. At this condition the 

temperature of the electrode surface was estimated to 

around 50 oC during maximum 60 s time intervals as the 

recovery time. 

As was shown in Fig. 12, the results were compared with 

those related to the Ref. RH sensor. Minimum difference 

(less than ~ 2%) was observed between these two RH 

sensors that revealed the acceptable behavior of the 

introduced RH sensor during sensing %RH at different 
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environments. The reproducibility of fabricated humidity 

sensor is also shown in Fig. 12 at ~20 and ~30 % RH, 

revealing relative standard deviation (RSD, repeatability) of 

3.6 % (n=3) for fabricated optical sensor. Also the RSD% 

(reproducibility) during analysis of ~25 %RH during at 

least 4 replicate analyses was estimated to be ~4.0, 

revealing the acceptable reproducibility of the sensor for 

RH sensing purposes.  

About this optical RH sensor, the stability was also 

evaluated. Linear stability was observed for the fabricated 

sensor during providing reverse changes between %RH and 

temperature ranging between 5.0 – 85% for RH and 15 – 50 
oC for the temperature. At a fixed humidity (%RH=~25%), 

there were no interferences by increasing the temperature 

up to 50 oC. In this study, detection limit was defined as 

three folds of the standard deviation of blank (dry air) to the 

calibration sensitivity. More improved detection limit was 

evaluated for the conjugated Salen-based polymer.  

 

3.8. Interferences 

The interference of different gases was investigated at room 

temperature. For this purpose, the humidity sensor was 

placed in the chamber and high enough value (such as 1000 

parts per million) of foreign gases such as CO, CO2, NOx, 

CH4, Ar, He, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) as 

well as vapor of Acids Such as HCl were individually 

introduced to the cell in the 30.0±0.5% RH as standard RH 

solution. The results are shown in Fig. 13. No noticeable 

change in blue component clearly revealed the specificity of 

the fabricated sensor for reliable humidity sensing purpose. 

The RH behavior of the fabricated RH sensor has also 

correlated to the number of Salen layers grown on the 

surface of GC electrode via different successive (repetitive) 

CV mode up to ~ 20 sequential CV scans. Based on the 

results, the smoothest surface as well as maximum 

sensitivity (optical color changes) was observed only for the 

10th layer. Therefore this layer was selected as optimum 

polymer layer. 

Based on the results, acceptable sensitivity (color changes 

and softness) was observed during coating only 10 

sequential polymeric layers of the Salen-based polymer. 

Therefore it was suggested to select this replicate layers 

during the fabrication of the RH sensor using the 

recommended procedure. 

 

3.9. Proposed behavior 

Based on the results, the probable behavior of the RH 

behavior of the fabricated sensor was attributed to the 

filtration properties of conjugated Salen-based polymer. The 

evidences related to this claim are summarized as follows: 

 The optical behavior of the sensor was function of 

some optical factors such as intensity of the light 

source as well as the radiation and reflection angles 

and the alignment of the light during the optical 

detections. Therefore the electro-synthesized Salen-

based polymer seemed to be considered as 

"Hydrochromic Reflective Filter". 

 The RH behavior of this sensor was strongly 

dependent to the smoothness of the surface on which 

the conjugated Salen-based polymer was grown by 

the electro-synthesis technique. To approve this 

effect, the RH responses of the sensor was compared 

to the graphite (i.d.: 0.2 cm) support under the 

similar condition. Based on the optical observation, 

the smooth behavior of the electrode support (GC 

electrode) was majorly effective on the sensitivity 

and homogeneity color of the sensor for RH 

detection. This result was considered as an important 

evidence for playing role as optical filter. 

 The filtration property of the introduced polymer 

was also evidenced via introducing different %RH 

environments with gradient of ~5 %RH per second. 

As shown the color of the polymer was sequentially 

changed from orange color to violet color.  

These results revealed the filtration behavior of the sensor 

during %RH sensing purposes. However this process could 

be approved via formation of some humidity perturbations 

simply by exhaling for several seconds. As clearly shown 

the filtration properties of the sensor were evidenced during 

introduction of different %RH values. Probable behavior of 

the color changing by absorbing the humidity on 

synthesized polymer could be due to the reflective index 

shift by change in polymer volume.  

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A simple and low cost method has been introduced for 

fabrication of an optical humidity sensor using conjugated 

Salen-based polymer. The behavior of each humidity sensor 

in presence of humidity was studied. It can be concluded 

that, fabricated humidity sensor had acceptable detection 

limit (0.17 %), saturated limit (>80 % RH), the least relative 

standard deviation (RSD=3.0%), short rise time (~9.5 s) 

also the good enough linearity (R= 0.9971), compared to 

the RH sensors previously reported in the literature (Table 

1). This type of conjugated polymer was adopted as an 

optical RH sensor. However this sensor partially suffered 
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form a little hysteresis (maximum ~7.5% RH). All in all, the 

results prove the capability of all studied samples 

particularly the Salen-based sensor as humidity sensor.  
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LEGEND TO THE FIGURES 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the designed apparatus for humidity 

sensing process. 

Fig. 2. CVs related to the electro-synthesis of conjugated 

Salen-based polymer using A) Salen monomer (0.04 M) in 

acetone as solvent and B) different solvents at 0.04 M 

Salen, pH >13, 0.04 M KCl and 100 mVs-1 scan rate. 

Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammetry showing the CVs of Salen (0.04 

M) during using different ratios of acetone: water as solvent 

at pH>13, 0.04 KCl and 100 mVs-1 scan rate. 

Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammetry showing electro-synthesis using 

Salen (0.04 M) at 100 mV s-1 scan rate and at different pH 

values using different concentrations of KOH and HCl. 

Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammetry showing the effect of different 

cationic species (0.20 M) during the electro-synthesis of 

Salen-based polymer at 100 mVs-1 scan rate and pH >13. 

Fig. 6. Photographic image of electrosynthesized Salen-

based polymer on the surface of GC electrode during using 

A) K+ and B) Na+ (0.04 M) at ~40% humidity. 

Fig. 7. Cyclic voltammetry showing the effect of different 

concentrations of K+ on the electro-synthesis of Salen-based 

polymer at pH >13 and 100 mVs-1 scan rate.  

Fig. 8. Characterization of conjugated Salen-based polymer 

including A) SEM, B) FT-IR spectra and C) XPS spectra. 

Fig. 9. Trace of RGB parameter vs. %RH. 

Fig. 10. Linearity of blue component vs. different %RH 

values. 

Fig. 11. Diagram representing the hysteresis of the 

fabricated RH sensor according to blue parameter. 

Fig. 12. Reproducibility of fabricated RH sensor during 

contacting with 20 and 30 % RH. 

Fig. 13. Effect of coexisting species on the performance of 

the Salen-based RH sensor during spiking into a standard 

%RH (50%). 

Schem. 1. Proposed mechanism for the electrosynthesis of 

the conjugated Salen-based polymer. 

Schem. 2. Proposed behavior of the conjugated Salen-based 

humidity sensor. 
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Fig. 7 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 
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Fig. 9 

 
Fig. 10 

 
Fig. 11 
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Fig. 12 

 

 

Fig. 13 

 
 

Table.1: Compression between the fabricated sensors with previously reported RH sensors. 

Parameter Fabricated sensor 
Previously reported Impedance-based 

RH sensors 

Linearity (R) 0.9971 
0.9916 [25], 0.9972 [26], 0.9894 [27], 0.9351 [28], 0.9315 [29], 

0.9491[30] 

Standard deviation1 3.0 0.1099[25] 

Rise time (s)2 9.5 41 [25], 30 [26], 45 [28], 30 [29], 40 [30], ~81.5 [31], 300 [32] 

Recovery time (s) 10 120 [25], 45 [26], 20 [27], 150 [28], 8 [30], ~226 [31] , 390 [32]  

Linear range (%RH) 5-80 
11-95 [25], 30–90 [26], 20–97 [27], 10–90 [28, 29], 30–90 [30], 11–97 

[31], 5–98 [32], 25–95 [33]  

Hysteresis3  (%RH) 7.5 6.1±0.7 [28], 5.8±0.6[29] 
1. The standard deviation was obtained by extraction in three replicate analyses.2. Time interval needed for 90% of maximum 

response (t90). 3. The differences between humidifying and desiccation processes in the range of 20–80%RH. 
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Abstract— In Wireless Sensor Networks due to limited 

energy and resources it is very important to conserve 

energy and improve utilization of its resources by reducing 

latency. In this paper we focus on Medium Access Control 

protocols proposed to adapt towards more efficient use of 

energy and decreasing latency. We discuss how protocols 

like DMAC, T-MAC, DSMAC, AREA-MAC and adaptable 

CSMA/CA MAC work on sleep duration, decreasing idle 

listening and overhearing, and collision of packets. These 

protocols enhance their channel adaptation methods for 

varying traffic conditions, providing a tradeoff between 

various parameters like energy conservation, throughput, 

fairness and latency. Additionally we compare all these 

protocols based on their various assumptions and metric 

parameters. Finally, we discuss advantages and 

disadvantages of some of these protocols to provide an 

insight for their favorability under various environments. 

Keywords— WSN, MAC Protocol, Energy. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Sensors are used in almost every area of networking and 

monitoring these days. With advancement in the sensor 

technology they have found implementation in multifarious 

domains of technology for providing information about 

their environment. Its application varies from fields like 

traffic management, climate control, environment 

monitoring, wildlife conservation to health monitoring, 

defense systems, robotics, space exploration and many 

more. The need for communication with other sensors to 

aggregate and fathom useful results for the above 

mentioned applications, is addressed – Wireless Sensor 

Networks (WSN)[6].  Multiple small sensors monitor 

various parameters of their environment and form a 

network of their own i.e. WSN to report any update or 

change. These sensors have limited capabilities and 

resources like battery, computation power, memory etc. 

Thus, it becomes of cardinal importance to use these 

resources very efficiently and reduce wastage. Most 

important of all resources is battery, which is very hard to 

replace particularly in a large networks, hence it is of prime 

importance to reduce wastage of energy and also reducing 

latency of sensors to improve throughput and fairness of 

network as a whole. 

These improvements are measured under various 

parameters defining the quality of network like energy, 

latency, throughput, fairness and scalability. 

Energy: Networks heavily depend on the capabilities of the 

large number of sensors. These sensors have limited energy 

capabilities as changing the batteries frequently is not a 

feasible solution in large WSNs. This poses as a big 

problem where sensors need to interact with each other, 

transmit, receive, compute and even store data. Hence one 

of the highest priorities of MAC protocol schemes is to 

provide an energy efficient solution and thus minimize the 

cost. 

Latency:  The delay in transfer of data among sensors and 

base stations is called latency. In WSNs latency play very 

crucial role, especially in multiple applications which 

require data in real time and also in applications which 

require data in certain time frame for a fruitful result. For 

this, latency has to be minimized to make the system work 

under required time constrains. 

Throughput: The success rate of message delivery is a 

very important constrain in various applications. Some 

applications like fire monitoring completely depend on 

throughput for being effective as they are triggered by even 

a single message. Hence it is very important to deliver the 

message and achieve a defined success rate to make system 

work. 

Fairness: In high traffic networks especially there arises 

problem of achieving fairness in receiving data from all the 

sensors and acquiring medium access by sensors. If a node 

cannot access the medium then it deprives network of 

fairness as the node doesn’t get equal opportunity for 

sending data. 

Scalability: MAC protocol schemes proposed the need to 

adapt to scalable WSN system. WSN should be able to 

scale by adding more sensors in the system and function 

normally. 

MAC layer provides protocols that are necessary for nodes 

to transmit data by providing channel access, so that nodes 

may interact without any interference. The protocols 

suggest the methods to achieve energy efficient way to 

transmit data and still achieve reduced latency, high 

throughput, fairness and scalability depending upon the 

application.  
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This paper has the following structure: 

In Section II we are describing the problem addressed by 

the protocols to improve MAC layer to optimize energy 

usage of nodes, reducing latency and hence improving 

throughput. In section III we mention background study of 

previous work on Non–adaptable MAC protocol S-MAC. 

In IV section we describe T-MAC, DMAC, DSMAC and 

AREA-MAC CSMA/CA MAC protocol scheme and how 

the problems are addressed then in section V Comparison 

we discuss how these protocols rate with each other and 

finally in section VI we provide the Conclusion of our 

study of these protocols and the possible future work. 

 

II. PROBLEMS 

Sensors in a WSN need to conserve its resources to make 

the network more efficient. There are many problems we 

have to address to achieve that. These problems give 

overview of the concept addressed in the MAC Protocol 

scheme we are going to address. These problems are: 

Idle Listening: The sensor nodes in WSN are not aware of 

the timing or schedule of other nodes for transmitting data. 

So to be prepared to listen to data from other nodes at any 

time, it keeps its radio on all the time. Due to lack of a 

definite schedule in basic MAC protocol, the sensor node 

ends up wasting large amount of its energy in idle listening. 

This problem can be seen with an example as mentioned in 

[1] as a node exchanges data with other nodes with 

frequency of one message per second and while it takes 

around 5 millisecond (ms) to transmit it, hence in total 10 

ms for sending and receiving combined. While it spends 

rest 990 ms of the second waiting and idle listening for 

messages. 

Collision: In WSN when two or more than two sensor 

nodes try to send data at the same time across same 

network or using same channel, collision occurs. The 

colliding packets are discarded and then they are sent again 

after certain period of time wasting more resources of 

network. Due to collision the performance of the network 

decreases, resulting in poor fairness, throughput and energy 

consumption hence it is one of the major problems that are 

to be addressed in WSN. 

Overhearing: Because the radio of the sensors is ON most 

of the time, the node may receive messages that are not 

destined for it. This results in unnecessary wastage of 

computational and energy resources of nodes. The node 

could turn its radio OFF for this period of time and save 

energy and decrease the redundancy and computational 

time. 

Protocol Overhead: MAC protocols provide functionality 

to sensors by sending control packets along with the 

data/message. These control messages mostly carry various 

information and message handling capabilities for 

optimizing the MAC layer, but still these messages are 

excessive data that could be minimized and is considered as 

protocol overhead. By optimizing this protocol overhead 

we save packet size, computation, energy and also memory 

of the sensors. 

 

III. BACKGROUND 

To address the problems above we need to understand basic 

concept of non adaptable MAC protocols which is required 

to understand this paper. Sensor MAC protocol (S-MAC) is 

one of most popular non adaptable MAC protocol. As per 

[7] S-MAC is a non adaptable duty cycle MAC protocol.  It 

makes use of four types of data packet. Synchronization 

packet (SYNC) was introduced in S-MAC and rest were 

introduced initially in MACA: 

 RTS (Request To Send) 

 CTS (Clear to Send) 

 ACK (Acknowledgement)  

As Fig. 1 explains, S-MAC divides its time period also 

known as the duty cycle in two parts: Active and Sleep.  In 

sleep part it buffers all changes from its environment. 

When node reaches its active part it turns ON its radio and 

listens to all the data it is receiving. Sometime it involves 

idle listening or overhearing also. It will gather all the 

buffered messages and starts sending and receiving 

messages to and fro to other sensors nodes or to sink. All 

the sender nodes contend for acquiring the medium to send 

data to receiver. They do this by sending a RTS packet to 

the receiver. Receiver replies with CTS to the sender of 

first RTS it receives. All the nodes contending for sending 

data to that node, hear the CTS message if they are in range 

of radio of the sender node and get to know about the node 

that is cleared to send the message. 

Apart from its significant improvement compared to 

formal MAC protocols without duty cycle, it has many 

problems that need to be addressed. High latency is 

prominent in non adaptable S-MAC because of the message 

arriving to sensor node during its sleep time is not 

acknowledged or replied to until node wakes up. Also the 

issue of high energy loss occurs because nodes waste 

energy during their wake up period of duty cycle by 

keeping radio ON for idle listening even when there is no 

data on the channel.  
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Fig.1: Normal Data Flow in MAC and S-MAC Duty Cycle 

Division 

 

IV. ADAPTABLE MAC PROTOCOL 

S-MAC were overcome by the new adaptable duty cycle 

MAC protocols. These protocols provided improved 

fairness, throughput, latency problem and energy efficiency 

by adapting their duty cycle to the load, to deadline of 

packet or by using low energy messages transmission etc. 

In the following section we will discuss basic principles of 

working of protocols, their environments and assumptions, 

their metrics, parameters, advantages and disadvantages to 

give a comparative study of adaptable MAC protocol: 

 

A. T-MAC 

Timeout MAC (T-MAC) is a contention based MAC 

protocol for WSN, where the nodes contend for data 

transmission to a node. It reduces energy consumption by 

adaptive active sleep duty cycle and hence reduce idle 

listening providing higher throughput and solves the 

problem posed in S-MAC called Early Seep Problem.  

The early sleep problem arises in case where one node 

wants to send data to second node, second wants to send 

packet to third and third wants send to fourth. In such case 

if first node wins medium contention and starts sending 

data to second then forth node would remain active all the 

time as it is not aware of the transmission between first and 

second as it is out of hearing range of communicating 

nodes. While the third node would go to sleep, waking up 

at a later stage to contend again. Not being awake of both 

third and fourth node at same time drops the success 

probability of packet transmission to 50% per packet and 

even less for 2 or more packets. This problem is called as 

early sleeping problem.  

 As discussed in [1] when a new node joins the network, it 

starts listening through its radio waiting to receive any 

preexisting SYNC message to know the already working 

schedule of duty cycle among sensor nodes of WSN. If it 

receives any preexisting SYNC then it saves the schedule 

and sets its own duty cycle accordingly and transmits its 

schedule along with the SYNC message. In case it fails to 

receive any SYNC packet within a particular time period, it 

generates its own schedule of duty cycle and transmits its 

own SYNC packet. 

The sensor node which wants to send data to another node 

initialize by sending a RTS packet to the receiver node. If 

receiver doesn’t reply, then it will retry by sending the RTS 

again two times.   

As mentioned above, the nodes contend for sending 

message. All the nodes loosing in contention go to sleep to 

avoid wastage of energy to contend for the medium to send 

again at a later point of time. In the mean time the winner 

node starts transmitting the data as soon as it receives CTS. 

At the completion of data transmission the receiver node 

replies with ACK message. All the sleeping node wake up 

after sleep period and wait for a period called Contention 

Interval (C) to again send RTS message for contention. C 

increases when the traffic is higher and vice versa. Now to 

implement this, the sensor node has to decide minimum 

time after which it will go to sleep. For this [1] suggested 

TA – time for minimal listening before ending the active 

period and going to sleep, must be long enough to hear at 

least the start of the CTS packet. TA is always greater then 

sum of time interval C, Length of RTS packet (R) and 

Turnaround time (T) i.e. small interval between ending of 

RTS packet and beginning of CTS packet. 

  TA > C + R + T   (1) 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.  T-MAC: A wants to send data to B and B to C. A 

wins contention, so B sends CTS to A. C overhears the 

CTS packet from B so it will go to sleep to wake up again 

in next contention period to contend. 

 

 

T-MAC tries to solve the early sleep problem by using 

FRTS packets and Taking Priority on Full Buffers as 

mentioned in [1]. In FRTS packet solution, node posts a 

request to the future receiver node telling it to stay awake 

for transmission of data at a later stage in time. In another 

solution by [1], taking priority on full buffers, the nodes 

check for its buffers for sending and receiving. In case its 

receiving buffer is full, it prefers to send data then 

receiving, that means if it gets an RTS then instead of 
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sending a CTS it prefers to send a RTS of its own to avoid 

the before mentioned problem.  

 
Fig.3: T-MAC with Data flow adaptable Sleep & Active 

states 

 

As shown in Fig. 3, in the first Active cycle the data flow is 

average, so length of active cycle is also proportional. But 

in next Active cycle, data flow is decreased, resulting in a 

smaller active cycle. Similarly with the third Active cycle 

where data flow increases and the length of Active cycle 

also increases accordingly showing the adaptive changes in 

duty cycle of T-MAC protocol. 

 

Advantages of T-MAC: 

 adjust to data flow and hence improve energy 

efficiency  

 Solution to early sleep problem 

Disadvantage of T-MAC: 

 Reduce throughput due to contention and fixed 

sleep cycle 

 Adds Latency due to contention 

 Add additional overhead for solving early sleeping 

problem while using FRTS 

 

B. DMAC 

According to DMAC mentioned in [2] DMAC is designed 

and optimized for data gathering sensor nodes tree topology 

in WSN. It addresses the energy, latency, throughput and 

fairness problems in WSN packet forwarding. As in [2] it 

also solves data forwarding interruption problem where the 

sleeping node halts the forwarding of packet. In this 

protocol the schedule of sensor node duty cycle depends on 

the depth of the node in the tree. In case there is more than 

one packet to send by the node below in tree topology, it 

proposes using More To Send (MTS) packets mechanism 

& Data Prediction Mechanism (DPM). DMAC is energy 

efficient for low load, if the load increases the latency in 

this protocol increases because of congestion among nodes.   

DMAC works on the assumption that the nodes are fixed 

sensors. It assumes the node topology as a tree structure. 

Duty cycle of node is divided into 2 parts: sleep and active. 

And active part is divided into sending and receiving. One 

active cycle is only long enough to transmit a packet to 

each hop. Nodes communicate with each other by 

transmitting messages, but the nodes which are out of 

communication range are not aware of this message 

transmission so they go to sleep. These nodes cause 

interruption while data forwarding when the data needs to 

be communicated to any node out of the communication 

range of the nodes who were initially communicating. This 

problem is known as Data Forward Interruption. 

 
Fig. 4: Tree for data acquisition 

 

DMAC solves this problem by Staggered Wake-up 

Schedule: In staggered wake up schedule the schedules of 

various nodes is staggered over the multihop path of data 

transmission.  Now when the data is to be transmitted, the 

nodes wake up one by one to forward a packet to next hop 

and so on till it reaches the sink. In the Fig. 4, node D wants 

to send data to the sink. The route to send data is via C, B, 

A, i.e. D sends data to C which in turn forwards data to B 

which forwards data to A and A at the end sends data to 

Sink. According to staggered wake up schedule all the 

nodes in the route, i.e. C, B, A will be in active period of 

their duty cycle when their child needs to send data to 

them. 

This solution also helps in reducing the sleep delay. The 

duty cycle is increased by only those nodes that are in the 

path of multihop from sender towards receiver. The 

receiving and sending periods for packets will be of same 

length µ that is enough to transmit and receive one packet. 

DMAC also reduces overhead by removing RTS/CTS and 

uses only ACK in comparison to T MAC. In ACK receiver 

tells the sender its willingness to be active in next slot. 

 

In multihop chains, the nodes of WSN sometime need to 

send multiple data packets and to make sure its delivery [2] 

has used More to Flag, Data Prediction Techniques and 

More to Send. 

 

More Data Flag: it is used to send more than one data 

packets in multihop environment. It asks nodes to increase 

their duty cycle after checking the more data flag. If it is 

active, the nodes sending more than one data packets are 

required to set this flag while sending and check for this 
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flag while receiving. Between every sending of 

acknowledgements after receiving packets there is time 

difference of at least 3 µ. 

Data Prediction: normally while sending data from 

multiple children to a parent, the parent node may go to 

sleep after the reception of data is complete from one child. 

While other child node of the same parent may have also 

data to send, and as the parent went to sleep since the other 

child didn’t add a More Data Flag because its buffer is 

empty so it might have to wait till the parent wakes up. To 

avoid such problem parent node tries to predict the data 

coming from other child and hence it will sleep only for 3 µ 

time period, and then wake up again, to see if its other child 

node has any data to send. In case there is no more data to 

send it will go back to sleep. 

More to Send Packet: in condition where two nodes A and 

B of different parent want to send data to their respective 

parents and thus, contend; node A wins then neither node B 

nor its parent hold any active cycle in this interval then the 

node B can only send packet in the next sending slot, but its 

parents already goes to sleep which causes this node to wait 

for ACK from its parent but the parent doesn’t receive any 

packet in its receiving slot. This causes data prediction 

scheme to fail here. Now to avoid this condition, More to 

send packet is used. It is used on any of the two conditions: 

1. If channel was busy because other node was using it. 

2. It receives from its child and packet with MTS flag 

already set 

It removes MTS when any of 3 conditions hold true: 

1. If buffer is empty 

2. All requests from children for MTS are cleared 

3. It sends request MTS to its parent before and has not 

send a clear MTS  

 
Fig. 5: DMAC Protocol 

 

In the figure above, the node is receiving data initially. 

After completion of receiving it waits for a Short Period of 

time before starting to send data. It does so to avoid any 

collision or interference in packet transmission. After 

sending is completed it goes to sleep for a period of at least 

3µ and repeats the process again.  

 

Advantages of DMAC: 

 DMAC reduces packet overhead by removing 

RTS/CTS and uses only ACK in comparison to T 

MAC 

 DMAC increases the wake up time for its nodes in 

most of its scheme resulting in higher 

throughput/lower latency and higher energy 

efficiency.  

 

Disadvantage of DMAC: 

 DMAC is suggested for tree based topology of 

WSN and hence doesn’t work in other topologies. 

 Adds high overhead by using MTS Packet and 

More Data Flag. 

 

C. DSMAC 

According to [3] to manage the tradeoff between the 

performance and energy consumption DSMAC introduces 

dynamic duty cycles to adapt to variable changes in the 

energy consumption and latency. It alters the duty cycle 

and synchronizes with other nodes according to its duty 

cycle based on the packet load and energy consumed by 

nodes, and hence dynamically adapts for higher 

performance by the system by using less energy.  

In [3] to manage according to the clock imparity SYNC 

messages are used by nodes. DSMAC uses SYNC in 

similar fashion to S-MAC. One node tries to listen to the 

network hoping to receive any existing wake up schedule of 

nodes, and adapt to the existing system. In case it does not 

over hear any schedule it creates it s own schedule and 

broadcasts the SYNC packets to other nodes to adapt to 

new schedule and broadcast their own SYNC packet. Every 

node maintains a local SYNC table to adjust its duty cycle 

according to load and energy consumption. Initially all 

sensors adopt a common service duty cycle. In comparison 

to S-MAC’s SYNC it also contains the sender node’s duty 

cycle in SYNC packet in DSMAC.  

 
Fig.6: DSMAC for Low Load conditions 
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Fig.7: DSMAC for High Load conditions 

All nodes adapt a common wake up schedule (Duty Cycle) 

at start. It uses following steps to alter its duty cycle: 

1. When data packet is received, node measures the 

delay of packet based on the timestamp created by 

sender. 

2. Receiving node adapts its duty cycle based on 

average delay, queue size and its duty cycle. It 

reduces its duty cycle if load is less and increases 

in higher load conditions. 

3. It also adapts its duty cycle according to duty 

cycle of sender. After alteration it broadcasts its 

SYNC packet. 

For a node if the load is low then sleep cycle would be 

longer as in Fig. 6 and for higher load smaller sleep cycle 

as in Fig 7. 

Hence, by decreasing number of the active cycles of a node 

when the load on the node is low and increasing number of 

active cycles when the load is high, DSMAC manages a 

tradeoff between energy consumption and efficiency. Thus 

by following the 3 step mentioned above DSMAC adapts to 

varying load and provides an efficient way for increasing 

throughput and reducing latency. 

Advantage of DSMAC: 

 DSMAC is scalable as it does not affect the duty cycle 

of idle neighboring nodes.   

 

Disadvantage of DSMAC:  

 But it also introduces the overhead by adding 

timestamp to SYNC packet and delay for data packets 

like T-MAC. 

 

D. AREA-MAC 

AREA MAC provides a tradeoff between various 

parameters like latency, throughput, and energy 

consumption. As proposed by [4] it uses grid based 

wireless sensor network as a basic assumption for the 

AREA MAC Protocol. The nodes don’t support any data 

aggregation or have any in-network capabilities. All nodes 

are fixed and know their locations regarding to their 

reference nodes and all nodes have a unique ID. It uses 

LPL (Low Power Listening) mode with short preamble 

messages to reduce the latency and energy consumption 

and improve lifetime of sensor nodes. To increase the 

scalability of the system the nodes are kept completely 

independent of the sleep wakeup schedule of other nodes 

in network. Sender broadcasts a LPL with short preamble 

message with destination ID, when nodes wake up they 

will check for LPL with short preamble message, if there 

is any LPL with short preamble message they will check 

the destination id provided in the message.  

 
Fig.8: AREA-MAC 

If the destination id matches to their ID, then an 

acknowledgement is sent immediately to the source node 

and if it doesn’t then it goes back to sleep. Hence the 

sender node will know and stop sending any further LPL 

with short preamble message conserving the energy and it 

will start sending the data. If the node for the next hop is 

sleeping and sender wants to send data, it forcefully wakes 

up the suitable next hop neighbor, chosen on the basis of 

link cost metric and starts sending data and thus, provides 

real time support for nodes. The paper fails to provide 

details, how this action of forcefully waking up other 

nodes occur, which gives an abstract view of process. 

In Fig. 8, the receiving node wakes up to check the 

medium for LPL with short preamble messages. It goes to 

sleep as no LPL with short preamble message was found 

for it. It wakes up after sleep cycle to check again and this 

time it receives LPL with short preamble message and 

finds it is addressed to it, so it sends back the ACK and 

starts transmitting data. After data transmission it goes to 

sleep and the cycle continues. 

Advantages of AREA-MAC: 

 Asynchrony: fully independent of sleep and wake up 

schedule of other nodes. 

 Energy Efficient: Sender uses LPL approach where 

nodes wake up to check the data in channel and go 

back to sleep if there is no data for it. 

 Adaptability: nodes adapt their duty cycles according 

to the requests received for data transmission. 

Disadvantage of AREA-MAC: 
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 Works only in case of Grid based fixed network of 

sensors only, so the network cannot be dynamic in 

nature. 

 All sensors are assumed to know location of sensors 

till next two hops which is a lot of overhead for 

sensors to store. 

 

E. Adaptive CSMA/CA MAC 

A novel adaptive CSMA/CA MAC protocols invented by 

Benazir  and Manimaran [5], provides an insight for 

channel adaptation and load adaptation missing in various 

MAC protocols. It provides either low energy or low delay 

option for transmission of data for varying channel and 

load condition, providing low latency and high efficiency 

in successfully transmitting packet among nodes. It 

provides a metric of energy and delay in transmission of 

packets to decide the best message according to deadline 

and energy requirement and modulation level to reduce 

delay and energy required at time of packet transmission. 

In [5] it proposes adaptive CSMA/CA MAC which uses 

Dynamic Modulation Scaling (DMS). In DMS we change 

number of bits per symbol while keeping the symbol rate 

constant. It uses the concept that a packet at with higher 

high modulation level can be sent at high energy while a 

packet with lower modulation level cannot. This results in 

a delay-energy tradeoff for each modulation level. It 

purports the theory that lower modulation is beneficial in 

some cases and in other higher may be beneficial. This 

allows us to develop a protocol that could sense and 

forward packet in either energy efficient way or delay 

efficient. Hence to adapt to real time networks and creates 

a tradeoff between the transmission delay and energy 

consumption during transmission.  

To transmit a message successfully the probability of bit 

error is fixed to 10-6. Thus, in the given case bit error 

probability is calculated and the minimum Sound to Noise 

Ratio (SNR) value is calculated for successful 

demodulation for each modulation level K. These values 

are used to calculate the transmission power for various K. 

This allows adaptive CSMA/CA MAC to cancel out those 

options of modulation level where transmission power is 

higher than the maximum transmission power of 

transmitter. With the help of transmission rate, 

transmission power per signal is calculated.  

Now all the nodes in WSN who have any message to 

transmit in their buffer contend for medium to transmit 

packets and the winning node acquire the channel. The 

transmission power for messages is estimated for each 

value of K. If the transmission power is higher than the 

maximum transmission power of transmitter, then the 

corresponding values of K are discarded. It calculates the 

energy delay pair [E, D] for all K. For each node the Load 

Index (LI) is calculated which describes the message load 

on a sensor in contention period and by varying deadlines 

for packets. Load index is thus inversely proportional to 

period of message and directly proportional to worst-case-

transmission time. The calculated load index is to generate 

Energy-Delay Metric (Mi) using Ei normalized 

transmission energy consumption and Di normalized 

transmission delay.  

 

LI =                                                      (2) 

   

Mi = β * Ei + γ *Di  (3) 

Where,  

                             γ = 1/LI, LI ≤ 1                                   (4) 

 

β = 1− γ                  (5) 

Under current scenario of load on the channel, the 

minimum value of Mi represents the least energy and 

delay in message transmission for the modulation level i.  
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Advantages of adaptive CSMA/CA: 

 Dynamically adapts to load by varying modulation 

level. 

 Energy-Delay pair provides minimum delay an 

efficient energy usage for message transmission. 

Disadvantages of adaptive CSMA/CA: 

 Overhead of calculating and maintaining Energy-

Delay pair metric. 

 

V. COMPRESSION 

TMAC is better than SMAC in context of energy saving for 

increasing load condition (byte/node). But the problem with 

TMAC is in case of providing real time data, as it doesn’t 

change sleep cycle as node doesn’t receive any data during 

part. Still TMAC proves to be very useful for solving early 

sleep problem. 

DMAC provides better real time data then TMAC because 

it uses staggered wakeup schedule and hence provide 

higher throughput in comparison to SMAC and TMAC as 

well as solve data forwarding interruption problem. DMAC 

work on only tree topology based WSN, so it cannot be 

deployed on any other topology based WSN while SMAC 

and TMAC do not have any specific topology requirement. 

Due to the changes in the duty cycle that appear only after 

receiver node receives packet in condition of change in load 

on channel and packet delay measure by timestamp of 

packet, DSMAC doesn’t provide real time data as 

efficiently as DMAC. In comparison to DMAC, DSMAC is 

not as much scalable because all the nodes have to adopt 

same duty cycle initially. But because there is no 

topological assumption in DSMAC, it can work on every 

topology of nodes in WSN. 

In comparison to DSMAC, AREA MAC provides better 

real time data, higher throughput and is more scalable. But 

its application is applicable to only grid topology of WSN 

where all the nodes are fixed and aware of their location. 

Adaptive CSMA/CA is comparatively better then AREA 

MAC because it considers an additional parameter for 

optimizing transmission, that is energy-delay metric, which 

provides a highly efficient energy consumption and high 

success ratio of data transmission by dynamically changing 

transmission power and rate via dynamic modulation 

scaling. Hence it provides highly real time data and 

throughput. Also because of no certain assumption about 

the topology of WSN, it is highly scalable. 

 

VI. CONCLUSSION 

In our day today world WSN is being used extensively and 

our reliance is increasing on it every day. With the growing 

number of fields with deployment of WSN and criticality of 

WSN in those domains compels us to make them more 

efficient. With intensive research going on in this field, 

MAC protocols in WSN have seen huge leaps of growth in 

recent times, making them more energy efficient, with low 

latency, high throughput, fairness and scalability. With the 

above discussion about MAC protocols like S-MAC, 

DMAC, DSMAC, AREAMAC, adaptive CSMA/CA 

MAC, we have provided a brief view of all these schemes, 

while describing their main improvements, working, and 

advantages. In this paper we described how S-MAC uses 

fixed duty cycles, T-MAC introduces adaptive duty cycles, 

DMAC introducing staggered wake up schedule, DSMAC 

using dynamic duty cycle, AREA MAC uses low power 

listening LPL with short permeable messages and how 

adaptive CSMA/CA gives concept of energy-delay metric 

to find best modulation level. Apart from all the 

advancement we have discussed in adaptive MAC 

protocols we believe there is room for a lot more research 

in this topic and many more scheme to discuss. 
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Abstract— The study showed that Phoenix academy 

employees staff with appropriate skills and experience, has 

the right number of staff purchase school items only when  

required, have measures to counter school defaulters, do 

not keep variable  cost-volume profits below 30% of 

incomes, do not take staff for further training, outsource 

some staff and that the school gives allowances to staff. 

The study revealed that the school use sales maximization 

approach to profits they do aim at profit maximization, their 

profits do not grow steadily over the years, profits are 

considered basing on the revenues and investments and do 

not keep profits at 25% of revenues. 

Keywords— unit, Cost-volume profit Management, 

Profitability, behavior, organization. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When you acquire supplies or services, you normally expect 

to pay a smaller price per unit as the purchase quantity 

increases. You expect contractors to have lower costs per 

unit as production quantity increases. This general 

expectation remains the same whether you are buying items 

specifically built for the Government or items that are mass-

produced for a variety of commercial and Government 

customers. You can use cost-volume-profit analysis to 

analyze the natural relationship between cost, volume, and 

profit in pricing decisions. In cost-volume-profit analysis, 

you: 

 Should consider only short-term operations. The short 

term may be defined as a period too short to permit 

facilities expansion or contraction or other changes 

that might affect overall pricing relationships.  

 Assume that a straight line can reasonably be used in 

analysis. While actual price behavior may not follow a 

straight line, its use can closely approximate actual 

cost behavior in the short run.  

o If purchase volume moves outside the relevant 

range of the available data, the straight-line 

assumption and the accuracy of estimates 

become questionable.  

o If you know that product variable costs per unit 

are decreasing as quantity increases, consider 

using the log-linear improvement curve 

concept. Improvement curves are particularly 

useful in limited production situations where 

you can obtain cost/price information for all 

units sold.  

 

Research problem 

Cost-volume profit management in every organization 

determines the level of profitability. Phoenix Academy 

secondary school has restructured its control systems 

through credit risk controls and employing the required 

staff. Despite all the above efforts to minimize operational 

cost-volume profits, low profitability is still reported.  

Research objectives 

i. To establish how cost-volume profits are managed 

in Phoenix Academy Secondary School. 

ii. To find out the profitability levels and trend 

registered in the school. 

iii. To establish the relationship between cost-volume 

profit management and profitability in the school. 

Research importance 

To establish whether cost-volume profit management 

affects the profitability levels of Phoenix Academy 

Secondary School. 

Research Significances 

Findings of the study will be of great importance to the 

following beneficiaries in the following ways. 

 Phoenix Academy will be able to improve on the 

management of cost-volume profits as the study 
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findings will generate new ideas pertaining to cost-

volume profit management. 

 Business managers will benefit from the study by 

adopting best ways of cost-volume profit 

management in order to improve on their 

profitability levels 

Research Methodology 

Research design 

In order to be consistent with the research objectives and 

questions in chapter one, cross sectional research and 

qualitative and quantitative research designs were used in 

order to collect the relevant data. 

Research population 

According to Krejecia and Morgan, the study population of 

Phoenix Secondary School consisted of 40 people, 15 being 

in Management, 20 on the teaching staff and 5 support staff. 

Table.1: Showing the Study population. 

Type of respondents Number of people 

Management 15 

Teaching staff 20 

Support/non teaching staff 5 

Total 40 

Source: Primary data 

Sample size 

The sample size of the study was 36 respondents from all 

the three sects. 

Sampling methods 

The study was based on stratified sampling method that 

enabled the collection of relevant data. The strata included; 

the teaching staff, management and the support staff. 

Data collection methods 

 Questionnaires were the data collection tool used to extract 

the necessary data given the time constraint. They provide 

convenience with respect to time of respondents. 

Sources of data 

Data was collected from both primary and secondary 

sources. 

 Primary sources 

Primary data was collected from respondents concerned like 

those mentioned earlier. 

 Secondary sources 

Secondary data was collected from the original documents, 

books of accounts, the Board of Director’s reports and other 

relevant documents. 

Data processing and analysis 

Data collected was organized, sorted and checked for 

accuracy and completeness: Data was tabulated, interpreted 

and analyzed in line with the study objectives. 

1. PRESENTATION, INTERPRETATION AND 

ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS. 

1.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, findings of the study are presented, 

interpreted and discussed in relation to the study objectives 

as follows. 

1.2.1 General findings of the study 

This includes findings relating to all parts of the 

questionnaires. 

Table 1.2.1: Shows the response rate 

Response Frequency Percentage (%) 

Response 29 80.6% 

Non-response 7 19.4% 

Total 36 100% 

 Source: primary data survey question 1 

From the table above, out of 36 respondents only 29 

answered the questionnaires making a percentage of 80.6% 

respondents and 7 people did not return the questionnaire 

which brings a total of 19.4% non respondents. This implies 

that almost every sect of the school had interest on knowing 

how the school is performing. 

1.2.2 Findings on personal data 

Table 1.2.2: Showing the gender of respondents 

Gender Frequency Percentage (%) 

Male 17 58.6% 

Female 12 41.4% 

Total 29 100% 

Source primary data survey question 2 

From the table above, 17(58.6%) of the respondents were 

male while 12(41.4%) were female. This implies that 

majority of them belong to the teaching staff that is made up 

of the highest number. This is as a result of being a 

secondary school where most students tend to despise 

female staff and therefore the only option is employing 

more of the male staff. 

1.2.3 Marital status of the respondents 

Table 1.2.3: Shows the marital status of respondents in 

Phoenix academy secondary. 

Marital status Frequency Percentage (%) 

Married 23 79.3% 

Single 4 13.8% 

Others 2 6.9% 

Total 29 100% 

Source: primary data survey question 3 

From the findings it is clear that majority of the respondents 

(79.3%) are the married people followed by single (13.8%) 

and the minority respondents (6.9%). This implies that since 
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married people in most cases are associated with family 

problems, they tend not to implement and follow the cost-

volume profit controls put in place to minimize the problem 

of high cost-volume profit operations. 

1.2.4 on the education levels of the respondents. 

Table 1.2.4: Showing the education levels of the 

respondents 

Education Frequency Percentage (%) 

‘A’ Level 03 10.4% 

Diploma 8 27.6% 

Certificate - 0% 

Degree 15 51.7% 

Others 03 10.4% 

Total 29 100% 

Source: primary data survey question 4 

From the above table, the majority of respondents (51.7%) 

are graduates followed by Diploma (27.6%), A-level 

(10.4%), others (10.4%) and none of the respondents hold a 

certificate. This implies that the school has well educated 

staff and management. This probably means that the 

management just lack ways of goods implementation of 

their objectives. 

1.2.5 Period worked for the school 

Table 1.2.5: Showing number of years respondents have 

worked in the school. 

Number of years Frequency Percentage (%) 

Less than  2years 2 6.9% 

2-5years 10 34.5% 

More than 5years 17 58.6% 

Total 29 100% 

Source primary data survey question 5 

The above table indicates that majority respondents are in 

the range of more than 5years followed by those from 2-

5years and then less than 2years. This implies the school 

has the ability to contain its staff once recruited. This 

enables in the reduction of replacement cost-volume profits 

and cost-volume profits of inefficiency of performance of 

the staff. 

1.2.6 Position held in the school 

Table 1.2.6: Showing different positions held by 

respondents in the school. 

Position Frequency Percentage (%) 

Management 7 24.1% 

Teaching staff 19 65.5% 

Support staff 3 10.3% 

Others - 0% 

Total 29 100% 

Source: primary data survey question 6 

The findings indicate that 7(24.1%) belong to management 

19(65.5%) belong to the teaching staff, 03(10.3%) belong to 

the support staff and none belong to any other position. The 

teaching staff dominated the respondents because they 

dominate the sample size suggested followed by 

management and the support staff. 

1.3 Findings on cost-volume profit management 

The following information presents interprets and discusses 

the findings on cost-volume profit management of Phoenix 

Academy as the second part of the questionnaire. 

 

1.3.1 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agreed or disagreed with the employment of staff with 

appropriate skills and experience 

Table 1.3.1: Showing response on employment of staff with 

appropriate skills and experience 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 08 18 03 - - 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

27.6% 62.1% 10.4% - - 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question 7 

From table 1.3.1: 08 (27.6%) strongly agree that the staff 

recruits has appropriate skills and experience, 18(62.1%) 

agree with the statement and 03(10.4%) are not sure of 

which staff recruited and none of the respondents disagreed 

and strongly disagreed with the statement. This pattern of 

response indicates that employee skills and experience is a 

prerequisite in the recruitment and selection of staff, in 

abide to try to reduce on the cost-volume profits of training. 

1.3.2 Respondents on the right number of people 

employed in the school. 

Table 1.3.2: Showing on the extent to which respondents 

agree or disagree with the employment of the right number 

of staff. 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A NS D SD Total 

Frequency 06 18 03 01 01 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

20.7% 63.8% 10.3% 03.4% 01.7% 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question 8 

As observed from the table 1.3.2 about. 06(20.7) strongly 

agree, 18(63.8%) agree, 03(10.3%) are not sure 01(03.4%) 

disagree and 01(10.3) are not sure 01(3.4%) disagree and 

01(1.7%) strongly disagree with the statement. This implies 

that Phoenix Academy tries to match its staff with work 

requirements and work hard in order to avoid over and 
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under capacity. Work overload and extravagant salary 

payments as well as under employment of staff is reduced. 

1.3.3 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agreed or disagreed with the buy of school items only when 

they are headed. 

Table 1.3.3: Showing the response on buying of school 

items only when they are needed. 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A NS D SD Total 

Frequency 03 15 03 07 01 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

10.3% 51.7% 08.6% 25.9% 03.4% 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question 9 

According to the above table 04(10.3%) strongly agree, 

15(51.7) Agree, 03(08.6%) not sure, 07(25.9%) disagree 

and 01(03.4%) strongly disagree with the above statement. 

This implies that the board is interested in applying just-in-

time (JIT) approach in acquiring school properties in order 

to manage spending. 

1.3.4 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agree or disagree with the proportionality of salary scale to 

the level of income. 

Table 1.3.4: Showing response on proportionality of salary 

scale to the level of income 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A NS D SD Total 

Frequency - 02 12 05 10 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

- 6% 43.3% 17.2% 34.5% 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question 10 

From the table above, none strongly agreed with the 

statement that the salary scale of the school in proportional 

to the revenues, 02(6%) agreed, 12(43.3%) not sure, 

05(17.2%) disagreed and 10(34.5%) strongly disagreed with 

the statement. This is due to the fact that majority of 

respondents are professionals whose salary scale is fixed 

and independent of the revenue levels and hence doe not 

necessarily correspondent with it. Even for the no-

professionals like the support staffs are held to be constant. 

1.3.5 Measures to counter fees defaulters 

Table 1.3.5: Showing the response on the presence of 

measures to counter fees defaulters in the school. 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 11 14 1 3 - 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

37.9% 48.3% 3.5% 10.6% - 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question 11 

As observed from the above table 1.3.5 11(37.9%) strongly 

agreed with the statement, 14(48.3%) agreed, 01(3.5%) 

were not sure, 03(10.4%) disagreed and none strongly 

disagreed with the statement. The pattern of response stems 

from the fact that students are subjected to midterm exams 

whereby those with school fees balance are not allowed to 

sit them. This is according to the headmaster of the school, 

which according to him is enough to instill a sense of 

responsibility into students and parents regarding the in-

time payment of school fees. 

1.3.6 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agreed or disagreed with the outsourcing of some staff 

Table 1.3.4: Showing response agreed or disagreed with the 

outsourcing of some staff 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 08 08 06 05 02 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

27.6% 27.6% 20.7% 17.2% 6.9% 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question 12 

As evidenced from table 1.3.6 above 08(27.6%) strongly 

agreed, 08(27.6%) agreed, 06(20.7%) were not sure, 

05(17.2%) disagreed and 02(6.9%) strongly disagreed with 

the statement that the school outsource some staff. The out 

sourcing of staff pertains to the teaching staff especially 

during the end of the final year examinations for candidate 

classes to offer technical aspects to enable students perform 

better. 

1.3.7 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agreed or disagreed with the keeping of variable cost-

volume profits below 30% of income. 

Table 1.3.7: Showing the responses on keeping variable 

cost-volume profits below 30% of income. 

Extent of 

agreemen

t 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequenc

y 

01 06 10 8 5 29 

Percentag

e (%) 

3.5

% 

20.7

% 

34.5

% 

27.6

% 

17.2

% 

100

% 

Source: Primary data survey question 13 

Table 1.3.7: Above indicates that 01(3.5%) strongly agreed 

with the statement, 06(20.7%) agreed, 10 (34.5%) were not 

sure, 08(27.6%) disagreed and 05(17.2%) strongly 

disagreed with the fact that variable cost-volume profits are 

kept below 30% of the incomes. This kind of response 

seems to have resulted from respondents’ failure to 

distinguish fixed cost-volume profits from variable cost-

volume profits especially the support staff. It is also true 
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that the cost-volume profits are mostly constituted by fixed 

cost-volume profits and the variable cost-volume profits 

according to management are immaterial. 

1.3.8 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agreed with the giving of allowances to staff. 

Table 1.3.8: Showing the responses on the giving of 

allowances to staff. 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D S

D 

Total 

Frequency 10 12 05 02 - 29 

Percentag

e (%) 

34.5

% 

41.4

% 

17.2

% 

6.9

% 

- 100

% 

Source: Primary data survey question 14 

Table 1.3.8 above shows that 10(34.5%) respondents 

strongly agreed with the statement, 12(41.4%) agreed, 

05(17.2%) were not sure, 02 (6.9%) disagreed and no one 

strongly disagreed with the statement. This response is 

ideally based on the fact that only the teaching staff and 

management are entitled to such allowances and therefore 

the support staff was reluctant to consent hence 

uncertainness. 

1.4 Findings on profitability 

The following information presents, interprets and discusses 

the findings on profitability levels of the school. 

1.4.1 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agreed or disagreed with the use of sales maximization 

approach to profits. 

Table 1.4.1: Showing the response on the use of sales 

maximization approach to profits. 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 07 15 01 03 03 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

24.1% 51.7% 3.5% 10.4% 10.4% 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question 15 

From the above table, 07(24.1%) respondents strongly 

agreed with the statement 15(51.7%) agreed, 01(3.5%) were 

not sure, 03(10.4%) disagreed and 03 (10.4%) strongly 

disagreed with the statement. This pattern was derived from 

the fact that is the school’s intent to objectively lower the 

fees in order to attract a good number of students. 

According to the support staff the school has done a lot for 

the financially weaker parents to be able cover up their 

school dues. 

1.4.2 Findings on the extent to which who agreed or 

disagreed with profit maximization as major objective of 

the school. 

Table 1.4.2: showing the response on profit maximization 

as a major objective 

Extent of 

agreemen

t 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequenc

y 

10 08 02 06 03 29 

Percentag

e (%) 

34.5

% 

27.6

% 

6.9

% 

20.7

% 

10.4

% 

100

% 

Source: Primary data survey question16 

Table 1.4.2 above, indicates 10(34.5%) as strongly 

agree,08(27.6%) agree, 02(6.9%) not sure, 06(20.7%) 

disagree and 03(10.4%) as strongly disagree with the 

statement. This is because profit maximization is ideally the 

opposite of sales maximization which the school decided to 

embark on and therefore one expected such results if there 

was some objectivity. 

1.4.3 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agreed or disagreed with the inconsistence in the profits 

over the years. 

Table 1.4.3: Showing the response on the inconsistence in 

the profits over the years. 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 16 09 03 01 - 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

55.2% 31% 10.4% 3.5% - 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question17 

The findings are evidenced from the table 1.4.3, 16(55.2%) 

strongly agreed, 09(31%) agreed, 03(10.4%) were not sure, 

01(3.5%) disagreed and none of the respondents strongly 

disagreed with the statement. The implication is that due to 

changing economic climate such as inflation rates, students 

joining the school, cost-volume profits have been changing 

leading to inconsistence profits. 

1.4.4 Findings on the extent to which respondents agreed 

or disagreed with the 25% target profit on revenue. 

Table 1.4.4: Shows the response on 25% target profit on 

revenue. 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 02 05 20 02 - 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

6.9% 17.2% 69% 6.9% - 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question 18 
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As the table above exhibits 02(6.9%) strongly agreed, 

05(17.6%) agreed, 20(69%) not sure, 02(6.9%) disagreed 

and none strongly disagreed implies that very few members 

of the school holding different positions are aware of the 

rate at which target profit is kept of the total revenue. 

1.4.5 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agreed or disagreed with the steady growth of profits over 

the years. 

Table 1.4.5: Showing the response on steady growth of 

profits over the years. 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 03 05 07 08 06 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

10.4% 17.2% 24.1% 20.6% 20.7% 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question 19 

As observed from table 1.4.5, 03(10.4%) strongly agreed 

with the statement that the school’s profits grows steadily 

over the years, o5 (17.2%) agreed, o7(24.1) were not sure, 

08(27.6%) disagreed and 06(20.7%) strongly disagreed with 

the statement. This is based on the school’s past financial 

experience evidenced from the financial reports. Therefore 

according to management, profitability of the school has 

been in very bad position. 

1.5. Cost-volume profit management and profitability 

relationship 

The following information presents, interprets, and 

discusses the findings on cost-volume profit management 

and profitability of Phoenix Academy Secondary School. 

1.5.1 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agreed or disagreed with the carrying out of cost-volume 

profit-volume profit analysis. 

Table 1.5.1: Showing response on the carrying out of cost-

volume profit-volume profit analysis 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 04 05 10 08 02 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

13.8% 17.2% 34.5% 27.6% 6.9% 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question 20 

Table 1.5.1 above shows that 04(13.8%) strongly agreed 

with the statement that the school carried out cost-volume 

profit volume profit analysis, 05 (17.2%) agreed, 10(34.5%) 

were not sure, 08(27.6) disagreed and 02(6.9%) strongly 

disagreed. 

This is because of the nature of the business (Service 

business) which is not easy for the respondents to know 

how to measure volume in such a business. That is why 

respondents shared a high degree of uncertainty. 

1.5.2 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agreed or disagreed with profitability being mainly 

influenced by cost-volume profit management. 

Table 1.5.2: Showing the response 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 06 12 04 04 03 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

20.7% 41.4% 13.8% 13.8% 10.4% 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question 21 

From the above 06(20.7%) strongly agreed, 12(41.4%) 

agreed, 04(13.8%) were not sure, 04(13.8%) disagreed and 

03(10.4%) strongly disagreed with the statement that 

profitability is influenced by cost-volume profit 

management. Therefore in this case cost-volume profit 

management is the prime and basic platform for profit 

maximization hence the school should improve on cost-

volume profit management for t to be profitable. 

1.5.3 Findings on the extent to which respondents agreed 

or disagreed with minimizing cost-volume profits in order 

to maximize profits. 

Table 1.5.3: Shows the response 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 07 08 04 06 04 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

24.1% 27.6% 13.8% 20.7% 13.8% 100% 

Source: Primary data survey question 22. 

The table above indicates that 07(24.1%) strongly agreed, 

08(27.6%) agreed, 04(13.8%) were not sure, 06(20.7%) 

disagreed and 04(13.8%) strongly disagreed with the 

statement that cost-volume profits are minimized in order to 

maximize profits. This brings out the fact that cost-volume 

profit management and profitability are inversely 

proportional and therefore cost-volume profit management 

should be improved if profits are to be maximized. 

 

1.5.4 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agreed or disagreed with the preparation of annual budgets 

to streamline profitability. 

Table 1.5.4: Shows the respondents. 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 07 10 06 03 03 29 

Percentage 

(%) 

24.1% 34.5% 20.7% 10.4% 10.4% 100% 
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Source: Primary data survey question 23 

As evidenced from table 1.5.4 above, 07(24.1%) strongly 

agreed with the statement that the school prepares annual 

budgets, 10(34.5%) agreed, 06(20.7%) were not sure, 

03(10.4%) disagreed and 03(10.4%) strongly disagreed with 

the statement. This response was attained because all 

sectors of the school know that at every beginning of any 

academic year meetings are held to communicate such 

budget to the possible stakeholders. 

1.5.5 Findings on the extent to which the respondents 

agreed or disagreed with profitability being independent of 

cost-volume profit management. 

Table 1.5.5: Showing the respondents 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 04 04 02 10 09 29 

Percentag

e (%) 

13.8

% 

13.8

% 

6.9

% 

34.5

% 

31

% 

100

% 

Source: Primary data survey question 24 

From the table above, 04(13.8%) strongly agreed 04(13.8%) 

agreed, 02(6.9%) were not sure, 10(34.5%) disagreed and 

09(31%) strongly disagreed that profits are independent of 

cost-volume profit management. This is because all 

respondents are quite sure that a high cost-volume profit 

implies low profitability. 

1.5.6 Findings on the extent to which respondents agreed 

or disagreed with stability in cost-volume profits causing 

stability in profits. 

Table 1.5.6: Showing the extent of respondents 

Extent of 

agreement 

SA A N/S D SD Total 

Frequency 09 13 03 03 01 29 

Percentag

e (%) 

31

% 

44.8

% 

10.4

% 

10.4

% 

3.5

% 

100

% 

Source: Primary data survey question 25 

From the table 1.5.6, 09(31%) strongly agreed, 13(44.8%) 

agreed, 03(10.4%) were not sure, 03(10.4%) disagreed and 

01(3.5%) strongly disagreed that stability in cost-volume 

profits implies stability in profits. A vast majority of the 

respondents unanimously agreed that stability in cost-

volume profit management can cause stability in profits 

though for Phoenix Academy it is still a nightmare for them 

to manage and maintain any of the two variables. 

 

II. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1 Conclusions: 

The study shows that managing cost-volume profits take 

into consideration a number of tools ranging from 

analytical, managerial and administrative, such tools can be 

summarized as employing the right number of staff with 

appropriate experience, outsourcing of some staff, using just 

in time technique. From the previous Tables indicated that 

profitability is independent to cost-volume profit 

management and therefore there should be effective cost-

volume profit management controls in order to earn profits. 

 

2.2 Recommendations: 

Phoenix academy should improve on its cost-volume profit 

management practices in order to foster profitability and 

therefore the following policies should be observed to 

reduce the above. 

 Make profitability the prime cause of the existence of 

the school. 

 Develop other pecuniary motivational technique to 

motivate staff other than the monetary benefits. 

 Reduce as much as possible the allowances given to 

staff if they cannot scrap them off completely. 

 Develop on the academic standard of the school to 

attract students so as to earn more. 

 Carryout a systematic cost-volume profit-volume-profit 

analysis. 

 Have deadlines for school defaulter so as to be able 

sustain operational cost-volume profits. 
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